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The second of the International System of Units (SI) is defined using the ground state hyperfine transition of the caesium 133 atom. Today the accuracy of the widely used international atomic time (TAI) is provided by an ensemble of atomic caesium fountains worldwide used as primary frequency standards (PFS), which give the most accurate realization of the SI second. In 2001, considering the development of new frequency standards, the Consultative Committee for Time and Frequency (CCTF) of the Comité International des Poids et Mesures recommended that a list of secondary representations of the second (SRS) be established to eventually be used in a new definition of the second. In 2004, a first SRS, the $^{87}$Rb ground state hyperfine transition, was proposed. In 2012, CCTF established a list of 11 recommended transitions.

In the last years, the FO2-Rb fountain frequency standard, part of the dual Rb/Cs fountain FO2 at LNE-SYRTE, has reached performances in terms of precision, reproducibility and reliability, equivalent to that of the PFSs. The frequency measurements of a H-maser with FO2-Rb, in an almost continuous Rb/Cs comparison over the years 2010-2012, are already worth of more than 22 monthly calibrations of TAI. Therefore it was interesting to go throughout the process of contributing to TAI with a SRS, to explore implications in terms of both procedures and science.

We will report the first contribution to TAI based on a SRS, here $^{87}$Rb using the FO2-Rb measurements. We present the process from end-to-end. Asides from the fountain and its performances, we describe how it is connected to time scales. We report on measurements of this frequency standard against LNE-SYRTE primary frequency standards, down to a fractional uncertainty of $4.4 \times 10^{-16}$, and on the establishment of the recommended value for the $^{87}$Rb hyperfine transition frequency. We describe the procedure used to incorporate this secondary representation into Circular T and demonstrate the link of FO2-Rb to the TAI ensemble with a statistical uncertainty of $\sim 1.3 \times 10^{-16}$. This work is an experimentation of what could be done with optical frequency standards in the prospect of a redefinition of the SI second.

This work with FO2-Rb, and more generally with the PFSs, benefits now also to the new realization of UTC(OP), the prediction of UTC for France, which is based on a H-maser steered by the SYRTE fountains.
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Ramsey pulling in fountain clocks
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The frequency shifting effect of Ramsey pulling\(^3\), which is caused by asymmetric hyperfine \(\sigma\)-transitions \((\Delta F = 1, \Delta m_F = \pm 1)\) in the Ramsey cavity, usually plays a minor role in the overall uncertainty budget of fountain clocks. The reason is that due to the employed state selection technique most of the atoms are in an \(m_F = 0\) clock ground state and the neighbouring \(m_F \neq 0\) ground states are essentially emptied. Moreover, the remaining \(m_F \neq 0\) state populations are usually quite symmetrically distributed among the \(\pm m_F\) states. However some peculiarities of fountain clocks can give reason for refreshed consideration.

Recently we have revisited frequency shifts in caesium fountains due to Ramsey pulling, both theoretically and experimentally. Extending the work of Cutler \textit{et al.}\(^1\), Zeeman ground state coherences which are created \textit{before} the first Ramsey interaction during the state selection process have been taken into account in the calculations. The role of such initial Zeeman ground state coherences for Ramsey pulling has been already investigated for thermal beam clocks, where the state selection is effectuated by optical pumping\(^4\). Here we included initial Zeeman ground state coherences in a six-level density matrix model to take into account the effects of the microwave pulse of the state selection process in a fountain clock. Solving numerically the von Neumann equation for this system we find similarly to the work of Lee \textit{et al.}\(^2\) that in the presence of initial coherences frequency shifts due to Ramsey pulling are largely enhanced and can become significant under certain conditions. In contrast to the perturbative approach of previous work, the numerical approach enables us to take into account the phase variation of \(\pi\) of the transverse rf cavity fields along the flight path of the atoms and to perform Monte Carlo simulations for realistic atom cloud geometries and trajectories including cloud position offsets from the fountain axis.

We also experimentally explored the effects of Ramsey pulling in the PTB fountain CSF\(1^5\). This fountain is a suitable choice, because its state selection cavity is located just below the Ramsey cavity within the magnetically shielded C-field region. Therefore the phases of the coherences created during the state selection process do no average out and can result in detectable frequency shifts. For the generation of significant asymmetric coherent superpositions of the ground state components \((F = 3, 0)\) and \((F = 3, \pm 1)\), the microwave frequency in the state selection cavity was intentionally detuned from the clock transition frequency. Additionally, the excitation of hyperfine \(\sigma\)-transitions \((\Delta F = \pm 1, \Delta m_F = \pm 1)\) was enhanced in both cavities by operating the state selection cavity at \(9\pi\) and the Ramsey cavity at \(7\pi/2\) microwave pulse areas. As a result, we observed frequency shifts up to \(\pm 3 \times 10^{-14}\) at state selection frequency detunings of \(\pm 120\) Hz. For a range of detunings and magnetic field strengths in the cavity region the observed frequency shifts match well the predictions of the model.

\(^1\) L. S. Cutler \textit{et al.}, Journal of Applied Physics 69, 2780 (1991)
\(^2\) H. S. Lee \textit{et al.}, Metrologia 40, 224 (2003)
\(^3\) S. Weyers \textit{et al.}, Metrologia 38, 343 (2001); S. Weyers \textit{et al.}, Proc. 6th SFSM, St. Andrews 2001, 64–71
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Several primary cesium fountain frequency standards report an uncertainty of $1 \times 10^{-16}$ for the frequency shift due to background gas collisions. It contributes noticeably to a number of overall uncertainty budgets, as low as $2.1 \times 10^{-16}$, and can be the largest single contribution in the uncertainty budget. These uncertainties are estimated using the measured pressure shift for H$_2$ in room-temperature Cs cell clocks. This is not justified since any momentum transferred to a cold atom almost always prevents it from being detected. We theoretically analyze the quantum scattering and show that H$_2$ room-temperature measurements produce frequency shifts with the opposite sign and overestimate the cold-atom background-gas shift by an order of magnitude. Highly polarizable gases, including background Cs vapor, produce similar shifts for cold atoms as H$_2$. We also show that general considerations allow the background shift to bounded by measuring the loss in Ramsey fringe contrast due to background gas collisions. Measuring the contrast or using the calculated shifts for cold atoms can significantly reduce the background gas shift in uncertainty budgets so that it no longer contributes significantly.
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At INRIM we have realized and characterized a nitrogen cooled Cs fountain, the new Italian primary frequency standard. Our fountain is the result of a fruitful collaboration with NIST Time and Frequency Division, where the physical package of two twin fountains NIST F2 and ITCsF2 was realized.

The fountain accuracy was evaluated with respect to the following frequency shift: atom density, blackbody radiation, Zeeman effect, gravitational potential, microwave leakage, distributed cavity phase and other minor effects. Thanks to nitrogen cooling, low atomic density and particular care in the physical structure design, we could reduce significantly important sources of uncertainty. The accuracy budget of IT CsF2 combine to a total type B uncertainty of 1.8x10\textsuperscript{-16}, and a similar statistical uncertainty over a twenty day measurement evaluation (density shift is accounted for in the type A uncertainty).

Preliminary comparisons between ITCsF2, NIST F1 and NIST F2 have shown an agreement better than 5x10\textsuperscript{-16}.

The most relevant contribution to the uncertainty budget are summarized in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Bias (10\textsuperscript{-16})</th>
<th>Uncertainty (10\textsuperscript{-16})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blackbody Radiation</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeman Effect</td>
<td>1103</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gavitation</td>
<td>261.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microwave</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Type B</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>1.8</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomic Density</td>
<td>-3.2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dead Time</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Type A</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>2.4</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1356</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.0</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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We present preliminary results of the primary fountain frequency standard KRISS-F1. Figure 1 is a 3D drawing of the KRISS-F1 physics package. Previously we have observed Ramsey fringes with 133Cs atoms using a test interrogation cavity. The linewidth of the central fringe was 1 Hz, and the signal-to-noise ratio about 60010. With 133Cs and 87Rb interrogation cavities, KRISS-F1 can be operated as a 133Cs and 87Rb fountain11. Since the distributed cavity phase shift error (DCP) gives one of the largest uncertainties of atomic fountain primary frequency standards, new Cs and Rb cavities that are designed to minimize DCP12 are about to be installed.

Our atomic sources are two 150 mg 133Cs and one 100 mg 87Rb getters (Alvasource). With the getter sources we can control atomic vapor pressure by adjusting getter currents, choosing to evaporate only the atom that we want to use.

We use two fiber port clusters (two-to-three) to distribute cooling laser beams for Cs (852 nm) and Rb (780 nm) with same splitting ratios. The outputs of fiber port clusters are connected to fiber collimators with PM fibers. Six fiber collimators are directly connected to the surfaces of trap chamber ports to avoid beam misalignments. Each fiber collimator contains monitor photodiodes. Of order 107 and 106 Cs atoms are trapped and cooled with MOT and optical molasses, respectively. An accuracy evaluation will be carried out after installing the new cavities. Our conference paper will update our progress towards the KRISS-F1 accuracy evaluation.

Fig. 1: 3D model of the KRISS-F1 physics package.
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We describe a novel photonic oscillator based on an optical whispering gallery mode (WGM) microresonator. The oscillator features low phase noise (better than -100 dBC/Hz at 10 kHz), low power consumption, compact size, and wideband tunability (1.6-15.6 GHz, limited by the bandwidth of the RF amplifier). Performance parameters of the oscillator are superior to existing free running tunable electronic oscillators and synthesizers operating in the frequency band, with the close-in phase noise at least 10 dB lower than what is currently achieved. The oscillator is projected to have low acceleration sensitivity. The successful fabrication of the device supports the development of novel ultra-wideband receivers for communications and radar applications.

The oscillator takes advantage of the opto-electronic oscillator (OEO) architecture. The OEO is based on an opto-electronic feedback loop that directly converts light energy to spectrally pure microwave or RF oscillation, and has been described in detail in the literature. The oscillator is driven with a continuous wave laser that acts as a source of energy. Additional RF amplification might be needed if the optical power is insufficient for the oscillation to start. An important feature of the OEO architecture is that the phase noise does not degrade with increasing oscillation frequency, in contrast to electronic based oscillators.

The novel tunable OEO operates as follows. Light from an agile tunable semiconductor laser is fed into a broadband phase modulator, then to an ultra-high-Q optical WGM microresonator, and then to a fast photodiode, to produce an electric signal. A comparably short fiber link (100-300 m or shorter) can be inserted at the front of the photodiode to improve the phase noise of the oscillator. The signal from the photodiode is amplified before being fed back to the phase modulator to complete the OEO loop. Self-sustained oscillation starts when amplification in this feedback loop exceeds the loss. The narrow optical bandwidth of the resonator (10 MHz) provides the filter function required for the loop. The change in the laser frequency provides the tunability of the oscillator. The spectral purity depends on the Q of the optical part of the circuit circuit ensured by the optical WGM microresonator. This configuration eliminates supermodes in the noise spectra associated with fiber OEOs.

The device does not require the laser light to pass through the ultra-high-Q optical resonator, as was required in all previous implementations of resonator-based OEOs. Only one modulation sideband passes the resonator mode. Aside from simplification of the architecture, this feature allows improving the linearity of the optical part of the opto-electronic loop. Moreover, it allows reducing the resonator size leading to reduction of the vibration sensitivity of the system.

Fig. 2: Example of spectra of the RF signal generated by the tunable oscillator.
We report on the realization of a packaged RF photonic oscillator based on Kerr optical frequency comb generated in an ultra-high Q crystalline whispering gallery mode (WGM) resonator. The oscillator produces spectrally pure RF signals in K_a frequency band, characterized with single sideband phase noise of -110 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz (see Fig. 1). The stability of the free running oscillator is characterized with Allan deviation of $10^{-10}$ at 1s. We show that self-injection locking of the laser frequency to an optical WGM is important for the stable operation of the device.

The optical Kerr frequency comb is a product of cubic optical nonlinearity of the material of which the resonator is made, and is generated by pumping one of the resonator modes with a continuous wave coherent light. Kerr frequency comb generation is a unitary process, and can occur in a resonator where the only losses are related to coupling to the external world. In such a case the repetition frequency of the comb does not depend on either frequency or power of the pump light, and the comb becomes an ideal oscillator that does not require any stabilization.

The phase noise of the repetition rate of such a comb is given by Leeson formula with oscillator bandwidth coinciding with the bandwidth of the optical modes of the nonlinear resonator and the phase noise has only $f^{-2}$ and $f^0$ spectral frequency components.

In practice, contact of the resonator with the environment as well as finite absorption in the resonator host material spoil the stability conditions, and the repetition rate of the comb becomes dependent on parameters of the pump light. To regain the stability, locking the laser to the resonator mode becomes necessary.

An important feature of the Kerr comb is that it is enough to stabilize only a single point in its frequency spectrum to obtain its stable operation. Since the frequency of one comb line coincides with the frequency of the pump laser, and the comb repetition rate is fixed by the properties of the monolithic resonator generating the comb, the entire Kerr comb is stabilized once the frequency of the pump laser is stabilized to an external reference. There is no need to generate an octave spanning Kerr comb to stabilize it. We discuss our progress in experimental realization of the frequency stabilization scheme.
Fiber ring resonators with Q factors in excess of $10^{10}$
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Recent work has shown the capability of fiber ring resonators (FRRs) of featuring very high optical quality factors ($Q_{\text{Opt}}$). These FRRs are compact and easy to use. However, their high quality factor, combined with significant intra-cavity power enhancement factor, lead to the generation of nonlinear optical effects inside the resonator, especially Rayleigh and Brillouin scattering. When the FRR is used to stabilize the frequency of an optoelectronic oscillator (OEO), these nonlinear optical effects degrade the OEO phase noise. In order to eliminate a great part of these effects, an optical isolator has been inserted inside a 100 m-long FRR that featured a $Q_{\text{Opt}}$ of $2.1 \times 10^9$. The use of this FRR to stabilize the frequency of a 10 GHz OEO has resulted in a phase noise level as low as $-50$ dBc/Hz at 10 Hz offset frequency. This result establishes the state-of-the-art phase noise level obtained in a passive optical resonator based OEO.

Since this aforementioned work, different studies have been performed to increase the FRR’s quality factor above $10^{10}$. We have recently measured an ultra-high $Q_{\text{Opt}}$ of $1.25 \times 10^{10}$ in a 120 m-long FRR (see Fig. 1), but without an isolator inside the fiber loop. When this FRR has been included in the OEO setup, the use of a very low optical power at the resonator’s input was mandatory to prevent the nonlinear optical effects from being generated efficiently. This has of course degraded the noise to carrier ratio at the resonator output, resulting in an excess phase noise of the OEO. Indeed, we have measured a $-40$ dBc/Hz phase noise level at 10 Hz offset frequency from a 10 GHz RF carrier (see Fig. 1) in spite of the ultra-high Q. Currently, we are designing a new 1 km-long immunized and optimized FRR. This resonator will include a low loss isolator and the simulated $Q_{\text{Opt}}$ is $1.5 \times 10^{10}$. The use of this Brillouin-immunized 1 km-long FRR in an OEO setup may lead to a much lower phase noise level than the one obtained with the 120 m-long FRR. Results on this new device will be presented at the conference.

Fig. 4: Phase noise spectrum of a 10 GHz optoelectronic oscillator based on a 120m-long FRR featuring a $1.25 \times 10^{10}$ $Q_{\text{Opt}}$ factor. The noise measurement was performed at very low injected power.
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We develop an optoelectronic resonator (OEO) based on intensity modulation and a high-Q disk resonator. In this OEO, the resonant element is a 5 mm diameter crystalline whispering-gallery-mode resonator (WGM). It selects the microwave oscillating frequency as an optical storage energy element. This resonator also filters the microwave modulation signal. The generated oscillating frequency corresponds to the free spectral range of the mini-resonator in the range 10–11 GHz. Therefore no delay-induced spurious peaks are present in the spectrum, in contrast to the case of the classical optoelectronic oscillator where the storage element consists of an optical fiber delay line. This resonator has a high quality factor which can be characterized by the cavity ring-down method. Another advantage of our system resides in its compactness allowing for efficient control of the temperature. We present experimental results related to the temporal dynamics and phase noise performance of WGM-based OEO. The analysis proceeds by matching the theoretical and experimental results. Power spectrum is given and the generated microwave signal stands 50 dB above the filtered noise of the RF amplifier. We evaluate the phase noise performance of this OEO, and also provide a discussion relatively to its main features.

High spectral purity microwave and terahertz oscillator
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We present a microwave/THz oscillator project (2012-2014) excepted to show below -150 dB rad²/Hz phase noise at an offset frequency of 10 kHz for a 30 GHz carrier frequency as well as 18 GHz, 100 GHz, 400 GHz, 1 THz. The microwave/THz signal is obtained by mixing two optical frequencies with a photomixer.

A dual-axis two frequency cross polarization laser will be stabilized onto two resonances of one Fabry-Perot cavity. The two frequencies sense the same cavity length fluctuations so that the best possible relative stability of the beat note is limited by the relative dimensional stability of the cavity. This cavity spacer is made with an ultra low expansion ceramic (ULE) placed in vacuum. A 75% fraction of the beam transmitted by the cavity is used to stabilize the amplitude of the laser, and a 25% fraction is sent on a polarizer and a photomixer for optical to millimetre wave conversion. The AM/PM conversion, especially the opto-thermal conversion in the cavity i.e. the absorbed power fluctuations, is negligible at a 1 Hz frequency offset by stabilization of the optical carrier at the 8.10⁻⁹/Hz¹/² level.

This oscillator is based on a dual frequency laser system whose beat note frequency is continuously tunable from DC to 600 GHz. An Erbium/Ytterbium solid-state two-axis dual-frequency laser system followed by amplifier stage has been developed. Each polarization frequencies is independently tunable by 1.7 GHz steps by tilting its etalon and continuously with an electro-optic crystal. We have chosen two lithium tantalate (LiTaO₃) crystals; thermo-optic (600MHz/°C) and electro-optic (1.1MHz/V) effects enable to lock each frequency on the resonance of a 1.5 GHz free spectral range Fabry Perot cavity. Each polarization light beam is amplified by a fiber system. Our system amplifier is composed of an erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) per polarization axis. This amplifier system permits to deliver 18 dBm power, to stabilize the power fluctuations and to reduce the relative intensity noise by 20 dB, especially the relaxation oscillation.

Fig. 5: One microwave/THz oscillator
Inverse Relationship between OEO Q-factor and g-sensitivity
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We present evidence that the vibration (g-) sensitivity of a fiber-based OEO decreases as the fiber length wound to a single spool increases. This is the result of two effects. First, the magnitude of the vibration-induced perturbation remains constant with increasing fiber length because of diminishing mechanical coupling between the outer layers of fiber and the spool. Second, the power spectral density (PSD) of the phase noise induced by a constant magnitude perturbation decreases as the Q factor (i.e. fiber length) of the cavity increases. This is an oscillator filtering effect. We can exploit these effects to construct fiber-based OEOs with lower g-sensitivity.

A sinusoidal vibration induces a peak in the OEO phase noise at the vibration frequency with PSD proportional to \((\Delta l / l)^2\), where \(\Delta l\) is the vibration-induced change in length of the fiber delay, and \(l\) is the length of the total fiber delay.¹ We use this sideband to characterize both the filter effect and the mechanical coupling between fiber and spool. In order to maintain consistency we use identical spools in all tests.

Figure 1. PSD of the vibration-induced phase noise peak as a function of the length of fiber exposed to vibration. Total OEO delay is fixed.

Figure 2. PSD of the vibration-induced phase noise peak as a function of total OEO fiber delay length. The entire delay is exposed to vibration.
To demonstrate the diminished coupling between fiber and spool, we keep the total fiber delay of the OEO at a constant length while exposing only a portion, $l_{\text{vib}}$, of the fiber delay to a sinusoidal vibration. Fig. 1 plots the PSD of the vibrational sideband as a function of $l_{\text{vib}}$. Because we hold all relevant parameters constant, the PSD of the vibrational sideband will be proportional to $\Delta l^2$. Yet fig. 1 shows that the PSD is independent of $l_{\text{vib}}$. Thus, the mechanical coupling between the fiber and spool has effectively saturated, and $\Delta l$ is independent of the fiber length.

To demonstrate the oscillator filtering effect, we expose the entire fiber delay of the OEO to a sinusoidal vibration. Fig. 2 plots the PSD of the vibration-induced sideband as a function of the total delay length, $l$. The PSD of the sideband decreases approximately quadratically as fiber length increases. Thus, as the OEO $Q$ increases, the vibrational noise is effectively filtered out.
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Carbon-based nanostructures, such as graphene and carbon nanotubes, have outstanding mechanical properties and can be implemented as novel nanomechanical devices. Such devices, owing to their miniature sizes and the unique physical properties of the materials, make excellent candidates for physical and chemical sensors. In particular, nanomechanical resonators based on carbon nanotubes and graphene have demonstrated exceptional sensitivities to various processes. On the other hand, the unique geometries of these miniature devices allow the mechanical motion of the carbon nanostructure to be excited, detected, and tuned both optically and electrically, making them nanoscale mechanical transducers.

In this paper, we will focus on the state-of-the-art nanomechanical resonators made of carbon nanotubes and graphene, and evaluate their potential as ultra-sensitive sensors and the ultimate limits on their sensitivities. Specifically, we will describe nanotube resonator mass sensors with the best ones achieving single-atom mass sensitivity, a graphene resonant penta-cene sensor, and a nanotube resonant sensor for surface processes such as adsorption and phase transition. In addition, we will briefly discuss the ultimate limits for these resonators for physical sensing, identify the key unresolved issues, and propose the future possibilities and directions of technical efforts.

Fig. 6: Nanomechanical resonator devices based on 1D and 2D carbon nanomaterials. (a) Enhanced illustration of Krypton atoms adsorbed on a single-walled carbon nanotube resonator, forming an atomic layer of commensurate solid. (b) Resonance frequency of a carbon resonator decreases as background Kr pressure increases at 77K, revealing the condensation of an adsorbed Kr layer on the nanotube surface. (c) Enhanced illustration of a doubly-clamped graphene resonator with local gate electrode. (d) Thermomechanical resonance from a 1.315MHz graphene resonator, and calibration of the noise floor and quality ($Q$) factor. Inset: SEM image of the device. Right axis shows scale in displacement spectral density.
Nano Electro Mechanical Systems (NEMS)-based Mass Spectrometry (MS) holds great promise for point of care applications\(^{23}\) or air quality monitoring. Real-time, single protein MS has recently been demonstrated with top-down silicon resonators\(^{24}\). These devices operate in a mostly unexplored mass range where particles display a wide mass distribution and where there is no mass standard. A direct comparison of NEMS-MS and reference MS measurement (here conventional Time-Of-Flight (TOF) MS) is therefore crucial and is presented for the first time in this paper. The NEMS device is fabricated on a 200mm SOI wafer with VLSI process. It is a 160nm thick doubly clamped beam, electrostatically actuated, with heterodyne piezoresistive detection\(^{25}\). Its first two resonance frequencies are simultaneously tracked with Phase Locked Loops.

The NEMS device is inserted in the deposition chamber of a custom sputtering-gas aggregation setup able to produce nanometric metallic clusters with tunable deposition rate and diameter\(^{26}\) (see Figure 1). First the NEMS experimental mass sensitivity is calculated by varying the deposition rate, measured with a Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM). In a second step, tantalum clusters were projected onto the surface of the NEMS with a flux rate allowing for individual particle measurement. Figure 2 shows preliminary mass distributions obtained with both NEMS-MS and TOF-MS: the distribution shape is reproduced with fidelity (widths at half maximum 352kDa and 408kDa respectively) and the mean masses are very close. NEMS-MS displays a resolving power similar to TOF-MS in this mass range, and even better at higher mass ranges. This demonstrates all the potential of NEMS-MS in this mass range. The mass offset as well various mass distributions are under investigation.
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This paper reports on a high-resolution frequency-output MEMS tilt sensor based on resonant sensing principles. The tilt sensor measures orientation by sensing the component of gravitational acceleration along a specified input axis (Fig. 1). The devices consist of a suspended proof mass connected to two double-ended tuning fork (DETF) resonators at each end through a lever arrangement. When subjected to a tilt with respect to the gravitational axis, the tuning forks respond through a shift in their resonant frequency and the differential frequency shift can be then calibrated with respect to the tilt angle. Prototype devices are fabricated in a foundry SOI-MEMS process and optical micrographs of the device are shown in Fig. 2. The microfabricated chips are mounted onto standard chip carriers and then vacuum packaged using a custom process. A combination of design enhancements enables significantly higher sensitivity for this device as compared to previously reported prototype sensors.

The vacuum packaged sensor chip is co-integrated with oscillator circuits on a PCB and mounted on a manual tilt table. Figure 3 depicts the tilt test set-up and Fig. 4 shows the output frequency variation of DETF_1 (see Fig. 1) observed in a 0°-90° tilt test. The tilt test results indicate that the new sensor provides a relatively linear response in the range of ±20° with a scale factor of approximately 50.06 Hz/degree. Fig. 5 shows the results of a measurement on the output stability of the device as determined by Modified Allan Deviation measurements. The resolution of the resonant tilt sensor is found to be approximately 250 nano-radian for an integration time of 0.8 s, which is over an order of magnitude better than previously reported results. The impact of polarization voltage induced noise and drift is also seen by comparing the two plots in Fig. 5.

Fig.1: Tilt sensor operation principle. Fig.2: Optical micrograph of sensor (inset: vacuum packaged device).

Fig.3: Experimental set-up. Fig.4: Output response versus tilt angle. Fig.5: Measured output stability.

Two-Dimensional (2D) Semiconducting Crystal Nanomechanical Resonators with Frequency Scaling
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We report the first demonstration of resonant nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) based on ultrathin molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) crystals down to only a few atomic layers, with measurements of resonances in the HF/VHF bands, and studies of frequency scaling pathways toward the UHF/microwave regimes. Atomically-thin 2D crystals have recently shown interesting promises for enabling new nanoelectronic and optoelectronic devices. The unique mechanical properties of these 2D crystals, including excellent elastic modulus (~0.2−1TPa) and extremely high strain limits (~10²−10³ times higher than in 3D crystals), also make them attractive for 2D NEMS. Atomically-thin MoS2, successfully isolated from the bulk only recently, is the first direct-bandgap semiconducting crystal in 2D form. The extensive measurements and analysis in this work with many devices establish MoS2 as a new material for frequency-scalable NEMS resonators and transducers. Our study opens up possibilities for new types of NEMS, where the mechanical properties of 2D MoS2 can be coupled to its semiconducting attributes.

We fabricate our devices using mechanical exfoliation and characterize them with optical microscope, SEM, and AFM. Nanomechanical resonances of the suspended MoS2 devices detected with a sensitive interferometer. Figure 1a shows the characteristics of a typical device. We have studied >20 devices with diameters of d~1.5 to ~6µm, and thicknesses t~10−100 layers. Combining data with modeling, we clearly identify the different elastic regimes (Fig. 1b).

The full paper will present our experiments in detail, including the full analysis with quantitative design rules and scaling laws for engineering UHF devices.
Aluminum Nitride Nano-Plate Resonant Infrared Sensor with Self-Sustained CMOS Oscillator for Nano-Watts Range Power Detection
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This paper presents, for the first time, a fast (thermal time constant of 1.3 ms) and sensitive (responsivity of 267 Hz/μW) Infrared (IR) detector based on a MEMS-CMOS oscillator consisting of an Aluminum Nitride (AlN) nano-plate resonator (NPR) connected to a compact and low power CMOS self-sustained oscillator (fabricated in the AMIS 0.5 μm CMOS process) as a direct frequency readout. A high performance (quality factor $Q = 1433$ and electromechanical coupling coefficient $k_t^2 = 1.56\%$) MEMS resonant structure based on a thin AlN (250 nm thick) NPR coated with Si$_3$N$_4$ (100 nm thick) as IR absorber was fabricated and tested, showing a measured temperature coefficient of frequency (TCF) of -30 ppm/K and FEM simulated temperature rise factor of 72.5 mK/μW. Thanks to the high electromechanical performance of the MEMS resonator, a compact and low power (2.3 mW) self-sustained CMOS oscillator circuit was used as a direct frequency readout, enabling the demonstration of a novel uncooled IR detector with a low Noise Equivalent Power (NEP) of 18 nW/Hz$^{1/2}$.

High performance MEMS resonant IR detectors based on gallium nitride$^{28}$ and Y-cut quartz$^{29}$ have been previously demonstrated, showing high sensitivity and low detection limit, however, none of them have been interfaced with CMOS readout circuits. This work takes the advantages of excellent piezoelectric transduction and unique scaling properties of AlN (which, differently from gallium nitride and quartz, can be deposited directly on silicon substrate with a low temperature sputtering process), enabling the use of a self-sustained CMOS oscillator circuit, which drastically reduces the size, complexity, power and noise performance of the frequency read-out and paves the way for the implementation of a new generation of NEMS uncooled, compact, fast, sensitive and low power IR focal plane arrays.

Figure 1: (a) The fabricated AlN nano-plate IR sensor connected to a self-sustained CMOS oscillator circuit for direct frequency readout. (b) Measured Allan Deviation of the sensor output signal showing an ultra-low noise induced frequency fluctuation of only ~28 ppb (3.5 Hz/122.6 MHz). (c) Sensor response for IR absorbed power of ~1 μW. The inset shows the AlN NPRs chip bonded to the CMOS readout chip fabricated in the AMIS 0.5 μm CMOS process.

White Rabbit for Time Transfer

Erik van der Bij, Maciej Lipiński, Javier Serrano
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White Rabbit\textsuperscript{30} (WR) is a protocol developed to synchronize nodes in a packet-based network with sub-ns accuracy. The protocol results from the combination of IEEE1588-2008 (PTP) with two further requirements: precise knowledge of the link delay and clock syntonization over the physical layer with Synchronous Ethernet.

The master node in a WR link uses a clock derived from a reference (e.g. a 10 MHz from a Cs clock or GPS) to encode data over the physical layer, while the slave recovers this clock (syntonization) and bases its timekeeping on it. Absolute time synchronization between master and slave is achieved by adjusting the clock phase and offset of the slave to that of the master. The phase and offset adjustment is done through the two-way exchange of PTP sync messages that are time-stamped to achieve sub-ns accuracy thanks to dedicated hardware support.

In White Rabbit, the precise knowledge of the link delay is obtained by accurate hardware timestamps and calculation of the delay asymmetry supported by knowledge of delays introduced by the hardware. Multi-link WR networks can be made by chaining WR links forming a hierarchical topology of master and slave nodes. The protocol allows the use of redundant links, thereby making the network more robust to link failures.

Although originally specified to transfer time with accuracy better than 1 ns on a network of up to 2000 nodes over a distance up to 10 km, tests show that better results and longer distances can be obtained. Work is underway to integrate the WR protocol into the next revisions of the IEEE1588 standard.

The complete electronics and firmware designs of WR interfaces and switches are published under the CERN Open Hardware Licence; therefore anyone can study the implementation and contribute to improve the performance and functionality. At the same time this hardware is commercially available from engineering companies who can provide support.

White Rabbit is currently being tested for applications in control systems of particle accelerators, telescope arrays and for long distance accurate time transfer.

\textsuperscript{30}White Rabbit. http://www.ohwr.org/projects/white-rabbit
Towards a Large-Scale, Optical Timing Distribution System with Sub-Femtosecond Residual Timing Jitter
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Over the past 10 years, we have developed a pulsed optical timing distribution system for large-scale, long-term synchronization of radio-frequency and optical sources in X-ray laser facilities, which may extend over several kilometers. The system consists of a femtosecond laser tightly locked to a microwave reference and fiber links stabilized via compact, single-crystal balanced optical cross-correlators (BOCs). Sub-10-fs performance over days of operation has been achieved but is limited mainly by polarization mode dispersion in standard single-mode fiber. In the near future, it is necessary to improve timing distribution down to sub-femtosecond precision; current facilities, such as LCLS at Stanford, can already produce X-ray pulses shorter than 10 fs and concepts for sub-fs X-ray pulse generation are already in place. In the past two years, we have developed key components and characterized commercial femtosecond lasers suitable for realizing the next-generation, sub-femtosecond, fiber-based timing distribution system.

As demonstrated by Kim et al., BOCs can be used to characterize the timing jitter of mode locked lasers with attosecond precision. We used this technique to characterize the jitter of two identical, commercially-available femtosecond lasers (OneFive-ORIGAMI) and confirmed that their high-frequency jitter for frequencies higher than 1 kHz is less than 70 as (Fig.1a). These lasers therefore have sufficiently low noise to serve as master oscillators for sub-fs timing distribution. Second, to eliminate slow drifts induced by polarization mode dispersion, we implemented a 1.2-km polarization-maintaining fiber link using 1 km of standard PM fiber and 0.2 km of novel dispersion-compensating PM fiber from OFS. Link operation for 16 days showed only 0.9 fs RMS timing drift and during a 3-day interval only 0.2 fs drift (Fig.1b). Lastly, we present a hybrid integrated BOC fabricated by AdvR using PPKTP waveguides (Fig.1c). We seek to solve long-term drift issues by eliminating alignment drifts in free-space BOCs and to reduce the required optical power by a factor of 10-100 while achieving similar signal-to-noise levels as those from bulk-crystal BOCs. With further development, these components can soon be interfaced to realize a completely fiber-coupled, sub-femtosecond optical timing distribution system.

Figure 1. (a) Optical-to-optical synchronization of two femtosecond lasers with an integrated timing jitter of 67 as for frequencies above 1 kHz. (b) 1.2-km timing-stabilized PM fiber link with uninterrupted operation for 16 days with ~0.9 fs RMS timing drift and 3 days with ~0.2 fs drift; (c) Effective timing sensitivity curve for an integrated PPKTP waveguide operated as a double-pass, balanced optical correlator.
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Local ties control in application of laser time transfer
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In many fundamental physical experiments time plays an important role. The standard way for the comparison of time and frequency is the application of GNSS signals and the Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer - TWSTFT. This technique is based on radiofrequency signal transmission. Recently, there is a rapid increase of optical time comparison development, which uses the Satellite Laser Ranging network (SLR). Currently the French project T2L2 is in operation on board Jason 2 and the European Space Agency project ELT in support of the Atomic Clock Ensemble in Space (ACES) is under development. The goal of both projects is the time synchronization with a precision below 40 ps rms and an absolute error well below 100 ps. Comparing the results of the optical time transfer with the GNSS time comparison requires unprecedented control of the local ties between the different observation techniques. One of the possible methods is the application of the Two Way Time Transfer (TWTT) on a single coaxial cable. Such a system can be implemented using two or more event timers, which are interconnected by a standard coaxial cable. The event timers are exchanging pulses between each other and time tagging them. Out of the measured result one can evaluate the difference of time scale represented by the event timers. It was shown that such a technique can be used for time transfer with a precision of a few picoseconds of rms and an absolute error below 20 ps for distances reaching several hundreds of meters.

We have implemented this technique for establishing and monitoring the absolute time delays between the SLR system and the time laboratory on the Geodetic Observatory in Wettzell. The event timers were developed at the Czech Technical University. The measurement principal is based on a SAW filter excitation. The Event Timers were located in different buildings 50 meters apart and with the help of the TWTT technique, the delay between them was measured. The second input sockets of the event timers were used to monitor the respective local timescale.
Single Photons Optical Two Way Time Transfer
Providing Picosecond Accuracy
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We are reporting on a new approach to an optical Two Way Time Transfer (TWTT) which is based on optical signals of individual photons. This approach enables to reach extreme timing stabilities and minimal systematic errors using existing electro-optic technologies.

The two way time transfer is an effective way to synchronize two independent time scales with high precision and accuracy independently on the variations of the interconnecting channel⁴⁵. In our previous work we have demonstrated electronic circuits for two-way time transfer via a single coaxial cable with picosecond accuracy and precision⁴⁶. This technique may be effectively applied in configurations, where the sites may be interconnected by a broad bandwidth coaxial cable. Considering the performance of the top quality coaxial cables available, the picosecond performance may be accomplished over distances up to 2 km maximum. For longer distances the optical approach may be considered.

We have designed and tested the optical analogy of the two way time transfer using a common optical channel. To minimize the systematic error sources the photon counting approach has been applied. The pilot experiment has been completed in our lab. The test pulses were generated by laser diodes in a form of short pulses. The signal may be propagated either in a single mode optical fiber or in a free space. Thanks to photon counting approach the optical loses on the line is not a critical issue, one way losses of 90 dB may be tolerated. The optical signals are detected by solid state photon counters, the timing is accomplished by sub-ps timing systems NPET⁴⁷. The experiment proved the capability of this technique to maintain picosecond stability of TWTT over the periods of seconds to days. The systematic errors are expected to be of the order of units of picoseconds. The experiment results will be presented.

---

Implementing a nationwide robust time- and frequency distribution
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There is an increasing need for accurate and reliable time information in digital communication, including network timing, data time stamping, smart grid surveillance and control, cyber forensics, etc. The efforts have to a wide extent being focused on accuracy, precision and authentication, to assure that the given time and frequency signals are accurate and reliable. In addition to this, the implementation in Sweden has worked on the robustness of the time keeping, and the access to reliable signals from a network of spatially distributed redundant clock sites.

The Swedish UTC-realization, UTC(SP), is managed by SP, the National Metrology Institute of Sweden, and located in Borås in the SW part of Sweden. UTC(SP) is based on an H-maser corrected to an ensemble of atomic clocks located in their own facilities, and at two other locations. In the new distributed system, two redundant timescales are also implemented at a new location in Stockholm. Each of these timescales will be based on an H-maser, and constantly managed and adjusted using the data from all other available atomic clocks in the network as well as the UTC-data from SP. If any of the clocks are disconnected, each timescale will automatically make a best estimate based on the data from the remaining clocks. In addition, 4 distribution points operated by Netnod in Stockholm, Gothenburg, Malmo and Sundsvall will be upgraded with two Cs clocks at each site, also reporting data for the time scales. Each distribution point is right at the Internet exchanges, synchronized to UTC(SP) using time transfer links, and offers 2 independent NTP-servers to the general public adding robustness to the time system at large and bringing time synchronization services closer to the Internet community.

The time is made available to network users through NTP, both IPv4 and IPv6, and one server implemented for the distribution of authenticated ntp. Furthermore, the access to stable E1 frequency is offered at the Netnod locations, and the SP sites can be used as references for GNSS time transfer. The time and frequency data, including uncertainties and accessibility, is logged and published online for free evaluation.

Fig. 7: National distribution of atomic clocks, for a robust access to reliable time and frequency signals
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Processes for fabricating full wafers of UHF quartz MEMS oscillators bonded to Si have been developed at HRL over the past several years. These devices have shown state-of-the-art noise and stability along with extremely small vacuum packaged die size of less than 3 mm2. An interesting by-product of the high frequency, small size, and wafer-scale fabrication of these devices is that several novel dynamics-based enhancements can be considered. These include the reduction of the phase noise contributions of the amplifier by driving the resonator into a non-linear state with a high phase slope versus frequency. In addition, large enhancements of the Q through nonlinear modal coupling of the fundamental and third overtone have been predicted. By adding control electrodes on the Si substrate and in the capping wafer and capacitive electrodes on the quartz, dynamic force rebalancing can be utilized to reduce the vibration sensitivity using low voltages. Finally, co-integration of these devices with other sensors on a chip, such as a microgyro, becomes possible and allows active frequency-locking schemes to be implemented in a small ovenized housing for improved inertial bias stability. These features may provide important performance enhancements for future mobile communication systems.

An example of the phase noise enhancements that are possible with these techniques is shown in Fig. 1. An 804-MHz fundamental-mode AT-cut oscillator circuit was configured with a variable gain amplifier, phase shifter, and admittance measurement probes to allow sweeping the phase (frequency) across the resonator at different known applied AC voltages. As the drive level approaches the bifurcation point (>150 mV), a sharp drop in the phase noise is observed near the highest phase slope. We believe this is the first time such a sharp drop in phase noise has been observed near the critical point for nonlinearly operated quartz oscillators. For 200 mV of applied voltage, the true phase noise reduction was masked due to limited gain from the amplifier in the loop. For automated start-up, a phase dither in the loop in conjunction with an AGC circuit can be used to adjust the operating point for locating the highest phase slope conditions. Since the quartz plate is only about 2-μm thick, the required voltages for bifurcation are within CMOS levels.

COMSOL models have been developed to enable the modeling of stress propagation from the mounts into the active resonator and the effect on the f/T curves. Controlling and minimizing these stresses in small quartz resonators is critical for maintaining high stability while concurrently implementing these new concepts. In this paper, we will review these concepts and describe our recent modeling and experimental work for implementing them.

---
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Aluminum nitride (AlN) contour-mode resonators (CMRs), see figure 1 right, have previously been shown to exhibit a softening nonlinearity due to self-heating. In previous analysis the resonator was modeled quasi-statically leading to a Duffing resonator model. In this work we show that the slow dynamics of the resonator amplitude and phase are described by the model

\[ \dot{u} = -(1 + i\sigma)u - (\delta + i)ur + v, \quad \dot{r} = -\frac{1}{\gamma}r + |u|^2, \]

where \( u \) is the resonator’s normalized complex amplitude and \( r \) is the normalized resonator temperature deviation from ambient. The resonator admittance, \( Y \), is a linear function of \( u \). The fixed points (\( \dot{u} = \dot{r} = 0 \)) of this model agree with that of the Duffing resonator model with nonlinear damping. However, the dynamics differ due to thermal relaxation over the time scale \( \gamma \). This is typically in the millisecond range for AlN CMRs. Accordingly, the difference between the self-heating model and the Duffing model can be revealed during fast frequency sweeps using a vector network analyzer, see figure 1 left. This has important ramifications for applications of resonator nonlinearity, for example the evasion of amplifier noise in oscillators.

Close-in Phase Noise Reduction in an Oscillator based on 222 MHz Non-Linear Contour Mode AlN Resonators

J. Segovia-Fernandez, C. Cassella, G. Piazza
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Phase Noise (PN) reduction in oscillators has been traditionally accomplished by using low noise amplifiers or high quality factor (Q) resonators, in accordance with Leeson theory\(^{42}\). However, previous work on nonlinearly driven resonators has suggested that locking the device into a particular nonlinear state (so-called bifurcation) can help evading the amplifier noise\(^{43}\). AlN Contour Mode Resonators (CMRs) are an emerging class of piezoelectric MEMS devices exhibiting high Q and low motional resistance at high frequencies (\(f_{\text{res}}\)). Because of their micron-scale size the AlN CMRs have revealed a nonlinear behavior induced by self-heating when driven with relatively high power\(^{44}\). In this work, we show a substantial improvement of the PN close-in (-20dBc/Hz @ 100Hz) of a 222 MHz oscillator that incorporates a nonlinearly driven AlN CMR.

The oscillator circuit presented here was built using coaxial electronic components (Fig. 1). The experiments were carried out by setting the DC bias of the amplifier to 6V, therefore ensuring enough gain to both sustain oscillations and drive the resonator nonlinearly. The phase shifter was manually tuned in steps of 5° to increase the circuit delay and, hence, lock the oscillator at different frequencies (\(f_{\text{osc}}\)) on the non-linear resonance curve of the 222 MHz AlN CMR device. Fig. 2 depicts PN (dBc/Hz) versus offset frequency (\(f_{\text{off}}\)) for different phase delays. A dramatic change of slope in the PN close-in (\(f_{\text{off}}<1kHz\)) is observed when \(f_{\text{osc}}<f_{\text{res}}\) (\(f_{\text{res}}\) is indicated on the plot). This frequency corresponds to the device operating past bifurcation, as we can infer by measuring the resonator admittance in open loop for the same output power. The data highlight that for particular phase shifts >15°, the PN curve experiences a significant reduction in slope (from 1/\(f^4\) to 1/\(f^2\)). Furthermore, the experimental results show that the AlN CMR thermal time constant (\(\tau_{\text{TH}}\))\(^3\) limits the maximum \(f_{\text{off}}\) for which a PN improvement can be recorded.

---


MEMS-based mechanical AGC for oscillator circuits
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This paper investigates a nonlinear amplitude saturation behavior in an electrostatically transduced, Si MEMS disk resonator (Fig. 1), operating in its secondary elliptical bulk-mode (2\textit{EBM}) at 3.932 MHz towards its implementation as an all-mechanical automatic gain control (AGC) element. The nonlinear vibration behavior of the 2\textit{EBM} mode is experimentally observed in open-loop testing (Fig. 2) such that above a threshold small signal drive $v_{ac} = 1.22 \text{ V}_p$ at a polarization voltage of $V_{DC} = 100 \text{ V}$, the vibration amplitude of the mode saturates. Such nonlinear clamping behaviors have been reported in other MEMS resonators\textsuperscript{45, 46}. We also study this nonlinearity in an oscillator circuit (Fig. 3) designed such that the driving power level at the resonator input ($v_{in}$) is manually tuned as the circuit operates and the oscillation amplitude is recorded ($v_{output}$) for different $V_{DC}$. Fig. 4 shows a clear transition of the oscillator amplitude from the linear to the nonlinear saturation region as the driving power increases. This transition point is consistent with the behavior measured in open-loop testing. Short-term frequency stability measurements were also conducted for different $v_{ac}$ and the resulting Allan deviation plots (Fig. 5) show an improvement in the short-term stability (0.5s averaging time) from 1.4 ppb in the linear region ($v_{ac} = 1.2 \text{ V}_p$) to 0.4 ppb for operation in the amplitude saturation region ($v_{ac} = 1.6-2.4 \text{ V}_p$). These results indicate that the amplitude clamping effect in nonlinear microresonators can be applied in MEMS based oscillator circuits as a mechanical AGC to simplify the circuit configuration as well as retain excellent short term frequency stability.
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Motivation:
SAW-resonator based oscillators are fabricated for embedded applications such as Radar and local oscillator for space missions requiring frequency transposition for telecommunications. Although rather compact, these discrete devices contribute to on-board charge and are currently poorly suited to co-integration. The possibility for providing ultimately compact sources able to operate on the same board than most radio-frequency circuits would yield a major advance for integrated time-frequency systems.

Achieved work:
We investigated the use of GaN/Si(111) epilayers for fabrication of SAW oscillators. Devices have been designed on 1.8µm thick GaN. Tank to the analysis of the obtained results, a set of elastic constants has been fitted. Comparison between experimental and theoretical transfer functions has been also exploited to refine the estimation of the wave characteristics. An oscillator has been finally built using the obtained resonators to assess the interest of this material for this kind of application.

Results:
SAW resonators have been processed using E-beam lithography with a 2 µm period, yielding resonators operating near 1 GHz with Q factor close to 2000 and insertion losses better than 12 dB. Two port resonators were inserted in a feed-back loop oscillator based on a low-noise HX2400 amplifier, enabling short term measurements as well as phase noise extraction. A short term stability of $10^{-7}$ per second has been measured, clearly penalized by the temperature sensitivity of the SAW (near -30 ppm.K\textsuperscript{-1}). A phase noise figure of -115 dBc/Hz was found at 10 kHz from the carrier and a flour of -165 dBc/Hz was finally measured (Fig. 1). Although these figures are not the best achievable using this material, they are really promising as High Electron Mobility Transistors (HEMTs) are currently manufactured on the same substrate, allowing for future development of co-integrated SAW oscillators.

![Fig. 11: Measured response of the GaN resonator (left) and phase noise measurement (right)](image-url)
Strontium lattice clocks with reduced BBR uncertainty
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The leading contribution to the uncertainty of state-of-the-art optical lattice clocks is related to the blackbody radiation (BBR) emitted by the surfaces surrounding the atoms that are interrogated while being held in an optical lattice. In strontium and ytterbium optical lattice clocks relative frequency corrections of several $10^{-15}$ are applied to account for an ac Stark frequency shift due to the BBR of the apparatus at room temperature. Its uncertainty causes the leading contribution to the uncertainty budget of the clock of a few times $10^{-17}$.

Both, the environmental temperature and the correction coefficient need to be known precisely to reduce this uncertainty contribution. We will present work that improved significantly the knowledge of the correction coefficient for strontium lattice clocks. We measured the differential dc polarizability of the clock states to a high precision. This quantity was used along with other available data, such as the magic wavelength or oscillator strengths of atomic transitions, to model the ac polarizability of the clock states. It is then possible to integrate the ac Stark shift of the clock transition over the temperature dependent BBR spectrum. We used Monte-Carlo simulations to determine the uncertainty of the correction. Now, the uncertainty of the BBR correction coefficient limits the uncertainty at room temperature to a few $10^{-18}$ fractional frequency uncertainty. Absolute temperature measurements of the environment of better than 0.05 K will be required at room temperature to fully exploit the improved correction coefficient. At present, despite a reduction of thermal gradients across our vacuum chamber, the associated temperature uncertainty of 0.4 K translates to an uncertainty due to blackbody radiation of $3\times 10^{-17}$.

To target sub-$10^{-17}$ relative frequency uncertainty with optical lattice clocks, the design of the setup must allow for a precise description of the BBR field. We follow two approaches:

(a) a more homogeneous temperature of the vacuum chamber and
(b) shuttling the atoms into an environment providing a cryogenic blackbody radiation field.

With the improved blackbody radiation correction the systematic uncertainty of lattice clocks is already significantly below even the best cesium fountain clocks. Moreover, their instabilities are typically orders of magnitude below those of microwave clocks. Direct comparisons between two or more optical clocks are becoming the method of choice. At PTB the strontium optical lattice clock is compared to an ytterbium single ion clock for studies of systematic frequency shifts and direct frequency ratio measurements evaluating the clocks with respect to a possible re-definition of the Second.

Characterizing the blackbody shift in a lattice clock to $1 \times 10^{-18}$
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The optical lattice clock promises frequency uncertainty and instability at fractional levels of $10^{-18}$. To achieve such performance, several key advances are first required and research with this focus is being undertaken worldwide. Perhaps the most formidable obstacle to be overcome is controlling the blackbody radiation (BBR) shift at the $10^{-18}$ level.

Characterization of the BBR shift first requires accurate knowledge of the atomic sensitivity to thermal radiation, rooted in the details of the electronic structure. Because of the low-frequency nature of room-temperature blackbody emission, this atomic sensitivity can be neatly divided into two terms: the static polarizability and a small dynamic correction accounting for time-dependent aspects of the thermal radiation field with the corresponding atomic response. We report a high accuracy measurement of the differential static polarizability of the clock transition in a Yb lattice clock, yielding an uncertainty in the static atomic sensitivity which corresponds to $< 1 \times 10^{-19}$ clock uncertainty\(^\text{52}\). Furthermore, we report two independent determinations of the dynamic correction\(^\text{53}\), which consequently contributes to a BBR shift uncertainty of $1 \times 10^{-18}$ at room temperature.

To realize a total BBR shift uncertainty at such a level, the thermal radiation environment bathing the atoms must be known to high accuracy. To date, imperfect knowledge of this environment has led to clock uncertainties of $3 \times 10^{-17}$ or higher. We describe here in detail a radiation enclosure surrounding the lattice trapped atoms designed to constrain the thermal environment sufficiently well to achieve $1 \times 10^{-18}$ clock uncertainty. The shield is designed for operation at either room or cryogenic temperatures.

Finally, we will present early results from comparative measurements between two Yb lattice clocks. Exploiting an ultra-stable laser for clock interrogation\(^\text{54}\), both systems have demonstrated measurement instability at or better than $5 \times 10^{-16}/\sqrt{t}$. Using this measurement capability, we further characterize light shifts originating from the optical lattice confinement.


First spectroscopy of the $^1S_0 - ^3P_0$ transition in Lamb-Dicke confined magnesium atoms
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We report on the status of the magnesium optical clock experiment in Hannover. Recently, we demonstrated the first spectroscopy of the spin-forbidden $^1S_0 - ^1P_0$ clock transition in µK cold magnesium atoms that were trapped in an optical lattice at the predicted magic wavelength of 469 nm.

Due to the lack of sub-Doppler cooling techniques, we prepare our atoms using a continuous loading scheme for an optical dipole trap at 1064 nm\textsuperscript{55}: Atoms with milli-Kelvin temperature are continuously transferred to the dipole trap by creating a loss channel for $^3P_0$ atoms. The coldest among them can be captured by the optical potential for subsequent transfer into the optical lattice.

Applying an external homogeneous magnetic field creates a mixture of the $^3P_0$ and $^3P_1$ states weakly allowing the $^1S_0 - ^1P_0$ transition\textsuperscript{56}. Performing such a magnetic field-induced spectroscopy, we have been able to de-excite 25% of $^3P_0$ atoms on the 458 nm intercombination transition to the $^1S_0$ ground state.

The interrogation laser for the ultra-narrow clock transition is a frequency doubled diode laser at 916 nm stabilized to a vibration insensitive optical cavity. The laser system shows a fractional frequency instability of $\sigma_f(\tau = 1\text{ s}) = 5 \times 10^{-16}$.

As a next step, we will experimentally investigate the magic wavelength for magnesium.

An ensemble of atomic clocks is being developed at LNE-SYRTE, comprising Cs and Rb atomic fountains, two Sr optical lattice clocks, and a Mercury (Hg) optical lattice clock. Hg is a very interesting candidate for making an optical lattice clock, due to several favorable atomic properties. The $^1S_0 - ^3P_0$ clock transition in Hg has very low blackbody radiation shift. For instance blackbody radiation sensitivity in Hg is a factor of $\sim 34$ less than in Sr. Hg has a high vapor pressure at room temperature, which allows eliminating large temperature gradients in the experimental setup due to heating systems. Hg atoms can be laser-cooled to rather low temperature of 30 $\mu$K with a single stage magneto optical trap (MOT), performed on $^1S_0 - ^3P_1$ transition, and directly loaded in the optical lattice.

In this poster, we describe our experimental setup and the latest results that we obtained with it. Atoms are confined in a vertically orientated optical lattice with depth about 20 recoils energy at 362 nm. Atoms are loaded in optical lattice from a MOT with cooling light at 253.7 nm. Once atoms are trapped in optical lattice, we apply Rabi light pulse at 265.6 nm, delivered from ultra-stable laser source connected to the LNE-SYRTE primary reference signal via optical frequency combs. High precision spectroscopy experiments allowed us to determine magic wavelength for Hg with precision up to $10^{-3}$ nm [1]. We demonstrated atomic quality factors as high as $10^{14}$ (11 Hz at 1128 THz), locked an ultra-stable laser to the ultra-narrow $^1S_0 - ^3P_0$ clock transition and demonstrated a fractional frequency instability of $5.4 \times 10^{-15} / \sqrt{\tau}$ for $\tau \leq 400$ s [2]. We performed a preliminary study of systematic shifts and a series of absolute frequency measurements with an uncertainty of 5.7 parts in $10^{15}$ [3].

In future, we are planning to improve our cooling light source and have more power in MOT light beams, increase trap depth in our 1D optical lattice trap, which is a significant challenge given the magic wavelength in the UV range. This will help us to increase the atom number by more than one order of magnitude, to improve the signal to noise ratio in the clock transition spectroscopy, to determine the magic wavelength with increased precision, and to study systematic frequency shifts down to the $10^{-16}$ level, as a first step before seeking the limits of the Hg system which are expected in the low $10^{-18}$ range, at room temperature.
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Galileo is Europe’s own global navigation satellite system, providing a highly accurate global positioning service under civilian control. It is inter-operable with GPS and Glonass, the US and Russian global satellite navigation systems.

By offering dual frequencies as standard, Galileo will deliver real-time positioning accuracy down to the metre range. Galileo will also disseminate UTC with the accuracy of 30 ns.

Experimental satellites GIOVE-A and GIOVE-B were launched in 2005 and 2008 respectively, serving to test critical Galileo technologies, while also the securing of the Galileo frequencies within the International Telecommunications Union.

On 21 October 2011 the first two of four operational satellites have been successfully launched, two additional satellites followed on 12 October 2012. Those satellites have been developed together with the necessary ground infrastructure to validate the Galileo concepts in orbit. This In-Orbit Validation (IOV) phase will be executed during the early summer this year.

The four operational satellites launched so far - the basic minimum for satellite navigation in principle - serve to validate the Galileo concept with both segments: space and related ground infrastructure. The satellites are carrying 2 passive Hydrogen masers and 2 RAFS each.

The IOV satellites form part of the final constellation of satellites and will be followed by additional satellite launches to reach Initial Operational Capability (IOC) by mid-decade.

At this stage, The Open Service, Search and Rescue and Public Regulated Service will be available with initial performances. A range of Galileo services will be extended as the system is built up from IOC to reach the Full Operational Capability (FOC) by this decade’s end.

Two Galileo Control Centres (GCCs) have been implemented on European ground to provide for the control of the satellites and to perform the navigation mission management.
Absolute Timing Calibration of a GPS/Galileo Combined Receiver
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Future GNSS navigation users will benefit from multiple satellite constellations, with improved satellite visibility, reduced dilution of precision (DOP), and better multipath mitigation, among others benefits. In order to utilize multiple navigation systems, receivers must establish within themselves a common system time reference. Therefore, GPS and Galileo will broadcast GPS-to-Galileo Time Offset (GGTO), which will enhance the system interoperability.

Through GGTO Subgroup of EU-US WG-A, USNO (representing GPS) and ESA (for Galileo) have agreed on the methods to compute and coordinate the GGTO values. During the initial stages of the coordination, and throughout Galileo’s IOV campaign, the different methods will provide validation to the GGTO computations, ensuring the most accurate results.

One of the techniques to be employed for GGTO determination will utilize a GPS/Galileo combined receiver. For its proper application, the receiver must be precisely calibrated to account for its internal time delays among all of the GPS and Galileo channels, which would result in errors in the GGTO computation. In September of 2012, the USNO team visited the European Space Research and Technology Centre (ESTEC) in Noordwijk, the Netherlands, to jointly conduct the initial absolute receiver calibration. Afterwards, the receiver calibration procedure has been consolidated and the final calibration has been executed in May 2013 for both USNO and ESTEC receivers (commercial off-the-shelf models).

This paper described the consolidated procedures and the results of the calibration.
Research and Compare of Timing Methods for Compass Satellite Navigation System

H. Sha¹, J.W. Zhan¹, J.H. Wang, G.Z. Zhang¹, G. Ou¹
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The timing method for the COMPASS system, its full coverage, all-weather, high precision timing, has been widely used in China's electric power, communications, finance and other industries. However, taking into account national security and economic stability, and the COMPASS system timing products must to be used in the important foundation network relationship to the national economy. Currently, the COMPASS system timing methods are including the RDSS two-way timing, RDSS one-way timing and RNSS timing, totaling three methods. There into RDSS two-way timing is active timing mode, has high timing accuracy, but the limited number of users; the RDSS one-way timing needs to be known location of the user, has lower timing accuracy; The RNSS timing can be produced the positioning and clock error data at the same time. This paper first analyzes the system composition and working principle of the three timing methods, and explores the various sources of error in timing methods. Then through the budget of the sources of error, the precision on various timing methods is drawn. Finally, it is detailed comparison of the three timing methods of performance, features, functions, summed up the direction of various timing application, and its future development prospects.
Performances of EGNOS Network Time: an update
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EGNOS (European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service) is the European Satellite Based GPS Augmentation System. It generates its own system time scale ENT (EGNOS Network Time) that is steered by EGNOS ground control segment to GPS time (GPST). The time offset between ENT and UTC is broadcast in EGNOS navigation message. To compute that offset, an EGNOS ground station was set up in Observatoire de Paris and is connected to UTC(OP), the local realization of UTC at LNE-SYRTE in Observatoire de Paris.

Applying EGNOS corrections on GPS measurements provides a precise time and navigation solution referenced to ENT. Therefore the assessment of the time difference between ENT and UTC is a key issue for time users. We previously described the EGNOS ground station in Observatoire de Paris and its connection to UTC(OP) and more recently the timing performances of ENT with respect to GPST and UTC. We also described a method used to validate the EGNOS Message Type #12 that contains ENT–UTC(OP). This method is using another dual-frequency GPS time receiver (OPMT) connected to UTC(OP).

In this paper, we provide an update on:

- the status of the EGNOS operational service
- the performances of ENT with respect to GPST and UTC using more than 5 years of broadcast data
- the performances of the broadcast ENT–UTC(OP) using more than 4 years of real data of OPMT receiver.

The latter provides interesting indications on the timing stability of the internal delays of both the EGNOS ground station at OP and the OPMT reception chain used for validation.

Finally, LNE-SYRTE has improved the performances of UTC(OP) since October 2012. The impact for EGNOS and its time users is discussed.

58 J. Delporte et al., “EGNOS Network Time and its relationships to UTC and GPS time”, proc. of PTTI 2009.
Exponential Degrading of NTP Synchronization with Number of Network Hops
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The Network Time Protocol (NTP) is a standard for time synchronization in IP-based network. There are hundreds of public NTP servers in the world. Conventional client software select a peer / server using statistics of packet delay jitters for some manually listed servers, even though it is often said that the nearest NTP server should be used. What is “nearest”? There are two metrics for network distance. One is delay time and another is hop-count. The hop-count tells the number of routers on the network path. The communication quality is degraded due to the hop-count, because most of jitters and packet losses occurred at routers. Although it is known that packet delay jitters are proportional to the square root of hop-count, it has not yet suggested how much degrading increasing hops affect NTP synchronization. In this article, we show the client accuracy degrading with the hop-count in a quantitative way. We also propose a nearest NTP server detection method using Round Trip Hop-counts (RTH). RTH is the total number of hops on the path from a client to a server (forward path) and the backward path.

Fig. 1 plots the standard deviation of one-way delay between our NTP server, ntp.nict.jp, and some client along the estimated RTH on a semi-log scale. The one-way delay represents the client synchronization, because it is sum of the clock offset and network delay. The accuracy of time synchronization of clients degrades exponentially with the hop-counts. An IPv4 header has a Time-to-Live (TTL) field and an IPv6 header has a Hop Limit (HL) field. Since each router subtracts one count from these fields, the hop-count can be estimated with the fields. The estimation of RTH is twice of estimated one-way hop-count from clients to the server.

The forward path and the backward path may be different. We propose TTL/HL reflecting method at servers to measure the RTH. This method copies the TTL/HL values of incoming request packets at the servers into the field of the out-going NTP server response packets. The TTL/HL values are decreased successively through forward and backward path. The clients can select the nearest NTP server among listed servers with this method.

Selecting the nearest server will lead, (1) to improve client accuracy, (2) to reduce network traffic, and (3) to reduce power consumption. We implemented the TTL/HL reflecting function on the servers associated with ntp.nict.jp (this NTP server is a multiple IP address host).

Fig. 12: Client accuracy degrading with Round Trip Hop-count. The standard deviation of one-way delay from clients to ntp.nict.jp rises exponentially with increasing of network distance (RTH).
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Electromechanical micro-resonators (MEMS resonators) are devices that give access in the electrical domain to the properties of a mechanical resonance thanks to electromechanical transducers. They have benefited since the 1980’s from surface micromachining processes compatible with silicon integrated circuit technologies. Many academic and industrial research works have been carried out especially in the field of signal processing, e.g. filters or time references, but also in the field of sensors. In particular, MEMS resonators can be used as Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) probes, taking advantage of higher resonance frequencies and quality factors than those of standard AFM probes based on cantilevers.

AFM systems have been widely used for 20 years in academic and industrial work. They give access to microscopy images at the nanoscale. Many labs are currently trying to use the oscillating mode of AFM to probe biological nanosystems and their dynamics in a liquid environment. However, AFM performances are limited by the AFM oscillator itself. It is typically made of a tip supported by a cantilever beam whose oscillating properties are drastically degraded once placed in a liquid. Our approach consists in changing the overall AFM oscillator and choosing an in-plane vibration mode in the 10-100 MHz range that reduces the hydrodynamic damping. This new generation of high sensitivity AFM force sensor is expected to be an unprecedented tool for imaging biological and chemical systems at the nanoscale and the possibility of kinetic spectroscopy in liquids.

The presentation will focus on our recent development of MEMS based AFM probes that make use of vibrating rings in the range of 10 to 20 MHz with capacitive transducers (Fig. 1). Integration of such force sensors in a commercial AFM set-up will be described as well as the imaging capabilities obtained on DNA origamis samples. Force resolution is currently in the range of a few picoNewtons.
The Optoelectronic Oscillator as an Acoustic Sensor
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In this work, we present a novel fiber-optic acoustic sensor based on a high-Q optoelectronic oscillator (OEO) and a fiber delay-line interferometer. Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of our acoustic sensor. The OEO fiber loop acts as the transducer: converting pressure waves into phase fluctuations on the OEO’s RF signal. Fiber-based sensors typically have greater dynamic range than other high-performance sensors. In addition, the low loss-per-unit-length of optical fiber allows for the use of fiber spools that over 100 m long: increasing acoustic sensitivity and range. However, optical scattering in fibers tends to distort the measured signal spectrum. By detecting phase fluctuations – not on the laser carrier – but on the OEO’s RF signal, we have constructed a long-fiber-loop acoustic sensor with both high sensitivity and spectral resolution.

At offset frequencies that are relevant for acoustic sensing – <1 Hz to 100 kHz – the OEO’s phase noise is over 60 dB lower than that of a typical laser used in sensing applications. In addition, by suppressing optical scattering in the OEO’s fiber spool, we suppress the effects of fiber-induced noise on the detected acoustic spectrum. The result, as shown in Fig. 2, is an acoustic sensor with both high sensitivity and frequency resolution. Our OEO-based sensor can detect a 10 dBa signal with sub-Hertz resolution. In Fig. 2, we have included data measured using a conventional fiber-optic interferometer to measure the same 1 kHz acoustic source for comparison.

A sensor platform based on phononic crystals specifically attractive for biosensing will be introduced. The unique feature of this sensor concept is the determination of volumetric properties of analytes at volume as low as 1 nl and less. The sensor platform has the capability paving the way to study biomaterials directly in their physiological environment without any label.

Phononic Crystals (PnC’s) belong to the group of metamaterials. These artificial materials are engineered to have properties that have not been found in nature. The typical structure consists of periodically arranged scattering centers with properties different to a homogeneous matrix. Sensors are designed in a way that the PnC offers specific mini transmission bands realized with certain defect structures. The material of interest constitutes one component of the phononic crystal, e.g., a liquid in a fluidic channel as part of the PnC. Meeting the typical dimensions of microfluidic systems requires frequencies in the range of several MHz to several 100 MHz. Higher frequencies contribute to enhanced sensitivity. The key difference to acoustic or micromechanical resonators is that the resonance frequency of the PnC cavity is strongly governed by the group velocity of sound of the confined liquid or related parameters, not by properties of a sensitive film immobilized on the surface of the resonator (although this version is another way of exploiting the sensor platform).

The challenge to access higher frequencies is threefold: Devices providing good electromechanical coupling and low insertion loss at MHz frequencies, design of the PnC with appropriate band gaps, technology to realize the structure. Most appropriate for acoustic waves in the mid-MHz range are piezoelectric surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices. It has been shown previously that phononic crystal designs exist featuring a full band gap for SAW. However, significant extension of the models is required to incorporate a liquid into the structure. Numerical simulations (Comsol Multiphysics) deal with finding the desired design to achieve a band gap overlapping with the transmission region of the SAW device. Unfortunately, etching technology is far less developed for piezoelectric materials compared to Si. We will present our theoretical and experimental results achieved with quartz-based wafers. Figure 1 shows exemplarily an array of etched holes as required for different SAW frequencies.

**Fig. 1:** SEM picture of a set of hole arrays etched into a quartz crystal.
Absolute phase and amplitude mapping of surface acoustic wave fields
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Energy confinement in acoustic transducers is a significant parameter since it is closely related to the quality factor of the device. Thus, mapping acoustic energy at the surface of bulk and surface acoustic devices is of significant interest in validating design parameters and identifying sources of energy leakage. In this context, a scanning heterodyne interferometer is presented for acoustic wave acoustic energy mapping with the measurement of the absolute phase and out-of-plane vibration amplitude in the [5-1200] MHz range. The flexible experimental setup allows for a vibration detection limit of 10 pm and the frequency range can be increased up to 4.5 GHz by only improving the photo-detector bandwidth.

We consider the acoustic energy mapping and a complementary analysis to the classical electrical S-parameters characterization since the latter is insufficient for a good acoustic phenomena comprehension. Consequently, several optical setups have been developed in order to measure the surface acoustic vibration.

The presented interferometer is based on a double-pass structure which presents several advantages compared with the classical structure: simplicity (fewer components) and ease of alignment. A dedicated high frequency demodulator is used in order to detect the absolute phase of the vibration, with absolute amplitude obtained without calibration due to the heterodyne structure. The scanning speed depends on the amplitude of the vibration and can be around >50000 points per hour (for a vibration of 100 pm). Phase unwrapping demonstrates consistent slope with the expected acoustic velocity in the mirrors of a resonator and the standing wave is observed in the acoustic cavity.

Fig. 15: Vibration amplitude (pm)

Fig. 16: Vibration phase (°)

Acoustic energy distribution on a single-port quartz SAW operating @ 392 MHz.
We report on experimental demonstration of multi-mode radio-frequency nanomechanical disk resonators in a novel 500nm SiC-on-insulator (SiCOI) technology, and on measurements of directly mapping the mode shapes of the multiple resonances with high spatial resolution. By employing and engineering ultrasensitive optical interferometric techniques, we measure the lowest possible levels of vibrations, i.e., the undriven thermomechanical resonances arising from the intrinsic Brownian motions, in these SiCOI disk resonators. Spatially mapping the resonant mode shapes of multi-mode nanomechanical resonators can greatly facilitate understanding and harnessing these multiple modes for sensing and frequency control applications.

Our resonant devices (500nm-thick poly-SiC disks anchored on SiO$_2$ center pedestals) feature a uniform optical cavity (depth=500nm) with the underneath Si substrate. We use an optical interferometer with fm/Hz$^{1/2}$-level displacement sensitivity, to transduce the thermomechanical motion of the device into electrical signals. The ~1μm laser spot enables spatially mapping the different resonance modes.

Figure 1 shows measured noise spectral density of five mechanical resonance modes. The peak amplitude of the mode strongly depends on the laser spot position (see insets). In the center of the disk (position (a)), no measurable motion signal is observed. In the positions (b) and (c), we detect 5 and 4 resonance modes, respectively. Measured resonance frequencies and spatial maps of the mode shapes (center row insets) agree very well with COMSOL simulation results (bottom row insets). We also observe interesting effects such as the off-center position of the pedestal lifting the frequency degeneracy between the first two modes and breaking the azimuthal symmetry in the mode shape of the third resonance mode, as well as electronically tuning the resonances, which we will report in detail in the full paper.

---
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Abstract: We demonstrate soliton mode-locking in continuously pumped, non-linear optical MgF₂ microresonators, resulting in low noise frequency comb spectra and ultra-short pulses of 200 fs duration with a repetition rate of 35.2 GHz.

OCIS codes: (140.3945) Microcavities; (190.4380) Nonlinear optics, four-wave mixing; (060.5530) Pulse propagation and temporal solitons; (140.4050) mode-locked lasers; (140.7090) Ultrafast lasers; (190.7110) Ultrafast nonlinear optics

The discovery of passive mode-locking via saturable absorbers has led to optical femto-second pulses with applications ranging from eye-surgery to the analysis of chemical reactions on ultra-short timescales. In the frequency domain a train of such optical pulses corresponds to a frequency comb (equidistant optical laser lines spaced by the pulse repetition rate), which finds in precision spectroscopy and optical frequency metrology. Not relying on mode-locking, and without the formation of pulses, frequency combs can also be generated in continuously driven, high quality-factor, Kerr-nonlinear optical microresonators via cascaded four-wave mixing. Applying a pulse-shaping mode-locking mechanism to such microresonator based frequency combs could enable compact and robust femto-second pulse generators. However, saturable absorbers are challenging to apply to microresonators as they affect the high quality factor essential to nonlinear frequency conversion.

Here, we demonstrate passive mode-locking of a microresonators comb via soliton formation without saturable absorber. Indeed solitons are stable and attractive states of the system and a saturable absorber, as required for stability in soliton mode-locked lasers, is not necessary. The formation of solitons is enabled by the balance between anomalous resonator dispersion and Kerr-nonlinearity. The employed crystalline MgF₂ resonator, has a coupled resonance width of 450 kHz and a free-spectral range of 35.2 GHz. Frequency combs can be generated when coupling a continuous wave pump laser (10-100 mW, 1553 nm) to the resonator via a tapered fiber. The transitions to and between different soliton mode-locked states manifest themselves as discrete steps in the transmission signal when scanning the pump laser over a resonance. These steps deviate markedly from the expected triangular, non-linear resonance shape (cf. Fig. 1b). Each step corresponds to a change of state, namely the number of solitons propagating inside the resonator. When tuning the pump laser into a soliton mode-locked state, we observe the generation of pulses with 200 fs duration (detected by frequency resolved optical gating, FROG). The generated optical spectra are low noise as evidenced by the narrow repetition rate beatnote at a frequency of 35.2 GHz. In the single soliton case the frequency comb spectrum shows very little line-to-line power variation, as required for broadband telecom and spectroscopy applications. Numerical simulations based on coupled, non-linear mode equations reproduce the step features and the formation of multiple and single cavity solitons. These simulations are also in excellent agreement with an analytical model of solitons on a weak continuous wave background. In addition, we verify that the solitons in the microresonator can be analytically described by the solutions of the driven, damped non-linear Schroedinger equation.

The presented results open the route towards compact microresonator based femto-second sources, where the parametric gain in principle gives access to pulse center wavelength that are difficult to access using conventional mode-locked lasers, such as the mid-infrared. Our observations apply equally to other microresonator comb platforms. In this context, we note that independent research has very
recently reported on femto-second pulse generation and mode-locking in Si$_3$N$_4$ microresonators. The smooth optical soliton spectra are essential for frequency domain applications such as channel generators in advanced telecommunication or in fundamental studies such as astrophysical spectrometer calibration. Moreover, femto-second pulses in conjunction with external broadening provide a viable route to a microresonator based RF-to-optical links.
Low-noise 1-micron optical frequency comb based on diode-pumped solid-state laser technology
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Optical frequency combs (OFCs) have revolutionized the way optical frequency metrology can be done since more than 10 years and are a key component in optical atomic clocks. Initially demonstrated with Ti:Sapphire lasers, optical frequency combs have been generated with several other laser technologies. Fiber laser technology at wavelengths of 1 micron and 1.55 microns has been the object of many efforts for improving their performances and in particular the noise properties. OFCs based on passively mode-locked diode-pumped solid-state lasers (DPSSLs) have been less studied while offering excellent prospects for low-noise high-performance operation due to the low-loss low-gain laser configuration. A 1.55-microns DPSSL has been self-referenced and characterized in Ref. 68 while in Ref. 69 a self-referenced 1-micron Yb:KYW has demonstrated state-of-the-art low phase-noise microwave generation. Here we present a passively mode-locked diode-pumped Yb:glass laser that has been self-referenced.

The laser is mode-locked via a saturable absorber mirror and delivers 111 fs transform limited soliton pulses with an average output power of 205 mW at a repetition rate of 100 MHz. After propagation in a highly nonlinear optical fiber, the laser pulses generate an octave spanning supercontinuum amounting 110 mW of average power which is then sent into an f-2f Michelson interferometer for carrier-envelope offset frequency (f₀) detection. No external optical amplifier is needed. A signal-to-noise ratio of up to 40 dB for f₀ (at an instrument resolution bandwidth of 91 kHz) has been detected. Using standard locking electronics and feedback to the pump diode injection current, f₀ was phase locked to an H-maser referenced microwave synthesizer. The in-loop integrated phase noise amounts 736 mrad when integrated from 1 Hz to 1 MHz for a measured f₀ frequency of 274 MHz (see Fig. 1). The achieved integrated phase noise is comparable to the best fiber lasers. The f₀ phase-locking is very robust and lasts for days. The relative intensity noise (RIN) of the laser has been measured. For a free-running laser, at offset frequencies above the laser pump modulation bandwidth (100 kHz), shot-noise limited RIN is achieved with a level of -154 dBc/Hz.

In conclusion we have demonstrated a robust and low-noise self-referenced passively mode-locked diode-pumped Yb:glass solid-state laser. The authors would like to thank the Canton de Neuchâtel for financial support and Scott Diddams and Stephanie Meyer for helpful discussions.
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Research at Terahertz (THz) frequencies is very active in applications such as material analysis, wireless communication, remote sensing, and biological imaging. However, no accurate frequency standard exists in THz region. This has led NICT start research to establish a new frequency standard in the THz region.

Firstly we address the absolute frequency measurement of a THz frequency continuous wave (CW.) Our measurement system is based on a femto-second (fs) pulse fiber laser comb and a photoconductive antenna (PCA). Pulsed light from the fs fiber laser is focused onto the antenna gap of the PCA. In the antenna, a time-varying photocarrier is created and its Fourier expansion forms a comb structure. The comb structure mode extends to THz region, resulting in the generation of frequency grids in the THz region, which we call “THz comb”. By mixing the THz comb and the CW-THz, an absolute frequency measurement is possible. In a measurement of a 300GHz wave, we have confirmed that the measurement system has a fractional instability at the 10^{-16} level at averaging time of over 1000 seconds. The present resolution is limited by the electronic noise of the current-to-voltage conversion amplifier used at the output of the PCA. The photocarrier THz comb can be used for not only microwave-to-THz conversion but also THz-to-microwave conversion. We have demonstrated a generation of low-phase-noise microwave signal synthesized from a 0.3 THz radiation. The phase information of the 0.3 THz signal was copied to the 1GHz signal without degradation. This technique potentially transfers the phase information of THz radiation into accessible microwave region.

THz CW generation by photomixing of two optical lasers whose frequencies have a THz-level separation is capable of providing an accurate frequency reference. One candidate for such a technique is the use of two optical modes of a mode-locked laser whose repetition frequency is well-stabilized. However, it is difficult to extract only two modes from the mode-locked laser with a conventional optical bandpass filter (a bandwidth of about 10 GHz) because the repetition frequency of the laser is normally less than 1GHz. By applying ultra-narrow optical filtering based on stimulated Brillouin scattering to the fs fiber comb we have successfully extracted only two optical modes and generated a highly accurate and high contrast 100GHz wave using an uni-travelling carrier photo detector.
Robust, frequency-stable and accurate mid-IR laser spectrometer based on frequency comb metrology of quantum cascade lasers up-converted in orientation-patterned GaAs

S. Schiller¹, M. Hansen¹, I. Ernsting¹, S. Vasilyev¹, A. Nevsky¹
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¹ Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf, Germany
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The mid-infrared spectral range (12 µm > λ > 4.5 µm) is of interest in both applied and fundamental spectroscopy. Approaches pursued for enabling mid-IR spectroscopy are based on generating the desired radiation by down-conversion, either of frequency combs or of cw near-IR sources. Such downconverted sources, however, typically have low spectral power density. Upconversion of the mid-IR radiation to the near-IR range provides a way to take advantage of the frequency measurement capabilities of the standard Erbium-fiber frequency comb. In this work we present a simple and robust solution applicable to the whole mid-IR spectral range, based on the use of quantum cascade lasers (QCL) as the source of spectroscopic radiation.

Orientation-patterned gallium arsenide is used as the nonlinear material to generate the sum-frequency wave of a QCL with a standard high-power cw Erbium fiber laser. The sum-frequency wave is further amplified by a semiconductor amplifier. Continuous measurements of this wave’s and the fiber laser’s frequency by a standard Erbium fiber frequency comb provide signals allowing frequency control of the MIR laser. The proof of principle is performed with a quantum cascade laser at 5.4 µm, which is upconverted to 1.2 µm. Both the QCL and the cw fiber laser are stabilized to the frequency comb using feedback control. At the same time, the absolute QCL frequency is determined relative to an atomic frequency reference. We achieved a frequency instability at the sub-10 kHz-level and also long-term stability and controlled frequency tuning.

With its current performance and its ease of use, this type of spectrometer could be used e.g. for photoacoustic spectroscopy, multipass-cell spectroscopy, integrated cavity output spectroscopy, or Lamb-dip spectroscopy.

Fig. 1 Left: Long-term frequency stability of the QCL. Right: Spectrometer frequency scan over a range of 2.5 GHz, performed by scanning the repetition rate of the frequency comb. An absorption line of N₂O was recorded simultaneously. Bottom: QCL frequency linear fit residuals.
Long distance phase-coherent link between near- and mid-infrared frequencies

B. Argence¹, B. Chanteau¹, O. Lopez¹, D. Nicolodi², G. Santarelli², C. Chardonnet¹, C. Daussy¹, B. Darquié¹, Y. Le Coq², A. Amy-Klein¹
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Ultra-high-resolution spectroscopy enables to test fundamental physics with molecules as for instance the non conservation of parity⁷⁰ or the stability of the electron-to-proton mass ratio⁷¹. However many of these tests rely on the availability of ultrastable and accurate laser sources emitting in the mid-infrared (IR) where molecules exhibit rovibrational transitions. It is thus very challenging to develop a frequency stabilization scheme in the mid-IR with performance similar to the visible and near-infrared domain.

For that purpose, we have built a frequency chain which enables to transfer coherently the stability and accuracy of an ultrastable laser emitting at 1.54 µm to the mid-IR spectral region (Fig. 1). This ultrastable signal is generated at LNE-SYRTE where its frequency is measured against a set of primary standards using an optical frequency comb. It is transferred from LNE-SYRTE to LPL through an optical link⁷². A second optical frequency comb is phase-locked to this signal and, using sum-frequency generation in a non-linear crystal⁷³, the mid-IR frequency is compared to a high-harmonic of the comb repetition rate.

With this set-up, we stabilized a CO₂ laser and obtained a relative frequency stability at the state-of-the art⁷⁴. We are now progressing towards the extension of this stabilization scheme to Quantum Cascade Lasers.
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Improving frequency Control of Temperature Compensated Surface Acoustic Wave Devices
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Abstract— In this paper, we demonstrated improvement of frequency uniformity for Temperature Compensated Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) devices. SiO$_2$ has been used to obtain low Temperature Coefficient (TempCo) in SAW devices for more than three decades [1]. One of the big issues is that SAW devices have to be processed at temperatures below 300°C. When low temperature SiO$_2$ is exposed to the ambient environment, it interacts with ambient humidity [2], [3], [5], [6]. Such interactions can change frequency of the SAW devices and can make frequency trimming with a focused Ion Beam [7], [8] extremely challenging. UV and steam treatment of SiO$_2$ improved trimming rate stability on the first trimming [4] and [9], but was not sufficient to provide tight frequency control required for SAW devices after the second trimming. Using silicon nitride (Si$_3$N$_4$) capping layer on top of SiO$_2$ showed some improvement in frequency control after trimming process. Most improvement was obtained using aluminum nitride (AlN) capping layer on top of SiO$_2$ followed by two trimming steps.

![Figure 1. Average Frequency as a function of time exposure to atmosphere for different methods of SiO$_2$ treatments and capping processes](image1)

![Figure 2. Cross wafer Frequency variation as a function of time exposure to atmosphere for different methods of SiO$_2$: treatments and capping processes](image2)
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Investigation of the electrode coating influence on the frequency temperature characteristics of the resonators operating at the rotated Y-cut Ca$_3$TaGa$_3$Si$_2$O$_{14}$ single crystals

Andrey Medvedev, Aleksey Zabelin, Svetlana Bazalevskaya, Oleg Buzanov, Sergey Sakharov
OAO «Fomos - Materials», Moscow, Russia
medvedev@newpiezo.com

[INTRODUCTION] More stringent requirements for temperature stability of piezoelectric devices have encouraged the development of new materials for use in resonators and filters operating on bulk acoustic waves. Ca$_3$TaGa$_3$Si$_2$O$_{14}$ (CTGS) single crystal is of special interest. CTGS has small frequency deviation in the temperature range (temperature frequency coefficient of the second order (TFC$_{(2)}$) is about −0.026 ppm/(°C$^2$) [1], −0.039 ppm/(°C$^2$) [2]). In this work, the influence of electrode materials and sizes on frequency temperature characteristics of CTGS resonators operating at TS-mode was investigated.

[EXPERIMENTAL] Piezoelectric resonators were made from CTGS crystals grown by CZ method. The plates of six cuts (YZw)–25°, (YZw)–22°20', (YZw)–21°20', (YZw)–21°, (YZw)–20°30', (YZw)–20° were produced. The fundamental frequency of TS-mode was about 10.8 kHz. Electrodes of different sizes and from diverse metals (Al, Ag and Au) were deposited. The thickness of the electrodes was 200 um. The measurements of the temperature frequency characteristics were performed in the S&A W2200B Temperature Test System. The attenuation characteristics of the CTGS resonators were measured using Agilent E5061A specter analyzer.

[RESULTS AND DISCUSSION] The frequency temperature characteristic of the CTGS resonators operating at rotated Y-cuts is represented by a parabola. The dependences of turnover temperature as functions of angle cuts for different diameters of Ag electrodes are given in fig.1. TFC$_{(2)}$ for −21°20' angle cut is −0.022 ppm/ (°C$^2$). Also, for this angle, the ratio of the electrode diameter to the plate thickness (Bechmann’s number) has been obtained (fig.2) below which there is only one discrete eigenmode. The investigation results of the frequency temperature and amplitude frequency characteristics of CTGS resonators with Al and Au electrodes will be shown at the conference.

Fig. 1: Turnover temperature vs. rotation angle for Ag electrodes.

Fig. 2: Bechmann’s number vs. thickness of Ag electrodes.

IR-reflectance assessment of the tilt angle of AlN-wurtzite films for shear mode resonators

Jimena Olivares¹, Mario de Miguel-Ramos¹, Enrique Iborra¹, Marta Clement¹, Milena Moreira², Ilia Katardjiev²
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Shear mode resonators are becoming increasingly interesting as biochemical sensors due to their capacity to operate in liquid media. Previous studies show that, unlike longitudinal mode resonators, the quality factor and the electromechanical coupling factor of shear resonators do not diminish as much when operating in liquid media. Transverse electric fields can excite shear modes in AlN films exhibiting a nonzero c-axis mean tilt with respect to the normal through the component of the field normal to the c-axis and the piezoelectric coefficient $d_{33}$. Assessment of the c-axis tilt of AlN microcrystals is usually performed by x-ray diffraction, by scanning the $\psi$ axis when $\theta$ is fixed at the value of the (00·2) direction. However, such a measurement is time-consuming and difficult to implement in-line. Infrared characterization is a fast and reliable alternative to XRD. In this communication we assess the angle between the c-axis of AlN microcrystals and the substrate surface by evaluating the wavenumber of the longitudinal optical (LO) vibrational mode absorption band obtained from the IR reflectance spectrum of the film surface.

AlN films with tilted grains were deposited by off-axis sputtering of an Al target in Ar/N₂ mixtures on oxidized silicon wafers covered with a metallic layer. $\theta/2\theta$ patterns and the dispersion in the of the (00·2) AlN reflection were measured along the wafer in several positions. Infrared reflectance spectra provided the local thickness of the AlN and the structure of the A₁-E₁ combined absorption LO mode, which related to the tilt of the c-axis of AlN figure. Bow measurements done by profilometry gave the local in-plane stress. Atomic force microscopy was used to assess the surface topography of the films.

The tilt angle of the c-axis oriented AlN microcrystals measured by XRD varied from 0° at the center of a 100 mm-wafer to 34° at its edge. This was correlated with the position of the band of A₁-E₁ mixed LO mode, which was shifted towards greater wavelengths as the tilt angle increased. The influence of stress on the position of the IR band was negligible compared to the shift associated to the increasing tilt of the grains. IR reflectance measurements offer a straightforward non-destructive diagnostic method for the assessment of tilted grains in AlN films.
Measurement of independent piezoelectric constants of a lanthanumgallium silicate family crystals by x-ray diffraction method

Buzanov Oleg¹, Irzhak Dmitrii², Roshchupkin Dmitry²

¹OAO Fomos materials, Moscow, Russia
²Institute of Microelectronics Technology and High-Purity Materials RAS, Chernogolovka, Russia
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This work presents results of measurements of piezoelectric tensor components for a lanthanum gallosilicate family crystals with x-ray diffraction technique using. For crystal of this family (point group 32, space group P321) the piezomodulus tensor has only two independent components $d_{11}$ and $d_{14}$.

The method used to measure piezoelectric constants of the studied material is based on the phenomenon of reverse piezoelectric effect. The effect consists in that a piezoelectric crystal undergoes deformation when external electric field is applied to it. In certain crystallographic directions, the applied external electric field would cause compression or tension of the crystal lattice (diagonal components of the deformation tensor). It should be noted that diagonal components of deformation tensor are nothing short of the interplanar spacing changing in corresponding direction. Changes of the interplanar spacing in the crystal can be measured by x-ray diffractometry through following the changes of the Bragg peak position. Experimental rocking curves demonstrated this phenomenon are shown on Fig. 1.

It should be noted that single-crystal X-cut plate is sufficient for the measurement of both piezoelectric constants $d_{11}$ and $d_{14}$. In this case reflection and transmission geometries of Bragg diffraction should be used.

Fig. 19: Rocking curves measured on (440) reflection of calcium-tantalum gallosilicate crystal under applied voltage: “+” +1900 V, “-” -1900 V, “0” 0 V.
Method of controlling coupling coefficient in sputtered Aluminum Scandium Nitride for high volume production.

Sergey Mishin, Michael Gutkin, Alexander Bizyukov, Vladimir Sleptsov
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Abstract — In this paper, we studied the effect of stress of Aluminum Nitride film containing various concentrations of Scandium (Sc). Coupling coefficient (kt2) was measured across wafer and wafer to wafer as a function of stress and Sc content of the film. Previous studies demonstrate a considerable increase in kt2 as a function of Sc content of the film [1], [2], [4], [5]. Unfortunately, when deposited on 200mm wafers we observed that kt2 varies significantly more than that of standard Aluminum Nitride (AlN). Both stress and concentration of Sc must be controlled across a wafer to achieve uniform kt2 acceptable for production of Bulk Acoustic Resonator (BAW) devices [3], [6], [7]. We were able to control kt2 across a wafer and wafer-to-wafer by adjusting magnetic fields in our magnetron as well as adjusting concentration of Sc in our two sputtering targets.
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Figure 1. Variation of kt2 as a function of stress for AlN and AlScN films

Figure 2. Stress variation across a wafer as a function of the ratio of inner and outer target magnetic field
High temperature and high performance ferroelectric piezoelectric ceramics are striking strongly for emerging high temperature applications of piezoelectric filters, sensors and actuators. Lead Zirconate-Titanate (PZT) near the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) dominates commercial piezoceramics but has relatively low Curie temperature ($T_C$) below 386°C. The BiFeO$_3$-PbTiO$_3$ (BF-PT) system was reported to have $T_C$ ~ 632°C at its coexistent phase boundary (CPB) with around 32 at.% PbTiO$_3$ content. Nevertheless, poor mechanical and insulating properties limit their piezoelectric characterizations and applications in the form of ceramics.

In this presentation, the authors demonstrated experimentally that adding Bi(Zn$_{1/2}$Ti$_{1/2}$)O$_3$ (BZT) into BiFeO$_3$-PbTiO$_3$ system makes their ceramics mechanically robust, owing to reduced negative thermal expansion coefficient. Perovskite-structured BF-PT-BZT ternary solid solution keeps the CPB feature but $T_C$ increases up to about 700°C. Systematical investigations showed that the CPB position, $T_C$ and piezoelectric properties of BF-PT-BZT are closely dependent on the ceramic grain size, resulting from different processing and thermal treatments. A maximum piezoelectric property of $T_C = 560°C$, $d_{33} = 30$ pC/N, $\varepsilon_{33}/\varepsilon_0 = 302$, and $\tan\delta = 0.02$ was obtained here for the CPB 0.53BF-0.32PT-0.15BZT ceramics with average grain size about 0.3μm, which is better than that of commercial K-15 piezoceramics: $T_C$ ~ 610°C, $d_{33} = 18$ pC/N, $\varepsilon_{33}/\varepsilon_0 = 140$, and $\tan\delta ~ 0.03$.

The La substitution effect on the lattice structure and piezoelectric properties of tetragonal 0.50BF-0.35PT-0.15BZT ceramics was also studied. It was observed that the tetragonality of $c/a$ ratio and $T_C$ decrease but the piezoelectric properties increase with increasing La substitution. The enhanced piezoelectric performance with La substitution was preferably attributed to the structural phase transition from tetragonal into coexistent tetragonal and rhombohedral. For the CPB Pb$_{0.35}$Bi$_{0.625}$La$_{0.025}$(Ti$_{0.425}$Zn$_{0.575}$)Fe$_{0.15}$O$_3$ ceramics poled at 140°C with 5 kV/mm DC electric field, a good piezoelectric property of $T_C = 497°C$, $\varepsilon_{33}/\varepsilon_0 = 367$ and $d_{33} = 43$ pC/N was obtained, which is comparable with the commercial MLT piezoceramics with $T_C = 495°C$, $\varepsilon_{33}/\varepsilon_0 = 170$ and $d_{33} = 51$ pC/N.

Our experimental studies demonstrate that BF-PT-BZT ceramics exhibit not only good high temperature piezoelectric properties but also better mechanical properties. In contrast to MLT and K-15 commercial piezoceramics, BLF-PT-BZT provides a big space like the PZT to adjust piezoelectric performance and temperature stabilities by changing composition near the CPB for applications of high temperature filters and sensors. Our essay is anticipated to excite new designs of high temperature and high performance perovskite-structured ferroelectric piezoceramics and extend their application fields of piezoelectric transducers and sensors.
Optimization of tether geometry to achieve low anchor loss in Lamé mode resonators
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The quality factor ($Q$) of micromachined resonators in the sub-GHz regime is most often limited by the anchor loss (design dependent) rather than the fundamental material limitations\textsuperscript{1,2}. In this work we study the fundamental cause of anchor dissipation in Lamé or wineglass mode resonators and show that by optimizing the resonator tether geometry, low anchor losses can be achieved\textsuperscript{76}; thus, making it possible to reach the intrinsic frequency $\times Q$ ($f \times Q$) limit of the resonator.

In order to support the Lamé mode resonance, the tethers are required to undergo forced flexural vibrations. As a consequence the anchor loss in such resonators is strongly dictated by the resonance frequency of the tether. When the tether resonance frequency is close to the frequency of the Lamé mode, the resonator $Q$ is reduced due to the larger amount of energy lost from the tethers (Fig. 1). On the other hand, tether geometries having resonances far from the Lamé mode frequency show a higher anchor $Q$. To verify this hypothesis, finite element analysis of the structures is performed using COMSOL with anchor loss estimated using the Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) approach (Fig. 2)\textsuperscript{77}. For experimental characterization, devices are fabricated on a low-resistivity SOI substrate with 1 μm actuation gaps and released using backside DRIE. Both the simulation and measurement results for the fundamental Lamé mode are found to corroborate the presented hypothesis (Fig. 2). Using such an optimization technique, a high-$Q$ Lamé mode resonator operating in its fundamental mode at 41.5 MHz is demonstrated with a $Q$ of 296,000 (in vacuum, at room temperature and 300V bias). The $f \times Q$ of the resonator is $1.23 \times 10^{13}$, which is close to the fundamental limit for silicon (Fig. 3)\textsuperscript{1}. Note that the required bias voltage can be reduced by reducing the actuation gap.

\textsuperscript{75} R. Tabrizian, M. Rais-Zadeh and F. Ayazi, Transducers, 2009.
Mechanically Coupled SOI Lamé-Mode Resonator-Arrays: Synchronized Oscillations with High Q Factors of 1 Million
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In this work, we present the first demonstration of synchronized oscillations in an SOI resonator array with Q’s of 10^6 through mechanical coupling. Our experimental results indicate that even as the length of the array is expanded, Q is maintained at 10^6 (f_Q of 1.3×10^13); close to that of a single Lamé resonator. These results in turn suggest that mechanical coupling can be extended to even yet longer arrays for improved transduction and power handling without diminishing Q.

Mechanically coupling resonators into arrays for synchronized oscillation has been demonstrated previously in CMOS MEMS and PolySi to achieve reduced motional resistance and increased power handling. However, till now no mechanical-coupled array approaching the f_Q limit of Si has been demonstrated. Here we apply mechanical coupling to the isochoric Lamé mode where thermoelastic damping is insignificant relative to anchor and Akhiezer effect loss.

An array of up to 6 resonators (each 320×320µm^2) was fabricated using a standard SOI MEMS process. To allow fully-differential capacitive transduction, the array is divided into 2 sections (Fig 1). The 3 resonators in each section are designed to resonate in phase using half-wavelength (λ/2) beam couplers. Between the 2 sections, the vibration-combination is anti-phase through a full wavelength (λ) beam coupler.

The devices were measured in vacuum using a DC bias voltage V_{dc} of 50V and RF source power of 0dBm. Fig. 2 shows the measured electrical transmission of arrays of 6 and 4 resonators, including a single Lamé resonator (360µm). Q is the same between the two arrays, and just slightly lower compared to the single Lamé (1.2 million). An increase in the nonlinear bifurcation point could be observed when increasing the array length.

Fig. 2: Measured transmission of a 6-resonator relative to a 4-resonator array and single Lamé resonator
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A Parallel-Class Thermally-Actuated Micromechanical Filter with Tunable Center Frequency and Bandwidth
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In this paper, we report the very first thermally-actuated micromechanical filter. As a proof of concept, the filter has a modest center frequency of 64 MHz, which in principle can be scaled to yet higher frequencies. Resonators using thermal actuation and piezoresistive readout (thermal-piezoresistive resonators) have attracted much interest owing to a promising frequency-scaling characteristic in terms of electromechanical transduction and the simplicity in fabrication, but they also suffer from substantial direct resistive coupling between the input and output ports. By using a parallel-class configuration applied to a pair of these resonators, feedthrough cancellation can be achieved while simultaneously realizing a 2nd-order high stopband rejection filter.

Fig. 1 shows SEMs of a pair of dog-bone shaped twin resonators fabricated side-by-side on the same die using a standard SOI MEMS process. Also shown is the circuit schematic to realize a parallel-class filter. Both resonators are electro-thermally excited by the same AC drive voltage, but their output motional currents are sensed differentially. A slight mismatch between their resonant frequencies results in a bandpass filter frequency response. Since the resonant frequencies of each resonator can be be tuned by adjusting the bias voltage due to the Joule heating effect, their separation and thus the bandwidth of the filter can be tuned as shown in Fig. 2 (from 0.004% to 0.002%). The center frequency of the filter is also tunable by the same effect (72.2ppm tuning range achieved so far). The out-of-band rejection is more than 10dB. It should be noted that the response shown in Fig. 2 was measured without proper termination, but still showing very little ripple in the passband (<1dB). These results further highlight the applicability of thermal actuation to high frequency applications to now also include even filtering.

Fig. 21: Circuit schematic for the parallel class filter with SEMs of two 64MHz 10-μm-thick dog-bone resonators fabricated using a standard SOI MEMS process.
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Anomalous DC-Current-Induced Attenuation of Q Factor in a Silicon Contour Mode Micromechanical Resonator
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Micromachined silicon resonators have the advantage of employing intrinsic gain in the form of piezoresistive sensing\(^\text{82}\) or a resonant body transistor\(^\text{83}\) to enhance electromechanical transduction. This entails applying a DC bias current through the resonator. In this paper, we show that simply applying a DC current for such a purpose could significantly reduce the quality factor (Q) given the right combination of conditions such that the thermal and elastic eigenmodes overlap.

We applied a DC bias current ranging from 1mA to 20 mA through a single-crystal-silicon square plate resonator vibrating in the square extensional (SE) mode for piezoresistive sensing with capacitive drive. Self-heating due to the bias current causes the resonant frequency to shift, which we have modeled using finite element simulation. Unreported elsewhere, Q was found to drop by more than half around a precise bias current level as shown in Fig. 1. By fine tuning the bias current around 15mA, it is found that the peak height decreases while the -3dB bandwidth notably widens as the bias current is tuned closer to a precise bias point given by 15.246mA. This effect appears to be symmetric about this biasing (Fig 2). It can be further noted that the original single peak splits to two peaks at this bias point.

To rule out its causal relation to piezoresistive electromechanical coupling, we have repeated multiple measurements using capacitive sensing with a heating current through the device. Resonators of different dimensions and orientations were also measured, all confirming the same trends. This effect is believed to arise from thermo-elastic coupling. Due to the temperature dependence of silicon’s elasticity, self-heating due to bias current causes the mechanical frequency to shift. As the elastic and thermal modes overlap, thermo-elastic damping\(^\text{84}\) is magnified, thus leading to a significant drop in Q.
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Multimode Characteristics in Mechanically-Coupled Silicon Carbide (SiC) Nanowire Array Resonators
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We report measurements and modeling of arrays of mechanically-coupled very thin SiC nanowire (SiC NW) nanomechanical resonators. The exceptional mechanical properties and very attractive optical properties of SiC make it highly interesting for nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) and optomechanical devices, with resonant modes operating at high frequencies that can be exploited for resonance-based signal processing and sensing applications. In this work, we demonstrate arrays consisting of SiC NWs as narrow as 50nm (patterned by electron beam lithography on a ~50nm SiC epilayer) and investigate the multimode resonances in mechanically coupled arrays.

Figure 1a shows measured multimode response an array of 10 SiC NWs with individual dimensions \( L \times W \times t = 10 \mu m \times 50 nm \times 50 nm \). Sensitive detection of mechanical displacement down to the levels of Brownian motions of the devices is achieved by using a laser interferometer with \( \sim 1 \mu m \) spot size and \( pm/\sqrt{Hz} \) displacement sensitivity (on SiC NWs). We directly map the mode shapes with high spatial resolution, and compare the results with finite element modeling (COMSOL, Fig. 1). Mechanical coupling (via the clamping plate) suppresses the natural modes of each individual NWs, while enabling the system to exhibit new collective resonances. Probing the characteristics the coupled modes and degeneracy allows us to determine and further engineer the coupling strength, toward higher performance SiC NEMS arrays for specific applications.5,6,7 By carefully examining the resonance characteristics their scaling laws with array size (\( N \), number of NWs), we advance this SiC device technology as platform, with sensitive optomechanical transduction, for studying new phenomena in large-\( N \) systems, from chaos to synchronization.

Fig. 1: (a) Resonance spectrum measured from a SiC NW array of \( N=10 \). Insets: first 5 measured resonances (A-E) with fitting and indicated by the red dashed line. (b)-(g): COMSOL simulation of the first 6 coupled modes of the array of 10 SiC NWs. Insets:
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Study of Phase Noise in VCXO with Inversion-Mode Varactors
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Voltage controlled crystal oscillators (VCXO) play an essential role in modern communication as reference sources in local oscillators. In this application the stringent request of phase noise and wide tuning are needed. The VCXO is normally built by CMOS process due to low cost and the capability of total integration. For simplicity, the MOS varactor in inversion mode is often employed to change the frequency. However, the capacitance measured in small-signal approach appears a step-like shape, which is not obvious for wide tuning application. In this abstract, the tuning behavior and related phase noise in large-signal operation is investigated.

According to the Leeson’s model, phase noise is inversely proportional to signal power. In our design, the signal magnitude is maximized to have rail to rail swing. The dimension of varactor is traded off between tuning ratio and quality factor. Under TSMC standard 0.35um mixed-mode process with 2P4M and Polycide, the dimensions of width $W$, channel length $L$, and finger number $m$ are chosen as $W \times L \times m = 30 \mu \times 1 \mu \times 40$, respectively. The varactor encounters different modes of strong inversion and depletion. The partition depends on the tuning voltage. The value of capacitance is predicted from Fourier analysis of I-V waveform. The wiring and C-V characteristic of inversion mode are shown in Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b, respectively. The slope is steep at small swing and becomes slanted as the swing is increased.

The performances of tuning capability in the typical Pierce oscillator with power supply $V_{DD}=3V$ are shown in Fig. 2a. The linear tuning range is obtained from zero to 1.8V with deviation is from -30 to +20ppm, respectively. Above 1.8V the tuning is saturated. The slope is maximized at 0.8V with roughly equal duration in inversion and depletion. The corresponding phase noises are also illustrated in Fig. 2b. The worst case -80dBc@10Hz offset occurs at the point with maximal tuning slope. At both ends with smaller slopes the phase noises becomes better -90~100 dBc@10Hz offset. The measured tuning capability matches well with the prediction under large-signal swing.

Fig. 1 NMOS varactor in (a) Inversion mode and (b) C-V curves

Fig. 2 (a) Measured frequency deviation and slope and (b) phase noises at offset 10 and 100Hz
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For the application requiring a high frequency and good phase noise performance, the LC-tank VCO is popular in VCO design. In order to have a small VCO gain, the LC-tank VCO usually has a capacitor array across the VCO’s differential outputs as the coarse-tuning stage for the band selection.

Fig.1 shows the proposed LC-tank VCO schematic. It uses a PMOS cross-coupled pair to mimic a negative resistor. The varactors $C_{p1}-C_{p2}$, two shunt capacitors $C_{o1}-C_{o2}$, the capacitor array, and the inductor $L$ form the resonator of the VCO. The current on $R_c$ contains even-order harmonics. These harmonics mixing with the VCO’s output produces an in-band noise. This in-band noise makes the VCO’s phase noise even worse. The proposed VCO utilizes a capacitor $C_{c}$ across $R_c$ to suppress the harmonics. In addition, we use two capacitors $C_{o1}$ and $C_{o2}$ across $M_1$ and $M_2$, respectively, to serve as a filter to reduce the amplitude of the harmonics. Let $v_1 = v_{com} + v_m \sin \omega t$ and $v_2 = v_{com} - v_m \sin \omega t$. We can obtain

$$I_1 = \frac{k'W}{2L} [(v_{com} - v_m \sin \omega t - v_s)^2$$

$$I_2 = \frac{k'W}{2L} [(v_{com} + v_m \sin \omega t - v_s)^2$$

$$I_1 = \frac{k'W}{2L} [(v_{dc} - v_s)^2 - 2v_{dc}v_m \sin \omega t + v_m^2 \sin^2 \omega t$$

$$I_2 = \frac{k'W}{2L} [(v_{dc} + v_s)^2 + 2v_{dc}v_m \sin \omega t + v_m^2 \sin^2 \omega t$$

$$I_c = I_1 + I_2 = \frac{k'W}{2L} [2(v_{dc} - v_s)^2 + 2v_{dc}^2 \left(1 - \cos 2\omega t \right)]$$

where $V_{dc} = v_{com} - v_s$. Fig. 2 shows the small-signal circuit model of the VCO’s upper part where $Z_c = R_c // C_c$. The capacitors $C_{o1}$ and $C_{o2}$ in parallel with $Z_c$ serve as a filter for the even-order harmonic signals at $v_c$.

The VCO was realized in TSMC 0.18-μm CMOS process. Fig. 3 shows the measured phase noise of the VCO output tuned at 5.17 GHz. The phase noise is $-137.12$ dBc/Hz at 10-kHz offset frequency. The measured rms jitter is 2.072 ps at 5.428-GHz output. The power consumption is 10 mW at 1.8-V supply voltage.

This work is partially supported by the National Science Council of Taiwan under grant NSC 101-2221-E-011-
Using 2-Bit Counter to Predict the Starting SAR Bit for a Fast-Locking Wide-Range All-Digital DLL
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Among various digital delay-locked loops (DLLs), the successive approximation register (SAR)-based DLL is promising because it provides better tradeoff among hardware area, delay resolution, and lock time.

Assume that the time delay introduced by the digital controlled delay line (DCDL) is linearly varied with the SAR code. If a SAR bit is set to high, the delay of the DCDL will increase by a half of the delay amount corresponding to the previous significant bit. Thus, if we can estimate the current delay of the DCDL, we can predict the starting bit from which the SAR search can begin with to shorten the lock time of the DLL.

In order to explain the proposed starting SAR-bit prediction (SSARBP) method, some notations are shown in Fig. 1. Let \(T_{\text{clk}}\) denote one clock cycle, \(T_{\text{int}}\) represent the intrinsic delay of the delay line, and \(T_{\text{d}[m]}\), \(m = 0, 1, \ldots, M\), represent the excess delay of the delay line caused by setting the \(m\)th bit of the control code to logic high. As mentioned before, \(T_{\text{d}[m]} = 2T_{\text{d}[m-1]}\). In this paper, we assume that the control code for the DCDL has \(M + 1\) bits.

In the proposed DLL, we divide the input clock (CLK\(_{\text{in}}\)) frequency by two as the clock signal (CLK\(_{\text{counter}}\)) for the counter. Fig. 1 shows an example timing diagram. In the beginning of an SSARBP cycle, we reset the DCDL first. After \(T_{\text{int}}\), the counter starts to count. We then monitor the DCDL output signal CLK\(_{\text{out}}\). When the rising edge of CLK\(_{\text{out}}\) is observed, the counter value at that moment gives the DCDL delay information. We can use the information to adjust the SAR code. The DLL circuit was implemented in TSMC 0.18 \(\mu\mbox{m}\) CMOS process. The measured results show that the proposed circuit can operate from 66 MHz to 1 GHz. The lock time is within 17-23 clock cycles. Fig. 2(a) shows that the lock time is 20 clock cycles for a 120-MHz input clock. Fig. 2(b) shows that the rms jitter is 1.881 ps for a 1-GHz input clock.

---
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Low phase noise microwave analog optical link performance study for high dynamic environment platform
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Distribution of very low phase noise and low spurious microwave Local Oscillator (LO) is needed for most of the radar or electronic warfare applications. In this paper we study the capability to optically carry low phase noise LO, thanks to a directly-modulated optical link1, while subjected to severe environmental conditions. First the optical link is compared to a coaxial cable link in terms of additive phase noise subsequently the absolute amplitude and phase noise under random vibration are compared. Firstly, it should be noticed that even in case of a wide band optical link, the phase noise floor difference between optical and coaxial cable is small even for short distance links. Secondly, the absolute amplitude and phase noise of the optical and coaxial cable link are measured with the entire optical link or only with some piece component of the link (10 GHz LO, optical fiber, laser and photodiode) under random vibration. The phase noise degradation is almost the same when the optical or the coaxial link is under vibration and the main degradation is always due to the Local Oscillator whatever the technology is (OEO : Opto-Electronic Oscillator, quartz,…; some ways of improvement of optical link g-sensitivity that can be useful for OEO2 will be discussed). Thanks to recent experimentations done by DGA, it has been shown that very low phase noise microwave LO signals can be carried on optical link without any phase noise degradation due to the link while subjected to random vibration.

1 M.Chtioui et al “Analog microwave photonic link based on a high power directly modulated laser, a high power photodiode and passive impedance matching”, Microwave Photonics 2012.
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Evaluation of the accuracy of the method for measuring state-of-the-art ultra-high stability quartz crystal oscillators
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The best frequency stability ever measured on a quartz crystal oscillator was recently obtained. This new Boitiers à Vieillissement Amélioré (BVA) oscillator has an estimated flicker frequency modulation (FFM) floor as lower as $2.5 \times 10^{-14}$ at 5 MHz\textsuperscript{88,89}. It leads to a significant step. To achieve such a low FFM floor, we assume that best resonators are fully characterized\textsuperscript{90} and packed. It was obtained using a double rotated SC-cut quartz with low phase noise, good aging characteristics and low sensitivity to drive level dependency placed in appropriate thermostat in the first prototype of a double oven-controlled crystal oscillator (OCXO) realized in Switzerland by Oscilloquartz company. We checked that the ultra-stable signal delivered by such a BVA oscillator can be distributed without any degradation of its short term stability\textsuperscript{91}. It has to be underlined that precise measurements on oscillators were carefully performed at the Time and Frequency department in Prague in very favorable environmental conditions and deduced by three cornered hat analysis\textsuperscript{92,93,94,95} on a dedicated system\textsuperscript{96}. Our process for short term is analogous to what occurs for long term frequency stability characterization, but could provide questionably a precise determination of FFM floor. The analysis proceeds by matching the theoretical and the best experimental curves not exactly simultaneously. In this paper we discuss the accuracy of our method.

Measurements of Intrinsic Phase Fluctuations in a Cryogenic Microwave Amplifier
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There has been a continuous interest in the development of cryogenic microwave amplifiers with low level of phase noise and power dissipation for fundamental physics experiments. For example, such amplifiers have enabled accurate characterization of electromagnetic properties of ultra-high Q electromagnetic resonators at single photon energies\textsuperscript{97}. They are also crucial for experiments on the coherent manipulation of spin qubits with implications to quantum computing\textsuperscript{2}. We studied the phase noise properties of a low noise X-band cryogenic amplifier (LNF LNA7-10) both at room and cryogenic temperature. The amplifier was placed in a temperature-stabilized environment to minimize the influence of ambient temperature on the phase delay of the transmitted signal. By utilizing both the time and frequency domain techniques we measured amplifier phase noise spectra at Fourier frequencies from tens of μHz to 1 MHz. At room temperature, the noise measurements were conducted with a mixer-based phase bridge, Fig. 1. The bridge was placed on a temperature-stabilized plate inside a vacuum chamber, Curve 1 in Fig. 2 shows the phase noise floor of the thermally isolated phase bridge as a function of Fourier frequency F. It can be closely approximated by 4⋅10^{-13} / F + 2⋅10^{-18} / F^3 (rad^2/Hz). The cubic term in the above fit dominates the noise floor at F<1 mHz. It reflects the residual effect of ambient temperature fluctuations on the spectral resolution of the phase bridge. For comparison, the noise floor of the “exposed” phase bridge is limited by ambient temperature fluctuations at F<1 Hz. Curve 2 in Fig. 2 shows the phase noise spectrum of the LNA at 9 GHz with -34 dBm input power. It has a rather unusual 1/F^{1/2} dependence in the frequency range 20mHz<F<200Hz. At F<1 mHz, amplifier phase noise is proportional to 1/F^3, which can be attributed to fluctuations of the ambient temperature. The discussion on phase noise properties of the above amplifier at 5 Kelvin is beyond the scope of this Abstract and will be presented at the Symposium.

---


Battery powered equipment, whether instrumentation, underwater exploration, or military require high performance frequency sources with very low power consumption for obvious reason. Current state of the art in the area of very low power consumption OCXO [1], [2] employs evacuation of the entire (or almost entire) electronic circuit with crystal resonator in metal enclosure and internally heating the content. Although achieving the goal of significant reduction in power consumption (60 – 80 %), this approach has some serious drawbacks. The phase noise performance of one of the implementations is average at best, of another - is outright poor. Evacuation of the entire OCXO requires very complex and tedious processes, since any minute contamination can destroy deep vacuum, needed for device to operate. The availability of die semiconductor components, a necessity for inside the vacuum, is very limited. The devices are susceptible to exposure of elevated temperatures, which might induce internal outgassing and deterioration of vacuum level. The goal of this work was to create a device, which would eliminate above mentioned drawbacks i.e. employ conventional heating technique, use off-the shelf widely available components, have comparable to evacuated devices power consumption and size, and exhibit superior phase noise performance. The goal was achieved by implementing special thermal insulation technique, and NELs ULPN technology in 20x20x10 mm package. While the steady state power consumption at room temperature is less than 250 mW, the phase noise at 10 Hz offset at <-145 dBc/Hz is better by 20 to 45 dBc than published specifications, and at -174 dBc/Hz, by 10 to 30 dBc on the floor.
Phase Group Characteristic Based Frequency Measurement Method with Wide Band and Fast Response
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As the rapid development of frequency standard, the need arises to measure frequency in a wide band with a high resolution. Restricted by the influence of ±1 counting error, the resolution of the existing frequency measurement method is hard to improve.

By analyzing the phase variation rule between every two periodic signals with different frequency, as shown in Fig. 1, the phase group characteristics, such as phase group synchronization, are revealed in the paper. With these characteristics, the direct measurement and comparison of periodic signals with different frequencies in a wide band with a high resolution can be realized.

In this method, as shown in Fig. 2, two adjacent phase coincidence points of the reference frequency \( f_o \) and the measured frequency \( f_x \) are used to generate the measurement gate. Because \( f_o \) and \( f_x \) are synchronized strictly with the start and stop signals of the gate, ±1 counting error can be eliminated. In gate time, the counting numbers of \( f_x \) and \( f_o \) are \( N_x \) and \( N_o \), respectively, thus the measured frequency \( f_x = f_o \times \frac{N_x}{N_o} \). If there is a multiple relationship between \( f_o \) and \( f_x \), it takes a long time to generate the measurement gate. Fine phase shift is used on the reference frequency to shorten the measurement time.

Experiment results show, the method achieves a precision higher than \( 1 \times 10^{13}/s \) in frequency comparison, as shown in Fig. 3, the typical precision of signal from 30 kHz to 100 MHz achieve \( 6-8 \times 10^{12}/s \). With the improvement of phase coincidence detection resolution, phase shift precision and component response speed, the precision of this method can be further improved.

Supported by the Fundamental Research Funds for the Central Universities No. K5051204003, the National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant No. 10978017.
Event Timing Device Providing Subpicosecond Precision
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We are reporting on the latest experimental results achieved with an event timing device using a surface acoustic wave filter as a time interpolator\(^9\). During tests of the first prototype, the dominant source of the measurement error was identified to be caused by noise of the filter excitation\(^9\). Therefore a new concept of the excitation for the next version of the device was designed. The exciter is activated just for a very short period keeping the energy of the noise at the input of the filter as low as possible. This solution led to considerable improvement of the device performance.

It results from the experimental measurements that the single shot precision is repeatedly lower than 500 fs RMS when time marks generated synchronously with the time base are measured. The behavior of the observed fluctuations can be well described as white noise with Gaussian distribution. Resulting precision is in an agreement with the error budget based on the theoretical analysis.

When asynchronous time marks are split into two event timers and the resulting time difference is measured, the single shot precision is below 700 fs RMS per channel. In this case the measurement is affected not only by random errors, but also by non-linearity of the time interpolation. Harmonic distortion in the analog-to-digital converter has been identified as the main source of this additional error. The time interpolation error is a periodic function of the time mark position. This dependence oscillates very quickly in comparison to the clock period\(^100\).

The temperature dependence is below 0.1 ps/K. Operating the device in a common laboratory environment without temperature stabilization, the stability TDEV better than 3 fs has been routinely achieved for range of averaging intervals from 10 s to several hours.

The event timers are capable of stand-alone operation or they can create a net of timing units distributed in an area where unified time is kept using optional Two-Way Time Transfer modules\(^101\).

---


Background, Motivation and Objective:

Today, millions of FBAR Filters and Duplexers are sold into cell phones every year. The all-silicon package used to package these filters (providing both package integrity and hermeticity) has been utilized for the past 10 years and, to date, no part has been returned for compromised integrity or hermeticity failures. The lid wafer in the all-silicon package has, until recently, only been used to provide through-Si vias from the FBAR filter to the outside pads. The addition of circuitry to the lid enables a host of new applications. Examples include the integration of SOI switches for advanced filter switch modules, or the integration of SiGe LNAs with filters to provide extremely compact filter/amplifier functionality. Our first application, however, is the integration of oscillator circuitry with a temperature-compensated FBAR resonator. The resulting chip-scale oscillator produces a single, well-defined frequency, and is highly sensitive (on the parts-per-million level) to package hermeticity. This allows for the design and optimization of a robust package for yield and performance, and for the testing of new markets not dominated by filtering.

Statement of Contribution and Methods:

We present a fourth-design generation Free Running Oscillator and Voltage Controlled Oscillator using integrated bipolar circuitry in the lid wafer with a temperature-compensated FBAR resonator in the base wafer. The goal is to produce a high frequency, low-noise oscillator. Because there are over 15,000 oscillators per wafer, we can develop very sensitive testing procedures to study the oscillator behavior. We have determined our frequency measurement accuracy and precision to be ~ 0.2 parts-per-million, and our phase sensitivity floor to be less than -175 dBc/Hz. Tests of package hermeticity completed to date suggest that the oscillators behave with the same level of integrity as our standard FBAR filters.

Results/Discussion:

The goal of this program is to demonstrate a robust, repeatable, chip-scale oscillator with superior performance. We have measured tens of thousands of oscillators and observe a mean jitter performance between 12kHz and 20MHz of 7.5 femto seconds. Output power is 2.4 dBm and the output drives 100 Ω differential. The mean phase noise of the 2608 MHz oscillator at 800 kHz offset is -158 dBc/Hz and the mean at 10 kHz offset is -118 dBc/Hz. The device draws 18.8 mA at 3.3V, and the phase noise at all frequency offsets stays within 1 dB over the temperature range from -40 to 120°C. We see a 1 to 1 correlation between resonator Q improvement and close-in phase noise: a 15% improvement in Q between two wafer lots improves close-in phase noise by 1.2 dB. Far from carrier noise is set by the power delivered to the resonator. Due to the ability of the resonator to remain linear at high powers, we have seen far-from-carrier phase noise as low as -174 dBc/Hz. The sensitivity to acceleration of these oscillators is on the order of 1 ppB/g and the start up time is measured to be less than 10 μsec.
Measuring transient noise and short-term stability of signals with the digital counting methods is very difficult. Transient stability plays an important part in the characterization of phase noise of signal with high resolution.

With counting measuring method, the measuring gate is usually formed from 1ms until 10s. Gate resolution was significantly lower in shorter gate. However, the possibly short measurement gate such as corresponding to the measured signal period is important to reflect the phase noise condition of the frequency source using time domain method intuitively.

Phase coincidence detection technology plays a key role in the measurement of periodic signals such as frequency with high resolution, which can detect the same information about their phases between two detected signals with identical or different nominal frequencies. It is always difficult to reach "absolute" coincidence in the implementation of phase coincidence. Thus there becomes the threshold of phase coincidence detection sensitivity, which is the value representing the phase coincidence when the signal phase difference is less than it. In addition, there also exists the stability of the threshold.

Measuring and adjusting the phase difference between standard frequency signals can make it fixed at the threshold of phase coincidence detection circuit sensitivity. Technologically speaking, the coincidence detection sensitivity can not be particularly high, which is often fixed in the order of ns or hundreds of ps. If there is no effect of noise, it can still keep positive continuous coincidence information. However, when the phase difference of the two signals is adjusted to the verge of coincidence detection sensitivity, the output can also be detected if there is no noise. But if there is noise, the phase variation will be between the inner and outer of the verge, thus the information of phase coincidence will not always exist. So we can judge the phase instability of signals accurately from the continuity and discontinuity of the coincidence information. This is our continuous and discontinuous condition according to coincidence information to accurately judge the signal phase instability. The fastest response time can reach nominal period of the signal. Oscillators with low phase noise and high stability have apparent continuity of coincidence status, while the ones with relatively poor phase noise and stability will have apparent discontinuity of coincidence and the width of the discontinuity will be relatively large.

Thus the transient frequency stability can be identified from the unstable state of interrupted, disability of coincidence detection circuit and the measurement result of the phase difference. The measurement resolution depends on disability of 5ps of the coincidence detection circuit.

The formula for calculating is derived from the formula of Allen variance:

$$\sigma_T(\tau) = \frac{1}{\tau} \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} (\Delta T_{i+1} - \Delta T_i)^2}{2m}}$$

Where $\Delta T$ represents the phase difference, and $\tau$ the duration of the corresponding period time.

Continuous coincidence detection based on the periodic of the signals can realize the stability measurement. For example, 10 MHz can reach the measurement of 100 ns of the stability response time. At the same time, when we started the stability measurement of 1 μs, 10 μs and 100 μs, we should take the total coincidence variation in 10, 100 and 1000 periods into account. The emphasis should be put on the analysis of the width of discontinuity coincidence point which can be converted into phase amplitude information.
Phase noises of GaN-based surface acoustic wave oscillator
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The phase noise is one of the most important characteristics of oscillators determining its application possibilities. Gallium nitride is a material of interest with respect to electronics¹. Our aim is to investigate the phase noise features of a GaN-based surface acoustic wave oscillator as well as to reveal the possibilities for employing such a device as a sensor of ultraviolet radiation. We use a structure similar to that described in the paper¹⁰². The GaN layers were grown by low-pressure metalorganic chemical vapor deposition on (0001) sapphire substrates. A pair of Al interdigital transducers was deposited on the GaN layer surface. Several samples with layer thicknesses in the range from 1.4 to 2.4 µm and transducer period of 24 µm were used. The corresponding resonant transducer frequencies ranged from 200 to 310 MHz. The distance between the transducers was 11 mm. This two-port SAW delay line was connected to a feedback loop of a wide-band amplifier. The output signal of the SAW oscillator was fed to a frequency counter.

The time base of the SR 620 frequency counter was disciplined to the 10 MHz signal of the Lithuanian national time and frequency standard HP5071A. With the measurement results being saved every second, we obtained the two series for each structure – one in the darkness and another with UV illumination. We used a 15 W lamp of the BLB type with the maximum at about 365 nm as a source of UV radiation. Both series were longer than 48 hours. Further, we discuss the results obtained with one of the structures. Average frequency generated in the darkness was 238.38 MHz, while that in illumination 222.64 MHz. Fig. 1 shows the power spectrum density $S_y(f)$ of the relative frequency deviation of the output signal for both series calculated following the instructions of the standard¹⁰³. It is seen that the signal obtained with UV illumination features generally higher noise level, with some irregularly spaced peaks on the PSD graph. Noise level shall be taken into account while designing frequency shift-based UV sensors to make sure that the frequency shift obtained has not been overwhelmed by the phase noise.

Fig. 27: Power spectrum density (PSD) of the output signal obtained with and without UV illumination

Balanced SAW Oscillator in Composite Configuration with Colpitts and Cross-Coupled Pair
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The oscillators with high quality-factor resonators in balanced configurations have received much attention. These have the advantages of reduced noise, good power supply rejection ratio, and direct matching to the inputs of preceded stages. Recently two balanced SAW oscillators with two parallel Colpitts and with cross-coupled pair have been presented. As compared, the former has better phase noise but suffers from the long transition due to the lack of phase inversion in initial growing. On the contrary, the latter has the opposite results. In this study a modified Colpitts architecture embedded with cross-coupled pair is investigated. The circuit is implemented under TSMC 0.18um CMOS process. The inherent feature of phase inversion needed for the parallel Colpitts can be easily provided by the cross-coupled pair. With the enhanced pair, the waveform transition speed is raised and thus, the start up and phase noise is improved. Actually, the cross-coupled pair also acts as latching in digital circuit. Here, the design of the pair size is carefully traded between latching and phase noise as shown in Fig. 1. The performances in cross coupled oscillators w/o Colpitts are summarized in the table I. The composite one indeed behaves better performance in terms of figure of merit (FOM).

![Fig. 28: Calculated Phase Noises in (a) cross-coupled CMOS oscillator and (b) composite oscillator with Colpitts and cross coupled pair.](image)

Table I Performance List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Oscillator</th>
<th>Cross-Coupled Pair</th>
<th>Cross-Coupled Pair &amp; Colpitts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CMOS Process</td>
<td>0.18um</td>
<td>0.18um</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Supply(V)</td>
<td>1.6(V)</td>
<td>1.6(V)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Current(mA)</td>
<td>3.05(mA)</td>
<td>4.45 (mA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Power Dissipation (mW)</td>
<td>4.88(mW)</td>
<td>7.12 (mW)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscillator Frequency(MHz)</td>
<td>622.642(MHz)</td>
<td>622.7 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase Noise(dBc/Hz@1MHz)</td>
<td>-153.59 dBc/Hz</td>
<td>-164 dBc/Hz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Power(dBm)</td>
<td>- 4.44(dBm)</td>
<td>- 4.47(dBm)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip size(mm2)</td>
<td>0.545*0.510 (mm2)</td>
<td>0.68*0.585 (mm2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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This paper continues the research\textsuperscript{106}, in which the manufacturability analysis was carried out for of an oscillator made for the 5 GHz satellite and radar bands. The electronic circuit uses two cascaded bipolar microwave transistors in a emitter feedback amplifier configuration which is combined with a cylindrical dielectric resonator. Three miniature coupling loops are included to it, one for amplifier input, one for amplifier output via a Wilkinson power divider and another for the optional tuning varactor diode.

We have set two research questions: Firstly, how much is it possible to increase the $Q$-value of the resonator by improving the manufacturing quality of its milled geometries? Secondly, is it possible to describe the required manufacturing accuracy with the $Q$-value added to the PDM (Product Data Management) data set? The scope of this paper focuses on the multidisciplinary aspects of integrated performance and productive oriented design of satellite oscillators. For the first time the quality characteristic ($Q$-value) could be utilized directly in oscillator’s mechanical PDM data to guide production.

Experimental evaluations of the effects of dimensional uncertainties were analyzed by constructing three resonators with different coupling loops. EdgeCAM simulations were used to evaluate the required PDM data for guiding the milling tools. Laboratory tests were conducted to measure the achievable surface quality and dimensional and geometric tolerances of the milled cavities.

A scalar network analyzer system was utilized and resonator center frequency, insertion loss, and quality factor were measured with different vertical and horizontal disc positions. The wide-band spectral response of each resonator was established. Based on the results the ceramic resonator disc alignment or its position in the cavity was not critical compared to the circular symmetry requirement of the cavity.

When analyzing the effects of non-circular cavity cross section, it was noticed that e.g. 0.1 mm deflection, which covers 90 degrees of the circumference of the cavity, causes the center frequency to rise to 5.1206 GHz, meanwhile the insertion loss was 10.60 dB and the $Q$-value dropped to 8533. These kinds of tests were repeated to collect and construct the corresponding PDM data set, which illustrates the relationships between the values of circularity and dimensional inaccuracy of cavities and the corresponding changes of the $Q$-values and the center frequencies.

Redundant Frequency Source with Seamless Switchover
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This paper describes a redundant frequency source system with seamless switchover that produces a stable and continuous output frequency signal. This system has primary and backup frequency produce links to generate the reference frequency. It has the ability to monitor the integrity of frequency produce links and switchover seamlessly between the primary and the backup links. By use intermediate oscillator of the measurement system as a third party criterion, the autonomous monitor integrity of frequency produce links was achieved without external reference signal. The excellent short-term stability characteristics of intermediate oscillator improves the accuracy and real-time for the monitoring of sudden failure and the degradation of performance. Seamless switchover was defined as the maintenance of both output phase and frequency continuity while and after the switcher from the primary to the backup links. It was initiated when system detects a degradation of the integrity of primary links. The experiment result has been presented showing that there were no detectable change in phase and frequency after the switchover, and the jump of frequency was less than 2e-13, the change of phase less than 100ps\textsuperscript{107}. 

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.45\textwidth]{frequency_data.png}
\caption{Frequency change during and after switchover}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.45\textwidth]{phase_data.png}
\caption{Phase change during and after switchover}
\end{figure}
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Programmable Delay Controller Allowing Frequency Synthesis and Arbitrary Binary Waveform Generation
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Design of a programmable delay controller (PDC) within an ordinary space-compatible field-programmable gate array (FPGA) fabric is presented. Although PDC is a common digital block nowadays,108,109,110 the possibility to use it for low-jitter arbitrary frequency generation constrained only by minimum edge-to-edge time still seems to be uncovered. The PDC being presented may be able to replace current building blocks such as direct digital synthesizer (DDS), phase-locked loop (PLL) or various modulators; all within purely digital circuit (i.e., FPGA). Typical PDC based on a digital circuitry consists of fixed-length delay elements (transmission lines, gates) composed into signal path by electronic switches (multiplexers).

The novel idea of the developed PDC is seamless line delay switching at sampling frequency \( f_s \) close to the generated output frequency \( f_o \), unveiling the possibility of arbitrary binary waveform (frequency) generation constrained only by \( f_o \leq f_s \) (~100MHz). Glitch-free operation with no unintentional edges is employed for proper PDC control signal switching.

The overall output signal \( (f_o) \) jitter is composed solely of the jitter of input signal and propagation jitter of the delay elements. For the selected delay line configuration, jitter (random component), non-linearity and resolution are presented. The overall signal path delay is continuously measured and calibrated using time-to-digital converter111 (TDC) and/or phase meter circuits, both synthesized within the same FPGA fabric.

Preliminary single shot jitter measured for various signal path delays, using pulse generator being synchronous with TDC system/sampling clock, is about \( \sigma=10\text{ps} \) (Fig. 1) for the given space-compatible FPGA fabric.

![Fig. 29: PDC single shot jitter.](image)

An Efficient Room Temperature Only (RTO) Trimming Solution for an Accurate Self-Compensated Oscillator (SCO)
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Driven by the continuous need for integration and cost reduction, research is eager to find a proper CMOS compatible replacement for quartz crystal oscillators (XOs). In a previous work, a self-compensated CMOS LC oscillator (SCO) based on LC tank temperature null (TNULL) phenomenon was introduced. The SCO forces the LC tank to operate at its specific TNULL phase ($\phi_{\text{NULL}}$) where the oscillator exhibits a frequency deviation of few tens of ppms across a given temperature range. However, process variations affect the value of $\phi_{\text{NULL}}$. Thus, trimming is required to compensate for these variations. Since it can degrade the overall cost and accuracy of the solution, trimming is one of the major challenges in having a highly accurate and fully-integrated LC-based reference clock generator.

This work presents a new on-chip room temperature only (RTO) trimming solution for a highly accurate SCO with minimum testing overhead. The main objective of the trimming procedure is to search for the optimum phase setting ($PS_{\text{opt}}$) which adjusts oscillator phase to $\phi_{\text{NULL}}$. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the RTO trimming infrastructure. It utilizes on-chip heaters to modulate the oscillator thermally. The oscillator output becomes a frequency modulated (FM) signal whose modulation depth depends on the frequency sensitivity to temperature ($K_T$). Using a frequency-to-digital converter (FDC) referred to an external reference frequency ($F_{\text{ref}}$), the oscillator FM signal is demodulated; hence, $K_T$ is extracted. An intelligent trimming algorithm is used to search for $PS_{\text{opt}}$ by adjusting the SCO $K_T$ around room temperature to be approximately zero; hence, obtain the optimum SCO temperature dependence.

The SCO is implemented with the fully-integrated RTO trimming infrastructure on a standard CMOS 0.18µm technology. The RTO is utilized to trim 50 parts to produce 25MHz CMOS output. The parts are trimmed in parallel such that the average trimming time consumed per part is less than 1s. Fig. 31 shows the measured frequency deviation versus temperature of the 50 parts. The SCO achieves ±50ppm frequency stability across temperature from -20°C to 70°C.

---

GRAIL USOs; Another In-Flight Quartz Radiation Experiment
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The Gravity Recovery and Interior Laboratory (GRAIL) mission successfully ended on Dec. 17th, 2012 after an extended science phase of over 280 days mapping the gravitation field gradient of the Moon with a precision of better than 50 E-6 g’s over the entire lunar surface. The mission was performed by two tandem flying spacecraft named Ebb and Flow, both of which carried a JPL Microwave Dual One-way Ranging (DOWR) instrument that together formed a highly precise relative measure of the distance between the two spacecraft as they orbited the Moon.

The precision of the radio link maintained by the DOWR instruments was derived from the high frequency stability of the JHU/APL ultra-stable oscillators USO on-board each spacecraft. D. G. Enzer, et. al. describe the rare ability to extract the individual frequency stability of both in-flight GRAIL USOs without consideration of atmospheric propagation or the use of ground-clock comparison. The opportunity to observe the USOs frequency throughout the GRAIL mission provides a record of not only the intrinsic performance of the oscillators, but their behavior during exposure to space conditions.

Reaction of quartz resonators (such as used in the GRAIL USOs) to ionizing radiation is well known. In 2003, an analysis of the Milstar FLT-1 on-board oscillator’s frequency behavior during exposure to solar flares, described as a space experiment, was performed using space-weather data accumulated by the GOES. In our paper, we will follow with another ‘space experiment’ analysis of the frequency effect of the March 7th, 2012 X5.4 level solar flare on the GRAIL USOs, which were in lunar orbit at that time. Fig. 1 shows the intensity of the March 7th proton flux detected by GOES 13. We will discuss the impact of this radiation exposure, and the asymmetric behavior of two space-oscillators coincidentally perturbed by the same space-weather event.

Fig. 32: Proton flux data collected from the Geosynchronous Operational Environmental Satellite GOES 13 during the ingress of ionizing radiation from the X5.4 solar flare of Mar 7th, 2012.

Long-Term Stability of a MEMS Disk Oscillator
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A low phase noise oscillator referenced to a wine-glass disk MEMS resonator, hermetically vacuum packaged, and measured in a double-oven system, cf. Fig.1, has provided a first long-term measurement of a MEMS oscillator over 6 months. After an initial burn-in period, the frequency can be seen to stabilize to within the short-term measurement variation of ±300 ppb over a period of months, a significant improvement from previous studies on other MEMS resonator types\(^{115,2}\), where frequency fluctuations were ±3.1 ppm\(^1\) and ±1.2 ppm\(^2\) over similar time scales. Including burn-in, the total observed aging of 9 ppm is now on par with many consumer quartz oscillators\(^3\) designed for timing applications.

Wine-glass disk oscillators are known to exhibit exceptional short-term stability, having met the challenging GSM phase noise spec. some time ago\(^2\), but long-term stability has until now been unpublished. To remedy this, Fig.1 presents the measured MEMS oscillator, comprised of a wine-glass disk resonator bond-wired to a custom transimpedance amplifier and hermetically packaged in a custom-built vacuum-packaging system capable of maintaining \(\mu\)torr pressures. A double-oven system maintains a constant oscillator temperature at 34°C with less than 0.001°C deviation, a key improvement over previous long-term studies\(^1\).

Fig.2 presents measured oscillator frequency versus time data over a half year aging period, exhibiting the same logarithmic decay behavior typical for quartz oscillators\(^3\). The increasing frequency suggests stress relaxation over mass loading or package leaks as the aging mechanism—no great surprise as both bondwires and high-temp glue adhering the die to package would be expected to produce strain. Despite this, performance is good, on par even with low-cost quartz oscillators. This is not unexpected for such wine-glass devices, for which supports attached to quasi-nodal points on the resonant disk structure greatly isolate the disk from the substrate and its associated stress changes.


\(^2\) R. Tabrizian et al., “A 27 MHz Temperature Compensated MEMS Oscillator…”, *Proc. MEMS* 2012, p. 23-26


All-Digital Frequency Synthesis based on Single-Bit Nyquist-Rate Sinewave Quantization with IID Random Dithering
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The interest in all-digital frequency synthesis (FS) has been intensified in the R.F.I.C. industry over the past few years due to the challenge in the design and the extra cost of fabrication of R.F. analog and mixed-signal I.C. versus standard digital ones in modern nano-scale I.C. technologies. Efforts towards all-digital FS can be traced at least thirty years back. This paper proposes single-bit dithered Nyquist-rate quantization of a sinewave as a method for all-digital FS.

The concept is illustrated in Fig. 1 where a random sequence \{u_s\} (dither) is subtracted from the sinewave and the result is quantized producing signal \( s_x = \text{sgn}(\cos(\Omega k) - u_s) \). Here \( T_s = 1/f_s \) is the sampling period. Since \( \cos(\Omega k) \) can be generated with very high precision using a LUT, the single-bit quantization is by far the dominant source of spurs and noise. In this sense Fig. 1 is a classical DDS with high resolution LUT, amplitude dithering and a 1-BIT DAC (i.e. an MSB truncator). We consider independent and identically distributed dithering sequences with continuous Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) \( G:[-1,1] \rightarrow [0,1] \) which we express as a series of Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind, i.e.,

\[
G(u) = \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=0}^{\infty} \alpha_j \frac{T_s(u)}{u}
\]

Using the coefficients \( \alpha_j \), we derive the power spectral density (PSD) of the output \( x(t) \) to be:

\[
S_x(f) = \text{sinc}^2(f T_s) \left[ \sum_{j=0}^{\infty} a_j^2 \delta \left( f - \frac{k}{T_s} \pm \frac{j \Omega}{2 \pi T_s} \right) + T_s \left( 1 - a_0^2 \right) + a_0^2 \cdot \delta(f) \right]
\]

where the first term (sum) in the brackets is the desirable frequency component at \( \Omega / (2 \pi T_s) \) along with all harmonics present (modulo \( f_s \)), the second term is the continuous noise floor and the third one is the DC component of the output. We define the dynamic range (DR) as the ratio of the power of the frequency component at \( \Omega / (2 \pi T_s) \) over the noise’s PSD at the same frequency and derive:

\[
\text{DR} = 10 \log_{10} \left( \sum_{j=0}^{\infty} a_j^2 \left[ 2 - 2a_0^2 - \left( \sum_{j=0}^{\infty} a_j^2 \right) \right] \right) + 10 \log_{10}(f_s) - 3.01
\]

The paper also presents necessary and sufficient conditions for spurs-free output, like that in Fig. 2 (without the \( \text{sinc}^2(f T_s) \) factor) and CDFs resulting in a variety of DR values and spectra.

\[\text{DR} = 67 \text{ dB}\]

Fig. 1: Dithered single-bit sinewave quantization

Fig. 2: Normalized PSD (\( f_s = 1 \text{ GHz} \))
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Comparative Performance of Compact Schemes of Atomic Beam Longitudinal Deceleration Designed for Space-Based Frequency Standards
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Space-based frequency standards are probably the most important parts of any global navigation system. Optical frequency standards demonstrating the unique stability are extremely promising for space applications. Nevertheless, the stringent requirements to these applications force us to look for simpler technical solutions; among these, the radiofrequency standards using cold atom beams seem to have the greatest potential, and one of the solutions involves the use of CPT-Ramsey resonance optical detection\textsuperscript{117}.

Since the sensitivity of any scheme of registration of radio-optical resonance in an atomic beam is limited by the longitudinal velocity of the atoms, the velocity of the order of 1 m/s and registration area length of at least 0.5 m are required for obtaining stability of $10^{-15}$. The combination of these requirements, in turn, limits the allowable transverse velocity of the atoms in the beam.

The optical preparation of the atomic beam characterized by the longitudinal velocity of 1 m/s and a divergence of 0.05 rad is a difficult task due to the limitations of the existing slowing schemes. There are two types of these schemes – so-called “laser chirping”, and “Zeeman slowing”; the latter allows a continuous beam of cold atoms to be obtained, which is considered an advantage. In practice, however, none of these schemes in their classic versions provide a longitudinal deceleration of atoms below $10 \div 20$ m/s because of the significant time needed for slowing of atoms from the initial thermal distribution to a narrow velocity peak.

Therefore it was proposed\textsuperscript{1} to significantly reduce the upper limit $v_0$ of the initial velocities of the atoms that interact with the laser radiation. In this case, the time of longitudinal deceleration dramatically decreases, which gives hope for obtaining the number of atoms with velocities $\leq 1$ m/s sufficient for registration. The operating mode of such a slower is pulsed; some loss of intensity of the atomic beam occurs in this scenario, since only the slowest part of the thermal beam interacts with the cooling light. Thus, at a speed $v_0$ corresponding to one-half of the average thermal velocity, about 2\% of a thermal beam are effectively used; this is compensated by shorter time (and hence the shorter slowdown length and less required power), and smaller transverse dimensions of the beam of atoms in the registration area.

In the present report, we numerically simulate the process of longitudinal cooling of the atomic beam in two slowing schemes, varying the initial velocity range and comparing the characteristics of the laser chirping and Zeeman slowing methods. We also examine the effectiveness of modifications of these methods implying use of a multimode cooling light. Estimates of the number of cold atoms required to obtain a stable CPT-Ramsey resonance signal are presented.

Medium- to Long-Term Frequency Stability of High-Performance CW Double-Resonance Rb standard
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We have developed a compact high-performance laser-pumped Rb cell frequency standard suitable in particular as onboard GNSS oscillator¹¹. It has a volume (physics package and laser head) V < 3 dm³, mass < 2 kg and power consumption < 18 W. The clock exploits an enlarged magnetron-type microwave cavity¹¹⁹ having TE₀₁₁-like mode that can hold the vapor cell of 25 mm diameter. A preliminary short-term frequency instability exhibiting <1.4x10⁻¹³ t⁻¹/₂ was reported¹²⁰.

In this communication we present detailed short-term noise budget analysis. A systematic metrological characterization of perturbing physical effects influencing the medium- to long-term clock frequency instability, such as the 2nd-order Zeeman shift, light-shifts, microwave power shift, cavity pulling, spin-exchange shift, and the temperature coefficient shifts will be presented.

We measure intensity light-shift coefficient (α) of -2.85(2)x10⁻¹² mm²/µW. At this condition of reduced α, we study the microwave power shift, and observe that the magnitude of microwave PS depends on the interrogating laser light intensity as shown in Fig. 1. For instance, at an input laser intensity of 8 µW/mm², one can nullify the effect of microwave power shift.

We also present the frequency light-shift coefficient (β) and show its dependence on the input laser intensity.

These studies are of relevance for improving the medium- to long-term frequency stability of portable Rb cell standards, by compensating for the light-shift coefficients (α and β), microwave power shift, cavity pulling, second-order Zeeman shift and vapor cell temperature coefficients.

Acknowledgements: This work was supported by the SNSF (grant no. 140712) and the ESA. We thank C. E. Calosso (INRIM, Italy) for the microwave synthesizer (LO). We thank F. Gruet, M. Pellaton, P. Scherler and M. Dürrenberger (all LTF) for technical support.
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In a work\(^{121}\) a novel end resonance technique based on the optical orientation of the working atoms was suggested. This technique implementation decrease spin-exchange broadening of the resonance line in comparison to the magnetic-independent 0-0 resonance. However, light and orientation frequency shift inaccuracies weren’t taken into account, whereas they inevitably lead to resonance frequency instability\(^{122}\). In this work we present analytical and experimental studies on the light shift component in the case of 1 degree uncertainty of the angle between magnetic field and optical axis directions. The results were carried out for Rb\(^{87}\) atoms pumped by a circular polarized laser beam of 100 \(\mu\)W/cm\(^2\) intensity and 100 MHz linewidth. Table 1 contains the calculated results of the research. Light shift curves for \(m_f = 0 \rightarrow 0\) and \(m_f = 1 \rightarrow 2\) resonances in relation to the short-wave component of the D\(_1\) line are sown on Figure 1.

Experimental data has a good matching with the analytical estimates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyperfine level</th>
<th>(D_1)</th>
<th>(D_2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(F = 1)</td>
<td>(F = 2)</td>
<td>(F = 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light polarization</td>
<td>(\sigma^+)</td>
<td>(\sigma^-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light shift curve toughness (Hz MHz)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation inaccuracy (1° C-field variation)</td>
<td>(4 \times 10^{-13})</td>
<td>(3 \times 10^{-13})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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In the standard frequency-feedback loop of atomic clocks, a field’s frequency is modulated at \( f_m \), and the atomic dynamics are detected and demodulated at the fundamental frequency (i.e., the 1st harmonic). This 1st-harmonic signal, \( S_1 \), is used to generate a correction for the clock’s voltage-controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO), locking its output frequency to the atomic system. An intuitive understanding of this process is typically obtained by viewing the atomic dynamics in terms of the quantum system’s static response to a resonant field: the 1st harmonic atomic dynamics are taken as proportional to the 1st derivative of the static resonance lineshape, the 2nd harmonic dynamics proportional to the 2nd derivative, etc. This quasi-static approximation suggests that the 2nd harmonic signal, \( S_2 \), can be used to assess the atomic signal’s quality for frequency stabilization purposes. Specifically, since the 2nd derivative of the lineshape is proportional to the slope of the 1st derivative, the quasi-static approximation suggests that one can take \( S_2 \) as a measure of the atoms’ frequency-discrimination capability: \( S_2 \sim dS_1/d\Delta \), where \( \Delta \) is the frequency detuning of the VCXO’s (multiplied) output frequency from the atomic resonance.

The problem with this logic, however, is that in order to obtain large signal-to-noise ratios and narrow atomic linewidths it is typical for atomic clocks to operate under conditions where \( f_m \sim \Omega \sim \gamma \), with \( \Omega \) and \( \gamma \) the Rabi frequency and relaxation rate, respectively. This regime of operation is neither quasi-static (large \( \gamma \)), adiabatic (large \( \Omega \)), nor sudden (large \( f_m \)). Consequently, none of the standard approximations of quantum dynamics legitimately apply, notably the quasi-static approximation.

In order to develop a better intuitive understanding of atomic dynamics in the regime of clock operation, and in particular the nature of the atoms’ 2nd harmonic response to a frequency modulated field, we have begun a series of experiments investigating 2nd harmonic signals as they appear in rubidium atomic clocks. In this presentation we will first discuss our experimental 2nd harmonic testbed, which employs a diode laser for \(^{87}\text{Rb} \) optical pumping instead of an rf-discharge lamp to allow better experimental control over the light shift. Following this, we will discuss our initial results comparing \( S_2 \) with \( dS_1/d\Delta \) for different modulation frequencies, and how well these results agree with a Quasi-Static Approximation (QSA) theory and a Small Modulation-Signal (SMS) theory. (Both of these theories yield closed-form expressions for \( S_2 \) and \( dS_1/d\Delta \), as opposed to non-intuitive tables of numbers.) In brief, we find that the SMS theory is much better at predicting the relationship between \( S_2 \) and \( dS_1/d\Delta \) than the QSA theory. This has relevance for atomic clocks, because at present engineers use empirical relationships between \( S_2 \) and \( dS_1/d\Delta \) to set the optimum microwave power-level for their clock’s operation (i.e., the optimum power-level for \( dS_1/d\Delta \)). Should the SMS theory’s validity continue to be substantiated, it will give engineers a better understanding of the basic atomic physics that underpins their empirical relationships.
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A higher-order sideband excitation method combined with a pulse excitation is proposed to reduce power consumption of coherent population trapping (CPT) atomic clocks. Since the higher-order sideband excitation enables reduction of RF frequency, our method can significantly reduce switching power loss of a RF generator and its peripheral circuits. In the previous work[1], we reported the CPT-Ramsey resonances using a liquid crystal modulator for low power operation, therefore, our method can be applied to chip-scale atomic clocks (CSACs).

A 895 nm vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) was used to excite Cs at the D1 line. The Cs gas cell had a optical length of 20 mm and contained 133 Cs atoms and 4.0 kPa of Ne buffer gas at a controlled temperature of 42 ºC. The linearly polarized (lin || lin) laser beam was intensity-modulated by an acousto-optical modulator (AOM) to excite a CPT-Ramsey resonance. The pulsed laser light field with the 1.0 kHz switching frequency was generated by the AOM. The modulation RF frequency \( f_{RF} \) was set as \( f_{RF} = f_{hfs} / 2n \). Here, \( f_{hfs} \) is the hyperfine-splitting frequency and \( n \) is the sideband order. Since switching power loss of RF is proportional to its frequency, lower \( f_{RF} \) can reduce power loss of a RF generator and its peripheral circuits. The measured CPT characteristics excited by the continuous and pulse method are shown in Table 1.

The experimental results show that the 3rd-order sideband excitation can lead to narrow fringe width and high contrast compared with the conventional continuous excitation \( (n = 1) \). The relative figure of merit was 2.3 and the relative light shift was less than one-third that with the conventional excitation. These results indicate that our method can reduce RF switching power loss and improve frequency stability.

Table 1 Measurement values with higher-order sideband pairs under continuous and pulse excitation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Excitation Method</th>
<th>Sideband Order</th>
<th>( f_{hfs} ) [GHz]</th>
<th>Contrast [%]</th>
<th>FWHM</th>
<th>Q value ( (f_{RF}/\text{FWHM}) )</th>
<th>Relative Light Shift ( \times 10^{12} ) [μW/cm²]</th>
<th>Figure of Merit ( (Q \times \text{Contrast}) )</th>
<th>Relative Figure of Merit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>( n = 1 )</td>
<td>4.596 325</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.32 kHz</td>
<td>1.98x10⁶</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>6.5x10⁶</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( n = 2 )</td>
<td>2.298 162</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.09 kHz</td>
<td>2.11x10⁶</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>1.5x10⁶</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( n = 3 )</td>
<td>1.532 108</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>700 Hz</td>
<td>2.19x10⁶</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>1.8x10⁶</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse</td>
<td>( n = 1 )</td>
<td>4.596 325</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>406 Hz</td>
<td>1.13x10⁵</td>
<td>0.602</td>
<td>6.0x10⁷</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( n = 2 )</td>
<td>2.298 162</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>216 Hz</td>
<td>1.06x10⁵</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>1.9x10⁷</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( n = 3 )</td>
<td>1.532 108</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>142 Hz</td>
<td>1.08x10⁵</td>
<td>5.86</td>
<td>1.5x10⁷</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The NPL Primary Frequency Standard System
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At the National Physical Laboratory, a system of primary frequency standards (PFS) is being developed with the aims of quasi continuous calibration of the duration of the step interval of the international time scales UTC and TAI, provision of stable reference and steering parameters for the local representation of UTC maintained by NPL, and absolute frequency measurements of atomic frequency standards being developed as secondary representations of the second.

This PFS system will consist of two caesium fountains. A microwave synthesizer based on an optical frequency comb referenced to an ultra-stable laser is being developed to replace the existing quartz local oscillator. One caesium fountain, NPL-CsF2, has been fully operational since 2009; following an initial accuracy evaluation in 2010 a reduced type B uncertainty of $2.3 \times 10^{-16}$ was published in 2011, taking into account improved evaluation of the distributed cavity phase (DCP) shift. A second fountain, similar to NPL-CsF2 in design and expected performance, is currently being assembled and preliminary operation is planned for summer 2013.

The design of NPL-CsF2 is relatively simple, with a single stage magneto-optical trap (MOT) with cooling beams in the $(0,0,1)$ configuration. The small size of the atomic cloud released from the MOT is an advantage for cancellation of the collisional frequency shift. An additional optical pumping stage accumulates the atomic population in the $m_F = 0$ clock state, resulting in a five-fold increase in the detected atomic signal. This also enables the fountain to be operated at a higher densities of atoms, further reducing the uncertainty in extrapolation to zero density. The new fountain, NPL-CsF3, will incorporate many features of NPL-CsF2. The major novelty is a new microwave cavity designed to minimize the DCP shift.

NPL-CsF2 has been producing data almost continuously since early 2009. Unintentional breaks occur on average less than once in 33 days. Intentional interruptions are scheduled for system and lab maintenance. To date, 37 UTC evaluations have been reported to BIPM, covering 780 days, with typical total uncertainty (including frequency transfer uncertainty) of $4 \times 10^{-16}$. Since February 2011 a pilot scheme has been run to enhance the generation of the UTC(NPL) time scale. The setup consists of a free running hydrogen maser with its frequency shifted in an external offset generator according to measurements made by the fountain.

Highlights of our design and details of operation will be presented, together with discussion of long-term performance and results of calibrations of UTC and of UTC(NPL).

---


Reducing the Blackbody Radiation Shift in the NIM new fountain design

Fang Fang*, Xiaoke Yan, Weiliang Chen, Kun Liu, Nianfeng Liu, Rui Suo, and Tianchu Li
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We are developing a new Cs fountain frequency standard in NIM, and shooting for the frequency uncertainty of a few parts in $10^{16}$. The new fountain will run in a lab with the temperature fluctuation of 0.3K, and no active temperature control system will be added outside the flight tube of the fountain. Instead, an annular glass-water heat pipe will be used as an isothermal liner surrounding the flight tube to attenuate the temperature variations and improve temperature uniformity. The thermal conductivity of a glass isothermal liner is about 10 times higher than that of coppers. According to the working principle of heat pipe, it also works like a low pass filter, and reduces the temperature fluctuations of the system. The advantage of using an isothermal liner is to make the temperature of the whole interrogation region more uniform and stable. With precision standard platinum resistance thermometers measuring the temperatures of a few locations of the flight tube, the averaged temperature uncertainty is less than 50 mK. The frequency shift due to the blackbody radiation can be calculated according to the equation: $\Delta v = \beta (T/300)^4 [1 + \varepsilon (T/300)^2]$. With the coefficient of $\beta = -1.572(6) \times 10^{-4}$ and $\varepsilon = 1.3(1) \times 10^{-2}$, the black body radiation shift can reach down to $8.5 \times 10^{-17}$ of this new fountain clock design.
Improvements of the atomic fountain clock at SIOM
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A compact $^{87}$Rb atomic fountain clock has been evaluated in Shanghai Institute of Optics and Fine Mechanics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, comparing with a H-maser, the stability of the clock has been measured and expressed as $\sigma(\tau)=5E^{-13}\tau^{1/2}$ at the time range of 3.5s to 40 000s, which reached 2.6E-15 at the average time of 40000 seconds, and degenerated at longer time due to the frequency drift of the H-maser, and the type-B uncertainty of the clock has been evaluated with the value of 2.4E-15. Several improvements have been realized on the clock, one was using an oven controlled crystal oscillator as its local oscillator and locking the clock by directly feeding the error signal to the oscillator, so as to let the clock have standard frequency signal outputs, in the research, we have demonstrated that the residual frequency drift of local oscillator was at the level of $10^{-16}$-$10^{-17}$, which would affect the frequency shift and uncertainty, as well as given the method of correction, and which should be an universal effect for periodically running primary clocks. Another improvement was pointing out a method named as “self comparing” to evaluating the distributed cavity phase shift, collision shift, and light shift, by comparing the errors of atomic fountain clock when which was alternately running in two different states, the method evaluated the effects independently, not requiring any other comparing device, which the measuring precision of better than the uncertainty of the clock.
Design and realization of a low phase gradient microwave cavity for a continuous atomic fountain clock
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Last year we presented measurements of the microwave phase gradients in the coaxial cavity of the continuous fountain clock FOCS-2 and we pointed out that the excitation of higher-order cavity modes limited the performance of the clock at the level of $10^{-14}$.

We report here on the design, realization and performances of a low phase gradient microwave cavity with two interaction zones. The resonator is composed of a ring waveguide of rectangular cross-section with two independent feeds equidistant from the two interaction zones (see Fig 1(a)). We fully characterized the amplitude and phase of the electromagnetic field in the microwave cavity with the help of three-dimensional finite element simulations and analytical modeling. We predicted that spatial phase variations of $30 \times 10^{-6}$ rad may be reached over each interaction zone by balancing power feeds. To guarantee the phase homogeneity, the cavity has been machined with ultra-precision diamond milling, providing tolerances of a few micrometers for dimensions of the ring waveguide with an excellent surface roughness of 15 nm. The effect of mechanical imperfections on phase gradients has been extensively characterized with numerical simulations. After cavity assembly and tuning, measurements of the microwave spectrum (Fig. 1(b)) and the quality factor ($Q_0=14'000$) showed an excellent agreement with finite element numerical simulations. Latest results and future perspectives of the cavity performances will be presented.
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Preliminary Results of the Microwave Frequency Standard based on $^{113}$Cd$^+$ Ions
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In the past decades, frequency standards based on trapped ions have been widely investigated. A project aimed at a microwave atomic clock based on the laser-cooled $^{113}$Cd$^+$ ions has been carried out since 2010 in our laboratory. This cadmium ion clock is expected to apply in the comparison between the clocks located in different places.

A linear quadruple ion trap and the technique of laser cooling are applied in this clock. The used laser system is a frequency-quadrupled diode laser system from Topitca Inc. To stabilize the frequency of the laser to MHz level, the 858 nm seed laser of this laser system is stabilized by comparing the frequency with an 852 nm laser stabilized to the cesium lines via a transfer cavity. By the laser cooling, the ions can be cooled down to crystallization state. In our experiments, it is demonstrated that approximately $10^4$ ions are cooled to 16 mK by laser cooling. Meanwhile, the frequency of the clock transition, the ground-state hyperfine splitting of $^{113}$Cd$^+$ ions, is measured, and the result is $15.19986285496(12)$ GHz.

Recently, the preliminary stability of this clock is measured by the close-loop operation. Figure 1 shows the modified Allan deviation of the measured data. The period of measurement time is approximately 6 hours and the linear frequency drift is removed. Because the loop time constant here is about 100 s, the stability at the averaging time less than 100 s is from the local oscillator. The stability from 100 s to 4000 s is approximately $1.5 \times 10^{-12}$ $\tau^{1/2}$. A series of upgrading of the experimental setup are planned, and an improved result is expected in the next phase.

Sub-mm scale optical fiber guided deep ultra-violet optical source for trapped mercury ion clocks

Lin Yi, Eric A. Burt, Shouhua Huang, and Robert L. Tjoelker
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Mercury ion based atomic frequency standards provide practical advantages for spacecraft and ground applications requiring reliable, stable and/or compact atomic clocks [1-5]. In these standards, the size and geometry of the mercury RF discharge lamp used to generate 194 nm light and the related optical design to deliver the light to the confined ion cloud are one of the key challenges towards simplification and product commercialization.

In this paper, we demonstrate the functionality of a mercury capillary lamp with a diameter in the sub-mm range and Deep Ultra-Violet (DUV) radiation delivery via an optical fiber integrated with the capillary. DUV spectrum control is observed by varying the manufacturing parameters such as buffer gas type and pressure, capillary diameter, electrical resonator design, and temperature.

We will also show data for clock operation of the $^{199}\text{Hg}^+$ hyperfine transition at 40.5GHz when applying the above lamp and optical design. This new approach towards a more practical UV optics interface could benefit ion clock commercialization and trapped ion clock developments for deep space and GNSS.
Real Time Monitoring of the LNE-SYRTE Clock and Oscillator Ensemble and Applications
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The current LNE-SYRTE metrological ensemble includes an ultrastable frequency reference based on a cryogenic sapphire oscillator (CSO) slowly phase locked on an H-maser. We have improved the reliability of our maser ensemble with the set up of two new ones. Three phase comparators continuously measure the differences between our five H-masers.

The ultrastable reference is distributed to the other experiments located in laboratories a few 100 meters distant from the CSO through compensated fiber links. The signal is transmitted to the three fountains FO1, FO2 and FOM, and to the femtosecond lasers that allow connecting the strontium and mercury optical lattice clocks to the primary frequency standards.

In this poster, we will present the data processing that we have implemented to monitor this clock ensemble. Dedicated softwares hourly analyze the CSO loop and the fiber links data, to produce plots and files of interval to be rejected due to abnormal behaviors. The fountain data are also processed every hour. The raw data and parameters are uploaded from the fountain’s computers in order to estimate and apply the frequency shift corrections for each clock cycle. We then apply an averaging over 0.1 d periods and a 3 σ filtering before computing the differences between the fountains on their synchronous operation periods. Besides, using the masers comparisons, we also get the calibration of each maser against the fountains. These processes including plots and alarm email generation facilitates the continuous survey of the operation of the clock ensemble and the detection of anomalies, necessary in the framework of the PHARAO/ACES space mission. The processed data will also serve in the future for the generation of a redundant UTC(OP) based on two different masers steered by the fountains.
Physics of systematic frequency drift of active hydrogen masers with autonomous cavity auto tuning
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Systematic frequency change of a signal (drift) is one of the primary metrological characteristics of hydrogen maser, but hypotheses about the drift nature so far have either qualitative or statistical and descriptive property. The analysis of evolution is based on research of an asymptotics of relaxation processes in a quantum system. As a first approximation the solution of the hydrogen maser differential equations in a «steady-state» approximation is used. The physical model of frequency drift is created; the principles of drift minimization are discussed.

The results of theoretical research are compared with results of experiments and long-term practical observations over drift of a hydrogen maser. One of research conclusions is the statement that drift can change the value and a sign.

The importance of correct work of autonomous cavity auto tuning system is theoretically and experimentally proved. In Fig. 1 data on long-term measurements of frequency of our new CH1-75B Active Hydrogen Maser model are shown. This model can to tune the cavity with controlled accuracy. In the figure evolution of frequency of CH1-75B with the microwave cavity tuned and detuned by +40 Hz are presented. After cavity detuning the frequency of a maser was compensated by $\Delta f / f = -1 \times 10^{-12}$. After cavity detuning drift increased by 1.5 times from $+1.3 \times 10^{-15}$ to $+1.9 \times 10^{-15}$ per day. Microwave cavity was again tuned 38 days later. Frequency drift thus returned to its previous value.

The offered theoretical model allows to predict further behavior of maser frequency with the help of maser parameters monitoring.

Fig. 39: H-Maser CH1-75B – secondary standard of unit of frequency VET1-20 (Institute of Electronic Measurements KVARZ) difference frequency. H-Maser with the microwave cavity tuned and detuned by +40 Hz.

---


Active H-maser with increase power of the output signal

To improve short-time stability the amplification of the hydrogen maser output signal due to using the single-state selection and cooling the source cell is theoretically discussed. The results of the numeric calculation active H-maser power versus magnet parameters of specific selective system and source temperature are obtained. Particularly, the effect of increase maser power in 1.8 times due to amplification and elongation of selective system magnets is quantitatively calculated. Moreover, the output power is increased in 1.3 times due to cooling the source cell to the room temperature. The quantitatively comparison between efficiency four-polar and six-polar magnets is done. In conclusion, the theoretic prototype of maser, that has a short-time stability achieved $2.48 \times 10^{-14}$ for one second, is represented.
A Waveguide Cavity for Miniature Rb Atomic Clock
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Rb atomic clock as a frequency standard is popularly used in the aspect of telecoms, electronic instruments, etc., although Chip-Scale Atomic Clock (CSAC) based Coherent Population Trap (CPT) has been manufactured two years ago. CSAC has tiny size and very low power dissipation, but the disadvantages of high costs and lack of batch engineer applications in CSAC can not been surpassed in short term. Alternatively, Rb atomic clock with traditional gas-cell has the advantages in costs and in power dissipation, and has got improvements in reducing profile recent year. The means to reduce Rb clock dimension is mostly to design kinds of cavity, and some progress has been made in recent year. Nowadays, introducing waveguide to the Rb clock cavity design, we have realized a novel miniature waveguide cavity, and Rb clock with the cavity is lowered by three folders.

In order to stimulate clock transition in Rb clock, the H-component of the 6.8Ghz microwave signal must be parallel to the quantum axes by C-field, and the level of the signal must be enough high. Except for resonant cavity, a kind of circular tube waveguide with one cirque cover made by Efratom was actually used in miniature Rb clock. But in this cavity, there is a difficult to tune its coupling ring which is soldered with Step-Recovery-Diode (SRD), and the coupling efficiency is very low by electronic vector. While designing our waveguide cavity, we specially set a screw slot to tune the cavity, and coupling ring made with semicircular figure can transfer microwave by magnetic vector. In this way, the screw slot acts as a relay-race to pass the microwave signal to Rb cell. Therefore, the size of the cavity can be reduced at large extent, and microwave coupling efficiency can get enough high simultaneously. With help of software simulation, the design has been approved.

According to the data, in the waveguide cavity, the efficiency climax is 6.8 GHz, and magnetic component is parallel to the quantum axes, which satisfy the design requirements. Especially, the high coupling efficiency is from coordination between the semicircular ring and the tuning screw, which is the shining point in the design.

Instead of traditional cavity, the waveguide cavity was used in a typical Rb clock, and the similar Allan deviation of the clock has achieved. It means the novel waveguide cavity with lower size than resonant cavity can be used in Rb clock. Recently, the traditional Rb clock compatible with OCXO has been made with the cavity.

Fig. 40: the structure and the simulation of the miniature waveguide cavity. 6.8 GHz signal inputs into the cavity, and a special traveling wave model is shaped, the parallel H-component is enough high.
Experimental study on mutual injection locked VCSELs
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To exploit the better light source for the CPT atomic clock, we have developed a lin ⊥ lin quasi-bichromatic laser.¹³⁴ Whereas the realized laser generator still does not suit for a practical package atomic clock as a bulky optical isolator is used. Recently we have further explored a scheme that two VCSELs are frequency mutual injection locked, and which does not need the optical isolator.¹³⁵ However, there exist cavity modes problem as the two VCSELs form an optical cavity. We have systematically studied the influence of cavity modes on the quality of the produced lin ⊥ lin quasi-bichromatic laser, and our experimental results reveal that with proper parameters the influence of cavity modes can be well depressed, typical optical spectrum recorded under different parameters are present in Fig.1(a) and Fig.1(b). We have applied the lin ⊥ lin quasi-bichromatic laser of Fig.1(a) in CPT resonance experiment and obtained high quality CPT resonance signal. It is promising to realize a package lin ⊥ lin quasi-bichromatic laser generator and apply it in the package CPT atomic clock.

¹³⁵ Bozhong Tan, Peter Yun, Jing Yang, Yuan Tian, Sihong Gu, “A chip scale lin ⊥ lin quasi-bichromatic laser scheme”, submit.

Fig. 41: The optical spectrum of two VCSELs’ output recorded by Fabry-Perot interferometer. The injection ratio is (a) 0.5%, (b) 2.2%.
Effect of the coherent population trapping on saturated absorption resonances in Cs vapor
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We have detected and analyzed sub-Doppler resonances in absorption of the monochromatic probe light wave interacting with the counterpropagating bichromatic laser beam in the rarefied Cs vapor. Given photoprocesses were realized on resonant 3-level Λ-systems formed by spectral components of the Doppler broadened D\(_2\) line of cesium atoms.

The scheme of our setup is shown in Fig.1. The diode laser generates the monochromatic laser beam with the scanned frequency \(\omega_1\). The second coherent radiation component (with the frequency \(\omega_2\)) was obtained from the initial beam by the electro-optical modulator. The frequency difference \((\omega_1 - \omega_2)\) was stabilized near the microwave interval \(\Delta = 9192.6\) MHz between hyperfine sublevels of the Cs ground term.

Fig.1. Scheme of the experimental setup, which includes external cavity diode laser (ECDL), electro-optical modulator (EOM), beam splitter (BS), mirrors (M\(_1\), M\(_2\), M\(_3\), M\(_4\)), polarizers (P\(_1\), P\(_2\)), quartz windows (QW\(_1\), QW\(_2\)), neutral density filter (ND), photodiode (PD) and the Cs cell with the magnetic shielding

Sub-Doppler saturated absorption resonances of the probe beam were recorded versus the scanned laser frequency \(\omega_1\) at various fixed values of the frequency difference \((\omega_1 - \omega_2)\) and intensity of the bichromatic pumping beam (having the same parallel linear polarization). By this applied method, we have established the essential dependence of given sub-Doppler resonances on the frequency difference \((\omega_1 - \omega_2)\) in its narrow interval (<1MHz) around the hyperfine splitting \(\Delta = 9192.6\) MHz. According to our analysis, given interesting features are caused by displays of the coherent population trapping\(^1\) on resonant 3-level Λ-systems interacting with counterpropagating pumping and probe beams. Obtained results of this work may be used for optimization of laser frequencies stabilization on atomic transitions.
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Wireless temperature sensing of fast rotating objects
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A surface acoustic wave (SAW) transponder system was developed to measure the temperature and optimize the heat flow within a continuously variable transmission (CVT) gearing of a combustion engine. Though no external trigger is used, temperature measurements on the rotating parts have been realized up to a rotational speed of 8,000 rpm.

Temperature sensing of fast rotating objects is needed to optimize temperature critical parts or to find the operational limit of certain components within high speed engines. SAW transponder systems are well suited for such sensing applications, as they can be interrogated wirelessly.\(^{136}\)

In the paper a SAW sensing system for temperature measurement of fast rotating objects is described. The system was developed to measure the disk temperature of a CVT gearing. This temperature is critical due to possible heat transfer to the gear belt. The systems works without an external trigger and can be attached with minimal effort. The temperature of the disk was measured up to a rotational speed of the CVT disk of 8,000 rpm (Fig. 1). In the laboratory temperature measurements have been realized up to a rotational speed of more than 30,000 rpm.

For a good thermal coupling the SAW sensor was directly attached to the CVT disk. Via a coaxial cable the radio frequency signal was transmitted from the SAW device to the transponder antenna, screwed onto the CVT gearing. All transponder parts have been locked with an epoxy adhesive, to ensure a good bond to the fast rotating gearing. A specialized transponder antenna was designed and matched to the metal surrounding and the SAW device to achieve a good sensor signal. Aspects of the system design and the measurement results are presented.

Packageless temperature sensor based on AlN/IDT/ZnO/Silicon layered structure

Ouarda Legrani¹, Omar Elmazria¹, Meriem Elhosni¹, Sergei Zhgoon², Ausrine Bartasyte¹ and Philippe Pigeat¹
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In previous works we have shown theoretically and experimentally [1], [2] the possibility to generate simultaneously Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) and Waveguiding layer acoustic wave (WLAW) in layered structures AlN/ZnO/diamond [1] and AlN/ZnO/Silicon [2]. Such structures are of great interest because of their potential applications as packageless resonators, filters or sensors, based on WLAW, and as thermally compensated gas or liquid sensors, based on the combination of both SAW and WLAW. The aim of this work is to evidence the potential of the AlN/ZnO/Silicon structure as low cost, CMOS compatible and packageless temperature sensor able to operate at harsh environments.

2µm thick ZnO films were deposited on (100) Si by RF magnetron sputtering. IDTs were fabricated on ZnO/Si surface by sputtering aluminum followed by photolithography and wet etching processes. The AlN protection layer of 30 µm thick, deposited by RF magnetron sputtering, was optimized in order to avoid the AlN film cracking. A delay line operating at 525 MHz was obtained and tested versus temperature in air and in contact with liquid. Experimental characterization was compared to modeling with commercial software (COMSOL Multiphysics). The full sized delay line was simulated and the liquid was modeled by an additional layer on the top of AlN film. The effective confinement of the wave was shown by deposition of water’s micro drop on the device and confirm by modeling.

Frequency-Temperature characteristic shows a very good linearity and a TCF value of -19ppm/°C in air and in contact with liquid. One can also observe that there is no change in transmission responses ($S_{21}$) collected in both conditions (Fig. 1). These results prove the total confinement of the wave in the AlN/IDT/ZnO/Si structure which is confirmed by 2D FEM modeling. Note that a Rayleigh wave on open surface is partially or completely attenuated. This study confirmed the feasibility of the AlN/IDT/ ZnO/Si structure as packageless sensor sensitive to temperature with the ability to protect itself from undesired environment effects such as humidity, gas corrosif or not, liquid, ...

Fig. 1: Test of the wave confinement by the deposition of a water micro-drop on the AlN/IDT/ZnO/Si structure.

Piezoelectric and electroacoustic properties of V-doped and Ta-doped AlN thin films
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New piezoelectric thin films for electroacoustic applications are being currently developed. AlN-based ternary compounds are expected to possess better properties than conventional AlN, such as larger piezoelectric activity, thermal stability of frequency and temperature resistance. The effect of adding Cr, Sc, Mg, Ti and B to AlN films has been previously investigated. Tantalum and vanadium are transition elements that can fit the oxidation level to substitute Al in the wurtzite AlN structure; their different ionic radii allow predicting changes in the AlN lattice structure and thus in the piezoelectric properties. In this communication we investigate the properties of Al₁₋ₓVₓN and Al₁₋ₓTaₓN compounds for electroacoustic device applications.

1 µm-thick Al-X-N films (X = V or Ta) were reactively sputtered on 150 mm-Si (100) wafers using a dual target ac (40 kHz) powered S-gun magnetron. For this study, the two concentrically-nested ring-shaped targets were made of pure Al and pure X material. The power applied to each target could be controlled separately. The Si wafers were placed directly above the target array, which provided Al-X-N films with a gentle radial gradient of the X concentration. For electroacoustic test devices a very simple acoustic mirror made of a SiO₂/Mo/Al stack was used under a Mo/Al-X-N/Mo piezoelectric sandwich. The wafers were cut radially into 75 mm-strips, which were characterized at different points each 1 cm. The properties of the films were investigated as a function of their composition, measured by Rutherford backscattering spectrometry. The microstructure and morphology films were assessed by X-ray diffraction and infrared reflectance. Their electroacoustic properties and dielectric constant were derived from the frequency response of BAW test resonators built along the strip and separated by 1 mm.

The piezoelectric characterization through the test resonators reveals that all the samples investigated exhibit a significant decrease of the piezoelectric activity as compared to pure AlN films. Only the films containing the smallest amounts of V showed piezoelectric activity, although they hardly reach values of the electromechanical coupling factor kₑₑₑ of 2.4%. XRD measurements suggest that V does not incorporate homogeneously in the AlN lattice and a slight variation of the c lattice constant has been detected. Films with the highest V content (around 5% atomic) exhibit an increase of the electrical conductivity. As for Ta doped films, the larger kₑₑₑ of 4% corresponds to the film with the lowest Ta content. The decrease of kₑₑₑ is accompanied by a reduction in the sound velocity of the longitudinal mode and an increase of the dielectric constant ranging from 10% to 20%. Structural characterization reveals that Ta distributes homogeneously in the AlN lattice and increases its c lattice constant up to 25%. The poor piezoelectric activity of Al-X-N films cannot be justified only by the presence of small amounts of impurities. The appearance of shear resonances as we move towards the edges of the wafers, along with the presence of a disordered layer developed during the early stages of growth revealed by XRD, suggest the presence of tilted grains in the films, which is more pronounced in Al-V-N films. This has been previously associated to growth of grains with opposite polar orientation, which would account for the lowering of the piezoelectric response. Further sputter process optimization is required to address the technological aspects of the film crystallinity and enhance the piezoresponse.
Evaluation of the acoustical properties of adhesive-free dual layer piezoelectric PVDF copolymer Transducer
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Multiple layer of piezoelectric copolymer transducer has been deployed to improve the performance of transducers since their mechanical coupling efficiency are relatively low compared to ceramic transducer. Traditionally, to fabricate multilayer polymer transducers from pre-polarized film, adhesive layers are used for increasing their stack layers, which require mechanically attaching process where the desired and consistent thickness of each adhesive layer are difficult to achieve. Such condition, consequently, caused reduction of overall acoustic response signal\(^{137}\). As far as we know, only one group has previously produced an adhesive-free multilayer transducer with few publications\(^{138}\). Therefore, there is a need for comparative evaluations on the modeling with experimental result of an adhesive-free transducer.

In this study, we present the simulation and experimental results of the adhesive-free dual layer ultrasonic transducer. Using copolymer polyvinylidene fluoride trifluoro ethylene (PVDF-TrFE) in the fluid form together with commercial fabrication processes like spin coating, mask lithography and chemical etching etc., the dual layer transducer stacks were fabricated directly onto a Polyethyleneimine (PEI) backing unit. A FEM software (COMSOL Multiphysics) was employed to simulate the acoustical properties of the transducer. To characterize the transducer, the acoustic backscattering measurement from the backing-air interface was performed by exciting the transducer with ultra-wideband pulse (UWB) with various pulse widths. Transducer electrical impedance as function of frequency was also obtained by using an impedance analyzer.

The amplitude of the acoustical response from the backscattering measurements was for most cases significantly higher, when the transducer was excited and received signals from the both layers compared to a single one as shown in Fig. 1. Moreover, smooth broad-band acoustic signals were also measured. The simulated pulse echo response of the dual layer transducer under various pulse width excitation signals were calculated and compared from the experimental results, which showed good agreements. The simulation and fabrication processes were found to be beneficiary for the further analysis of multiple stacking of PVDF copolymer to enhance the acoustical performance.

Fig.1: Acoustic reflection from backside of PEI backing (small window) and corresponding frequency spectrum.
Software Defined Radio for Passive Sensor Interrogation
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The software defined radio (SDR) provides a unique platform for interrogating passive, wireless SAW sensors. We have explored a commercially available SDR, the universal software radio peripheral (USRP), developed by Ettus Research. The highly versatile USRP platform defines many interrogator functions in software rather than hardware. The system provides a cost effective manner to develop a prototype transceiver (passive tag reader), and allows both internal FPGA programming and custom post processing software by the user.

This SDR design approach uses the N200 USRP and WBX daughterboard, providing center frequency tuning between 50MHz and 2.2GHz with +20dBm output power. The USRP hardware driver (UHD) is utilized to provide the software interface between the host computer and N200. GNU Radio, an open-source DSP and software radio library, is also employed for signal generation and post processing. The system allows the user to define the desired center frequency and sensor interrogation signal (chirp or other) of the transceiver. This information is passed to the USRP, which handles the transmission of the signal samples as well as acquiring the sensor responses. The data is returned to the host PC for post processing and data extraction.

The USRP capabilities are demonstrated by interrogating multiple orthogonal frequency coded (OFC) SAW temperature sensors at 915MHz. Since OFC is a spread spectrum coding technique (>20MHz bandwidth) and since synchronization is required for passive sensor signal averaging, the USRP FPGA code was modified to handle the TX and RX independently from the host computer. This is in contrast to the default operation where signal sampling is accomplished over Ethernet. Characterization of the system is given with respect to SNR, output power, minimum detectable signal, and noise figure. Sensor range measurement experiments are also provided to characterize output power and signal averaging efficiency.

Figure 43: The N200 USRP (Center) is utilized to interrogate passive, wireless sensor tags (right). The center frequency and bandwidth of the transmitted output signal is defined by the user on the host computer (left). The USRP then independently handles transmitting the interrogation signal and receiving the sensor responses. Post processing of the data on the PC allows for signal averaging and data extraction.

Induced surface roughness to promote the growth of tilted AlN films for shear mode resonators
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A serious drawback of biochemical sensors based on piezoelectric resonators is the requirement of operating in liquid environments. This can be overcome by exciting shear modes that exhibit less attenuation in liquid media than longitudinal modes. Shear modes can be excited in AlN-based resonators as long as the films exhibit grains tilted with respect to the surface normal. These are commonly achieved by off-axis sputter deposition on rough substrates, since AlN microcrystals tend to grow normal to the surface whatever its topography. To achieve the desired tilt, a good control of the slopes of the substrate topography is required. The required roughness can be developed either in the underlying layers before the growth of the AlN film, or directly in the AlN deposition process by carrying out its growth under high pressure during the first stages, thus promoting the development of a thin layer of randomly oriented grains, which are the seed for the growth of the tilted AlN microcrystals. In this communication we analyze the influence of the substrate surface structure and the deposition parameters on the crystalline orientation of the AlN films and, hence, on the frequency response of shear mode resonators.

AlN films were deposited at 350°C in an UHV sputtering system on silicon substrates covered with Bragg mirrors composed of Mo and porous-SiO$_2$ layers. The first set of AlN with tilted-grains was achieved by adjusting the roughness of the uppermost layer by varying the deposition conditions. SiO$_2$ layers were assessed by AFM and covered afterwards with a Mo or Ir bottom electrode before growing the AlN film. The second set of films was achieved by depositing at high pressure a non-oriented seed layer on the bottom electrodes. In this case, the Bragg mirrors had been previously polished to remove the influence of their roughness.

X-ray diffraction, infrared reflectance, AFM and electrical characterization were used to assess the influence of the seed layer structure and the deposition parameters on the tilt angle, the crystal quality and the shear mode frequency response of the AlN-based resonators. Depending on the roughness and nature of the seed layer, a controlled tilt varying from 0° to 30° was achieved. The frequency variation of the electrical impedance was fitted using Mason’s model for both longitudinal and shear modes, which allowed us to derive the electromechanical coupling coefficient $k_s^2$ of the shear mode and its acoustic velocity. Values of $k_s^2$ as high as 2.4 % and an acoustic velocity of 6450 m/s were obtained in AlN films with 20° tilted grains deposited on rough SiO$_2$ substrates (see figure). Rough AlN seed layers provided values of $k_s^2$ up to 2% with great reproducibility. Preliminary in-liquid tests are also presented.
GNURadio as a digital signal processing environment: application to acoustic wireless sensor measurement and time & frequency analysis of periodic signals
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Digital signal processing has gained growing interest with respect to analog processing due to its reconfigurability, stability and flexibility. Thanks to these properties, a given hardware operating condition can be tuned as a function of operating mode (initialization, continuous mode or standby), whatever the environmental conditions (as opposed to resistor value dependence with temperature or capacitance with moisture levels) or as a function of the targeted application at the prototyping stage. Software Defined Radio is interested in the application of digital signal processing methods to radiofrequency signals, amongst which lie the frequency range of the devices of interest to the time and frequency community.

Although dedicated hardware and software has been demonstrated as functional for phase noise characterization of stable oscillators, no general purpose toolbox has been provided towards the time & frequency community for digital processing of the recorded signal in real time. In this presentation, we consider the GNURadio software environment as a suitable tool both for teaching and getting acquainted with the basics of digital signal processing applied to time & frequency characterization of periodic signals, but also as a framework for efficiently recycling the implemented algorithm on a wide range of hardware and thus on a wide range of frequencies. Indeed, the signal source supported by GNURadio range from the audio frequency sound card (<100 kHz signals) to the 100-MHz UHD provided by Ettus Research, to the Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) receiver USB dongles compatible with the low cost requirements of teaching. Most significantly, this opensource framework allows any interested user to add his own source and sink as peripherals whose data flow then become compatible with the processing flow already implemented.

In this presentation, we introduce the basic concepts of GNURadio, first from a user perspective with either the programming of signal processing chains written in the Python language or generated using the graphical user interface GNURadioCompanion. Then, we demonstrate how dedicated signal processing blocks, first prototyped in an interpreted language (GNU Octave or Matlab), are included within the GNURadio framework. We are interested in using existing GNURadio processing blocks for real time control and processing signals recorded from an implementation of a 2.45-GHz FMCW RADAR inspired from MIT’s Small Radar System course at http://ocw.mit.edu/resources/#LincolnLaboratory used for probing acoustic delay lines acting as passive sensors interrogated through a wireless link, and for providing basic signal processing tools such as frequency counting and phase noise spectra. We demonstrate consistency between measurements from digital implementations of these algorithms and the classical measurement obtained with analog tools.
Modeling and Analysis of a Liquid-Level Sensor Utilizing an Evanescent Field of a Trapped-Energy Vibrator
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A novel approach for detecting a small-scale variation in liquid level that employs a piezoelectric thickness vibrator operating in a trapped-energy mode has been studied by the authors. In a trapped-energy resonator, an evanescent field is created in the surrounding (unelectroded) region in which the vibration amplitude decays exponentially. If the evanescent region is dipped in a liquid, a depth-dependent leakage of vibration energy will occur and this causes the deterioration in the mechanical quality factor and/or the electric conductance. Because the liquid level is detected by observing variation in of the resonator, it is desirable for simulating its operation that the sensing device should be modeled by an equivalent electric network.

In this study, the sensor is modeled by modifying an equivalent electric network proposed by Nakamura et al., which could represent the propagation of a thickness-vibration mode along the piezoelectric plate. Figure 1 shows the network model for the sensing vibrator with a thickness of 2H. The central electrode region is composed of a transmission line (length: 2l, characteristic impedance: Z₀, wave number: γ) which is related to the electric terminal via some additional elements including a damped capacitance C₀. The section between the electrode edge and the liquid surface is expressed by a transmission line representing the unelectroded portion of length 2d, wave number γD and characteristic impedance Z₀D. The outermost regions are supposed to have an infinite length and are therefore expressed by the characteristic impedance Z₀D. To take the radiation loss into account, a phase angle -δ is applied to Z₀D for the portion dipped in a liquid. The variation in the electric properties with the dipping depth is evaluated for several geometry of the sensor by varying the ratio d/H.

Figure 2 shows an example of the variations in G with the liquid level d/H at the resonance frequency of the fundamental and inharmonic overtone modes. The ratio l/H is 9, and the admittance characteristic computed for the unloaded plate is shown in the inset. It is shown that the sensing property varies depending on which one of the fundamental and overtone mode is used.

Fig. 1 Liquid-level sensor and network model

Fig. 2 Variations in G with the liquid level at resonance

Abstract - This paper deals with the formation of the ASC immunocomplex at the surface of the Y-cut GaPO₄ resonator vibrating in thickness-shear mode. The three different orientations YXl (0.0°), YXl (-11.0°), and YXl (-16.4°), with the tolerance on the rotation angle ± 0.1° of the samples, are used in this study. The relevant GaPO₄ material constants were calculated. The biochemical affinity process can be characterized by association and dissociation kinetic rate constants, by binding between a covalently immobilized small molecule and its relative antibodies. The binding curves of series resonance frequency $f_s$ vs. time $t$ were measured and discussed. The following tasks were considered: activation by the cystamine, glutaraldehyde, and albumine as bioactive buffer, ASC antibody solution with phosphate buffer, and regeneration of the biosensor. Standard frequency response of a new biosensor was evaluated by the analyzer Agilent E5100A. However, the newly developed digital processing techniques are used to precise the measurement and to evaluate the frequency changes. The Field Programmable Gate Array circuits (FPGA) open the field of digital signal processing. Our solution used the digital down converter (DDC) for evaluation of frequency changes. The DDC consists of three components: reference complex oscillator, low-pass filter and down sampler. Complex (quadrature) oscillator works on principle of direct digital synthesis and it provides a pair orthogonal sine and cosine waveform. The complex multiplier works as mixer, its output includes images centered at the sum and difference of input frequencies. The low-pass filter is digital FIR filter and it passes the difference frequency. The down sampler reduces the sampling rate of a signal. The digital solution gives important advantages – digital stability, controllability and small size, that allow to realize the biosensor controller unit in a smaller volume. This solution reduces the cost of the biosensor unit and bringing it closer to the solutions "lab on chip". However, a resolution of the biosensor was maintained.

Keywords: GaPO₄ biosensor, ASC formation, FPGA circuits, evaluation of frequency changes
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Frequency Stability Estimation of Compass On-Board Clock Based on Smoothed Broadcast Ephemeris
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Short-term frequency stability of on-board clocks is of paramount importance to GNSS applications, such as clock modeling and clock offset prediction. The ODTS method, which is well-known and commonly used, needs continuous observation from large monitoring networks and complex algorithms. BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS/Compass) and Galileo are in their early stage of construction and do not have worldwide observation networks to track the satellite continuously. In addition, limited access permission has also restricted the common users from obtaining precise on-board clock parameters.

Based on the analysis of single station estimation method of satellite on-board clock stability, this paper proposed a simple estimation method based on smoothed broadcast ephemeris (namely SBE method), which only needs observation from one single receiver. The principle of this method is discussed, followed by performance evaluation using GPS data. Compared to IGS final clock product and other two methods namely PE and BE method, the performance of this method is validated (Fig.1). We conclude that the relative estimation error of this method is less than 10% for the average time of 1~800 seconds, which is consistent with the results of PE method using precise ephemeris.

Finally, the short-term stability of all the current Compass on-board clocks (until December 2012) are estimated by the proposed method (Fig.2), the results show that the stability of all the satellite clocks are consistent and agree well with ODTS results. The short-term stability of current Compass on-board clocks is approximately \(6 \times 10^{-11}(\tau=1s)\), \(2 \times 10^{-12}(\tau=10s)\), \(5 \times 10^{-13}(\tau=100s)\), \(2 \times 10^{-13}(\tau=1000s)\).

This proposed method in this paper provided some meaningful suggestions of short-term frequency stability estimation and simulation of on-board clock for Compass and Galileo civil users. When the satellite on-board clock stability is better than receiver clock, the method also provides a receiver clock stability estimation approach. In addition, since the method could calculate the short-term stability of the satellite clock in real-time directly using broadcast ephemeris and monitoring receiver’s observation, it is also valuable for integrity monitoring and online performance assessment of satellite on-board clock.
The Test and Evaluation of GPS On-board Clock
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Abstract: In satellite navigation system, the mainly time-frequency equipment of space segment is on-board clock, and its performance directly related to the pseudo code ranging and doppler effect observation precision, then affects the satellite navigation system orientation, velocity measurement and time service, so the test and evaluation of the on-board clock attach much importance. The on-board clock performance evaluation experiment had been done many times in the GPS, GALILEO and GLONASS satellite navigation systems. The similar research and experiment are carrying out in Chinese satellite navigation system.

This paper studies the indicators used to evaluate the on-board clock, including the definition and calculation model of accuracy and stability. The performance of GPS on-board clock is evaluated based on the GPS on-board clock time difference data released by the IGS. Using Hadamard variance to evaluate the stability, the results show that the stability a day of most GPS on-board rubidium atomic clocks can reach \(2 \times 10^{-14}\), in the time interval of 5 days, the stability reaches the highest level.

Keywords: On-board clock, evaluation, accuracy, stability
An FPGA implementation of the Distributed RF over White Rabbit
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Previous works have demonstrated modeling verification of the signal acquisition and processing blocks implemented by the distributed RF over White Rabbit (WR) system architecture and their effect on the SNR and Phase-Noise of the distributed RF signal\(^{III}\). This novel architecture relies on the White Rabbit network (an Ethernet based network with sub-nanosecond timing accuracy specification) to distribute an RF signal over distances that can reach 10 km using relatively low network bandwidth. Thus, the remaining network’s bandwidth can be employed to transmit other control or non-control data.

To validate its real performance in a realistic scenario, this paper describes an FPGA implementation of the distributed RF scheme. In addition, characterization the reconstructed RF is given by showing measurements of the reconstructed RF signal phase-noise spectrum and Allan deviation. The paper continues with a description of the frequency drift and offset between the original and reconstructed RF signal.

Figure 1 and 2 shows the block diagram of the hardware implementation for the transmitter and receiver nodes of the distributed RF architecture.

The results obtained from the presented FPGA system implementation confirm that the proposed distributed RF architecture is a low cost solution suitable for the distribution of RF signals. The RF signal can be distributed over relatively large distance using non-dedicated links and still reach the required SNR and phase-noise performance.
Calibration System For Stopwatches
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Stopwatches and other similar timing display devices can be calibrated using three methods: the direct comparison, the totalize method and the time base method1. In the time base method, the frequency of the time base of the stopwatch, typically a quartz oscillator is measured directly. The time base method has a smaller measurement uncertainty than the other two methods.

In 2012, NML, SIRIM Berhad has developed an in-house designed calibration system for timing devices with displays that have digital seven segment characters on its display. The new system developed is based on an optical sensor and a dual counter.

An optical sensor (Fig.1) is directed to one of the seven segment characters of the LCD timing display of the stopwatch. When the stopwatch is free running, the counters will read the segments and take turns on counting the pulses of the 10 kHz reference frequency. The counted pulses are displayed in seconds.

To evaluate the performance of the NML’s calibration system, method used and technical competence, a bilateral comparison was organized with the national metrology institute from the Netherlands, VSL. The comparison protocol, traveling standards and evaluation results were prepared by the VSL.

VSL uses a commercial instrument based on the time base method. The sensor of the stopwatch calibrator (Fig.2) is sensitive to radiation that is commonly emitted from stopwatches. This radiation can be 32.768 kHz (internal oscillator), 32 Hz (LCD display) or 1 Hz (motor). The calibrator is calibrated by applying a known frequency signal derived from a reference frequency standard.

Fig. 1. Stopwatch calibration setup at NML, SIRIM
Fig. 2. Stopwatch calibration set-up at VSL
The transfer standards used in the comparison were an electronic stopwatch with LCD display and an electronic wristwatch with LCD display.

The results of the comparison show that there is a good agreement between the two laboratories within the combined relative uncertainty of $0.3 \, \mu$s/s for a time interval of 1 day.

---

Analysis of the Sagnac Effect on the Accuracy of the Long Haul Optical Fiber Time Transfer System
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In recent years, time transfer on long-haul optic fiber is proposed to compare two geographically separated clocks with high accuracy, on condition that the propagation time between two clocks is reciprocal or the unequal propagation time can be accurately measured and compensated. In this paper, to the best of our knowledge, the influence of Sagnac effect in time transferring system over optical fiber is discovered and analyzed for the first time.

The Sagnac effect in optic fiber time transferring system can be illustrated as Fig1. A and B are two points on the earth. The dashed line AB denotes the original optical fiber link between A and B. Simultaneous propagation processes are separated into two sequential processes to explain the phenomena more clearly as following: In time \( t \), an optical signal is sent out from the A and it arrives at B in time \( t_1 \). Then, the signal starts in the opposite direction from B to A and reaches A in time \( t_2 \). So the actual bidirectional paths are A-B_1 and B_1-A_2 instead of A-B since the optical fiber is moving with the earth rotation. It is evident that bidirectional propagation times between two stations are unequal due to Sagnac effect, so calculation and compensation are needed to achieve accurate synchronization.

Infinitesimal of the fiber link and Lorentz-Einstein transformation are used to deduce the equation (1) which can calculate the Sagnac induced time deviation. The curve \( L_{AB} \) denotes an arbitrary fiber link illustrated in Fig1. \( \theta \) is azimuth angular and \( \varphi \) is polar angular in spherical coordinates through the fiber link. \( R \) is the mean radius of the Earth, \( \Omega \) is the earth angular velocity and \( c \) is the speed of light in vacuum.

\[
\Delta T = \int_{L_{AB}} (R \sin \varphi) \frac{\Omega}{c^2} d\theta
\]  

(1)

Table 1 shows Sagnac time deviations calculated by equation (1) when time is transferred from Prague to other four European cities with different directions through spherical circumference fiber links. It is showed that the Sagnac deviation may reach \( 10^{-5} \) s when the transfer distance is longer than hundreds of kilometers and it is also decided by practical route of the fiber links. So accurate time compensation or calibration concerning Sagnac effect should be committed for the purpose of reaching sub-nanosecond accuracy in long-haul optical fiber time transferring system.

---
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In 2011 and 2012 the Calibration Laboratories Department of ACCREDIA, the Italian Accreditation Body, together with the Time and Frequency Laboratory of the Optics Division of INRIM, the Italian NMI, organized two Interlaboratory Comparisons (ILC) for frequency calibration. The ILCs were directed towards most of the Italian Accredited Calibration Laboratories (ACLs) aiming to experimentally assess their metrological capabilities, as requested by ACCREDIA rules and according to the ISO/IEC 17025:2005¹⁴⁶. More than 85% of all the Italian ACLs for frequency calibration were involved in the two ILCs - 8 in 2011, 10 in 2012 - which represents the first successful national campaign in this field and maybe the first in Europe.

Both ILCs implemented a multilateral scheme having INRIM as the pilot laboratory and fulfilled the EA requirements¹⁴⁷. A set of instruments, preliminarily calibrated by the pilot laboratory, was circulated among the ACLs. Each ACL hosted the instruments for one week while performing all the measurements requested by the calibration protocol, before sending them to the next ACL. During each circulation, lasting from 5 to 6 months, the instruments were sent back once to INRIM for an intermediate calibration. A closure calibration was performed by the pilot laboratory at the end of each campaign in order to assess the consistency of the instruments performances in terms of stability and repeatability.

The set of travelling instruments included a GPS Disciplined Oscillator (GPSDO) with a 10 MHz output frequency used as reference standard for the ILC. A signal splitter allowed for connecting the GPSDO to the same antenna already used in the ACL for its local GPSDO-based frequency reference. Moreover, a netbook was used to collect relevant internal data for remote monitoring of the travelling standard. In the 2011 campaign, a low frequency function generator up to 15 MHz and a high frequency synthesizer up to 3 GHz – both externally referenced by the travelling GPSDO - were used to generate the signals to be measured by the ACLs. In the 2012 campaign, the two generators were replaced with the internal synthesizer of the GPSDO providing signals in the 1 Hz to 20 MHz range. Every ACL was asked to estimate the normalized frequency deviation of the 10 MHz provided by the travelling GPSDO versus the frequency standard of the laboratory, applying its accredited calibration procedures. Both direct frequency and time interval measurements were performed. Some decadic frequency values were also measured. The calibration measurement capabilities at 10 MHz of the ACLs ranged from 10⁻⁹ to 10⁻¹².

The paper will report all technical and logistic details of these ILCs (e.g., specification of travelling instruments, measurements requested by the protocol, problems faced and lessons learnt), together with an evaluation of the normalized errors $E_n$. An overall critical assessment of the whole experiment will be also provided and suggestions on possible improvements for future exercises will be discussed.

¹⁴⁶ ISO/IEC 17025:2005 “General requirements for the competence of testing and calibration laboratories”
¹⁴⁷ EA-2/14 M:2008 “Procedure for Regional Calibration ILCs in Support of the EA MLA”
Precise oscillator have been contributing to the development of modern science and technology, such as the establishment of high-speed communications, navigation systems, and fundamental physics. Atomic clocks play an important role in the reliable implementation of time and frequency standards. The Dual-Mixer Time-Difference (DMTD) is the most appropriate way to measure the time difference between precise oscillators with a typical standard reference signals of 5, 10, and 100MHz.

For the past decade, owing to the development of digital signal processing (DSP), it is proposed that low-speed analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) are employed to deal with the beat signals instead of the time interval counter (TIC)\cite{3}. This technique has an advantage that the measurement system has fewer components than the conventional DMTD, as there is no need for Sinusoidal-pulsed converters (SPCs) and zero cross detectors (ZCDs) in the TIC. Recently, for the DMTD using low-speed ADCs, we proposed the usage of discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) as a DSP technique (Fig.1)\cite{4}, and clarified the condition where the truncation error affect the accuracy to determine time difference and frequency difference between two oscillators. The truncation error occurs because of the disagreement between the real signals and suppositional signals based on the DFT.

In the conference, we will discuss the truncation error limiting the accuracy to determine the clock parameters, the realization of the measurement system (Fig.2), and the extensibility for multichannel DMTD system.

---

\textsuperscript{1\textsuperscript{a}}D. W. Allan, and Herman Daams: Proc. 29th Annual Frequency Control Symp., 1975, p. 404.


\textsuperscript{4}S. Yanagimachi, K. Hagimoto, and T. Ikegami: JJAP, 52(2013) to be published.
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Frequency reference transfer via optical fiber is considered to be a promising method and has attracted an intensive research\(^{149}\). In this paper, a novel scheme of optical fiber frequency transfer, where a linear and stable RF photonic phase shifter (RFPPS) is designed and used as the transmitter and phase compensator at the same time, is proposed and validated experimentally.

Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the proposed scheme. The RFPPS is implemented by a dual parallel Mach-Zehnder modulator and optical filter\(^{150}\). When a frequency reference signal is applied to the RFPPS, two subcarriers separated by the frequency of the reference signal are generated. Since the phase difference of two subcarriers depends on the bias voltage with the relation:

\[
\theta = \left( \frac{V}{V_r} \right) \pi,
\]

the phase shift of the recovered reference signal on the PD can be tuned linearly and fast by the bias voltage of the modulator. Therefore, the phase noise induced by the optical fiber link can be cancelled by simply controlling the bias voltage of the modulator with the phase error obtained by detecting the round trip phase fluctuation.

Figure 2 shows the measured timing drifts in open and closed loop condition at receiver end over 20km optical link. Compared to open loop, the timing drift is suppressed from 130ps to less than 1ps in closed loop.

---
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With an increased need for time interval precision in fiber frequency measurements within the framework of the National Metrology Institute for Time and Frequency in Sweden, an evaluation of a commercially available high performance “CTIA” Continuous Time Interval Analyzer on PCI card has been made.

The device under test was GT668PXI CTIA “Continuous Time Interval Analyzer” from GuideTech Inc. This is a device that currently is used for applications worldwide ranging from Satellite Tracking, Semiconductor- and Optical Testing, to monitoring of atomic clocks. It has a specified 2ps resolution which corresponds to the performance found in premium high-end Bench-Top Scopes.

The used methods for making clock frequency and phase measurements using a GT668PXI CTIA along with the Stable32 stability analysis software package will be presented together with the experimental results. The measurements will be performed in a controlled laboratory environment. The device is evaluated by direct frequency measurement using the device under test as a high-resolution CTIA, and by 1pps time interval measurements using a pair of dividers to produce reference and measurement signals and measuring their time difference.

Based on the results, an analysis of the suitability for the fiber-based measurements is performed by SP, in comparison to alternative techniques such as phase comparators.
We describe the current stage and perspectives concerning using the optical network for time and frequency dissemination in Poland. In the first part we summarize an over-a-year continuous operation of 420 km-long connection between GUM in Warsaw and AOS in Borowiec near Poznan. The link is based on the fiber optic system for time and frequency dissemination, developed at AGH.

Herein, for the first time, we are reporting over a year comparison of UTC(PL) and UTC(AOS) atomic timescales with this system, and we refer it to the results of comparisons performed by GPS-based methods, and we also address some practical aspects of maintaining time and frequency dissemination over fiber optical network.

In the second part we describe the OPTIME project (national time and frequency distribution system) which is based on the experience gained on the connection between GUM and AOS using fibers provided by PSNC (PIONIER) and TPSA, and on our other experiments. We focus on general architecture created in OPTIME project.

In the last part we present the first phase of development of OPTIME system with two reference laboratories: GUM – Warsaw and AOS – Borowiec, with local repositories in PSNC – Poznan and Torun, and with the first end-users in FAMO – Torun.

Acknowledgement: Project OPTIME (no. PBS1/A3/13/2012) is co-founded by The National Centre for Research and Development – Poland.
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Precise integrated time-to-digital converters (TDC) are typically based on discrete delay lines built as chains of buffers. Due to technological spread and changes in ambient conditions the delays of buffers involved are non-uniform. It manifests in different widths of quantization steps of TDC transfer function and ultimately deteriorates the resolution and linearity of conversion. The ultra-wide steps, especially observed in FPGA-based TDCs, may be reduced in the process of conversion by detecting not a single but a multiple signal transitions in a delay line. The latter is further called a multi-edge coding.

In this paper we present the design, operation and test results of an interpolating time counter with a multi-edge coding principle applied in the second stage of interpolation. The counter is implemented in an FPGA device Spartan-6 (Xilinx) and provides a 2.6 ps resolution, 8 ps precision and 1 s measurement range. The development of such a high performance instrument needs to solve several design problems. The main of them are an implementation of a pattern generator and elimination of bubble errors. The aim of the pattern generator is to produce and launch a model square signal with a certain amount of edges and possibly minimal delays between them. We designed and tested two pattern generators based respectively on look-up tables and on a carry chain. The former one is simpler for implementation while the latter allows to control parameters of the model signal. This is important feature for the quality of T/D conversion that depends, among others, on the complexity of the model signal. We tested three variants of TDC with coding of three rising, three falling and six alternated edges.

With the increase in resolution of precise TDC, some invalid bits in the output thermometer code (bubble errors) may be observed. It happens due to many reasons, for example, signal jitter, device mismatch or supply voltage noise. In the TDC based on the coding of a single edge this error can be easily eliminated by the virtual rearranging of delay line outputs. However, if both, rising and falling, signal edges are coded additional hardware solutions are needed. In the designed time counter the bubble errors are eliminated with the use of a fast asynchronous encoder.

Tests of the time counter reveal also the look-ahead effect in the carry chains built in the FPGA device. This effect may cause loss of monotonicity of TDC transfer function. To avoid it, the order of delay cells is again virtually changed by a dedicated priority encoder.

The further research on this method includes the use of the multi-edge coding described here in the recently developed independent time coding lines that should lead to higher resolution and precision as well as to smaller chip area.

Management and monitoring layer of optical network for time and frequency transfer
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We describe requirements analysis and basic hardware solutions of optical network management and monitoring layer addressed to precise time and frequency transfer. We present current stage and perspectives of supervising time transfer fiber link. The work is based on experience coming from an over-a-year continuous operation of 420 km-long connection between Central Office of Measures (GUM) in Warsaw, and Astrogodynamic Observatory (AOS) in Borowiec near Poznan. The link is based on the fiber optic system for time and frequency dissemination, developed at AGH¹⁵⁸,¹⁵⁹,¹⁶⁰. The proposed solution will be used in OPTIME project.

We present specific requirements for monitoring, calibration and management the transmission lines to ensure high functionality, safety, and quality of the time and the frequency dissemination. The whole system must deliver information for providers, end-users, and equipment producers. One part of the paper contains a description of the essential elements of the system and communication methods, which are based on the standard protocols like SNMP or SSH. The second part includes proposed hardware solution of optic system for time and frequency transfer with management subsystem which use multiplex data and management signals between devices (IN and OUT of Band). The block diagram in Fig. 1 shows typical node of the system. Control and status data coming from dedicated EDFA (Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier) are formatted into Ethernet packet and distributed according routing table by internal router to 2 media converters or local external Ethernet port. The CWDM module combines two control link (with \( \lambda_{M1} \) and \( \lambda_{M2} \) wavelengths) with time transfer carrier (\( \lambda_{C1} \) and \( \lambda_{C2} \) wavelengths) in one common fiber. In summary we present preliminary results of transmission in couple of network configuration scenarios, showing data flow of managements packets.

Acknowledgement: Project OPTIME (no. PBS1/A3/13/2012) is co-founded by The National Centre for Research and Development – Poland.

Precise frequency transfer over optical fiber has been an active area of research for a number of years and attention has recently turned to precise time-transfer. Time-transfer differs from frequency transfer in that the propagation delay of the signal needs to be measured continuously. Five techniques have been reported: using a digital pulse\(^\text{161}\); using time-transfer modems designed for two-way satellite time-transfer\(^\text{162}\); using data framing information that is present on communications network traffic\(^\text{163}\); using RF-modulated lasers at two different optical frequencies\(^\text{164}\); and a refinement of the Precise Time Protocol\(^\text{165}\).

The work reported here is a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) based implementation of a time-transfer modem, using off-the-shelf hardware. The goal is to integrate the time-transfer modem with the digital radio-frequency transfer technique that we have previously reported\(^\text{166}\). Eventually, the system should be implementable on relatively low-cost hardware.

The current version of the modem measures the signal delay via pseudo-random noise (PRN) ranging using standard GPS PRN codes. One attractive feature of implementing the modem on an FPGA is that different codes and interpolation schemes can be easily tried, since only changes to software are required.

The modem has been benchtop-tested by inserting fixed delays in the signal path. These tests indicate a delay measurement accuracy better than 100 ps, with the measurement limited by the calibration of the fixed delays. Measured delays show stability at the 1 ps level over periods of a week.

We are presently working on testing the modem on a number of optical fiber links that we have available, and will be reporting the results of these experiments at the conference.

---
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Many literatures have been reported on stable frequency transfer via optical fibers (both in optical and RF domains). As to time transfer over fibers, frame detection in SDH or SONET network, timing code including 1PPS signal transferred using two-way Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) and two-way time transfer over fiber link based on commercial modems have been reported.

In this paper, the experiment based on self-made modems and off-the-shelf fiber-optic devices aiming at achieving precise fiber-optic time and frequency transfer technique based on radio frequency (RF) carrier phase tracking and pseudorandom noise code correlation is demonstrated. It is different from the previous work on time transfer over fibers, for that the RF carrier phase information and the pseudorandom noise code are both used through the fiber-optic link in the two-way mode. It works like two-way satellite time and frequency transfer (TWSTFT), but the signal propagation path is replaced with optical fiber and the up and down frequency converting process for satellite transmit is replaced by the intensity modulation and the corresponding direct detect of the optical wave. The RF carriers modulated by different pseudorandom noise codes are transmitted by the fiber-optic link with intensity modulation and direct detect of 1550nm optical wave in two-way mode. At both ends, the one-way delay including time difference of both end clocks are measured by pseudorandom noise code correlation and RF carrier tracking. With the assumption of two-way transfer symmetry, the time difference of both end clocks can be calculated.

The two-way transfer asymmetry caused by the different optical wavelengths for both directions, which is the case in DWDM system, is avoided by the Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) system here. The demonstration system is with the 66MHz carrier and 1km spooled-fiber. The experiment shows that the two-way fiber-optic time and frequency transfer system with self-made modems and 1km spooled-fiber is of the measurement noise with Allan deviation (ADEV) of $3.2 \times 10^{-11} \tau^{-1}$ with carrier phase information and $9.1 \times 10^{-11} \tau^{-1}$ with pseudorandom noise code correlation.
Study on the Method of Measuring and Estimating the Time Synchronization Accuracy under Constellations Autonomous Operation based on the Ground Testing System
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With the development of satellite navigation systems and navigation warfare concepts proposed, the capability of autonomous survival and operation of the satellite navigation system has become an important part of the research in the field. Making the inter-satellite link to achieve the autonomous function of constellation is one of the primary means to improve the viability of the satellite navigation system. The study of measuring and estimating constellations autonomous operation time synchronization’s accuracy in condition of the satellite navigation system operate normally is so little.

This paper discusses the importance of testing and verification for different working mode, it provides one kinds of method of measuring and estimating the time synchronization accuracy under constellations autonomous operation based on the ground testing system. In the paper, it gives the basic principle and the computational model, verifying and analysing the method by simulation data.

The method of measuring and estimating the time synchronization accuracy under constellations autonomous operation based on the ground testing system is worked under the mode of transmitting and receiving signal itself. It transmits signal to the all satellites on the visible range by the same carrier frequency, and transmits to the same satellite ground station by satellite transponder, and trigger satellite local time to broadcast signal by the special carrier frequency (to make a difference from the transponder signal). The ground station receive broadcast signal and transponder signal. It can determine the deviation between the satellite time and ground standard time by comparing the deviation between the receive broadcast signal and transponder signal. Thereby, it can measure and estimate the time synchronization accuracy under constellations autonomous operation. The figure of working principle is shown in figure 1.

This method provides technical support for building global satellite navigation system’s inter-satellite link.

![Figure 1: The figure of working principle](image-url)
Ultra-Short Term Clock Offset Prediction for Two-Way Satellite Time Synchronization
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Based on the principle of two way satellite time transfer, a time synchronization system with master-slave structures is established. In the system, slave sites compare their clocks time with the master clock by two way satellite time transfer system in turn. After a period of comparison, the time offset, fractional frequency offset or even fractional frequency drift of the slave clock are estimated with respect to the master clock. Then, the time offsets between the two clocks are predicted in the next period of time, when the two way link is switched to another slave site. The time offset prediction error of the slave clock is a main error source in the synchronization system. Three offset prediction algorithms called linear fitting prediction, quadratic polynomial prediction and grey system model prediction are investigated.

In order to evaluate the performance of the above-mentioned clock offset predicting algorithms, four groups TWSTT data are selected randomly, each of them is 40min length. The previous 10min data is used to estimate the fractional clock parameters, and to predicting the next 30min clock offset. The later 30min TWSTT data is used to validate the performance of the algorithms. Fig. 1 shows two groups of the predicting results of the three algorithms. Tab. 1 lists the quantitative analyzing the predicting performance. The results show the linear fitting algorithm has an obvious good performance in ultra-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seq.</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.503</td>
<td>2.640</td>
<td>8.887</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-1.804</td>
<td>1.790</td>
<td>6.099</td>
<td>-0.410</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>1.251</td>
<td>-0.406</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>1.242</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 52: Comparison of the predicting performance of the three algorithms

short term prediction than quadratic polynomial method. And it’s quite simple than grey system model algorithm. The time synchronization system use the linear fitting algorithm for clock offset prediction in practice and has a good practical effect.

Tab. 1 Predicting error of the three algorithms
A Measurement Method of the GEO Satellite

Local Oscillator Error
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Abstract: The Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer (TWSTFT) method has, in recent years, been accredited as the most effective and high precision system. But as the frequency stabilities of today’s sophisticated atomic-level clocks improve, so must the stability of a Two-Way system’s method of time and frequency transfer. Carrier-phase information holds the promise of improving the stabilities of TWSTFT measurements, because of the great precision at which frequency transfers can be achieved. Many years ago, some scientists try to use carrier-phase in TWSTFT, in the trial of time and frequency transferring between USNO and NIST station, some excited results proved the theory and showed the promise of carrier-phase measurement. But because of the poor stability of telecommunications GEO satellite and some other factors, the result didn’t review in other trial station. Then no further research reference was published.

Recently, COMPASS system of china has launched several GEO satellite with high quality local oscillator, which brought some brighter shining light for the carrier-phase application in TWSTFT. And a COMPASS GEO satellite has transponder as well as satellite direct transmitter. So, a method based on direct transmitter signal to model the satellite local Oscillator and forecast its changing trend is presented. Then, the satellite clock bias at each moment can be obtained. According to the bias, the TWSTFT transmitter baseband can pre-adjust the transmitter clock to relief the clock bias error to enhance the TWSTFT precision.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss this recent work, with emphasis on the Kalman forecast model to calculate the satellite local Oscillator bias. And the method of making use of dual frequency to get the satellite local Oscillator changing trend is introduced. The simulation and measurement trial is on the going, results will be revealed in the text.
Two-way satellite time and frequency transfer (TWSTFT) is one of the most precise techniques of time and frequency transfer between laboratories. At present, TWSTFT is performed operationally in at least two laboratories in the United States, twelve in Europe, and seven in the Asia Pacific region. The cooperation is organized by the CCTF Working Group on TWSTFT.

The NIM01 TWSTFT earth station was established in year 2008, and participate the Europe-Asia TWSTFT link now. After October of year 2012, NIM has participated the UTC calculate by both GPS and TWSTFT. But the TWSTFT system of NIM is not be calibrated, so the calibration of NIM TWSTFT Link is extremely urgent.

We research on the calibration technique of NIM TWSTFT Link by GPS. The time and frequency transfer GPS receiver and transfer link are calibrated. We did time and frequency transfer experiment between PTB and NIM use both TWSTFT and GPS time transfer system, process the experiment data of both system and get the time difference of them, so the TWSTFT Link is calibrated by GPS at NIM. The calibration result is shown in Fig 1, the time difference of TWSTFT and GPS is about 1648ns, the calibration uncertainty is 5ns.

Fig. 53: Time difference of TWSTFT and GPS, the experiment laboratory is NIM and PTB, the period is from MJD56143 to MJD56166
Precision Analysis of Non-continuous Two-way Satellite Time Comparison
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As one of the high accuracy time comparison methods, Two-way Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer (TWSTFT) is one of the important methods for Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM) to organize international comparison, calculation of the International Atomic Time (TAI) and Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). Due to the interference of emitting device of TWSTFT to co-located devices of Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) or International GNSS Service (IGS) and the limitation of satellite transponder resources, the comparison is not proceed continuously. Ten consecutive days of data from C-band TWSTFT Network of National Time Service Center (NTSC) was used for analyzing the precision of non-continuous TWSTFT. The raw data of non-continuous TWSTFT was dealt with linear interpolation method. Then the result was compared with the result of continuous TWSTFT which was seen as the true value. Finally, the influence of interval time to the precision of non-continuous TWSTFT was analyzed. The comparison shows that: when the interval time is less than 2.5 days, the RMS of the difference between non-continuous and continuous TWSTFT is better than 1ns; when the interval time is 0.5 day, the RMS is better than 0.5ns.
The building algorithm of system time of auto-navigation constellation
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The building algorithm of system time is one of the research focus of auto-navigation constellation. This paper is on the basis of classic algo algorithm, which based on centralized processing mode of auto-timekeeping constellation, gives a kind of building algorithm of system-time of which modified determination weight and prediction clock velocity: the choose of determination of on-board clock ’s weight and selection of clock velocity ’s prediction are determined by the on-board clock quantity which referring to the computation and the aim of building system time . Lacking of longy on-board clock data, it can not be used the method of determination weight of ground clock, while velocity change of on-board clock can reflect frequency change of on-board clock all the same, so it uses clock velocity insteading of clock frequency for determinating weight; in the classic algo algorithm, the clock velocity of former one month as clock velocity prediction of this month, this algorithm uses two kinds of method of predicting clock velocity: a. with the former two epochs each satellite of each day predict many days’ velocity, b. with the former two epochs each satellite of first day predict many days’ velocity. Choosing the on-board clock of best hour-stability as the main clock, according to defined sample interval, getting all the available on-board clock error relative to the main clock. The system time is built by the following modified algo algorithm, finally, we get all the on-board clock error of this system time. This paper gives the computation model of building of system time, and with 60 days data of IGS precise clock error to test the algorithm(system time is IGST).

The result shows: comparing to the equal weighted algorithm, the algo weighted algorithm has better stability. Adding prediction has a significant improvement on the system time’s stability. The stability of clock error of method a and method b both improves obviously on the raw clock error. The system time of method a is better than method b, 60 days later, the difference of autonomous system time which relative to IGST(International GNSS Service Time), method a is about 30ns, method b is about 70ns. It can be used for the building algorithm of system time of auto-navigation constellation.
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The technology of China Mobile Multimedia Broadcasting (CMMB), which has been the multimedia broadcasting standard of small-size portable electronic equipments, has won favor of more and more users. Many research institutes and their staff in china are focusing on the technology of mobile location based on CMMB signal. CMMB, which is an Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) modulation system, can improve largely the precision of location because of its favorable anti-multipath performance.

In signal structure of CMMB, both same thoroughly synchronization signals inserted in every beach and the continual pilots in all OFDM symbols can be used to capture and track the received signal. In the process of Pseudo-range measurement, united symbol synchronization from rough symbol synchronization in time field and accurate symbol synchronization in frequency field is execute first, then the fraction and integer part of frequency offset are respectively estimated and revised. At last, with tracking in real time of sampling frequency offset and rectifying of the synchronization sampling clock frequency of VCXO, the frequency offset from Doppler effects is decreased efectively. After symbol and frequency synchronization, one of both consecutive same synchronization signals is selected and is demodulated by means of FFT algorithm. After getting the Pseudo-random sequence from the synchronization signal, we can achieve the cross correlation between the pseudo-random sequence and local corresponding pseudo-random sequence in receiver. At the same time, we track accurately the pseudo-random sequence using code tracking loop and achieve the time difference and pseudo-range between the station and the receiver once the cross correlation peak value appears.

In this paper, we present and analyze a technique for pseudo-range measurement in CMMB receiver. The symbol synchronization, the rectification of carrier frequency offset and the pseudo-range measurement are simulated based on the sampled datum. The simulation result shows that the error of carrier frequency offset is less than $10^{-13}$ and the precision of pseudo-range measurement is less than 6 meters when the sampling rate is 60 MHz.
Satellite Clock Modelling and Multi-GNSS Solutions
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In traditional GNSS processing, an independent set of clock parameters is estimated every processed epoch. It represents a huge number of parameters which highly correlate with station height and troposphere parameters. However, no use is made from the fact that the most stable clocks (on the ground and in space) could be modeled, and in turn, help stabilizing the overall GNSS solution.

Based on data from the Multi-GNSS EXperiment (MGEX) from the International GNSS Service (IGS), we first analyze the performances of the GPS Block IIF and Galileo IOV satellites from the clock time series as computed by CODE (Center for Orbit Determination in Europe) over carefully selected periods where, among other criteria, IOV satellites had their H-Maser clock active. This CODE MGEX solution bases on the rigorous combination of GPS, GLONASS, and Galileo data, hence gives the possibility to investigate the (receiver dependent) inter-system biases (ISB) between the different GNSS. A special emphasis is put on the GPS-Galileo ISB and recommendations for operational processing are given.

Still using MGEX data, we investigate the impact of clock modelling and solar radiation pressure models on the determination of orbits and clock parameters for the IOV satellites. Kinematic orbit determination with stochastic clock modelling is also investigated for all GNSS satellites carrying highly stable clocks and results are compared.

Finally, MGEX data from a regional network is used to investigate the impact of deterministic and stochastic satellite clock modelling on parameters with a high resolution in time, such as kinematic coordinates or troposphere parameters. The various solutions based on deterministic and stochastic clock modelling are compared to the traditional solution were clock parameters are estimated independently every epoch.
Real-Time Remote Calibration (RTRC) System for Time and Frequency
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Abstract: The time and frequency transfer receiver NIMTFGNSS-1 has been developed since 2011. Based on it, real-time and remote calibration by GNSS code based time and frequency transfer has been studied, and one new type of real-time remote calibration system named RTRC has been designed and implemented. The users who should be authorized by the administrator of the system can use one NIMTFGNSS-1 receiver to check and get real-time (16-minute interval) remote calibration of their time scales and frequency standards for time and frequency on the web by the internet. As well, the user could check and get the calibration results using any longer period historical data. For the user who has no any time scale or frequency standard and needs either or both of them which time or frequency should be traced to UTC(NIM), National Time and Frequency Primary Standard of China, NIM can provide one low-cost Rubidium clock as the accessory of the receiver that makes up one time scale disciplined by UTC(NIM) in real time (UTC(NIM) Disciplined Oscillator, NIMDO) together with the receiver. NIMDO has the legal and direct traceability to UTC(NIM); its time and frequency accuracy has been improved thanks to the high level reference time scale and time scale algorithm; its long stability has been ameliorated due to the real-time and short latency steering to UTC(NIM). For the verification and demonstration of RTRC system, five receivers have been laid up at the two campuses of NIM and hereinto two of them have the accessories of Rubidium clock. About 10 ns and 2e-13 calibration uncertainty separately for time and frequency could be acquired. Referenced to UTC(NIM), we can acquired preliminarily that the time and frequency accuracy of NIMDO could separately be better than 10 ns and 1e-13 averaging one day, and the time and frequency stability averaging one day could separately be better than 5 ns and 1e-13. Soon we would improve the steering algorithm and lay up five NIMTFGNSS-1 receivers at four different cities (Shenyang, Guiyang, Shanghai, and Beijing) in China to verify longer baseline effects. In the near future, using GNSS real-time or near real-time precise ephemeris products, GNSS carrier phase time and frequency transfer will be studied and applied in RTRC and NIMDO to improve their performances.
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The Application of VRS in Common-View Based One-Way Timing Method
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The concept of Common-View based One-way Timing Method (CV-OWTM) is proposed by the author in the IFCS conference last year\textsuperscript{167}. This method provides users a way to acquire the standard time with the accuracy of about 5ns by observing navigation satellites\textsuperscript{168}. However, the CV-OWTM performs a same deficiency like the common view time transfer, that is, the timing accuracy decrease with the increase of distance between users and the reference stations. In order to solve this problem, the Virtual Reference Station (VRS) technique that used in RTK is improved and applied to CV-OWTM.

The VRS in CV-OWTM is different from that in RTK in several aspects. The improved VRS operates on the pseudo-range observations. Therefore, it has a wider work range and isn’t sensitive to the movement of user positions. Moreover, the VRS correction is calculated by users not by the data processing center which simplifies the communication between user and the data processing center.

The right figure shows the principle of VRS. Based on a reference stations network in China, this paper will discuss the optimal virtual correction algorithm for users. The number of reference stations that users adopted and the weights of involved stations both are key factors that determine the generation of VRS correction. Based on the selected two different kinds of user positions, combinations of different number of stations and two methods of determining weights are experimented.

The research results indicate that the VRS technique can supply a gap of CV-OWTM for sure. The optimal number of reference stations for users’ application is one or three. And the distance between the user and reference station decide the weight of timing observation of this station. All in all, the application of VRS can guarantee CV-OWTM provides the timing accuracy of 5ns.


Fig. 54: The principle of VRS. According to the positions of reference station, the user selects data of appropriate reference stations and computes the timing data of a virtual station near the user. Then the timing data from the nonexistent station is applied to correct the output of the user receiver. As the timing data is relative to the standard time, the user can obtain the standard time information ultimately.
Precise Point Positioning with integer ambiguities in the Atomium software
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The time-transfer technique based on Precise Point Positioning (PPP) has proved to be a very effective technique allowing the comparison of atomic clocks with a precision of a hundred picoseconds. However, one limitation for the accuracy of the solutions comes from the fact that the ambiguous inherent term (integer number of cycles) of the carrier phases cannot, in a PPP approach, be solved as an integer number; only float value (which includes remaining un-calibrated hardware satellite and receiver biases) can be determined. Nevertheless, since 2007, several studies have demonstrated the possibility to resolve ambiguities at the undifferenced level¹⁶⁹,¹⁷⁰. The IGS analysis center CLS now distributes satellite clock biases¹⁷¹ which allow to solve for integer ambiguities in a single-station PPP computation. This paper will present the recent developments introduced in the Atomium software to produce an integer ambiguity PPP solution, and the first results obtained for the UTC(k) comparisons.

¹⁶⁹ D. Laurichesse and F. Mercier, « Integer ambiguity resolution on undifferenced GPS phase measurements and its application to PPP », ION-GNSS 2007, Fort Worth, Texas.
A Detection Algorithm of Frequency Jumps for GNSS Satellite Clocks
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As the frequency and time reference of space satellites, satellite clock has a direct influence on GNSS service performance. Any anomaly of the atomic clock behavior on board the satellites causes errors for user position. Therefore, it is necessary to detect clock anomaly. Frequency jumps are one of the most common anomalies in atomic clocks of on-board satellites, which appear due to space radiation, temperature change and other factors. In this paper, Original measurement data are pre-whetted by exponential filter, and real-time satellite clock frequency residuals are obtained by least squares estimation, and a novel sum test statistic based on residuals is constructed. Optimal detector and energy detector based on frequency residuals are proposed in order to evaluate performance of the new detector constructed. Performance of the new algorithm is analyzed and verified by simulation. The results show that the new algorithm has a perfect performance of detecting frequency jump. The detection algorithm of frequency jumps for satellite clocks proposed in this paper is helpful to GNSS satellite clock autonomous integrity monitoring.
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Abstract

The Time Transfer by Laser Link (T2L2) experiment, developed by both OCA and CNES, performs ground to ground time transfer up to intercontinental distances in non common views. The principle is derived from laser telemetry technology with dedicated space equipment designed to record arrival time of laser pulses at the satellite. Using laser pulses instead of radio frequency signals, T2L2 permits to realize some links between distant clocks with expected time stability of a few picoseconds and accuracy better than 100 ps.

On the one hand, several T2L2 experiments demonstrated the capability of the system to perform time transfer with an accuracy in the 100 ps range¹⁷². Nevertheless laser operations are weather dependent and do not allow continuous comparison of remote clocks. On the other hand GPS time transfer is a worldwide, all weather, fully operational system. GPS data processing has been widely improved since the first common view / single satellite time transfer and GPS Carrier Phase techniques now allow continuous comparison with an accuracy in the nanosecond range. However, carrier phase data are ambiguous and several methods were developed in order to overcome this problem. Performance of these methods¹⁷³ are widely demonstrated for frequency transfer and with continuous data. But some ambiguities remain when there are gaps in the data and for accurate time transfer.

This work investigates the possibility to combine GPS-CP time transfer using single-difference (and zero-difference) integer ambiguity resolution¹⁷⁴ and T2L2 data in order to improve the resolution of the remaining GPS-CP ambiguities, in case of interruption in the data, and the accuracy of the time transfer. First we introduce the method and then we present some first results for common view time transfer between European stations.

Space-Time-Explorer-Quantum Equivalence Principle Space Test (STE-QUEST) is an M-class mission candidate for launch in 2022/2024 in the ESA Cosmic Vision programme. It was selected by the European Space Agency for an assessment study until mid-2013, which started with an ESA-internal assessment, followed by ongoing mission assessment studies performed by competitive industrial teams.

The principle aim of STE-QUEST is to study the cornerstones of Einstein's Equivalence Principle, pushing the limits of measurement accuracy by several orders of magnitude compared to what is currently achievable in ground based experiments. On one hand experiments are performed to measure the gravitational red-shift experienced by highly accurate atomic clocks in the gravitational fields of earth or sun. On the other hand differential accelerations of atomic clouds are measured with an atom interferometer to test the universality of free fall and the Weak Equivalence Principle.

The spacecraft accommodate an atom interferometer as well as a highly accurate space atomic clock based on the ACES PHARAO clock. Time and frequency links in the microwave and optical domain compare the on-board clock to ground clocks, each equipped with microwave antennae and optical terminals. The ground stations are distributed over three continents in Boulder, Torino, and Tokyo. In order to maximize the signal, i.e. the frequency difference between the two clocks, a highly elliptical orbit with perigee altitude of 700 km and apogee altitude of approx. 50 000 km is chosen.

We report on preliminary results of the mission assessment under the lead of EADS Astrium. Some basic features of the mission design are discussed and the design concepts of the spacecraft, science payload and time and frequency links are briefly reviewed.
BDS Satellite Orbit Determination Based on Inter-satellite and Satellite-to-station Ranging
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The ground stations of BDS are all distributed in China. The distribution is so concentrated that the visible arcs of MEO satellites are only less than 30% and the orbit determination accuracy is restricted. Inter-satellite ranging to increase useful observation data is a very effective method to improve orbit determination accuracy.

In the paper, a new TDMA frame structure is proposed as inter-satellite ranging work mode. The structure is shown in figure 1. It consists of 15 minutes master frames repeated over time. The master frame consists of two frames, the first is ranging frame, the second is communication and data processing frame. Ranging frame is divided into N TDMA slots of 9 seconds each. Each satellite is allocated one slot. In order to increase inter-satellite ranges, each slot is divided into 3 ranging units of 3 seconds each.

Under the new inter-satellite work structure, some simulations are carried on with different number of inter-satellite ranging links, different ranging interval and different ranging errors.

Simulation results show that when the system ranging error of satellite-to-state is 0.6m, and random ranging error is 0.3m, the 3D satellite orbit determination accuracy is 14.5m(RMS), and the URE of 2 hours prediction is 1.0m if inter-satellite link is not available. After adding the inter-satellite link system, the orbit determination accuracy is improved greatly. When the inter-satellite ranging errors are the same as satellite-to-station ranging errors, and the ranging interval is 15 minutes, the largest improvement of orbit determination accuracy is 68.0%, and when system error reduced to 0.3m, the largest improvement of orbit determination accuracy is 73.2%, and when system error reduced to 0.1m, the largest improvement of orbit determination accuracy is 76.1%. The satellite orbit determination accuracy under different ranging intervals and link numbers are also given. An example result is shown in figure 2. From the simulation results, the optimized inter-satellite ranging mode can be summarized.
Optically trapping of magnesium for a lattice based frequency standard
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State-of-the-art optical clocks with neutral atoms probe a narrow transition of atoms which are tightly confined in an optical lattice at the “magic wavelength”\textsuperscript{175}. A promising candidate for such a frequency standard is bosonic \textsuperscript{24}Mg because of its low sensitivity to black body radiation (BBR) and simple electronic structure.

With this contribution we present the setup of the optical traps and report on the latest results. For magnesium, loading the optical lattice directly from a magneto optical trap (MOT) is not efficient because of density limitations, high temperatures in the milli-Kelvin regime and the lack of adequate sub-Doppler-cooling methods. We therefore transfer our atoms via the \(^1\text{S}_0 - ^3\text{P}_1\) transition to the triplet manifold where we operate a second MOT and introduce a loss channel to the \(^3\text{P}_0\) state. Operating both MOTs and the transfer laser simultaneously creates a flux of \(^3\text{P}_0\) atoms which can be used to continuously load a dipole trap, acting as an energy filter for only the coldest atoms\textsuperscript{176}. Since the light at the predicted “magic wavelength” of 469 nm ionizes the atoms in the upper \(^3\text{D}_j\) states of the second MOT, we first load a dipole trap at 1064 nm where we accumulate up to \(10^5\) atoms at 50 µK. With the subsequent transfer to the optical lattice we end up with up to \(10^4\) atoms at about 10 µK which can be used for spectroscopy.


Towards one single highly stable master laser for the interrogation of SYRTE’s Sr and Hg optical lattice clocks
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Optical atomic clocks have reached a level of performance that allows us to sensitively probe the concepts of fundamental physics in table-top experiments. Moreover, it is widely accepted that optical clocks will constitute a future reference for the SI time and frequency units due to their very high stability and accuracy. For instance, neutral atom optical clocks have been proposed to have a fundamental Quantum Projection Noise (QPN) residual instability below $10^{-17}$ after 1s of integration time. However, this level of performance is currently covered by frequency fluctuations of the clock interrogation laser that are aliased directly onto the measured atomic line (optical Doppler effect). Towards QPN limited clock operation, large effort has been spent to optimize the widely employed laser systems stabilized to high-finesse Fabry-Perot etalons that can currently reach residual instabilities as low as a few $10^{-16}$. However, cavity length changes due to the thermal motion of the mirror atoms pose a severe limit to this performance.

At the Laboratoire National de métrologie et d’Essais – Système de Référence Temps Espace (LNE-SYRTE) we pursue a different approach that has recently been demonstrated to potentially achieve tenfold higher laser stabilities. Using this technique, the frequency discriminator to stabilize the laser is generated by spectrally burning transmission lines into the inhomogeneously broadened spectrum of rare-earth ions doped into a crystal matrix. At cryogenic temperatures, these ions are well shielded within the host and the transition is widely decoupled from thermo-mechanical noise. This allows for transmission linewidths of less than 1 kHz at short integration times and low residual frequency drifts.

Based on this spectral hole-burning technique we propose to develop a laser system with a fractional short term stability of less than $10^{-16}$ and a residual drift of less than 10 mHz/s. This includes the systematic exploration of different matrix structures and mounting geometries in order to achieve optimized performance. This laser will serve as a master for the interrogation lasers of three different optical clocks. In particular, this comprises two strontium optical clock systems at 430 THz (698 nm) and one mercury optical clock system at 1.2 PHz (266 nm). The phase stability of the master at 258 THz (1160 nm) will be transferred to the different clock wavelengths by means of an optical femtosecond frequency comb. Recent experiments conducted at LNE-SYRTE show that the frequency conversion preserves the master’s spectral purity. This also includes the fiber-based frequency dissemination between the different laboratories.
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We report on the status of the research project SOC2: “Towards Neutral-atom Space Optical Clocks” funded by the EU 7th framework programme (grant agreement #263500) with the main aim of developing demonstrators of transportable lattice clocks with \( \sim 10^{-17} \) relative frequency accuracy [1]. Novel design solutions allowed us to reduce size, weight and power consumption with respect to traditional apparatus for laser cooling [2,3]. At the same time a high degree of operation reliability has been ensured by a modular architecture.

Recently the laser-cooling atomic source developed in Firenze [2] has been integrated with compact subsystems developed by the consortium and the clock is now fully operational. Compact laser sources developed by PTB and University of Hannover have been stabilized through compact frequency stabilization system (FSS) developed by National Physical Laboratory and University of Düsseldorf. First tests demonstrated continuous operation of the clock for more than 4 hours.

Results on high resolution spectroscopy of the \(^{1}\text{S}_0-^{3}\text{P}_0\) clock transition on Sr isotopes will be reported together with a systematic uncertainty budget. Moreover, prospects for performing absolute frequency measurements with Italian mw primary references (ITCsF1 and ITCsF2) and Yb optical frequency reference through a 650 km-long optical fiber link will be discussed [4].
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We present a set of high resolution comparisons between two state-of-the-art optical lattice clocks using strontium atoms. With a statistical resolution of $2 \times 10^{-17}$, we measure a relative frequency difference of $1.1 \times 10^{-16}$ between the two apparatuses, in agreement with the combined accuracy budget of $1.6 \times 10^{-16}$. This comparison, beating the level of uncertainty that can be resolved by comparing different optical clocks to microwave references, corroborates the established accuracy budget for optical lattice clocks, and show that they are competitive for a possible redefinition of the second with optical references.¹

In addition, we present the ongoing development of a new vacuum system that will enable further improvement of the accuracy budget. A fine estimation of the temperature of the environment surrounding the atoms will enable to decrease the contribution of the black body radiation shift in the low $10^{-17}$ range without degrading the cycle time. Furthermore, the optical cavity used to generate the optical lattice in which the atoms are trapped is doubly resonant for the lattice light and the $^1S_0 - ^1P_1$ light (461 nm). With this cavity, the number of atoms in the fundamental clock state can be detected in a non destructive way by dispersive interaction between the atoms and the 461 nm light. Such a detection yields an improved signal to noise ratio with respect to previous work.² Here, we discuss heterodyne detection strategies to reach the optimal detectivity, as well as progress in implementing these schemes.
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Optical lattice clocks based on elements with two valence electrons are strong competitors in the quest for next generation time and frequency standards. While promising results have already been obtained on several stationary setups using Sr, Hg, Mg and Yb, transportable clocks are desirable for both performance evaluation and applications.

In the framework of the SOC2 project [1], we are developing a transportable Yb lattice clock demonstrator. Our setup is based on compact diode lasers (399 nm, 1156 nm followed by waveguide SHG, 759 nm) and a fiber laser (1111 nm followed by waveguide SHG), and features an intra-vacuum enhancement resonator to allow the formation of a large-volume 1-dimensional optical lattice using moderate laser power.

Here we present first results of spectroscopy of the $^1S_0 \rightarrow ^3P_0$ transition at 578 nm in $^{171}\text{Yb}$ confined in a one-dimensional optical lattice. We have observed linewidths below 200 Hz which were limited by saturation broadening. Currently the system is being improved towards competitive clock operation as well as more compact and robust subsystems.

The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n. 263500.
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We present an upgraded setup for cooling and trapping of ytterbium atoms in the optical clock experiment developed at Istituto Nazionale di Ricerca Metrologica (INRIM). The experiment aims to cool and trap ytterbium atoms in a two stage magneto-optical trap (MOT) (at 399 nm and 556 nm for the first and second stage, respectively) and to probe the narrow-line clock transition at 578 nm in an optical lattice at the magic wavelength (759 nm).

We obtain blue light at 399 nm by second harmonic generation of a Ti:sapphire laser at 798 nm with a linewidth $< 20$ kHz. A lithium triborate (LBO) non-linear crystal in an enhancing cavity allows to obtain up to 0.6 W at 399 nm starting with 1.1 W of infrared light. To cope for the long term frequency drift, the laser is locked to the atomic resonance by transverse spectroscopy on a ytterbium beam.

The green 556 nm radiation is obtained by second harmonic generation of an amplified 1112 nm Yb-doped fiber laser using a periodically-poled potassium titanyl-phosphate (PPKTP) crystal in single pass. Up to 12 mW of 556 nm light has been obtained starting from 1.1 W of 1112 nm light. The laser is frequency stabilized on a ultra-stable cavity.

The lattice laser is a Ti:sapphire laser with an output power of 3.2 W at 759 nm and has a linewidth $< 20$ kHz. This source is able to provide large trap depths both for 1D and multidimensional lattice configurations.

A new physics package is designed, including the vacuum chamber, the MOT coils and the atomic source. The new vacuum chamber is made in aluminum and it has indium-sealed viewports with high-performance anti-reflection coating for wide optical access and flexible lattice geometries. The target vacuum pressure in the trapping region is better than $1 \times 10^{-9}$ mbar, which allows the atom lifetime in lattice required by the optical clock operation. A high efficiency atomic oven source allows a high number of trappable atoms. Atoms can be slowed using a counter-propagating beam at 399 nm without a dedicated Zeeman slower, exploiting the leaking field of the MOT coils.
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Recent advances in the field of single-ion frequency standards have resulted in optical atomic clocks with systematic uncertainties in the $10^{-16}$ to $10^{-18}$ range, beyond that of the best caesium fountains. At this level of precision, frequency shifts caused by the trap environment start to limit the achievable performance of the standard.

One of the most significant shifts is the dc-Stark shift caused by blackbody emission from the trap electrodes. As end-cap ion traps typically operate with RF electric fields in the range of $10^6$ V/m, dielectric heating of the trap structure can cause a temperature rise of up to hundreds of degrees if thermal performance is not considered in the design. In the case of Yb$^{+2,3}$, for example, the mid-IR radiation emitted will cause a frequency shift on the order of $10^{-17}$ per degree.

By building a trap from materials with high thermal conductivity, and by minimizing the intrinsic rf-heating of the trap structure itself, this temperature rise can be minimized. Combining good thermal design of the trap structure with accurate in situ measurements of the trap temperature, the black-body frequency shift can be more accurately constrained. One of the methods to reduce the blackbody shift is by mechanically polishing the electrodes, thus reducing their emissivity. An added benefit of this is a reduction in the anomalous (phonon) heating of the ion. With the $^{171}$Yb$^+$ octupole transition in particular, as it has an excited state decay rate on the order of nHz, there is significant scope for reducing the Fourier limited linewidth if the phonon heating rate of the trap can be reduced. This is predominantly achieved by using a large electrode spacing (0.75mm) and utilizing the $\sim d^4$ scaling of the anomalous heating rate.

This work is supported by the UK National Measurement System and the European Metrology Research Programme (EMRP) and is performed alongside groups at NPL, PTB, CMI and MIKES. The EMRP is jointly funded by the EMRP participating countries within EURAMET and the European Union.
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The $^1S_0-^3P_0$ transition of $^{27}$Al$^+$ at 267.4 nm has long been recognized as an excellent optical clock transition candidate. Here we give a progress report of our project to build an $^{27}$Al$^+$ ion optical clock. The first stage design goals for the $^{27}$Al$^+$ ion optical clock are an inaccuracy level of $10^{-17}$ and stability of $10^{-16}$ in one second. The implementation of the $^{27}$Al$^+$ ion optical clock will be through quantum logic spectroscopy (QLS)\footnote{P. O. Schmidt, T. Rosenband, C. Langer, W. M. Itano, J. C. Bergquist, and D. J. Wineland, “Spectroscopy using quantum logic,” Science, vol. 309, p. 749, 2005.}, as first proposed by NIST. A single $^{25}$Mg$^+$ ion will be trapped together with a single $^{27}$Al$^+$ ion. The $^{25}$Mg$^+$ ion acts as the logic ion and is used for sympathetic cooling and internal state detection of the $^{27}$Al$^+$ ion.

In the planned experiment, a 285 nm FHG laser is used for photo-ionization of Mg atoms, and a single 280 nm laser system will be used to cool and detect the $^{25}$Mg$^+$ ion. The 280 nm laser is derived from an 1120 nm laser. Its SHG at 560 nm is locked to the transition of molecular I$_2$. An electro-optic modulator is placed between the SHG and FHG in the laser system to generate $9.2$ GHz sidebands\footnote{B. Hemmerling, F. Gebert, Y. Wan, D. Nigg, I. V. Sherstov, and P. O. Schmidt, “A single laser system for ground-state cooling of $^{25}$Mg$^+$,” Appl. Phys. B, vol. 104, p. 583, 2011.}. The FHG stage of the laser is designed to be double resonant with both carrier and sidebands. One sideband of the 280 nm laser is used for Doppler cooling and detection, while the carrier of the 280 nm laser is further used for Raman sideband cooling of $^{25}$Mg$^+$ ion. A linear ion trap is placed in the center of a UHV vacuum chamber, which is made of titanium to reduce the magnetic field influence. Fig. 1 shows the whole experimental setup. The linear ion trap is also made of titanium, and coated with gold.

At the moment, both 285 nm laser and 280 nm laser have been successfully frequency locked. The oscillator of 285 nm at 1140 nm was digitally locked to a high precision Toptica wavemeter. With this laser, Mg atoms have been photo-ionized. Mg ions have been trapped and laser cooled with 280 nm laser, and crystallization of Mg ions has been observed. The inset of Fig. 1 shows pictures of crystallized Mg ions. One single Mg ion has been trapped. Through micromotion compensation and trapping parameters optimization, the temperature of this single trapped ion is lowered to around $8$ mK, close to Doppler cooling limit. Further experimental progress in Raman sideband cooling of a single Mg ion will be presented.
Progress Report on the Development of Ultra-stable Lasers for Al\(^{+}\) Optical Clocks
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The recent progress of ultra-narrow linewidth lasers used for Al\(^{+}\) optical frequency standards will be presented. Two diode lasers are phase stabilized to ultra-stable ULE cavities, whose 4\(^{th}\) harmonics will be used as the de-shelving laser and the clock laser for Al\(^{+}\) clock transition respectively.

Al\(^{+}\) clock transition requires ultra-narrow linewidth laser as the clock laser with sub-hertz linewidth. To develop this clock laser, a diode laser with wavelength of about 1070 nm is phase stabilized to two independent cavities through two stages of Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) locking. The output of the clock laser is amplified, and then frequency quadrupled to generate the 4\(^{th}\) harmonic ultraviolet output at 267.4 nm. To facilitate fast detection of the clock transition, a de-shelving laser with linewidth of sub-100 Hz level at 267.0 nm is needed, thus another diode laser with wavelength of 1068 nm is phase stabilized to another cavity (Fig. 1(a)) and then frequency quadrupled to generate the ultraviolet output. The ultra-stable cavities are made of ULE materials with the zero-crossing temperature of CTE (coefficient of thermal expansion) near 25 °C, and are installed inside vacuum chambers (Fig. 1(b)).

Cavities with notched structures are normally optimized for smallest vibration sensitivity through quasi-static Finite Element Analysis (FEA) simulations\(^{186}\). Since quasi-static analysis does not consider the inertia and damping effects, the calculated vibration sensitivity might not reflect the real results. Here we present FEA dynamic analysis of the notched cavities steady state response under dynamically changing loads. With the calculated results, and measured ground vibration spectral density curve, we can more realistically predict the cavity length variations due to ground vibration. This dynamic analysis can also be used for estimation of the acoustic noise influence on the cavity stability.

Latest results of the lasers, including static and dynamic FEA simulation results, characterization of the locking systems performance, and laser linewidths and long-term stabilities measurement, will be presented.

Spectroscopy of the strictly forbidden $^1S_0 \rightarrow ^3P_0$ transitions in alkaline-earth elements are today performed in the sub-Hertz regime. In order to observe this transition in lattice-trapped magnesium atoms, a frequency doubled diode laser system, generating 458 nm, is stabilized to a horizontally mounted high finesse resonator ($F = 600.000$) at the fundamental wavelength of 916 nm. The resonator is made of ULE and fused silica mirrors. With this setup a fractional instability of $5 \times 10^{-16}$ in 1 s at 916 nm could be achieved. This is only factor of two higher than the calculated thermal noise floor of the resonator. We also studied the phase noise introduced by the SHG stage contributing with an instability of $2 \times 10^{-16}$ for 1s. We will give an overview of this system and will report on our results.

Fig. 59: Allan deviation of the second harmonic process and the phase lock loop performance
External Cavity Diode Laser at 420 nm Wavelength for Atomic Spectroscopy
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Wavelength tunable diode lasers with narrow linewidths are vital for many applications in atomic physics and spectroscopy. Specifications of these lasers are well established for probing alkali vapor absorption lines in the near infrared (NIR) spectrum. In the blue-violet wavelength range, there are a few commercial models available, but they often lack information vital for atomic spectroscopy such as relative intensity noise (RIN) and frequency noise spectra. Here, we report on our realization of an external cavity diode laser (ECDL) suitable for interrogation of Rb vapor in the $^5S_{1/2}-^6P_{3/2}$ (420.2 nm wavelength) and $^5S_{1/2}-^6P_{1/2}$ (421.5 nm) atomic lines as well as of Sr+ ions in the $2S_{1/2}-2P_{3/2}$ cooling transitions (421.6 nm).

The semiconductor gain chip used for the ECDL is a commercial InGaN/GaN Fabry-Perot laser with lasing wavelength around 420 nm. No specific provision for antireflection coating of the cleaved facet was made, but we benefit from GaN-based lasers having naturally smaller facet reflectivity at $\sim$17% than the 32-34% found in conventional GaAs-based lasers used for NIR spectroscopy. External cavity feedback is provided by an optical grating with 1800 grooves per mm installed in Littrow configuration. Challenges for single mode laser operation and uniform wavelength tuning originate from the mode-clustering effect typical for GaN-based laser diodes. Nevertheless, our preliminary results demonstrate efficient mode filtering by the external cavity and large tuning range of the lasing wavelength. Figure 1(a) shows the L-I curves of the laser diode without external feedback (lasing threshold $\sim$40 mA) and in ECDL configuration (lasing threshold $\sim$31 mA). The ripples in the ECDL’s L-I curve are caused by mode hopping effects. The ECDL can achieve output power greater than 4.6 mW with injection current of 110 mA. The wavelength tuning range is almost 7 nm while maintaining single lasing mode in the optical spectrum as seen in Fig 1(b). The mode hop free tuning range is 57.7 GHz, which is more than sufficient for envisioned atomic spectroscopy applications. Figure 3(c) contains the ECDL’s preliminary RIN measurement results (the RIN limited by photocurrent shot noise is $3 \times 10^{-14}$ Hz$^{-1}$). Measurements on frequency noise and laser linewidth are ongoing.
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Fig. 1. (a) L-I curves of the laser diode without external feedback and in ECDL configuration. (b) Example lasing wavelengths by the ECDL at 60 mA. (c) The ECDL’s relative intensity noise at 59 mA.
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Frequency standards based on ultra-narrow optical transitions of single ions or ensembles of atoms have reached a level of stability and reproducibility that surpassed those of primary clocks in the microwave region. Currently at PTB, several types of optical clocks are investigated: ion clocks based on a single Yb\(^+\) and Al\(^+\) ion and an optical lattice clock based on neutral Sr atoms\(^ {188,189} \). Since the individual clocks work at different wavelengths an optical network based on frequency combs that connect different spectral regions is needed for clock comparisons and frequency measurements.

Commercially available frequency combs for metrology typically employ a common oscillator that feeds multiple Er\(^+\)-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA) followed by short pieces of highly non-linear fibers to provide high-power output at wavelengths according to customers’ needs. On the one hand this makes these combs a handy and comfortable tool but on the other hand any noise generated in the EDFA branches will bias measurements between different output ports of the comb system. We investigated this differential noise by measuring the frequency ratio of two cavity-stabilized lasers in the visible and infrared spectral range with two independent multi-port frequency comb systems\(^ {190} \) (see Fig. 1). The Allan deviation shows an instability plateau of $\sigma_y(\tau) = 2 \times 10^{-16}$ between $\tau = 1...100$ s, which is attributed to environmental perturbations acting on the unstabilized fiber inside the EDFA paths. This instability plateau can be further reduced by measuring and compensating the differential noise. For longer averaging times the instability averages down to $\sigma_y(\tau) < 1 \times 10^{-18}$ for $\tau > 1 \times 10^4$ s. The long-term instability is an order of magnitude smaller than what is currently achievable with the most advanced optical atomic clocks.

This measurement is a first step for determining the ratio of PTB’s \(^{171}\)Yb\(^+\) ion clock and \(^{87}\)Sr lattice clock frequencies, which is currently under investigation, with minimum uncertainty contribution from the frequency comb system.

Fig. 1: Measurement setup: The lines indicate fiber links between the elements. The blue ones are equipped with a fiber noise cancellation.
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\(^{189}\) St. Falke et al.,”The \(^{87}\)Sr optical frequency standard at PTB”, Metrologia, vol. 48, p. 399 - 407, 2011

Compact and Dual Ti: Sapphire Comb Lasers Pumped by Single Fiber Laser
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Ti:sapphire crystal is a commonly used gain medium both for continuous wave (CW) and mode-locked (ML) pulsed lasers in the near infrared (IR) region. Optical frequency combs are especially sensitive to power instability, because pump power fluctuations directly affect the repetition rate and the carrier-envelope phase. Improvements in IR fiber laser technology made possible to have sufficient optical pump power in the visible region using second-harmonic generation in quasi-phase-matched ferroelectric materials such as MgO-doped periodically poled stoichiometric lithium tantalate (PP-MgO:SLT). Compared to the conventional diode pump solid-state laser pump sources, fiber laser based pumps have the advantages of being more compact, lower cost, and consuming less energy.

We demonstrated each femtosecond Ti:sapphire comb laser pumped by 4.5W continuous-wave 532nm light generated by frequency doubling a 1064nm ytterbium fiber laser. The laser repetition rates were set to be 1GHz and the average power of the plus is about 700mW. Absolute mode frequency of laser was directly monitored by a cesium two-photon stabilized diode laser. In order to make the system small, we develop the hand size cesium two-photon stabilized diode laser (HS-CTSDL) to be the frequency standard of the absolute mode frequency. The instability of the HS-CTSDL frequency is about 100Hz at 400s sampling time. A maximum frequency discrepancy of 3.5kHz during 16 days shows the high reproducibility of the HS-CTSDL. We lock the repetition rate to the synthesizer, and lock the absolute frequency to the HS-CTSDL. The line width of the repetition rate reduces to about 2Hz after lock. The standard deviation of the absolute frequency is about 15.791kHz with 0.1 second get-time, and it will become about 6.072kHz with 1s sampling time. The Allan deviation of the beat frequency shows that the absolute frequency instability was estimated as 5×10⁻¹² at 10s sampling time.

Fig. 60: After lock the comb laser, we measure the beat note of one comb mode and cesium two-photon stabilized diode laser. Allan deviation of the beat frequency shows that the absolute frequency instability was estimated as 5×10⁻¹² at 10s sampling time.

Optical Frequency Measurement Comparison Using Fiber Laser Combs between CMS and NMIJ
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An Er-fiber laser comb made by the Center for Measurement Standards (CMS), Taiwan was shipped to the National Metrology Institute of Japan (NMIJ) to compare with the NMIJ fiber laser comb by simultaneously measuring the frequency of a reference-cavity-stabilized Nd:YAG laser at 1064 nm. The measured frequency difference is 32 mHz, which corresponds to a relative difference of $1.1 \times 10^{-16}$. Furthermore, method for determining the comb mode number using two combs with large difference of repetition rate is proposed.

Both the CMS and NMIJ fiber laser combs are home-made Er-doped ring fiber laser mode-locked by nonlinear polarization rotation (NPR). The laser head of the CMS fiber laser comb is only about an A3 paper size with 7-mm thick, which is very compact and easy for transportation. The repetition rates are 250 MHz and 87.6 MHz for the CMS and NMIJ comb, respectively. The repetition and offset frequencies of both combs are phase locked to the RF references synthesized from an H-maser linked to the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC, NMIJ). The two combs are beating with the Nd:YAG laser, which has frequency instability of less than $1 \times 10^{-14}$ at 1 s. The two beat signals and their divided-by-10 signals are measured with four counters simultaneously to check cycle-slip from the counters. If the counting of the beat signal does not match with that from the 1/10 of the beat signal, cycle-slip has happened and that data point is deleted. The measured frequency differences are shown in Fig. 1. The averaged frequency difference is only 32 mHz, which is limited by the measurement time.

An NMIJ fiber comb had also been shipped to the National Metrology Institute, Australia to compare the frequency measurement of an iodine-stabilized He-Ne laser at 633 nm in 2006. The measured frequency difference was 38 mHz. The comparison results validate the measurement capability of the CMS fiber laser comb.

Fig. 61: Measured frequency differences between the CMS and NMIJ fiber laser comb.
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Experimental Setup of Cs Active Optical Clock
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To push the linewidth of optical clock from Hz to mHz is a main topic for clock development.\(^\text{195}\) Active optical clocks\(^\text{2,3,4}\) theoretically have the potential of mHz linewidth, thus expected will provide much better stability than that of passive optical clocks. In a three-level configuration\(^\text{5,6}\), the pumping laser directly affects the frequency of clock transition. In order to greatly reduce the light shift of clock transition caused by pumping laser, we are setting up an experiment to investigate active optical clock in 4-level configuration with Cesium atoms.

The melting temperatures of alkali atoms, like Cs and Rb, are very low, and the laser diode for related wavelength of atomic transitions are commercially available, thus Cs or Rb active optical clock experiment with thermal cell or magneto-optical trap is economic.

A homemade external-cavity diode laser at 455 nm is employed as the pumping laser. Saturated absorption spectrum of cesium between 6S\( _{1/2} \) (F=4) and 7P\( _{3/2} \) (F"=3,4,5) is observed. The population inversion between 7S\( _{1/2} \) state and 6P\( _{3/2} \) state in a thermal cesium cell has been experimentally established.

The experimental setup of cesium active optical clock is shown in Fig. 1. The cavity is composed of a planar mirror (Mirror\( _1 \)) and a concave mirror (Mirror\( _5 \)). Mirror\( _5 \) is coated with 455 nm anti-reflection and 1469 nm high-reflection coating. Mirror\( _6 \) is coated with 455.5 nm high-reflection and the reflectivity of 1469 nm is 68.5%. A 1529 nm external-cavity diode laser is used to calibrate the cavity. The 455 nm pumping laser is introduced into the cavity to generate active optical clock laser output at 1469 nm. The experimental results will be reported.

---


Dispersion Detection of Optical Clock Transition in Thermal Atomic Beam
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In order to develop small optical clock for various transportable applications with better stability and accuracy than that of commercial small Cs clock and H-maser clock, our group has proposed a small Ca atomic beam clock scheme with electron-shelving detection\textsuperscript{1}\textsuperscript{,}\textsuperscript{2}. Its potential stability was experimentally demonstrated recently\textsuperscript{3}.

However, the residual ground state atom after the clock laser interrogation attributes very large background of detected clock signal. One way to avoid this difficulty is to transfer most of ground state atoms to $^3P_1$ state in advance\textsuperscript{2} via adiabatic passage\textsuperscript{4}. Here, we present dispersive detection of optical clock transition in thermal Ca atomic beam, and this alternative detection method can effectively reduce the background light contribution due to the residual ground state atom after the clock laser interrogation to clock signal.

The experimental setup of Ca atomic beam optical clock with dispersive detection is shown in Fig. 1. We will discuss two experimental schemes of dispersive detection. One is to apply dispersive detection on 657 nm clock transition of Ca atoms directly, but the signal amplitude is limited by atomic flux and low spontaneous decay rate. The second scheme is to apply dispersive detection on Ca atoms in the electron shelving transition with a 423 nm laser after conventional clock laser interrogation. The experimental results will be reported.


Testing Polish Optical Clock Calibration Procedures: Absolute Frequency Measurement of Rubidium 5S-7S Two-Photon Transitions
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We report the absolute frequency measurements of rubidium 5S-7S two-photon transitions with an optical frequency comb. The digital lock to the transition, the procedures of evaluating the accuracy budget and measurements of the frequency with the optical frequency comb, which are prepared for the system of two optical lattice clocks with strontium atoms, are tested with much simpler setup. The narrow 760-nm Rb 5S–7S two-photon transitions, insensitive to a magnetic field, are particularly interesting as a frequency standard. The similar line, the 778-nm Rb 5S–5D transition has been recommended as the realization of the SI length unit meter197. As a result of this test, we obtained higher accuracy of the transition measurement than any previously reported198 thanks to the very good long term stability of our experimental setup.

197 Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM), in Report of the 86th Meeting of the Comité International des Poids et Mesures (CIPM), (BIPM, Sèvres, France, 1997)
Compact Methane Based OFS with $3 \cdot 10^{-15}$ short term stability

Gubin M., Kireev A., Lasarev V., Pnev A., Shelkovnikov A., Tyurikov D.
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A compact optical frequency standard (OFS) with a short term stability at the level of $10^{-15}$ is needed for precise time-frequency measurements, navigation etc. One of the important applications of such OFS is use as a source of interrogative signal for laser cooled ions and atoms in electromagnetic traps. In present work we developed a new generation of two-mode He-Ne/CH$_4$ OFS stabilized over narrow saturated dispersion (SD) resonance at traditional $F_2^2$ line ($v_3$ vibrational-rotational band of methane, 3.39μm) [1]. This device will be used for repetition rate stabilization of an Er fiber femtosecond laser as in [2].

Essential improvements were introduced into regular design of this type of OFS with internal absorption cell. The optical resonator was built as a zerodur monoblock unit without mechanical adjustments (except PZT elements); optical losses of the mirrors and internal windows separating active and passive media were minimized, so that total losses per round trip are estimated as 5-6 %. Special attention was paid to avoid parasitic back reflections from any optical element in the resonator. As a result the device combines high passive stability with a good quality quantum reference. Obvious advantage as compared to widely used lasers stabilized over high-Q cavities is much slower frequency drift. Also the interrogative oscillator based on He-Ne/CH$_4$ OFS does not require cryogenic equipment as microwave generators based on sapphire whispering gallery resonators do.

![Fig 1. Resonances of SD (lower trace) and SA (upper trace) observed at the monoblock two-mode He-Ne/CH$_4$ OFS.](image)

The parameters which determine Allan deviation of a frequency stabilized device are the beat frequency spectral density fluctuations of a free-running He-Ne/CH$_4$ OFS and a slope of the SD resonance at its center. At present the free running monoblock He-Ne/CH$_4$ OFS demonstrates spectral density of a beat frequency noise at the level ~ 0.1 Hz/Hz$^{1/2}$ (for typical laser output power ~ 0.1 mW) mainly determined by spontaneous emission (Shawlow-Townes limit). The slope of the SD methane resonance at its center (the 1$^{st}$ derivative) is ~ 0.3 Hz/Hz (Fig.1, lower trace).

It means that the frequency stability of a compact monoblock He-Ne/CH$_4$ OFS can reach $3 \cdot 10^{-15}$ at 1s. Direct comparison of two identical monoblock OFS is in progress and results will be discussed at the Conference.

---

IODINE STABILIZED IR LASER SOURCES
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Solid state lasers emitting in the IR, such as Nd: YAG or fiber lasers offer attracting possibilities for development of compact and ultrastable setups, regarding to their low intrinsic phase noise, strong output powers and robustness. On the other hand, iodine lines in the green range of the visible domain exhibit high quality factor and strong signal-to-noise ratio yielding to confer to those lasers frequency stability in the $10^{-14}$ range at 1s. Nowadays, high efficiency non linear crystals permit to link in simple way the IR to visible range.

These couples of “IR laser/Iodine hyperfine line” are very promising for various terrestrial and/or space applications such as transportable optical clock, ultrastable frequency references for space interferometers, satellite laser links, long distance measurements, etc …

We report on iodine frequency stabilization of various IR laser sources on iodine hyperfine transitions in the green range. Different harmonic generation processes based on several designs of Periodically Poled Lithium Niobate non linear crystals (PPLN) are used to link the IR emission to the green region.

We have developed and tested various compact experimental setups using both multi-pass or intra-cavity short cells, in order to meet transportable/spatial requirements. Narrow hyperfine iodine lines below 500 kHz width are detected in the 514 nm/532 nm range and used for the IR sources stabilization.

Record of the $a_{10}$ hyperfine component of the P 46 (44-0) line at $\lambda \sim 514.5$ nm
(Time constant 1 ms)

The details of these developments and the results will be presented at the conference.

This work is supported by CNES, DGA-ANR (Contract 11-ASTR 001-01).
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An Integrated SAW Sensor with Direct Write Antenna
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This paper presents a wafer-level integrated SAW sensor using conventional thin-film fabrication for the SAW, and the direct write of a thicker dissimilar metal for the antenna. Previous proof-of-concept results using thin antenna films demonstrated the feasibility of planar device integration, but had limited interrogation range.¹³³ For the first time, a direct write process is utilized to deposit the antenna conductor onto the SAW substrate, providing ease of fabrication, optimal film thickness, and superior adhesion. Shown in Figure 64, the automated thermal spray process selectively deposits conductive or dielectric films onto a CAD defined area for rapid, conformal fabrication, allowing sensor integration on a range of surfaces. Results presented will show an increase in range, compared to previous work, through an improved low loss design.

Using the direct write process, shown in Figure 64, 15 μm thick copper is ‘written’ onto lithium niobate without a mask. Thick antenna traces lower antenna resistive losses, because of increases in conductivity and decreased skin depth effects. The traces adhere well to the 80 nm aluminum SAW transducer pads that are patterned previously by a traditional photolithographic process. The process allows multiple metal levels, trenching, and trimming, for optimum design and fabrication of research or a commercial product. The updated design yields three devices on a 76 mm wafer and requires no mechanical bonds; bond free devices are ideal for demanding environmental sensors.

Antenna gain and bandwidth trade-offs must be made to the integrated design to meet device size and system performance requirements. The design of a 915 MHz meandered dipole antenna with low mismatch loss and maximized radiation efficiency over an 8% SAW fractional bandwidth is demonstrated. Experimental performance results of antennas fabricated on standard FR4 and on-wafer by electroplating or direct write process will be contrasted. Temperature sensors are fabricated on YZ-LiNbO₃ and simultaneous operation, over temperature, in a multi-sensor system will be demonstrated wirelessly at several meters. The integration of SAW and direct write technology offers a multitude of opportunities for new sensor and communication system embodiments.

Figure 64: (a) The automated direct write robot printing to a part. (b) An example of a 915 MHz SAW sensor and direct write dipole antenna integrated onto a 76 mm Y-cut lithium niobate wafer.

NANOMECHANICAL MASS SPECTROMETRY FOR THE CHARACTERIZATION OF HIGH MASS NANOPARTICLES
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Nano Electro Mechanical Systems (NEMS) based Mass Spectrometry (MS) holds great promise for point of care applications or air quality monitoring. Real-time, single protein MS has recently been demonstrated with top-down silicon resonators\textsuperscript{200}. These devices operate in a mostly unexplored mass range where particles display a wide mass distribution and where there is no mass standard. A direct comparison of NEMS-MS and reference MS measurement (here conventional Time-Of-Flight (TOF) MS) is therefore crucial and is presented for the first time in this paper. The NEMS device is fabricated on a 200nm SOI wafer with VLSI process. It is a 160nm thick doubly clamped beam, electrostatically actuated, with heterodyne piezoresistive detection\textsuperscript{201}. Its first two resonance frequencies are simultaneously tracked with Phase Locked Loops.

The NEMS device is inserted in the deposition chamber of a custom sputtering-gas aggregation setup able to produce nanometric metallic clusters with tunable deposition rate and diameter (see Figure 1). First the NEMS experimental mass sensitivity is calculated by varying the deposition rate, measured with a Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM). In a second step, tantalum clusters were projected onto the surface of the NEMS with a flux rate allowing for individual particle measurement. Figure 2 shows preliminary mass distributions obtained with both NEMS-MS and TOF-MS: the distribution shape is reproduced with fidelity (widths at half maximum 352kDa and 408kDa respectively) and the mean masses are very close. NEMS-MS displays a resolving power similar to TOF-MS in this mass range, and even better at higher mass ranges. This demonstrates all the potential of NEMS-MS in this mass range. The offset as well various mass distributions are under investigation.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{Figure1.png}
\caption{Schematic of the mass deposition setup}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{Figure2.png}
\caption{TOF-MS and NEMS-MS mass spectra of tantalum clusters. (1 Da=1.66 \times 10^{-27} kg). Inset: frequency jumps induced by individual landing}
\end{figure}

Micro-electro-mechanical resonant tilt sensor with 250 nano-radian resolution
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This paper reports on a high-resolution frequency-output MEMS tilt sensor based on resonant sensing principles. The tilt sensor measures orientation by sensing the component of gravitational acceleration along a specified input axis (Fig. 1). The devices consist of a suspended proof mass connected to two double-ended tuning fork (DETF) resonators at each end through a lever arrangement. When subjected to a tilt with respect to the gravitational axis, the tuning forks respond through a shift in their resonant frequency and the differential frequency shift can be then calibrated with respect to the tilt angle. Prototype devices are fabricated in a foundry SOI-MEMS process and optical micrographs of the device are shown in Fig.2. The microfabricated chips are mounted onto standard chip carriers and then vacuum packaged using a custom process. A combination of design enhancements enables significantly higher sensitivity for this device as compared to previously reported prototype sensors.

The vacuum packaged sensor chip is co-integrated with oscillator circuits on a PCB and mounted on a manual tilt table. Figure 3 depicts the tilt test set-up and Fig. 4 shows the output frequency variation of DETF_1 (see Fig. 1) observed in a 0°-90° tilt test. The tilt test results indicate that the new sensor provides a relatively linear response in the range of ±20° with a scale factor of approximately 50.06 Hz/degree. Fig. 5 shows the results of a measurement on the output stability of the device as determined by Modified Allan Deviation measurements. The resolution of the resonant tilt sensor is found to be approximately 250 nano-radian for an integration time of 0.8 s, which is over an order of magnitude better than previously reported results. The impact of polarization voltage induced noise and drift is also seen by comparing the two plots in Fig. 5.

Fig.1: Tilt sensor operation principle. Fig.2: Optical micrograph of sensor (inset: vacuum packaged device).

Fig.3: Experimental set-up. Fig.4: Output response versus tilt angle. Fig.5: Measured output stability.

Mapping Thermomechanical Vibrations and Mode Shapes in High Frequency SiC-on-Insulator Nanoscale Resonators
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We report on experimental demonstration of multi-mode radio-frequency nanomechanical disk resonators in a novel 500nm SiC-on-insulator (SiCOI) technology, and on measurements of directly mapping the mode shapes of the multiple resonances with high spatial resolution. By employing and engineering ultrasensitive optical interferometric techniques, we measure the lowest possible levels of vibrations, i.e., the undriven thermomechanical resonances arising from the intrinsic Brownian motions, in these SiCOI disk resonators. Spatially mapping the resonant mode shapes of multi-mode nanomechanical resonators can greatly facilitate understanding and harnessing these multiple modes for sensing and frequency control applications.

Our resonant devices (500nm-thick poly-SiC disks anchored on SiO₂ center pedestals) feature a uniform optical cavity (depth=500nm) with the underneath Si substrate. We use an optical interferometer with fm/Hz¹/² level displacement sensitivity²⁰⁵,²⁰⁶ to transduce the thermomechanical motion of the device into electrical signals. The ~1μm laser spot enables spatially mapping the different resonance modes.

Figure 1 shows measured noise spectral density of five mechanical resonance modes. The peak amplitude of the mode strongly depends on the laser spot position (see insets). In the center of the disk (position (a)), no measurable motion signal is observed. In the positions (b) and (c), we detect 5 and 4 resonance modes, respectively. Measured resonance frequencies and spatial maps of the mode shapes (center row insets) agree very well with COMSOL simulation results (bottom row insets). We also observe interesting effects such as the off-center position of the pedestal lifting the frequency degeneracy between the first two modes and breaking the azimuthal symmetry in the mode shape of the third resonance mode, as well as electronically tuning the resonances, which we will report in detail in the full paper.

Laterally-vibrating nanowire (NW) resonators with high resonance frequencies $f_{res}$ and electrostatic transduction method are interesting for CMOS timing circuits. However, their motional resistance $R_m$ is often very high, much larger than their rivals FBARs with $R_m$ of several ohms. Since $R_m$ is also proportional to the resonance frequency $f_{res}$, design of high frequency oscillators are even more difficult. In Pierce oscillators, the minimum MOS transconductance which makes oscillation feasible is $g_{m,\text{min}} \propto \omega_{osc} R_m C_1 C_2$ (parameters are identified in Fig. 1a). In this work, we propose and develop a modified architecture using two small (bondwire) inductors (also connecting the nodes to DC bias voltages) which reduce the effective motional resistance seen by the CMOS circuit. The analysis includes novel analytical formulas for design of these modified Pierce-family oscillators working with resonators of initially high-motional resistance. As a proof of concept, we have provided Spectre simulation results for a 1GHz oscillator with very low power consumption while having high voltage amplitude at the output (drain of transistor M in Fig. 1a). The mechanical resonator assumed for this simulation is a doubly-clamped Si NW with length, width, thickness and quality factor of respectively 419nm, 20nm, 80nm and 2000. Phase noise and spectral purity performance results are also provided. The specifications in this work are compared to several recent related works. The specifications reported in the Table for other works are measurement results.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 65: (a) Schematic of a 1GHz modified Pierce oscillator. (b) Spectral response of the oscillator harmonics compared to the fundamental one. Inset: Oscillator output voltage in time domain (not connected to 50Ω load). (c) Phase noise simulation results for offset frequencies around the major oscillation frequency ($f_{osc}$=1,0256 GHz). Inset: Phase noise in a linear (absolute) frequency scale. The frequency resolution of sampling in the inset is lower, which causes difference in the phase noise for frequencies very close to $f_{osc}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>This work</th>
<th>$R_m$ [Ω]</th>
<th>$f_{osc}$ [GHz]</th>
<th>$P_{con}$ [µW]</th>
<th>Phase Noise [dBc/Hz]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Zuo-CICC] $^{208}$</td>
<td>22Ω</td>
<td>1.026</td>
<td>2.5µW</td>
<td>-84 (@1kHz), -104 (@10kHz), -157 (@1MHz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Zuo-TUFFC] $^{209}$</td>
<td>25Ω</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>3.5µW</td>
<td>-85 (10kHz), -151 (@1MHz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Lavasani-ISSCC] $^{210}$</td>
<td>750Ω</td>
<td>1.006</td>
<td>1.9µW</td>
<td>-94 (@1kHz)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

High spectral purity microwave and terahertz oscillator
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We present a microwave/THz oscillator project (2012-2014) excepted to show below -150 dB rad²/Hz phase noise at an offset frequency of 10 kHz for a 30 GHz carrier frequency as well as 18 GHz, 100 GHz, 400 GHz, 1 THz. The microwave/THz signal is obtained by mixing two optical frequencies with a photomixer.

A dual-axis two frequency cross polarization laser will be stabilized onto two resonances of one Fabry-Perot cavity. The two frequencies sense the same cavity length fluctuations so that the best possible relative stability of the beat note is limited by the relative dimensional stability of the cavity. This cavity spacer is made with an ultra low expansion ceramic (ULE) placed in vacuum. A 75% fraction of the beam transmitted by the cavity is used to stabilize the amplitude of the laser, and a 25% fraction is sent on a polarizer and a photomixer for optical to millimetre wave conversion. The AM/PM conversion, especially the opto-thermal conversion in the cavity i.e. the absorbed power fluctuations, is negligible at a 1 Hz frequency offset by stabilization of the optical carrier at the 8.10⁻⁹/Hz¹⁄² level.

This oscillator is based on a dual frequency laser system whose beat note frequency is continuously tunable from DC to 600 GHz. An Erbium/Ytterbium solid-state two-axis dual-frequency laser system followed by amplifier stage has been developed. Each polarization frequencies is independently tunable by 1.7 GHz steps by tilting its etalon and continuously with an electro-optic crystal. We have chosen two lithium tantalate (LiTaO₃) crystals; thermo-optic (600MHz/°C) and electro-optic (1.1MHz/V) effects enable to lock each frequency on the resonance of a 1.5 GHz free spectral range Fabry Perot cavity. Each polarization light beam is amplified by a fiber system. Our system amplifier is composed of an erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) per polarization axis. This amplifier system permits to deliver 18 dBm power, to stabilize the power fluctuations and to reduce the relative intensity noise by 20 dB, especially the relaxation oscillation.
Inverse Relationship between OEO Q-factor and g-sensitivity
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We present evidence that the vibration (g-) sensitivity of a fiber-based OEO decreases as the fiber length wound to a single spool increases. This is the result of two effects. First, the magnitude of the vibration-induced perturbation remains constant with increasing fiber length because of diminishing mechanical coupling between the outer layers of fiber and the spool. Second, the power spectral density (PSD) of the phase noise induced by a constant magnitude perturbation decreases as the \( Q \) factor (i.e. fiber length) of the cavity increases. This is an oscillator filtering effect. We can exploit these effects to construct fiber-based OEOs with lower g-sensitivity.

A sinusoidal vibration induces a peak in the OEO phase noise at the vibration frequency with PSD proportional to \( (\Delta l/l)^2 \), where \( \Delta l \) is the vibration-induced change in length of the fiber delay, and \( l \) is the length of the total fiber delay.\textsuperscript{xiv} We use this sideband to characterize both the filter effect and the mechanical coupling between fiber and spool. In order to maintain consistency we use identical spools in all tests.
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Figure 1. PSD of the vibration-induced phase noise peak as a function of the length of fiber exposed to vibration. Total OEO delay is fixed.

Figure 2. PSD of the vibration-induced phase noise peak as a function of total OEO fiber delay length. The entire delay is exposed to vibration.
To demonstrate the diminished coupling between fiber and spool, we keep the total fiber delay of the OEO at a constant length while exposing only a portion, $l_{vib}$, of the fiber delay to a sinusoidal vibration. Fig. 1 plots the PSD of the vibrational sideband as a function of $l_{vib}$. Because we hold all relevant parameters constant, the PSD of the vibrational sideband will be proportional to $\Delta l^2$. Yet fig. 1 shows that the PSD is independent of $l_{vib}$. Thus, the mechanical coupling between the fiber and spool has effectively saturated, and $\Delta l$ is independent of the fiber length.

To demonstrate the oscillator filtering effect, we expose the entire fiber delay of the OEO to a sinusoidal vibration. Fig. 2 plots the PSD of the vibration-induced sideband as a function of the total delay length, $l$. The PSD of the sideband decreases approximately quadratically as fiber length increases. Thus, as the OEO $Q$ increases, the vibrational noise is effectively filtered out.
Resonantly enhanced Fe$^{3+}$ spin-spin interaction in cryogenic sapphire
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We report the observation of a new behaviour observed in sapphire crystal using paramagnetic Fe$^{3+}$ ions at cryogenic temperatures. When the crystal is pumped at 12.04 GHz, exciting an extremely high Q-factor whispering gallery mode (WG mode) at the central frequency of a Fe$^{3+}$ spin transition, an additional signal is generated around 11.8 GHz, at the location of another WG mode. We show that this signal is excited due to the broadened Fe$^{3+}$ spin bath interacting with the 11.8 GHz mode; forming an effective three level system through population inversion. We also observe complex interaction between the pump at 12.04 GHz and the signal at 11.8 GHz when pumping is close to the former’s bandwidth, resulting in Van der Pol oscillations of the output power.

Fe$^{3+}$ ions are unintentionally substituted into the crystal lattice during the manufacture process, and due to the crystal under investigation’s over annealing, they exist in populations much larger than normally observed. The spins excited by the pump can couple to other spins located nearby in the crystal with different frequency transitions (see Figure 1). The different energy transitions exist as a result of the inhomogeneously broadened spin resonance. The pump can decay through lower energy transitions, and two in particular, the 11.8 GHz transitions, are enhanced by the fact that they are located at the nearest lower neighbour high-Q WG modes, and hence these signals are observable, and an effective three level system is established (see Figure 2).

As pump detuning from $\omega_m$ decreases, we first reach the masing threshold and hence we see the $\omega_s$ signal switch on. As we tune more and approach our resonant frequency, more photons enter the system at $\omega_m$ until we reach a point where there is sufficient power at this frequency that the transitions of the coupled spins becomes significant enough to cause oscillations in power of the two photonic modes. We observe forced Van der Pol oscillations of the output power, as predicted by the model we derive from Figure 1. The characteristics of these oscillations are controllable by varying the detuning.
Short term noise investigation on a compact CPT clock
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Towards the development of on-board atomic clock, alkali vapor cells clocks have shown that besides their robustness and relative simplicity, cell technology clocks are competitive with the cold atoms compact setups in term of stability\textsuperscript{211, 212}. Among the different vapor cell clock technologies, the coherent population trapping (CPT) prototype developed at SYRTE offer an alternative where no microwave cavity is needed. The microwave is optically carried by the frequency difference between two lasers. Using crossed linear polarized beams and Ramsey temporal interrogation, signals with 15\% contrast and 125 Hz linewidth have been observed. Such a signal, combined with a noise at the shot noise limit would lead to sub $10^{-13} \tau^{-1/2}$ stability clocks. In this paper we report investigations on the noise processes currently limiting the short term stability of the clock at the level of $5.5 \times 10^{-13}$ at 1s.

Five main noise sources are investigated: magnetic field, beam polarization, laser frequency, laser intensity and finally microwave phase. A contribution to the clock stability below $10^{-14}$ at 1s is shown for the two first ones. The effect of the optical frequency detuning has been measured and its conversion on the clock stability is under investigation. The influence of the laser intensity noise has been carefully studied, it is not negligible in the $10^{-13}$ range. A stabilization system has been implemented lowering the RIN of 15 dB down to -137 dB/Hz\textsuperscript{1/2} at 160 Hz. Finally the local oscillator noise contribution to the clock stability has been studied using the Dick formalism\textsuperscript{3}. This aliasing effect, well understood for a two level system, had never been investigated for a three level one as the CPT. The numerical calculation, in good agreement with measurements, allowed us to deduce a phenomenological equation for the Dick effect in CPT, usable for others CPT clocks. The application of those calculations to our prototype pointed out the local oscillator as main noise source contributor, followed by the intensity noise. Solutions have been designed and will be implemented on our set-up. The latest results will be shown at the conference.

\textsuperscript{211} S. Micalizio et al., Metrologia, vol 49, 425, 2012.
MiniAtom: realization of a compact atomic gravimeter
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We present here the realization of a highly compact absolute atomic gravimeter. The main purpose is to demonstrate that atomic interferometers can overtake the current limitations of inertial sensors based on “classical” technologies for field and on-board applications. We show that the complexity and the volume of cold-atom experimental set-ups can be drastically reduced while keeping the performances close to the state-of-the-art, enabling such atomic sensors to perform precision measurements outside of the laboratory.

The measurement of the acceleration of gravity (g) is made with a $\pi/2 - \pi - \pi/2$ interferometer using stimulated Raman transitions to couple $|F=1, m_f=0\rangle$ and $|F=2, m_f=0\rangle$ hyperfine states of free-falling $^{87}$Rb atoms\textsuperscript{214}. The use of an innovative hollow pyramid as the usual retro-reflecting mirror of quantum inertial sensors enables to perform all the steps of the atomic measurement (trapping and cooling the atoms, performing the interferometer and reading out its outputs) with one single laser beam instead of 6 normally\textsuperscript{215}. The laser system is based on a single telecom laser diode, which is phase modulated and frequency doubled\textsuperscript{216}. This leads to a drastic reduction of the complexity and the size of the apparatus: the overall physical package is of a few tens of litters in volume only: the sensor head (that includes the vacuum chamber) fits in a cylinder 40 cm high and 20 cm in diameter; the entire laser bench, the electronics and the power supplies fit in a cube of 70 cm of side.

We target a relative sensitivity to acceleration of gravity below $10^{-7}$ at one shot, which will allow to monitor time variation of g due to tides and to detect significant mass anomalies and mass displacements. We have shown promising long-term stability with a flicker floor on the $10^{-9}$ range and up to two day long measurements have been recorded with such architecture\textsuperscript{2}.

Particular efforts have been made to push on the integration of the micro-wave frequency standards used to drive the clock frequency of $^{87}$Rb atoms at 6.835 Ghz and to deliver quantum state selective pulses. Although an output power of 25 dBm and a 500 MHz agility are required, our chain features a phase noise that will only limit our relative sensitivity to acceleration at the $10^{-8}$ level. We thus show an attractive trade-off between the integration in a two-litter package and a satisfactory phase noise level that other field or on-board quantum sensors could benefit from.

The final assembly of the gravimeter is currently under way and the loading of few $10^8$ atoms in a 3D MOT has already been obtained. The first atomic signals are expected soon.

Spatially Resolved Measurement of Relaxation Times in a Microfabricated Vapor Cell
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Microfabricated vapor cells are an important tool for atomic physics applications, showing particular success in miniaturised atomic clocks²¹⁷ and DC electromagnetic field sensing²¹⁸. As a new application, imaging of microwave magnetic fields using a vapor cell has recently been demonstrated by our group²¹⁹. A thorough knowledge of the properties of a cell is prerequisite to precision measurements. For microfabricated cells and imaging applications, the spatial dependence of relaxation times and excitation fields are of particular importance. We present the spatially resolved characterisation, performed using time-domain Ramsey and Rabi measurements, of a 5 mm diameter, 2 mm thick microfabricated cell, filled with natRb and 80 mbar of N₂ buffer gas²²⁰.

Atomic relaxation is described by the T₁ and T₂ times, representing the population and coherence lifetimes, respectively. The dominant relaxation mechanisms in a vapor cell are Rb-wall, Rb-buffer gas and Rb-Rb collisions. The coherence lifetime is also limited by inhomogeneities in applied static and microwave magnetic fields. Both lifetimes can be obtained in a single time-domain Ramsey measurement.

We characterise T₁ and T₂ relaxation in the cell as a function of position, performing Ramsey measurements as we scan a narrow laser beam across the cell. We also probe the homogeneity of our applied static and microwave fields using Rabi sequences. In addition we have implemented an imaging technique, whereby a CCD chip is used to perform measurements over the entire cell simultaneously. As an example, figure 1 shows an image of T₁ times across our cell.

This work was supported by SNSF and ESA. We thank Y. Pétremand for filling the cell.
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Towards a Large-Scale, Optical Timing Distribution System with Sub-Femtosecond Residual Timing Jitter
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Over the past 10 years, we have developed a pulsed optical timing distribution system221 for large-scale, long-term synchronization of radio-frequency and optical sources in X-ray laser facilities, which may extend over several kilometers. The system consists of a femtosecond laser tightly locked to a microwave reference and fiber links stabilized via compact, single-crystal balanced optical cross-correlators (BOCs). Sub-10-fs performance over days of operation has been achieved222 but is limited mainly by polarization mode dispersion in standard single-mode fiber. In the near future, it is necessary to improve timing distribution down to sub-femtosecond precision; current facilities, such as LCLS at Stanford, can already produce X-ray pulses shorter than 10 fs and concepts for sub-fs X-ray pulse generation are already in place. In the past two years, we have developed key components and characterized commercial femtosecond lasers suitable for realizing the next-generation, sub-femtosecond, fiber-based timing distribution system.

As demonstrated by Kim et al.223, BOCs can be used to characterize the timing jitter of mode locked lasers with attosecond precision. We used this technique to characterize the jitter of the two identical, commercially-available femtosecond lasers (OneFive-ORIGAMI) and confirmed that their high-frequency jitter for frequencies higher than 1 kHz is less than 70 as (Fig.1a). These lasers therefore have sufficiently low noise to serve as master oscillators for sub-fs timing distribution. Second, to eliminate slow drifts induced by polarization mode dispersion, we implemented a 1.2-km polarization-maintaining fiber link using 1 km of standard PM fiber and 0.2 km of novel dispersion-compensating PM fiber from OFS. Link operation for 16 days showed only 0.9 fs RMS timing drift and during a 3-day interval only 0.2 fs drift (Fig.1b). Lastly, we present a hybrid integrated BOC fabricated by AdvR using PPKTP waveguides224 (Fig.1c). We seek to solve long-term drift issues by eliminating alignment drifts in free-space BOCs and to reduce the required optical power by a factor of 10-100 while achieving similar signal-to-noise levels as those from bulk-crystal BOCs. With further development, these components can soon be interfaced to realize a completely fiber-coupled, sub-femtosecond optical timing distribution system.

![Figure 1](image-url)

Figure 1. (a) Optical-to-optical synchronization of two femtosecond lasers with an integrated timing jitter of 67 as for frequencies above 1 kHz. (b) 1.2-km timing-stabilized PM fiber link with uninterrupted operation for 16 days with ~0.9 fs RMS timing drift and 3 days with ~0.2 fs drift; (c) Effective timing sensitivity curve for an integrated PPKTP waveguide operated as a double-pass, balanced optical correlator.

References:

The development of optical frequency standards\textsuperscript{225} raises a demand for transferring highly stable optical signals over continental distances. Such transfer would enable new experiments\textsuperscript{226}, and will be mandatory for a future redefinition of the SI-second based on optical frequency standards. We investigate optical frequency transfer via a 1840 km fiber link connecting Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) and Max-Planck-Institute of Quantum Optics (MPQ). The link consists of a pair of dark fibers\textsuperscript{227}, and is set up in a loop configuration with sender and receiver located at MPQ. It thus involves a single-span 1840 km stabilization. We use 20 Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers, and a fiber Brillouin amplifier at each institute, compensating for 420 dB loss.

Fig. 1 shows the instability of the transferred frequency after 1840 km of fiber for the stabilized fiber link, expressed as the Allan deviation (ADEV) and the modified ADEV. The servo bandwidth for the suppression of fiber-induced noise is limited to about 27 Hz due to the propagation delay of the light of around 18 ms. However, the low intrinsic noise of the fiber link together with active noise cancellation allow us to reach instabilities (modified ADEV) of $2.7 \times 10^{-15}$ at 1 s, and about $4 \times 10^{-19}$ after 100 s of integration time. The noise of the link peaks around 15 Hz and is lower at smaller frequencies which leads to a $\tau^{-2}$ dependency in the modified ADEV as shown in Fig. 1.

To assess potential systematic frequency shifts, we analyzed the mean deviation of the transferred frequency from the input frequency, and found agreement within the statistical uncertainty of $2.6 \times 10^{-19}$. The results illustrate that for a remote comparison of state-of-the-art optical clocks, the short-term instability contribution of the stabilized ~2000 km link is negligible within one minute of integration time.

This work was supported by the European Metrological Research Programme EMRP under SIB-02 NEAT-FT. The EMRP is jointly funded by the EMRP participating countries within EURAMET and the European Union.

A Fiber Optic Gyroscope on multiplexed telecommunication network with a large enclosed area
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Optical gyroscopes exploiting the Sagnac effect are currently used as optical rotation sensors. Two kinds of devices exist: Fiber Optic Gyroscopes (FOGs) are used in several commercial applications, being very reliable and robust. They are limited by shot noise and typically achieve resolutions of $\sim 10^{-6}$ rad/s$^2$. On the converse, Ring Laser Gyroscopes achieve higher resolution, being able to detect rotation signals well below $10^{-9}$ (rad/s)$^2$/sqrt(Hz). They are thus attractive for a detailed study of rotational ground motion induced by teleseismic waves$^{2,3}$. However, they are complex experiments using sophisticated optics.

To combine a simple and robust setup with high-resolution, we realized a FOG enclosing a 20 km$^2$ area on a 47 km fiber. The fiber is used for the internet data traffic and has a Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexed architecture. The setup is the same as for passive FOGs (see Fig. 1). A laser beam is split into two beams that travel over the loop in opposite directions, acquiring a phase shift that depends on the Earth rotation. After a round trip, the two beams are recombined to detect the Sagnac phase. A well-known technique of non-reciprocal phase modulation is used for this purpose. We developed a closed loop system in which the non-reciprocal phase is compensated inserting a small frequency offset between the two beams. Thanks to its large area, this system could be suitable to detect variations in the Earth rotation rate with a sensitivity of $10^{-8}$ (rad/s)$^2$/sqrt(Hz), limited by the non-reciprocal mechanical noise of the fiber.

At the conference we will present a description of our system, the results we obtained, and an analysis of the present limitations and of possible perspectives of this technique, also in consideration of the present widespread of phase-coherent optical links across large geographical areas.

Towards large scale metrological fibre network
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In the frame of the REFIMEVE+ project, aiming at disseminating an optical frequency standard to more than 20 laboratories in France, we present the progress made towards a metrological fibre wide-area network.

As a master piece for building long-haul links in a dark channel approach, we introduced previously Remote Laser Stations, which act as repeater stations for the metrological signal. The supervision of the equipment, and the ability to remotely operate the station, plays a major role for an operational large scale network. We will first report on the progress for the realization of a remotely operated Remote Laser Station.

Second we address the question of multiple users distribution. In that case, a point-to-point network needs a lot of fibers and is not the optimum solution. In-line extraction, as first proposed 3 years ago by G. Grosche, enables a more flexible distribution: the signal is extracted from the main link and either directly distributed to a lab or fed to another secondary link. Figure 2 displays the frequency stability at the extraction together with the end-to-end stability of the main link. The frequency stability at the extraction end is below 5×10^{-18} at 500 s integration time thus providing the stability performance at the same level than with a simple link.

Fig. 73: Frequency Allan deviation for the end-to-end and extracted-to-end signals, in close and open loop

---


2 G. Grosche, “Dissemination of Frequency References to Many Locations Along an Optical Telecommunication Fiber”, EFTF’2010
Microwaves generation from mode-locked Er-fiber lasers with sub-fs-level absolute timing jitter
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Ultralow phase noise RF/microwave signal sources are important for various science and engineering applications, ranging from precision time-frequency metrology to future electronic clocks, radar and measurement systems. Recently, photonic generation of ultralow phase noise microwave signals using ultrastable cavity-stabilized CW lasers and optical frequency combs has attracted great interest.\textsuperscript{230} Also, we have recently demonstrated that the timing jitter (>1 kHz offset frequency) from free-running mode-locked fiber lasers can be engineered well below 1 fs level.\textsuperscript{231} Therefore, for applications that require ultralow short-term (<1 ms time scale) timing jitter/phase noise microwave signals, one can directly use a simple free-running mode-locked fiber laser without state-of-the-art ultrastable cavity references.

In this paper, we show the generation of 10-GHz microwave signals from 78-MHz free-running mode-locked Er-fiber lasers with 0.49 fs absolute rms timing jitter integrated from 10 kHz to 10 MHz offset frequency, with a single-sideband phase noise of -142 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz offset frequency. In order to mitigate the shot-noise-limited high-frequency phase noise in the optical-to-electronic conversion process (typically limited around -140 dBc/Hz level when standard 100-MHz fiber lasers and photodetectors are used), we synchronize a low-noise voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO, 10-GHz dielectric resonator oscillator) to the mode-locked fiber laser using our recently demonstrated Fiber Loop Optical-Microwave Phase Detector (FLOM-PD)\textsuperscript{232} with -157 dBc/Hz background noise. Figure 1 shows the experimental setup and the phase noise measurement results. In addition, 600-m remote generation\textsuperscript{233} of a microwave signal from a mode-locked Er-fiber laser with 2.7 fs rms relative timing drift for 7 hours is demonstrated.
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A relative frequency stability of $10^{-17}$ has been reached by comparing two Sr optical lattice clocks$^1$. At this level of stability, the frequency shift due to blackbody radiation (BBR) from the room temperature environment becomes a major limitation for Sr lattice clocks$^{1,2}$. In order to reduce the uncertainties of BBR shift, we have developed Sr optical lattice clocks that operate in a cryogenic environment. The BBR shift for Sr atoms is theoretically calculated to be about 2.4 Hz at 300 K. To reach the uncertainties of $10^{-18}$, the fluctuation and inhomogeneity of the ambient room temperature $T$ has to be controlled to within $\Delta T = 0.01$ K at 300 K. As the sensitivity of BBR shift varies as $T^3$, the uncertainties can be decreased by cooling down the environmental temperature. At the temperature of $T = 70$ K, the BBR shift reduces to 10 mHz and even with a temperature fluctuation of $\Delta T = 1$ K, clock uncertainties of $10^{-18}$ can be reached. We can evaluate the BBR shift directly as a frequency difference of two clocks by comparing two clocks operating at different environmental temperature.

We realize the cryogenic environment by surrounding the region for clock spectroscopy with a cryogenic chamber of few cm$^3$ in volume. In order to introduce atoms and lasers, the chamber has two apertures with diameters of 0.5 and 1 mm. The uncertainty due to BBR shift caused by the radiation that irradiates the atoms through these apertures can be reduced to $1\times10^{-18}$ by moving the atoms 5 mm inside the chamber and thereby reducing the solid angle from atoms to the environment to 0.5 msr. The cryogenic chamber is cooled down to 70 K by a Stirling refrigerator and the temperature fluctuation can be maintained to within $\Delta T = 10$ mK.

In this poster presentation we will discuss our cryogenic setup for two Sr lattice clocks and the latest experimental results. By using synchronous interrogation$^1$ and comparing two clocks, one in a cryogenic and the other in a room temperature environment, the BBR shift can be observed as the frequency difference of the two clocks with high stability. Comparing two clocks synchronously in a reduced BBR environment will allow us to evaluate other systematic errors such as atomic interactions and lattice light shifts with high precision.

---


First spectroscopy of the $^1S_0$ – $^3P_0$ transition in Lamb-Dicke confined magnesium atoms
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We report on the status of the magnesium optical clock experiment in Hannover. Recently, we demonstrated the first spectroscopy of the spin-forbidden $^1S_0$ – $^1P_0$ clock transition in $\mu$K cold magnesium atoms that were trapped in an optical lattice at the predicted magic wavelength of 469 nm.

Due to the lack of sub-Doppler cooling techniques, we prepare our atoms using a continuous loading scheme for an optical dipole trap at 1064 nm\textsuperscript{234}: Atoms with milli-Kelvin temperature are continuously transferred to the dipole trap by creating a loss channel for $^3P_0$ atoms. The coldest among them can be captured by the optical potential for subsequent transfer into the optical lattice.

Applying an external homogeneous magnetic field creates a mixture of the $^3P_0$ and $^3P_1$ states weakly allowing the $^1S_0$ – $^3P_0$ transition\textsuperscript{235}. Performing such a magnetic field-induced spectroscopy, we have been able to de-excite 25% of $^3P_0$ atoms on the 458 nm intercombination transition to the $^1S_0$ ground state.

The interrogation laser for the ultra-narrow clock transition is a frequency doubled diode laser at 916 nm stabilized to a vibration insensitive optical cavity. The laser system shows a fractional frequency instability of $\sigma_\nu(\tau = 1 \text{ s}) = 5 \times 10^{-16}$.

As a next step, we will experimentally investigate the magic wavelength for magnesium.

Two classes of optical atomic clocks have surpassed microwave frequency standards: single-ion clocks and optical lattice clocks. Single-ion clocks hold the record for the lowest systematic uncertainty, however, many-atom lattice clocks have the potential to outperform single-ion clocks because the standard quantum limit to atomic clock instability (known as quantum projection noise or QPN) scales as \((1/N_{\text{atoms}})^{1/2}\). For realistic atom numbers and coherence times, QPN-limited lattice clocks could average down to a given stability hundreds of times faster than the best ion clocks.

Up to now lattice clocks with ~1000 atoms have not shown improvement over the stability of single-ion clocks. Lattice clock stability has been limited by laser noise (via the optical Dick effect). To address this problem, we constructed a new clock laser with a thermal noise floor of \(1\times10^{-16}\)—an order of magnitude improvement over our previous clock laser. With this laser, we compare two lattice clocks, reaching instability of \(1\times10^{-17}\) in 2000 s for a single clock. This instability is within a factor of 2 of the theoretical QPN limit for ~1000 atoms, representing the lowest reported instability for an independent clock.

![Fig. 74: A comparison between two independent Sr optical lattice clocks. The stability is \(4.4\times10^{-17}/\tau^{1/2}\). The inset depicts typical scans of the clock transition (open circles), and the red line is a fit to the data using the Rabi model.](image)

The high stability of many-particle clocks can come at the price of larger systematic uncertainty due to a frequency shift from atomic interactions. To minimize this shift, we use a cavity-enhanced lattice for our second clock. The high circulating power inside the cavity allows for a large trap volume, yielding a density at 2000 atoms that is 27 times smaller (than in our first clock) and permitting us to trap as many as \(5\times10^4\) atoms. For 2000 atoms in our lattice, we measure a value for this shift (which is linear in density) of \(-3.11\times10^{-17}\) with an uncertainty of \(8.2\times10^{-19}\).

---

239 Westergaard, et al., PRL 106, 210801 (2011)
A 61-MHz Pierce oscillator referenced to a single polysilicon surface-micromachined wine-glass disk resonator has achieved phase noise marks of -120dBc/Hz at a 1-kHz offset and -139dBc/Hz at far-from-carrier offsets. When divided down to GSM’s 13MHz, this corresponds to -133 dBc/Hz at 1-kHz and -152dBc/Hz at far-from-carrier offsets, both of which satisfy GSM reference oscillator phase noise requirements. This Pierce oscillator not only provides improvements of 10dB at 1kHz and 7dB at far-from carrier offsets versus a transimpedance amplifier (TIA) topology using a similar single disk, it also reduces power consumption down to only 120µW, which is ~3 times smaller. Such low phase noise and power achieved by a tiny MEMS device might soon be key enablers for low power “set and forget” autonomous sensor networks with substantial communication capability.

Previous TIA-based oscillators attained GSM specs by arraying MEMS devices to boost oscillator loop power to reduce far-from-carrier phase noise. In contrast, the work presented here achieves the same GSM spec using only a single MEMS resonator with significant area savings versus the previous large array. It does this via the remarkably simple Pierce configuration of Fig.1 that yields better performance in two ways: 1) by reducing noise-figure by using only two active transistors; and 2) by increasing voltage swing, thereby raising oscillator loop power.

Fig. 2 compares measured phase noise data for a 61-MHz TIA-based oscillator with that of the Pierce oscillator at 61MHz (and divided down to 13MHz), clearly showing the performance difference, and from the 13MHz curve, clearly meeting GSM specs. When power consumption is taken into account using the popular Figure of Merit (FOM) (given in the plot inset), this performance marks the best FOM at 1 kHz among published on-chip oscillators to date, as illustrated in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device Type</th>
<th>This work</th>
<th>Wine-glass array1</th>
<th>FBAR241</th>
<th>Quartz242</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FOM@ 1 kHz (dB)</td>
<td>-225</td>
<td>-223</td>
<td>-220</td>
<td>-211</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This paper presents the first demonstration of a high frequency (2.8 GHz), lateral field excited (simple two masks fabrication process), combined lateral-thickness extensional mode of vibration aluminum nitride (AlN) micro-electro-mechanical (MEMS) resonator with unprecedentedly high figure of merit ($k_t^2 Q > 45$). For the first time, a single interdigital electrode was employed to excite a high frequency mode of vibration in an AlN plate (1.5 µm thick) by making use of both the $d_{31}$ and $d_{33}$ AlN piezoelectric coefficients. The resulting MEMS resonator showed high quality factor, $Q$~2000, (thanks to the high quality AlN film directly deposit on top of the Silicon substrate) and the highest electromechanical coupling coefficient ever reported for AlN MEMS resonators employing a single electrode, $k_t^2$~2.5% (thanks to the coherent combination of $d_{33}$ and $d_{31}$ coefficients to transduce one single mechanical mode of vibration).

The use of a single interdigital electrode to excite (lateral field excitation, LFE) a high frequency contour-extensional mode of vibration in AlN microstructures has been previously demonstrated. However, due to the relatively low $d_{31}$ coefficient of AlN, the maximum predicted electromechanical coupling coefficient for such class of devices is only 1.5%. In this work, by properly optimizing the ratio between the thickness of the AlN film ($t$) and the pitch of the interdigital top electrode ($W_p$) the $d_{31}$ and $d_{33}$ coefficients have been coherently combined and harnessed to transduce one single mechanical vibration mode. The combined lateral-thickness mode of vibration was simulated using COMSOL showing a maximum value of electromechanical coupling coefficient, $k_t^2 = 2.82\%$, for $t/W_p=0.94$. A device with such optimum $t/W_p$ was fabricated (Fig. 1), showing high quality factor ($Q = 1855$) and a value of electromechanical coupling coefficient ($k_t^2 = 2.48\%$) ~2 times higher than what is typically achieved with conventional LFE AlN contour-extensional mode resonators (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1: SEM image of the fabricated AlN combined mode of vibration MEMS resonator. $t/W_p$ was set to be ~0.94, resulting in a resonance frequency of the 2.8 GHz. It is worth noting that the fabricated device is fully

Fig. 2: Measured admittance curve and BVD model fitting of the fabricated AlN resonator. High device figure of merit ($FOM = k_t^2 Q = 46$) and low motional resistance ($R_m = 15 \Omega$) were achieved at 2.8 GHz. The inset shows the 2D FEM simulation
Close-in Phase Noise Reduction in an Oscillator based on 222 MHz Non-Linear Contour Mode AlN Resonators

J. Segovia-Fernandez, C. Cassella, G. Piazza

Electrical and Computer Engineering, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA, USA

Email: jsegovia@andrew.cmu.edu

Phase Noise (PN) reduction in oscillators has been traditionally accomplished by using low noise amplifiers or high quality factor (Q) resonators, in accordance with Lessen theory. However, previous work on nonlinearly driven resonators has suggested that locking the device into a particular nonlinear state (so-called bifurcation) can help evading the amplifier noise. AlN Contour Mode Resonators (CMRs) are an emerging class of piezoelectric MEMS devices exhibiting high Q and low motional resistance at high frequencies \( f_{\text{res}} \). Because of their micron-scale size the AlN CMRs have revealed a nonlinear behavior induced by self-heating when driven with relatively high power. In this work, we show a substantial improvement of the PN close-in \((-20\text{dBc/Hz @ 100Hz})\) of a 222 MHz oscillator that incorporates a nonlinearly driven AlN CMR.

The oscillator circuit presented here was built using coaxial electronic components (Fig. 1). The experiments were carried out by setting the DC bias of the amplifier to 6V, therefore ensuring enough gain to both sustain oscillations and drive the resonator nonlinearly. The phase shifter was manually tuned in steps of 5° to increase the circuit delay and, hence, lock the oscillator at different frequencies \( f_{\text{osc}} \) on the non-linear resonance curve of the 222 MHz AlN CMR device. Fig. 2 depicts PN (dBc/Hz) versus offset frequency \( f_{\text{off}} \) for different phase delays. A dramatic change of slope in the PN close-in \( f_{\text{off}}<1\text{kHz} \) is observed when \( f_{\text{osc}}<f_{\text{res}} \) (\( f_{\text{res}} \) is indicated on the plot). This frequency corresponds to the device operating past bifurcation, as we can infer by measuring the resonator admittance in open loop for the same output power. The data highlight that for particular phase shifts >15°, the PN curve experiences a significant reduction in slope (from \( 1/f^4 \) to \( 1/f^2 \)). Furthermore, the experimental results show that the AlN CMR thermal time constant \( \tau_{\text{TH}} \) limits the maximum \( f_{\text{off}} \) for which a PN improvement can be recorded.

Fig. 77: SEM of the 222MHz AlN CMR; b) wirebonded AlN CMR on a PCB; and both c) schematics and d) actual oscillator setup including (1) AlN CMR, (2) amplifier, (3) power splitter, and (4) phase shifter.

Fig. 78: a) PN vs \( f_{\text{off}} \) at DC bias=6V and different phase shifts \( \Delta \theta \). b) Open loop amplitude and phase of AlN CMR admittance for various input powers.

---
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This paper reports, for the first time, on the demonstration of Laterally Vibrating Resonators (LVRs) based on Y-cut Ion-Sliced Lithium Niobate (LN) thin films on silicon dioxide (SiO$_2$) (Fig.1a-b). By adding a thermally grown layer of SiO$_2$ to the resonator stack, it is possible to engineer the temperature coefficient of the resonator and therefore ensure the use of these devices for applications where tight temperature specifications are required.

Prior demonstrations of LN LVRs have shown the capability of attaining a high $K_t^2$ (> 20%) and Qs of about 1,000, but exhibited a rather large and negative temperature coefficient of frequency (TCF) of about -80 ppm/°C. Furthermore, they were built on a LN substrate with either BCB or SiO$_2$ as sacrificial layers, which required a wet etch step for the release of the resonator. In this work, the LN LVR is built on top of a SiO$_2$ layer and released from the underlying silicon wafer by dry etching in XeF$_2$. With $h_{LN}$ set at 420nm and $h_{SiO2}$ at 1600nm, this first demonstration (Fig.1b) yielded TCF of +11ppm/°C, +18ppm/°C and +20.4ppm/°C for devices respectively oriented at 80°, 50°, and 20° to the x-axis. The positive TCF clearly indicates the effect of the SiO$_2$, matches with FEM simulations, and offers evidence that TCF engineering is possible.

Most importantly, these LN LVRs still exhibited high values of the electromechanical coupling, $K_t^2$, around 6.2% (see Fig.1c) and Qs in excess of 1,300 in air at 419.3 MHz (Fig.1d). By optimizing the relative values of $h_{LN}$ and $h_{SiO2}$ it is ultimately possible to attain devices with zero first order TCF.

Micromechanical Disk Array-Composite for Enhanced Frequency Stability Against Bias Voltage Fluctuations

Lingqi Wu¹, Mehmet Akgul¹, Zeying Ren¹, Clark T.-C. Nguyen¹

¹Dept. of EECS, University of California at Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, USA
Email: wulingqi@berkeley.edu

A 215-MHz polysilicon capacitive-gap transduced micromechanical resonator array employing 50 mechanically coupled contour mode disks (cf. Fig. 1)—the largest such array yet fabricated and measured—has achieved 3.5× better frequency stability than single stand-alone disk counterparts against fluctuations in the dc voltage ($V_P$) normally dropped across the electrode-to-resonator gaps during device operation. Here, connection of numerous resonators via half-wavelength ($\lambda/2$)-dimensioned coupling beams produces a single array-composite resonator that selectively resonates at a single mode frequency with all resonators moving in phase. The key to enhanced frequency stability against bias voltage variation is the electrode-to-resonator capacitance ($C_o$) generated by the parallel combination of input/output electrodes overlapping each resonator in the array. $C_o$ dominates among elements loading the resonator and effectively raises its stiffness (beyond the stiffness increase resulting from mechanical coupling), much like a varactor does in crystal circuits. This in turn reduces the efficacy of the bias voltage-controlled electrical stiffness $^{250}$, The more resonators in the array, the smaller the frequency shift imposed by a given bias voltage change. This result suggests that the most stable MEMS-based oscillators (e.g., against supply noise and acceleration$^{251}$) are ones that utilize mechanically-coupled arrays of resonators.

Fig. 2 presents measured curves of frequency versus bias voltage for the array-composite resonator of Fig. 1, all alongside theoretical curves predicted by an equivalent circuit modeling the above phenomena for arrays with different numbers of resonators. Here, theory and measurement match quite well. The 50-element 215-MHz array experiences a 20ppm frequency change when $V_P$ varies by 9V, which represents a 3.5× improvement over the 70ppm of a single resonator and could potentially improve the acceleration sensitivity of a MEMS based oscillator by 11dB.
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Miniature trapped-ion frequency standard with $^{171}$Yb$^+$
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We are developing a highly miniaturized trapped ion clock by probing the 12.6 GHz hyperfine transition in the $^{171}$Yb$^+$ ion. The clock development is being funded by the Integrated Micro Primary Atomic Clock Technology (IMPACT) program from DARPA where the stated goals are to develop a clock that consumes 50 mW of power, has a size of 5 cm$^3$, and has a long-term fractional frequency instability of $10^{-14}$ at one month. Trapped ion systems are an excellent candidate for such extreme miniaturization because ions are well isolated from the environment independent of the size of the trap. A large degree of miniaturization has already been demonstrated with the $^{199}$Hg$^+$ trapped ion clock developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

We will discuss the development of the ion trap physics package and its integration with other key elements of the frequency standard, including miniaturized laser sources at 369 and 935 nm, a local oscillator, control electronics, and a microfabricated Yb source for trap loading. We have demonstrated a compact, portable clock system that utilizes a 3 cm$^3$ metal ion trap vacuum package integrated with a magnetic shield, C-field coils, and ion loading and detection systems. We have demonstrated continuous operation of the ion clock for 31 days, and with 49 days of data from several clock runs combined, the long-term fractional frequency instability of the clock is shown to be in the $10^{-14}$ range. Current work is focused on integrating the optics, laser sources, ion trap drive, and 12.6 GHz microwave synthesizer with the vacuum package.

---

Fig. 1. (a) Picture of the 3 cm$^3$ vacuum package. (b) Performance of the clock prototype.

---


Absolute frequency of a trapped atom clock

C. Deutsch†, W. Maineult, V. Dugrain†, R. Szmuk, J. Reichel†, P. Rosenbusch
LNE-SYRTE, Observatoire de Paris, CNRS, UPMC, Paris, France
†LKB, Ecole Normale Supérieure, CNRS, UPMC, Paris, France

Trapped atoms have become wide-spread for the development of atomic clocks: in optical clocks the trap absorbs the photon momentum; embarquable clocks benefit from the reduced volume. However, when interrogating an ensemble of many atoms, as wanted for high stability, the confinement enhances atom-atom interactions and thereby possible frequency shifts.

Operating a microwave clock with $^{87}$Rb atoms trapped on a chip [1], we study the effects of interactions. At ultra-low temperatures, we have observed the opening of an energy gap between the symmetric and anti-symmetric 2-body-wavefunction, which causes spin-locking and gives access to very long coherence times [2]. Spectroscopy with deliberately inhomogeneous Rabi excitation has provided a direct measurement of the energy gap [3] and has confirmed the prediction [4], that trapped fermion clocks, too, may suffer a collisional shift if the excitation is inhomogeneous.

Here we present measurement of the absolute frequency of our trapped atom clock for standard operation (i.e. homogeneous excitation). We observe an intriguing evolution of the clock frequency with the Ramsey time. We relate this evolution to the dynamics of spin-locking and develop a model based on the identical spin rotation effect [5]. We identify a range of parameters presenting particular advantages to the clock operation. Our findings apply to any trapped boson (fermion) clock, where s(p)-wave scattering is dominant.

Cancellation of Doppler Shifts in a Cold-Atom CPT Clock

E. A. Donley, F.-X. Esnault, E. Blanshan, and J. Kitching
NIST, Boulder, CO, USA
Email: elizabeth.donley@nist.gov

A compact cold-atom clock based on coherent population trapping (CPT) is being developed that aims to achieve a timing uncertainty of a few nanoseconds per day. The clock is based on laser-cooled atoms, which eliminates the buffer-gas shift but in general can introduce a 1st-order Doppler shift since the atom cloud expands and falls during interrogation. The atoms are interrogated with Ramsey absorption spectroscopy in the lin||lin CPT configuration. This talk will give an overview of the clock design and function, and will present a systematic evaluation of the 1st-order Doppler shift.

When the atoms are probed with travelling-CPT beams along the direction of gravity, Doppler shift is $3 \times 10^{-10}$ for a 10 ms Ramsey time. To substantially reduce this shift, the atoms probed with standing waves by applying beams symmetrically from above and below.

To evaluate the shift, an extra period of free fall is inserted before the first Ramsey pulse and atoms are probed from a single direction, which enlarges the shift so that it can be easily compared to a basic model. Measurements of frequency shift versus free-period, Ramsey period, and probe direction show very good agreement with a simple kinematic model for the atoms’ average position and velocity.

When the atoms are probed symmetrically along the direction of gravity, the total shift the clock’s typical Ramsey period of 6 ms is consistent with zero and has a current uncertainty of $1 \times 10^{-11}$. The shift magnitude should be more than an order of magnitude smaller when the probe direction is perpendicular to gravity.

The clock stability in our unshielded system is presently limited by the Zeeman shift to $2 \times 10^{-12}$ at 1000 seconds of averaging time. A next-generation physics package that includes magnetic shielding is under development. The new system will be based on an antireflection-coated cell, which should improve the laser-cooling performance and allow for symmetric standing-wave interrogation with a simple retro-reflected CPT beam.

---

254 A.V. Taichenachev et al., JETP Lett. 82, 398, 2005.
Rubiclock: towards the first industry-ready cold-atom clock
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We will present the Rubiclock project, an activity started at LNE-SYRTE – Observatoire de Paris two years ago, funded by ANR and CNES. The project develops a prototype of a vapour-cell clock based on cold atoms which can deliver a short term stability better than that of passive hydrogen maser (relative instability below 5 x 10^{-13} at 1s), while at the same time bringing an accuracy specification at the level of a few 10^{-15} which is inherently superior to the GPS+H-MASER systems currently in use. We aim at obtaining these performances while keeping the concept interesting from an industrial perspective.

The operation of the clock is based on the Ramsey interrogation of a sample of ultracold (microkelvin temperature) Rubidium atoms in free fall inside a microwave cavity. Taking advantage of the so-called isotropic laser cooling255, the atoms are cooled from a vapour directly inside the microwave cavity thereby eliminating the need of a separate cooling chamber. The use of ultracold atoms allows one to benefit from interrogation times of several tens of milliseconds at the time decreasing the effect of systematic shifts. Rubiclock represents the evolution of the Cs-based HORACE concept which has recently demonstrated a short-term stability in the range of 10^{-13} and long term stability in the range of 10^{-15} arguably limited by atomic collisions256.

We will present all the subsystems of the clock including a compact laser system at \( \lambda = 780 \) nm based on frequency doubling of a telecom qualified source257, a new microwave synthesis chain and a new physical package for optimal thermal management, together with the first scientific results and the perspectives for the industrialisation and an eventual space application of the concept.

MiniAtom: realization of a compact atomic gravimeter

Jean Lautier\textsuperscript{1}, Baptiste Battelier\textsuperscript{2}, Arnaud Landragin\textsuperscript{1}, Philippe Bouyer\textsuperscript{2}
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We present here the realization of a highly compact absolute atomic gravimeter. The main purpose is to demonstrate that atomic interferometers can overtake the current limitations of inertial sensors based on “classical” technologies for field and on-board applications. We show that the complexity and the volume of cold-atom experimental set-ups can be drastically reduced while keeping the performances close to the state-of-the-art, enabling such atomic sensors to perform precision measurements outside of the laboratory.

The measurement of the acceleration of gravity (g) is made with a $\pi/2 - \pi - \pi/2$ interferometer using stimulated Raman transitions to couple $|F=1, m_f=0\rangle$ and $|F=2, m_f=0\rangle$ hyperfine states of free-falling $^{87}$Rb atoms\textsuperscript{258}. The use of an innovative hollow pyramid as the usual retro-reflecting mirror of quantum inertial sensors enables to perform all the steps of the atomic measurement (trapping and cooling the atoms, performing the interferometer and reading out its outputs) with one single laser beam instead of 6 normally\textsuperscript{259}. The laser system is based on a single telecom laser diode, which is phase modulated and frequency doubled\textsuperscript{260}. This leads to a drastic reduction of the complexity and the size of the apparatus: the overall physical package is of a few tens of litters in volume only: the sensor head (that includes the vacuum chamber) fits in a cylinder 40 cm high and 20 cm in diameter; the entire laser bench, the electronics and the power supplies fit in a cube of 70 cm of side.

We target a relative sensitivity to acceleration of gravity below $10^{-7}$ at one shot, which will allow to monitor time variation of g due to tides and to detect significant mass anomalies and mass displacements. We have shown promising long-term stability with a flicker floor on the $10^{-9}$ range and up to two day long measurements have been recorded with such architecture\textsuperscript{2}.

Particular efforts have been made to push on the integration of the micro-wave frequency standards used to drive the clock frequency of $^{87}$Rb atoms at 6.835 Ghz and to deliver quantum state selective pulses. Although an output power of 25 dBm and a 500 MHz agility are required, our chain features a phase noise that will only limit our relative sensitivity to acceleration at the $10^{-8}$ level. We thus show an attractive trade-off between the integration in a two-litter package and a satisfactory phase noise level that other field or on-board quantum sensors could benefit from.

The final assembly of the gravimeter is currently under way and the loading of few $10^8$ atoms in a 3D MOT has already been obtained. The first atomic signals are expected soon.
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Controlling distant pulsed laser timing via interferometry
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Ultrafast pump/probe experiments in large laser facilities require femtosecond laser synchronization over distances of hundreds of meters. Some ways to achieve this use an amplitude modulated carrier or short optical pulses over fiber. This new scheme¹ uses an unmodulated optical wave, synchronizing to the optical phase. This is an application of frequency metrology techniques in the time domain, utilizing the full optical bandwidth. Optical nonlinearities (e.g. dispersion and self phase modulation) are avoided. Timing information is carried by optical phase, which provides for sub-femtosecond timing resolution due to the ~200THz optical frequency.

Our scheme controls envelope timing of CEP (carrier-envelope phase) stabilized comb lasers by locking the carrier to a transmitted single frequency. Since the CEP stabilization synchronizes the carrier and envelope, the pulse envelopes are temporally controlled. A clock comb laser provides stable optical frequencies, one of which is transmitted via interferometer as a reference.

We have recently demonstrated low jitter performance of each subsystem in the timing signal path, including single frequency selection from the clock (320as), transmission via fiber interferometer (410as), phase locking a fiber modelocked laser to a single frequency (280as), and controlling two comb lasers via a single frequency (5.6fs). Our current experiment improves the bandwidth of laser control to 1MHz by adding an intracavity EO modulator. Based on optical phase stability results with similar lasers, we expect sub-femtosecond timing jitter.

Simultaneous remote transfer of accurate timing and optical frequency over a public fiber network

Olivier Lopez\(^1\), Amale Kanj\(^2\), Paul-Eric Pottie\(^2\), Daniele Rovera\(^2\), Joseph Achkar\(^2\), Christian Chardonnet\(^1\), Anne Amy-Klein\(^1\) and Giorgio Santarelli\(^2,3\)
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We present a novel method to simultaneously disseminate an ultra-stable optical frequency and accurate timing over a public telecommunication network on a 540-km optical link simultaneously carrying Internet data traffic\(^{261}\). An ultra-stable laser is carrying both the frequency and timing signals through the fiber (see Fig. 1). The frequency information is the laser optical carrier frequency. Timestamps signals are consisting in spread spectrum pseudorandom modulation codes (20 Mchip/s) and are provided by a pair of two-way satellite time transfer modems, one for each direction. They are encoded on the optical carrier by electro-optic phase modulators. The optical frequency stability results are substantially equivalent to the ones reported previously\(^{262}\). The timing stability is below 20 ps for integration time up to \(10^3\) s. The time delay variation remains below 50 ps when the fiber length is scaled from 10 m up to 540 km. This method is very robust, with an overall conservative timing error of about 250 ps determined by the measured time delay over several weeks of measurement. These results outperform the satellite techniques. They are easily scalable to a wide area network and open the way to a novel approach of precise remote synchronization with the potential to realize even better accuracy.


Remote synchronization via phase-stabilized chirped continuous-wave frequency transfer

Sebastian M. F. Raupach, Gesine Grosche
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Both optical as well as radio or microwave frequency transfer have been demonstrated at relative instabilities below $10^{-18}$ using optical fibres\textsuperscript{263}. For true clock operation and comparison not only a continuous timescale has to be established, but also means for transferring time information. Local timescales can then be synchronized to each other (or to TAI). Applications include e.g. very large baseline interferometry. Recently, several groups\textsuperscript{1,2,64,65,4} have demonstrated time transfer, and time and frequency transfer\textsuperscript{1,3,4} using glass fibre links. The equipment employed was adopted from satellite two-way time and frequency transfer\textsuperscript{1,2} or was developed for achieving a stable delay along a fibre link\textsuperscript{3,66}.


\textsuperscript{264} M. Rost et al., “Time transfer through optical fibres over a distance of 73 km with an uncertainty below 100 ps”, Metrologia, vol. 49, p. 772-778, 2012.


Here we present results from a proof-of-principle experiment, demonstrating a different technique for remote synchronisation. It is based on the phase-stabilized transfer of a continuous-wave, chirped optical frequency, and it is demonstrated via a 150 km underground fibre link in a loop configuration. Using standard equipment from frequency metrology, it allows for simultaneous optical frequency transfer with instabilities of the order of $10^{-19}$.

Here, we achieve high-fidelity transfer of an optical frequency chirped by more than 100 kHz/s and demonstrate the suppression of delay related effects. Hence we measure the true offset between two timescales remotely via the optical link. We find good agreement with results from independent, direct side-by-side measurements as shown in fig. 1, which indicates a capability of the technique of around 300 ps. Finally we will discuss how this technique can be extended further to yield statistical uncertainties below 1 ps. 

This work was supported by the European Metrology Research Programme EMRP under SIB-02 NEAT-FT. The EMRP is jointly funded by the EMRP participating countries within EURAMET and the European Union.
LIFT: The Italian Fiber Network For Frequency and Time Distribution
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LIFT is an Italian national project aimed to realize a backbone structure to distribute along optical fibers, to a variety of scientific users, high accuracy frequency and time signals, directly derived by INRIM primary frequency reference.

The project is funded by the Italian Ministry of Research, and allows for a long term rental of the fiber\textsuperscript{267}. In the first stage four cities and five research institutions will be connected together, Torino (National Institute of Metrological Research), Milano (Institute of Photonics and Nanotechnology belonging to National Research Council, CNR), Bologna (National Astrophysics Institute, VLBI Radiotelescope in Medicina) and Firenze (National Institute of Nuclear Physics and National Optic Institute belonging to CNR); we target to connect others scientific and industrial users to the present backbone. The reference frequency signal will be delivered by INRIM through a dedicated dark fiber for a total length of 650 km, provided by Italian NREN GARR.

Given the variety of scientific users involved in this project and their different needs, both frequency and time (currently under study) dissemination will be implemented. The four main locations will be equipped with fiber optic combs to refer all the frequency measurements to INRIM H-Maser referenced to IT CSF2 and to UTC(II), or to an Yb lattice clock. LIFT in perspective will link INRIM to other European NMIs and will constitute an important section of a wider European fiber network connecting NMIs and other scientific and industrial users.

We have already defined a long-standing rental agreement with GARR, to provide us the dark fibers, and we are now installing our bidirectional amplifiers along the path, expecting to be able to measure the Sr clock located in Firenze against INRIM fountain by the end of the year.

\textsuperscript{267} The connection Torino-Firenze was initially funded by PRIN2009 (2009ZJBJLX), the realization of a wider network is funded by “Progetti Premiali 2012”. Both research grants are provided by Italian Research Ministry.
Time and Frequency Optical Transfer Infrastructure
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CESNET operates national research network using DWDM (Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing) technology. Based on our previous experience with time transfer between Czech and Austrian national time and frequency laboratories, which regular operation started in August 2011, and having access to own DWDM optical network, we designed and started to build national infrastructure for time and frequency transfer – TF-infrastructure.

Time and frequency transfer can’t be operated at higher network layers, as they require non-standard, asynchronous signal modulation with extremely low jitter, and therefore we designed own data coding at physical layer. We use heterogeneous infrastructure based on both bidirectional and unidirectional dedicated channels in our productive DWDM network. We proved that there is no interference with any standard traffic, including data channels 10 and 100 Gbps.

TF-infrastructure goals include:

- time transfer from existing Cesium primary standards to Laboratory of the National Time and Frequency Standard in UFE – Institute of Photonics and Electronics,
- comparison of national approximation of UTC with that one in neighboring countries,
- time and frequency distribution from Cesium clocks and Hydrogen masers.

Links between CESNET and involved organizations utilize available technology, in most cases it is a combination of commercial and open DWDM transmission systems:

- pair of channels (with the same wavelength in both directions) in a production DWDM optical network,
- pair of DWDM channels with different wavelengths in single fiber bidirectional transmission system,
- pair of DWDM channels (both uni- and bi-directional) in experimental links,
- dark fiber – usually last mile in the urban area.

Despite this heterogeneous physical layer, the transport layer provides parameters required for accurate time (resp. frequency) transfer. Depending on the optical path lengths (20 to 550 km), we reach stability better than 30 ps in terms of TDEV and $10^{-15}$ in terms of ADEV. Utilized wavelengths are amplified by productive unidirectional Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifiers (EDFA) or dedicated bidirectional amplifiers depending on the particular link.

The TF-infrastructure currently connects 6 organizations in the Czech Republic and also Austrian national T&F laboratory BEV in Vienna. We also operate cross-border link to Polish network Pioneer, however there are administrative problems to set up time transfer channel to laboratories GUM (Warsaw) or AOS (Borowiec).
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Generalized phase measurement and processing with application in the time-frequency measurement control and link
Wei Zhou, Zhiqi Li, Huimin Song, Qiaoyan Fan
Department of measurement and instrument, Xidian University, Xi’an, China

Abstract

Traditional phase measurement is limited by identical frequency nominal values of two comparing signals. In a lot of applications, there are higher requirements on not only measurement accuracy, but also the frequency range of comparing signals. In the area of precise frequency source synchronization and link, phase processing, measurement between completely different frequency signals are required in the accuracy and stability transmission of frequency signals with complex relationship. Through the past 20 years’ study that we found some concepts and features which can reflect the phase relationship between the different frequency signals, such as the Least Common Multiple Period, Quantitative Phase Difference Step, Equivalent Phase Comparison Frequency, and the continuous phase difference group characteristics with an interval of the least common multiple period and quantized phase step according to specific frequencies between the two different nominal frequency signals. Phase processing can be used between not only the same nominal frequencies but also the different nominal frequencies. The breakthrough in the phase comparison can lead to realize the frequency &phase measurement instruments with higher resolution and the new high performance Phase-locked loop device. At the same time the complex frequency link with high precision and the reform of different quantum frequency standard can be realize, it also improve the performance. As phase processing generalized in concepts and technical realization, it will not only advance the time &frequency measurement, control and frequency source technology, but also can take advantage in wider application fields.
Source Impedance Influence on Cross-Correlation Phase Noise Measurements

Jason Breitbarth
Holzworth Instrumentation, Boulder, CO USA
Email: jason@holzworth.com

The phase noise floor of a source has been shown both theoretically and experimentally to be the ratio of source power divided by the phase component of the noise power. In a 50Ω system this is determined by \( P_{\text{OUT}} - 177\text{dBm} \) in dBc/Hz. Recent measurements have shown what appears to be better than theoretical noise floors in some oscillators, assuming a 50Ω environment. However, oscillators rarely exhibit an output impedance of exactly 50Ω and vary significantly farther from the carrier. While the input impedance of a modern cross correlation analyzer may be 50Ω, the assumption this load noise is common between both channels is incomplete. This leads to the possibility that the extremely low phase noise measured is real and not in violation of theoretical limits. This paper presents theoretical arguments and measurements demonstrating the assumptions for these limits are merely incomplete.

The impedance outside the 3dB point of the resonator within an oscillator becomes relevant in low noise systems. Depending on the architecture of the resonator and how the power is delivered out of the oscillator, the output impedance far from the carrier may be either a good match or nearing an open or short circuit. This paper deals with the latter. In the short circuit scenario, the output impedance will be very low far from the carrier and the equivalent noise impedance is also reduced proportionally. Far from the carrier source impedance therefore may not be considered to be the same as the center frequency of the source power and the signal to noise ratio of the oscillator may have a different theoretical limits based on offset frequency relative to the carrier power.

The cross correlation phase noise engine, if designed appropriately, can be viewed as two independent loads in terms of noise. With noise incoherent loads for each channel, the cross correlation phase noise engine has the ability to analyze source impedance other than 50Ω. The received source power is still measured as a voltage in a 50Ω environment and is consistent to a power meter.

In consideration of the cross correlation phase noise engine with a frequency dependent source impedance, measurements exceeding the theoretical limit of a 50Ω system is both theoretically and practically possible. The abnormally low measurements do not violate theoretical limits once both the proper source impedance and measurement methods are taken into account.

This paper presents the signal to noise analysis both theoretically and experimentally in terms of source impedance utilizing cross correlation analysis. The experimental data is shown both at base band and at microwave frequencies. The experimental setup uses an additive phase noise measurement with the introduction of variable source impedance to demonstrate the theoretical limits.
Phase Noise Measurement Techniques, Associated Uncertainty and Limitations

Ulrich L. Rohde, Ajay K. Poddar
Synergy Microwave Corp., Paterson, NJ 07504, USA (Email: akpoddar@synergymwave.com)

One of the important parameters of oscillators is phase noise and there are several methods explaining how to do this and the right one must be chosen when performing measurements. It is necessary to know the weakness and strength of different measurement systems, because none of these methods is perfect for every situation. In general, measuring phase noise is more difficult than measuring amplitude or frequency and phase related properties. The major challenge is the requirement of huge dynamic range in the phase noise measurement process [1][2].

The new generation of Crystal Oscillators and SAW oscillator exhibits superior phase noise performance: Close-in phase noise: -149dBc/Hz @ 100 Hz offset and noise floor ~ 195dBc @ 10 kHz offset from the carrier of 100 MHz OCXO. SAW resonator based oscillator exhibits -165dBc/Hz @ 10 kHz offset from the carrier frequency of 1GHz and noise floor is better than 180dBc. The phase noise performance of ultra low noise Crystal oscillator has been driving the specifications of phase noise analyzers and it is time consuming exercise to measure the noise floor below the KT of -177dBm for SSB and 0 dBm output powers. Once adequate for advanced designs, a noise floor dictated by SSB thermal noise (Johnson Noise) KT of 100 MHz OCXO is -177dBm for 0 dBm output power is not enough anymore for some special requirement and also marketing of these reference frequency sources. The noise correlation technique allows us to look below KT level ( < -177dBm). But the usefulness of the noise contribution below KT is debatable in the perspective of following: reliability, accuracy, speed of test, range, repeatability, data retrieval, and cost. Despite all these hazards, automatic phase noise measurement systems have been developed successfully [2][3].

For validation, we build the ultra low noise 100 MHz Crystal oscillator and noise measurement is conducted using different equipments (Agilent E5052B, R&S FSUP, Holzworth, Noise XT, and Anapico APPIH6000-IS) available on the market. Figures (1), (2), and (3) show the block diagram of ultra low noise 100 MHz crystal oscillator, theoretical phase noise plot and noise floor of PN equipment using delay line, PLL and cross-correlation techniques. Table 1 describes the theoretical calculated and measured phase noise on different test equipment for comparative analysis of phase noise data under similar test condition.

The theoretical analysis, experimental outcome and observation conclude that there is uncertainty and limitation of phase noise measurement equipments. For example, if the equipment, after many correlations gives out a better number, it violates the laws of physics and if it gives a worse number, then either the correlations settings needs to corrected or the dynamic range of the equipment is insufficient. This measurement is exhaustive, but it was necessary to explain how things fall in place. At 20dBm output, the output amplifier certainly has a higher noise figure, as it is driven with more power and there is no improvement possible. There is an optimum condition and some of the measurements showing -200dBc/Hz @ 100 kHz offset for 100 MHz OCXO advertised are dubious for exactly these reasons. In addition to this uncertainty in phase noise measurement due to: harmonics, output load mismatch, output phase match, cable length, sweet-spot, dynamic range can lead to error of 10-20dB, which is scary. The theoretical treatment and PN measurement related problems with possible cure will be discussed in full length paper.

Phase noise of optomechanical oscillators

King Yan Fong, Menno Poot, Xu Han, and Hong X. Tang

Department of Electrical Engineering, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520, USA

Email: kingyan.fong@yale.edu

Cavity optomechanics describes a system consists of an optical cavity coupled to a mechanical resonator through the optical force. When the optical cavity is blue-detuned, the optical force provides a positive feedback that can drive the mechanical resonator into self-sustained oscillation. Such oscillations have been demonstrated in various structures such as micro-toroids, flexural beams, photonic crystals, micro-rings, and micro-disks resonators, with an oscillating frequency ranging from MHz to GHz, an oscillating mass from ng down to tens of fg, and threshold powers as low as a few μW. This technology promises to build oscillators that are on-chip integrated, scalable, CMOS-compatible, with low phase noise and low operating power. However, so far there is still lack of theoretical understanding that can deterministically predict the oscillator phase noise spectrum. In this talk, we will present our work in this aspect.

Fig. (a) shows an example of an optomechanical oscillator made in our lab, which has an optical whispering-gallery mode coupled to a mechanical radial breathing mode. We analyze the system by treating it as a feedback loop, as illustrated in Fig. (b), with the thermomechanical force noise and the laser light as the inputs. We linearize the equations of motion at a limit-cycle solution and derive the noise transfer functions for each of the loop components. The amplitude noise and the phase noise can be treated in a unified approach by using the complex number notation and the noise transfers between phase-phase, amplitude-amplitude, and phase-amplitude are fully quantified. As a result, the phase noise spectral density of the closed-loop system can be computed once the input noises are known. We consider the oscillator phase noise contributions for three kinds of noise sources: thermomechanical force noise, laser shot noise, and a 1/f technical laser phase noise. As an example we calculated the individual and combined phase noise spectra for the systems demonstrated in Ref. 2 and 5 shown in Fig. (c).

---

ULISS project: 2013 progress report

Vincent Giordano,1 Serge Grop2, Benoît Dubois2, Jean-Louis Masson1, Gregory Haye1, Enrico Rubiola1

1Time and Frequency Dpt., FEMTO-ST Institute, Besançon, France
2ULISS-ST, SAIC UNiv. Franche-Comté, Besançon, France
Email: giordano@femto-st.fr

The ULISS Cryogenic Sapphire Oscillator (CSO) offers unprecedented short-term frequency performances. It was specially designed to be transportable by car in order to test this new technology in different European sites. During the last 18 months, it was used to qualify with success few high stability frequency sources [1,2,3]. In February 2013, a new measurement campaign was lead at CNES, Toulouse (France) to qualify the flight model of the frequency synthesis of the PHARAO clock.

During the same period we built a second CSO unit based on the same design and conducted new characterisations of frequency stability and environmental sensitivity. Optimisation of the system has led to an improved frequency stability reaching currently $1 \times 10^{-15}$ at 10,000 s integration times. Newly developed digital electronic controls were also implemented that makes the system more reliable and versatile/upgradable. Eventually we developed a new low phase noise and high-resolution frequency synthesis delivering 10 GHz, 100 MHz and 9.192 GHz ultra stable signals.

In this paper we draw a progress report on the ULISS project, updating performances and describing the latest experiments conducted with our CSO in different sites in Europe.
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Tenfold reduction in Brownian noise with crystalline coatings
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Coating Brownian noise,$^{274}$ driven by excess mechanical dissipation in high reflectivity ion-beam sputtered (IBS) films imposes a severe limit on the performance of state-of-the-art precision measurement systems, such as stabilized lasers for optical atomic clocks and interferometric gravitational wave detectors. As a consequence, a concerted effort has been focused on the identification of multilayer materials capable of simultaneously achieving high reflectivity and minimal mechanical dissipation. Recently, AlGaAs resonators have displayed an exceptional mechanical quality factor, $Q$, up to $4 \times 10^4$ at room temperature.$^{275}$ This stands in stark contrast with the $Q$ of SiO$_2$/Ta$_2$O$_5$, which is typically a few thousand.

Building upon advances in semiconductor microfabrication, we have successfully implemented low-loss epitaxial multilayers in a standard optical reference cavity design. Our novel coating technology entails the selective removal of crystalline films from the original growth wafer, followed by direct bonding to an arbitrary (curved or planar) optical component. Here, we present the optomechanical performance of cavity end mirrors based on a 40.5-period (6.83 µm thick) GaAs/AlGaAs Bragg reflector directly-bonded to fused silica.

Using a pair of bonded mirrors contacted to a 35-mm zerodur spacer, we confirm that our “crystalline coatings” exhibit both high reflectivity and an intrinsically low mechanical loss. Optical ringdown at 1064 nm yields a finesse of $1.5(1) \times 10^5$, in excellent agreement with the theoretical estimate of $1.53 \times 10^5$. We next probe the coating loss angle through a direct measurement of the cavity thermal noise (Fig. 1). This is realized by locking a solid-state 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser to the crystalline coating cavity. A 698 nm Sr lattice clock laser$^{276}$ acts as a reference, while an Yb fiber comb$^{277}$ is used to transfer the frequency stability between the sources. We extract a loss angle ($1/Q$) of $0.4(1) \times 10^{-5}$ for the bonded AlGaAs mirrors, a tenfold reduction when compared with the best dielectric multilayers. These results pave the way for a significant advancement in the sensitivity of optical interferometers, as well as a new level of performance for cavity-stabilized laser systems.

References:
Ultra-stable laser with fractional long-term drift below $10^{-20}/s$

C. Hagemann$^{1}$, T. Legero$^{1}$, T. Kessler$^{1}$, C. Grebing$^{1}$, U. Sterr$^{1}$, F. Riehle$^{1}$, M. J. Martin$^{2}$, L. Chen$^{2}$, and J. Ye$^{2}$

$^{1}$Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB), 38116 Braunschweig, Germany
$^{2}$JILA/NIST, University of Colorado, 440 UCB, Boulder, CO 80309-0440
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Recently, we have set up a cavity-stabilized laser system that has demonstrated so far unreached short-term stabilities of $\sigma_y(\tau) \leq 1 \times 10^{-16}$ for averaging times of $\tau = 10 \ldots 1000\ s$. This performance below the thermal noise limit of state-of-the-art glass resonators has been enabled by the use of a cryogenic single-crystal silicon cavity.

Material creep is absent in single-crystal cavities and thermal expansion is suppressed by operating the cavity close to a temperature of 124.2 K, where its coefficient of thermal expansion is zero. Thus, the silicon cavity can in principle provide an excellent long-term length-stability.

Utilizing a frequency comb, the frequency instability of the laser operating at 194 THz and locked to the silicon cavity has been evaluated in comparison to a hydrogen maser referenced to a primary caesium fountain standard and to a $^{87}$Sr optical lattice clock at PTB. The observed average drift against the Cs fountain was 1.7 µHz/s in a time interval of about one week, which is in good agreement with the average frequency drift of the laser to the strontium clock of 1.8 µHz/s. These values correspond to a fractional frequency drift of less than $10^{-20}/s$. The fractional frequency instability of the laser was below $\sigma_y(\tau) = 3 \times 10^{-16}$ for averaging times of $\tau = 10 \ldots 1000\ s$ and reached a minimum of $\sigma_y(500\ s) = 8 \times 10^{-17}$. For longer averaging times up to $10^8\ s$, the frequency instability increases, but remains below the frequency instability of the hydrogen maser of $\sigma_y = 1 \times 10^{-15}$. Only at much longer time-scales the instability of the laser is visible with respect to the hydrogen maser.

---

Ultra-Stable Cryogenic Optical Resonators – Towards a Thermal Noise Limited Frequency Stability < $3 \cdot 10^{-17}$

Moritz Nagel, Katharina Möhle, Klaus Döringshoff, Sylvia Schikora, Evgeny V. Kovalchuk, and Achim Peters

Institut für Physik, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Berlin, Germany

Email: moritz.nagel@physik.hu-berlin.de

Many experimental and technical applications, e.g. optical atomic clocks, demand ultra-stable optical resonators for laser frequency stabilization. Nowadays, the frequency stability of all optimized room-temperature optical reference cavities is limited by the displacement noise within the resonator substrates and mirror coatings due to thermal noise. The rather straightforward method to simply reduce the influence of thermal noise by cooling down the resonators to cryogenic temperatures is not well applicable for most room-temperature cavities.

Therefore, we worked out a special design for an ultra-stable sapphire optical cavity system operating at 4 Kelvin, with a prospective thermal noise limited frequency stability better than $3 \cdot 10^{-17}$ (see Fig. 1). We will present details on the design of this ultra-stable system as well as first frequency stability measurements conducted by direct comparison of two such new sapphire optical cavities.

Fig. 1: Left Comparison of the predicted rel. freq. stability of our newly designed cryogenic optical resonators (newCORE operated at 4K, black line) with the measured stabilities of the best room temperature cavities (ultra-low-expansion glass, Young et. al [NIST 1999] green line and Jiang et. al [NIST 2010] orange line) as well as measured stability of the best optical reference cavity (silicon cavity operated at 124K, Kessler et. al [PTB 2012] purple line). The dashed lines indicate the theoretical thermal noise limits at the operating temperatures. Upper Right Illustration of the optimized design of our new COREs superimposed with a FEM simulation of vertical vibration (gravitational) induced bending (deformation scaled up by a factor of $10^{10}$). Lower Right Picture of one of the new sapphire cavities mounted on a copper support.
Laser Frequency Stabilization Using Micro Resonators

Lukas Baumgartel¹² and Nan Yu¹
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Optical frequency standards and clocks with impressive precision have been demonstrated. Efforts are being made for more portability and compactness of these high performance devices. To that end, we have been investigating the possibility of using optical micro resonators as frequency reference cavities in place of conventional Fabry-Perot cavities. The micro resonators used are high-Q crystalline whispering gallery mode (WGM) resonators with linewidths on the order of kilohertz -- comparable to high-finesse Fabry Perot cavities -- yet of just millimeters in diameter and inherently robust to acceleration.

A primary challenge of using WGM resonators as reference cavities is stabilizing the eigenmode frequency itself due to thermal effects. The common thermally stable materials such as ULE are not suitable for WGM resonators due to poor optical transparency. Small WGM mode volumes inside dielectric bulk also increase fundamental noise level. Nevertheless, when properly implemented, micro resonators can potentially provide high frequency stability suitable for optical frequency standards¹.

We are investigating the feasibility of the micro resonator reference through both passive and active stabilization approaches. In the active approach, a dual-mode temperature stabilization method has been demonstrated², which suppresses the overall temperature coefficient of the cavity to $1.7 \times 10^{-7}$ K⁻¹ – just 6 times higher than that of commercial ultra-low expansion glasses. This actively temperature-stabilized resonator has already reached a fractional frequency stability of $1 \times 10^{-12}$ at one second.

In the passive stabilization scheme, we investigate a number of thermal compensation schemes employing a hetero-structure to reduce the WGM resonator’s temperature sensitivity. In one approach, we showed through modeling that a surface coating of compensating material can create a resonator with a temperature-coefficient turning point near room temperature³. However, the technique is limited by material choices and fabrication precision. Currently, we are investigating a compound structure where the resonator is made of two or more materials of different thermal and mechanical properties. Significantly, our simulations show that existing low thermal expansion materials can be utilized to suppress the temperature coefficient of the resonator. Experimental efforts are under way, and we will present our latest results.

Laser local oscillators for optical atomic clocks
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We stabilize the frequency of lasers by use of spectral holes in cryogenically cooled Eu\textsuperscript{3+}:Y\textsubscript{2}SiO\textsubscript{5}, or alternatively by use of acceleration insensitive Fabry-Pérot cavities.

Laser frequency stabilization via spectral-hole burning has the potential to extend laser coherence beyond what is possible with Fabry-Pérot cavities\textsuperscript{278}. Several properties of Eu\textsuperscript{3+}:Y\textsubscript{2}SiO\textsubscript{5} spectral holes are measured\textsuperscript{279}, including an upper bound of the thermomechanical noise floor at 3.4\times10\textsuperscript{-17} (50% confidence). The absolute frequency has an Allan deviation of 0.8±1.1×10\textsuperscript{-16} (1000 s averaging time) and a typical drift rate of 3×10\textsuperscript{-17}/s (see Fig. 1). This instability is attributed to technical noise sources.

For field applications, robust and compact spherical Fabry-Péret cavities exhibit an Allan deviation of 2×10\textsuperscript{-15} and a passive acceleration sensitivity of 2(1)×10\textsuperscript{-11}/g that is reduced to below 10\textsuperscript{-12}/g by use of feed-forward techniques\textsuperscript{280}. The entire laser system fits inside a 46×46×29 cm\textsuperscript{3} enclosure and its mass is 29 kg, a form-factor that is suitable for applications like geodesy and low-phase-noise microwave synthesis.

The latest results from both experiments will be presented. This work is supported by ONR, AFOSR, and DARPA.


\textsuperscript{279} M. J. Thorpe, D. R. Leibrandt, T. Rosenband, “Shifts of optical frequency references based on spectral-hole burning in Eu\textsuperscript{3+}:Y\textsubscript{2}SiO\textsubscript{5},” arXiv:1210.4458 (2013).
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Optical frequency standards require precise frequency transfer techniques to confirm the reproducibility. Optical fiber transfers already demonstrated the high performance. However, the establishment of an intercontinental link remains an issue. The National Institute of Information and Communications Technology has contributed to the development of advanced two-way satellite time and frequency (TWSTFT) techniques. In general, the measurement precision of TWSTFT is determined by the group delay precision of the pseudorandom noise signal. With a usually used chip rate of 2.5 MHz, the nominal precision of a conventional TWSTFT equals to 0.5 ns. The usage of DPN (dual pseudorandom noise) signals is equivalent to increase the chip rate. In this method two separated narrow band signals work like a signal with a chip rate which is equal to the band separation. We used two 127.75-kHz signals with a frequency separation of 20 MHz and achieved a measurement precision of 30 ps¹. Additionally, narrower band signals allowed us to decrease the rental fee on the satellite transponder.

For further precision improvement, we started the development of carrier phase two-way satellite frequency transfer. This concept was first demonstrated by Fonville et al.² We succeeded to establish an operational link for the first time. The phase jitter from the onboard oscillator and Doppler effects due to the satellite motion are removed by using four phase measurements performed between two ground stations. In a common clock measurement on a zero baseline we obtained a precision of 0.2 ps. As a next step, a hydrogen maser comparison was performed on a 100-km baseline³. The result was compared with that of GPS carrier phase measurement and agreed on the 10⁻¹⁶ level. At present, measurements on a 1000-km baseline are ongoing. As shown in Fig. 1, a baseline length dependency for both short and long term stabilities could not be seen. However, more detailed study will be required, especially on the effects caused by the ionosphere. Our presentation will discuss recent results.

Fig. 87: Transfer stability for different baseline lengths. The bump in the black curve is caused by indoor temperature variation.
TWSTFT Calibration Involving Four Sites Using a Mobile Station on a Trailer
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Calibrated time transfer between two remote locations using the Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer (TWSTFT) technique with telecommunication satellites requires the accurate knowledge of the internal delays of the equipment involved, the asymmetry between signal paths, and the delays of the connections of the equipment to local time scales. In case of a single satellite transponder used for both signal paths, these delays depend only on the ground equipment, because free space and atmospheric induced delays cancel out in the two-way combination. A single transponder also enables time transfer between two stations located at the same site. The traveling station is operated together with the fixed equipment at each site in a common-clock setup for some days. For each pair of ground sites the differences between the common-clock data reflect the delays of the fixed stations, while ideally the delays associated with the traveling equipment cancel out.

In November 2012 the time transfer links between Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB), Observatoire de Paris (OP/LNE-SYRTE), Swiss Federal Institute of Metrology (METAS), and TimeTech GmbH were calibrated using TimeTech’s mobile TWSTFT calibration station assembled on a trailer.

The calibration trailer was firstly introduced at EFTF 2012.⁵ Its stability during the initial calibration campaign was verified by taking common-clock data at TimeTech before and after the trip to the metrology laboratories, and by triangle closures, which are based on the principle that the sum of calibrated links between three sites should be zero within the combined uncertainty.

We report on the current status of the calibration station and present the results of the calibration campaign, the uncertainty estimation, and comparisons to previous calibrations. Since the mobile station allows for a standardized and easily executable procedure at each laboratory, the systematic uncertainties are significantly below one nanosecond.

* Present address: Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM), Pavillon de Breteuil, F-92312 Sèvres Cedex, France.
Simulation Study for Commercial Time Transfer Service over Geostationary Satellite
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Over the last twenty years, many technologies and services have come to rely on the GPS for precise timing. However, concern is increasing about the wisdom of being reliant on a single timing solution provided by a single country and because of the susceptibility of the GPS signal to unintentional interference, jamming and spoofing. There are several projects underway to develop similar systems, e.g. Galileo, or upgrade existing ones, e.g. GLONASS. There are also other approaches to timing transfer available: over optical media, using high power LF signals and over commercial satellite links. Timing transfer over optical media shows promising performance but requires the installation of a dedicated network infrastructure. High power, low frequency radio signals are an established solution but cannot easily cover such a wide geographical area as a satellite solution. Timing transfer over geostationary satellite has been pursued since the start of the satellite era, but a commercial timing service product of this kind is not yet available.

In the paper, we report on further development of our system for timing signal transfer from a precision reference clock using commercial satellite links. The system will use the projected ephemeris information provided by the satellite operator and, with a set of master stations tracking the satellite position and using TWTT measurements to synchronize their clocks, data transmitted with the reference timing signal will allow slave stations to adjust the timing signal, compensating for the satellite motion and other uncertainties in the path delay. Using projected ephemeris data and comparing that data in real time with measurements which themselves are affected by other sources of delay is a challenging task when the goal is timing signal transfer with no more than 100 ns of jitter peak-to-peak at the receiving stations. Analysis has focused on quantifying the impact of errors in satellite ranging on the satellite position calculation. Numerical evaluation of the error expressions suggests that range errors would have to be less than 50 m to achieve the desired performance.

We will report on a simulation of the full system implementation with three master stations, including models for the master station clocks and TWTT measurements, using a Kalman filter to track the satellite position. The Kalman filter has been developed in the ECEF co-ordinate frame and uses real world archived satellite ephemeris data as the ground truth for the simulation incorporating models for extraneous delays such as atmospheric effects. Preliminary results from the simulation suggest that the range error goal could be met and results will be presented of a simulation study of the relationship between range measurement error and timing signal transfer performance.

---

Time Service through BD GEO Satellites
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The Space segment of BeiDou(Compass) global navigation satellite system consists of the 5 Group On Earth Observations (GEO) satellites and 30 Non-GEO satellites (Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) satellites and Inclined Geo Stationary Earth Orbit (IGSO) satellites). At present the Beidou system has begun to regional services based on the GEO satellites and the IGSO satellites. The range of services is covering China and neighboring countries and area. There are 5 GEO satellites on orbit. Users can receive the BeiDou system time which is steered to the UTC through the UTC(NTSC) by GNSS CV and TWSTFT. The time service performance of the BeiDou system is concerned by the time users. In this paper, the BeiDou system is introduced firstly, then the satellite time service and the data processing methods are analyzed, based on the analysis, the time service performance of the 5 GEO satellites is discussed, and the results show that Eliminating the ionospheric delay and reducing the impact of the troposphere and relativistic effects, the time service performance of the 5 GEO satellites are all stable and their accuracy is quite close to 10ns which can meet the needs of the vast majority of high-precision time users. Fig 1 is the result of the BDT-UTC(NTSC) by GEO5 between MJD 56293 and 56323.

![BDT-UTC(NTSC) by GEO5](image)

Fig 1. Performance of Beidou single satellite(GEO5) time service. The reference of BDT is UTC(NTSC) which is kept by National Time Service Center, Chinese Academy of Sciences.
Review of Two-way Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer for UTC and TAI generation

Z. Jiang, H. Konaté and W. Lewandowski

Time Department, Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM)
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The initial studies of time transfer through geostationary communication satellites started in the 1962 using the Telstar satellite. Earlier experiments continued with a number of other carriers. The technique of Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer (TWSTFT)\(^2\) started its experimental steps earlier than GNSS as a promising tool for accurate time and frequency transfer.

The Consultative Committee for the Definition of the Second (CCDS, at present Consultative Committee for Time and Frequency, CCTF) made a declaration in 1989 to encourage the use of TWSTFT and suggested the International Bureau of Weights and Measures (BIPM) to create a working group on TWSTFT. In 1992, several commercial satellite systems were available, and modems adapted for the technique were commercialized. Some ten UTC laboratories were equipped with different types of modems and other facilities for the clock comparisons with TWSTFT. On the other hand the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) approved in 1995 a recommendation fixing the standard data format for the TWSTFT operations.

The first TWSTFT link introduced in the UTC computation was between TUG in Austria and the PTB, and was published in the BIPM Circular T for July 1999. inter-continental TWSTFT links between Europe, America and Asia were then established, as well as the continental links. TWSTFT become complementary to the already in use GPS time transfer. It presented the advantage of being independent from GPS, thus enhancing the robustness of the system of time links for UTC/TAI. The accuracy of TWSTFT rapidly proved to be better than that of GPS time transfer and this is still the case today. Meanwhile, since recent years the noise of GPS time transfer, represented by the type A uncertainty \(u_A\), dramatically decreased with the use of GPSPPP for the UTC/TAI routine computations. From 2011 the combination of TWSTFT and GPSPPP is used for computing time links for UTC/TAI to take the advantages of both techniques.

In addition to its contribution to the computation of UTC/TAI, TWSTFT has also served to the validation of the GNSS techniques and methods incorporated in the past 10 years; examples are the GPS all in view, the GPS3, the GPSPPP and the implementation of clock comparisons using GLONASS. This paper reviews fourteen years of contribution of TWSTFT to the maintenance of UTC and discusses its future developments, such as the use of the TWSTFT carrier phase and DPN. It also intends to render tribute to the pioneers of the TWSTFT.

**Key words:** UTC and TAI, Time and frequency transfers, TWSTFT

---

\(^2\) In the earlier documents, the term TWSTT (Two-Way Satellite Time Transfer) was used.
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We Know That MEMS is Replacing Quartz. But Why? And Why Now?

Aaron Partridge
SiTime Corp., Sunnyvale, CA/USA
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MEMS-based oscillators were first produced commercially six years ago. Now MEMS is making significant incursions into what was once the exclusive territory of quartz. By the time this paper is delivered in July 2013, over 200M MEMS oscillators will have been shipped, with over 100M units expected to ship in 2013, at a growth rate of about 70% per year.

There are five fundamental drivers for the transition from quartz to MEMS: (1) Basic MEMS oscillators are maturing with decreasing phase-noise and decreasing power consumption in smaller packages, and with these improvements they are reaching further into common quartz applications. (2) Specialized MEMS oscillators are transitioning new markets, for example in applications requiring ultra-low power, sub-ppm precision, high frequency differential signaling, sub-picosecond integrated jitter, voltage control, digital control, spread, and output edge-rate control. (3) MEMS oscillators have shown higher reliability and lower failure rates than quartz oscillators. (4) MEMS oscillators have demonstrated lower electromagnetic, vibration, and acceleration sensitivity than quartz oscillators. (5) MEMS oscillators sell at lower price points than the quartz parts they replace.

Why is this transition happening now, rather than ten years ago or ten years from now? One answer is that the transition has been paced by the MEMS community developing the necessary high stability, high frequency, high Q, and high output resonators. A second answer is that MEMS oscillators rely on advanced circuit architectures, particularly leveraging fractional-PLLs and precision temperature sensors. And these specialized circuits have only recently become sufficiently small, low noise, power efficient, and accurate.

Looking forward, the depth and breadth of the applications served by MEMS oscillators will continue to expand, while the drivers favoring MEMS oscillators will further accelerate their adoption.
Ion-Sliced Lithium Niobate on Silicon Dioxide for Engineering the Temperature Coefficient of Frequency of Laterally Vibrating Resonators

Lisha Shi, Gianluca Piazza
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA, USA
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This paper reports, for the first time, on the demonstration of Laterally Vibrating Resonators (LVRs) based on Y-cut Ion-Sliced Lithium Niobate (LN) thin films on silicon dioxide (SiO₂) (Fig.1a-b). By adding a thermally grown layer of SiO₂ to the resonator stack, it is possible to engineer the temperature coefficient of the resonator and therefore ensure the use of these devices for applications where tight temperature specifications are required.

Prior demonstrations of LN LVRs have shown the capability of attaining a high $K_t^2$ (> 20%) and Qs of about 1,000, but exhibited a rather large and negative temperature coefficient of frequency (TCF) of about -80 ppm/°C. Furthermore, they were built on a LN substrate with either BCB or SiO₂ as sacrificial layers, which required a wet etch step for the release of the resonator. In this work, the LN LVR is built on top of a SiO₂ layer and released from the underlying silicon wafer by dry etching in XeF₂. With the $h_{LN}$ set at 420nm and $h_{SiO2}$ at 1600nm, this first demonstration (Fig.1b) yielded TCF of +11 ppm/°C, +18 ppm/°C and +20.4 ppm/°C for devices respectively oriented at 80°, 50°, and 20° to the x-axis. The positive TCF clearly indicates the effect of the SiO₂, matches with FEM simulations, and offers evidence that TCF engineering is possible. Most importantly, these LN LVRs still exhibited high values of the electromechanical coupling, $K_t^2$, around 6.2% (see Fig.1c) and Qs in excess of 1,300 in air at 419.3 MHz (Fig.1d). By optimizing the relative values of $h_{LN}$ and $h_{SiO2}$ it is ultimately possible to attain devices with zero first order TCF.

Fig.1 (a) Mock-up view of LiNbO₃-on SiO₂ MEMS micro-resonator (b) Optical image of a 511.8MHz LN LVR. The period of the interdigitated finger was set to be 6 μm with each metal line having a width of 2μm (c) The comparison of the averaged measured and simulated $K_t^2$ for LN on SiO₂ LVRs for various orientations. (d) The measured and fitted admittance response of LN on SiO₂ LVRs with Qs in air.

Experimental determination of the temperature dependency of elastic constants of degenerately n-doped silicon

Antti Jaakkola, Mika Prunnila, Tuomas Pensala, Panu Pekko, James Dekker
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Degenerate doping of silicon has recently been found as an attractive method of passive temperature compensation in MEMS resonators, and it has been shown that with n-type doping one can change the typical silicon resonator TCF of about -30 ppm/K to zero, or even to positive values [1]. To optimize the temperature stability of a resonator, a designer needs to know the thermal dependencies of the elastic parameters $c_{11}$, $c_{12}$ and $c_{44}$. However, published experimental material data has been scarce and limited to a maximum dopant concentration of $n=2\times10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$ [2]. In this work we determine silicon elastic parameters for five different n-dopant concentrations in the range of $n = 1.7 \ldots 7.0\times10^{19}$cm$^{-3}$.

Extraction of the elastic parameters is based on the measurement of the resonance frequencies of electrostatically coupled bulk mode MEMS resonators as a function of temperature. The devices were fabricated on (100) SOI wafers. The set of resonators consists of two Lamé mode resonators aligned with 100 and 110 crystal directions, and five length extensional beam resonators spanning directions from 100 to 110. Since the functional dependency of the modal frequencies on the elastic parameters varies among the resonators, one can extract the elastic parameters from the frequency data.

We present the method of elastic parameter extraction, and show full experimental results for elastic parameters $c_{11}$, $c_{12}$ and $c_{44}$. The temperature behavior of the shear constant $c_{11}-c_{12}$ is shown in Fig. 1 for different dopant concentrations as an exemplary illustration of the data set. Reliability of the obtained results is discussed.


Degenerate doping in silicon has been recently demonstrated to reduce the frequency-temperature dependence of MEMS resonators. Doping induces a strain in the silicon crystal and causes a shift in the electronic band structure, which in turn affects the elastic properties of the material. For monocrystalline silicon (an orthotropic material), the elastic properties are characterized by $c_{11}$, $c_{12}$, $c_{44}$. Empirical temperature dependences of the elastic constants ($T_{c_{11}}$, $T_{c_{12}}$, $T_{c_{44}}$) can be extracted using at least three different resonators, as performed by Bourgeois for lightly doped silicon: firstly, finite element analysis (FEA) is used to model the frequency dependence on the elastic constants for each resonator; next, frequency-temperature dependences are measured for fabricated resonators; putting these two pieces together, the temperature dependence of elastic constants can be extracted (Fig. 1). Double-ended tuning forks (DETF), breathe-mode double rings, and wineglass (second mode) disk resonator gyroscopes (DRG) were fabricated and encapsulated with epitaxial polysilicon in an ultra-clean environment free of contamination and native oxide. Frequency-temperature curves were measured for these resonators (Fig. 2), and the extracted temperature dependences of the elastic constants are listed in Table 1.

With the extracted material constants and FEA, the method can be reversed to predict the frequency-temperature dependence of any acoustic silicon resonator with the given doping. For validation, predicted and experimental values of the frequency-temperature dependence of the third resonant mode of the DRG (not used in the extraction) are compared (Fig. 3).

Table 1. First-order dependence of the elastic constants on temperature, extracted from experimental data and FEA models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dopant, Concentration</th>
<th>$T_{c_{11}}$ (ppm/°C)</th>
<th>$T_{c_{12}}$ (ppm/°C)</th>
<th>$T_{c_{44}}$ (ppm/°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boron, 1e20 cm³</td>
<td>-70.1</td>
<td>-140.1</td>
<td>+14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus, 8e19 cm³</td>
<td>-45.1</td>
<td>-181.4</td>
<td>-65.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This work was supported by the DARPA PNT program, managed by Dr. Andrei Shkel, contract #N66001-12-1-4260.

A Piezoresistive CMOS-MEMS Resonator with High Q and Low TCf

Cheng-Syun Li¹, M.-H. Li³, C.-H. Chin¹, C.-Y. Chen¹, Philip X.-L. Feng², and S.-S. Li¹

¹Nat. Tsing Hua Univ., Hsinchu, Taiwan, and ²Case Western Reserve Univ., OH, USA

Email: s9835815@m98.nthu.edu.tw

Combining merits of quality (Q) factor greater than 15,000, temperature coefficient of frequency (TCf) around -12.5ppm/°C, and operating power lower than 400μW all in a single device, a high frequency CMOS-MEMS bulk-mode resonator is demonstrated here via differential piezoresistive transduction. This makes an excellent candidate for timing reference and frequency control applications. To attain the highest Q among reported CMOS-MEMS resonators, a dog-bone design (Fig.1a) has been adopted via two bulk-mode longitudinal vibrating beams which consist of only low-loss materials (i.e., poly-Si and SiO₂) from a standard 0.35μm 2P4M CMOS technology. To achieve the better temperature stability as compared with those of other CMOS-MEMS resonators, a constant-resistance control approach was implemented to enable an ovenized resonant element where the poly-Si heater and thermometer were both embedded inside the resonator structure, hence providing excellent thermal isolation, localized heating capability, and on-site/real-time temperature measurement. With much higher gauge factor and resistivity than that in our previous design¹, a poly-Si layer originally used for CMOS resistors was purposely chosen to serve as a piezoresistor for motion detection, thus exhibiting decent performance under sub-mW operation. This technology is expected to pave the way for future single-chip oscillators with low power, high performance, and excellent thermal stability.

Fig.1a presents an optical micrograph of the fabricated resonator, showing its dog-bone structure with embedded electrodes (yellow) and piezoresistors (blue and pink) since the high-Q structural material (SiO₂) is transparent to visible light. With the differential piezoresistive transduction to reduce the feedthrough, Fig.1b presents the measured frequency characteristics with clear resonance behavior under poly1 (original gate poly-Si) and poly2 (original resistor poly-Si) detections, both of which show Q > 15,000 and more than 20dB stopband rejection. It is worth noting that the poly2 sensing scheme indicates a low-power operation (only 363μW) and high electromechanical coupling coefficient due to its larger gauge factor than that of the poly1 scheme. Fig.1c presents the measured thermal stability using constant-current (CC), constant-voltage (CV), and constant-resistance (CR) controls of the piezoresistor (poly1), demonstrating the lowest TCf to date in CMOS-MEMS resonators under the CR approach².

Fig. 1: (a) Schematic and OM views, (b) measured frequency response, and (c) measured thermal stability of the CMOS-MEMS bulk-mode resonator under differential piezoresistive transduction.
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Yb\(^+\) Single-Ion Optical Frequency Standard with Systematic Uncertainty at the 10\(^{-17}\) Level
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The electric octupole transition \( ^2S_{1/2}(F = 0) \rightarrow ^2F_{7/2}(F = 3, m_F = 0) \) of the \(^{171}\)Yb\(^+\) ion at 467 nm with a natural linewidth in the nHz range possesses a low sensitivity to frequency shifts induced by static electric or magnetic fields\(^{291}\). Because of the extremely small oscillator strength of the transition, its excitation requires high spectral power density. The required intensity introduces a significant light shift of the transition frequency. With a real-time extrapolation scheme that eliminates this shift, the unperturbed transition frequency has been realized with a fractional uncertainty of 7.1\times10\(^{-17}\) and the frequency was measured as 642 121 496 772 645.15(52) Hz\(^1\), where the uncertainty was dominated by the systematic uncertainty of the caesium fountain clock. Recently, we have implemented the Hyper-Ramsey excitation scheme (HRS)\(^{292}\) with a pulse sequence that is tailored to produce a resonance signal that is immune to the light shift induced by the probe laser. In the HRS scheme, the effect of the light shift on the spectrum is compensated by introducing a frequency step of the probe light during the interrogation pulses. The experiments demonstrate a suppression of the light shift by four orders of magnitude and an immunity against its fluctuations\(^{293}\).

For the operation as a frequency standard, a servo scheme using HRS is combined with an interleaved servo using Rabi excitation with the same probe light intensity. The frequency offset between the Rabi and HRS interrogations is taken to control the light shift compensating frequency step in the HRS. This ensures that slow variations of the light shift will not degrade its suppression. This method was applied in frequency comparisons between the \(^{171}\)Yb\(^+\) single-ion clock and the Sr lattice clock of PTB. It has allowed us to perform a more precise measurement of the static quadratic Stark shift of the \( ^2S_{1/2} \rightarrow ^2F_{3/2} \) transition. Together with improved knowledge of the thermal radiation emitted by the ion trap and its mounting structure, this will reduce the systematic uncertainty contribution of the Stark shift induced by blackbody radiation, which presently dominates the uncertainty budget.

This work is partly funded by the EMRP project SIB04 Ion Clock. The EMRP is jointly funded by the EMRP participating countries within EURAMET and the European Union.


Control of the systematic shifts of the $^{88}\text{Sr}^+$ single-ion optical frequency standard at 2 parts in $10^{17}$

Pierre Dubé, Alan A. Madej, and John E. Bernard
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Recently, our group has reported an evaluation of the systematic shifts on the $^{88}\text{Sr}^+$ ion clock transition frequency at the $2.3 \times 10^{-17}$ level,\textsuperscript{294} an order of magnitude lower than that of state-of-the-art cesium fountain atomic clocks.\textsuperscript{295} This low uncertainty was achieved using a number of methods employed to measure, reduce, and even cancel the most important shifts that are known to affect the $5s\ 5d_{5/2}^{-1}D_{5/2}$ clock transition frequency of the $^{88}\text{Sr}^+$ ion.

In our experiments, the center frequency of the $S-D$ transition is determined by taking the average frequency of three pairs of symmetric Zeeman components specially chosen to connect to all the upper state sublevels. This effectively averages over the energies of the $^2D_{5/2}$ sublevels with the important benefit of a very high cancellation level of the electric quadrupole shift (EQS).\textsuperscript{296} The uncertainty on the canceled EQS is estimated at $< 3 \times 10^{-15}$ in our system.\textsuperscript{297} In addition, this method cancels the tensor part of the Stark shift caused by micromotion and other sources.

The ion micromotion at the trap frequency causes second-order Doppler and Stark shifts. These shifts are reduced to a level of $2.2 \times 10^{-17}$ after minimization of micromotion along three mutually orthogonal directions. An additional suppression of these shifts is obtained by observing that the scalar Stark and second-order Doppler shifts have opposite signs for the $^{88}\text{Sr}^+$ ion and that they cancel each other when the trap is operated at a frequency of $14.39(25)$ MHz.\textsuperscript{297} The suppression factor obtained is 28, determined by the uncertainty on the differential scalar polarizability of the $S-D$ transition.\textsuperscript{298} After minimization and with the trap operated at the special frequency, the uncertainty on the micromotion shifts is $\approx 1 \times 10^{-18}$.

The blackbody radiation (BBR) shift uncertainty was estimated using measurements of the endcap trap electrode temperatures and a model to determine the field at the ion. The estimated uncertainty is $2.2 \times 10^{-11}$, primarily from that of the differential scalar polarizability.\textsuperscript{297} The BBR shift is currently the largest source of uncertainty for the $^{88}\text{Sr}^+$ ion optical frequency standard. A detailed analysis of the systematic shifts affecting the $^{88}\text{Sr}^+$ $S-D$ frequency\textsuperscript{297} indicates that the total uncertainty is $2.3 \times 10^{-17}$.

We have also reported recently a measurement of the $^{88}\text{Sr}^+$ $S-D$ frequency made over a 2-month period by comparison with a maser referenced to the SI second.\textsuperscript{294} The frequency measured is $444 \, 779 \, 044 \, 095 \, 485.5 \, (9)$ Hz, with an uncertainty determined by the evaluation of the maser which had a fractional frequency uncertainty of $2 \times 10^{-15}$. The measured value was recommended by the Consultative Committee for Time and Frequency (CCTF) for an update of the $5s\ 5d_{5/2}^{-1}D_{5/2}$ transition frequency of $^{88}\text{Sr}^+$ which is used as a secondary representation of the second.

Measurement of the optical frequency ratio between two clock transitions in a single ion of $^{171}\text{Yb}^+$

Steven King, Rachel Godun, Peter Nisbet-Jones, Helen Margolis, Luke Johnson and Patrick Gill

National Physical Laboratory, Hampton Road, Teddington, TW11 0LW, UK

Email: steven.king@npl.co.uk

Singly-ionised ytterbium-171 has two clock transitions that are currently under investigation as candidates for the redefinition of the SI second. In particular, the $^2S_{1/2} \rightarrow ^2F_{7/2}$ electric octupole transition has shown great promise. Two recent absolute frequency measurements of this transition at NPL$^{299}$ and PTB$^{300}$ are in good agreement, which demonstrates that this transition has potential to realise a reproducible optical frequency standard despite the previously limiting ac Stark shift that arises from the relatively high probe laser intensities required to drive a transition with a natural linewidth on the order of nanohertz.

In addition to its use as an optical frequency standard, this system also offers the intriguing possibility of measuring any present-day time-variation of the fine structure constant, $\alpha$. By repeatedly measuring an optical frequency ratio between the electric octupole transition at 642 THz and the $^2S_{1/2} \rightarrow ^2D_{3/2}$ electric quadrupole transition at 688 THz, any variation in $\alpha$ is amplified$^{301}$ by nearly a factor of 7.

We will present our results from our first measurements of this optical frequency ratio. Two probe lasers are stabilized to high-finesse optical cavities with resulting fractional short-term instabilities near $1 \times 10^{-15}$, and are then further stabilized to their respective atomic transitions in a single ion in an interleaved manner. An optical frequency comb is then able to measure the ratio between the optical frequencies of these two stabilized lasers in real-time. We will discuss the various challenges that arise from a measurement performed in this manner, and in particular we will discuss the compromises that have to be made between various systematic shifts. Recent experimental upgrades will also be presented including a new, more reliable probe laser to drive the electric quadrupole transition, a distributed feedback diode (DFB) repumper laser to clear out the extremely long-lived $^2F_{7/2}$ level, and the successful implementation of automatic re-locking of many of the lasers in the experiment. We will also present the results of ongoing improvements that will reduce the systematic uncertainties associated with future measurements.

$^{299}$ S. A. King et al., “Absolute frequency measurement of the $^2S_{1/2} \rightarrow ^2F_{7/2}$ electric octupole transition in a single ion of $^{171}\text{Yb}^+$ with $10^{-15}$ fractional uncertainty”, New J. Phys., vol. 14, 013045, 2012


The Optical Frequency Standard of Trapped and Cold $^{40}$Ca$^+$
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Progress on the development of the optical frequency standard based on single-trapped $^{40}$Ca$^+$ with a “clock” transition at 729 nm is described. A single Ca ion was trapped and laser cooled in a miniature Paul trap. The commercial Ti:sapphire laser systems at 729 nm were referenced respectively to the super cavities to meet the requirements of probing $4s \ ^2S_{1/2}-3d \ ^2D_{5/2}$ clock transition with ultra narrow linewidth. The 729 nm laser was locked to the clock transition by four points locking scheme. The overall systematic uncertainty of the $4s \ ^2S_{1/2}-3d \ ^2D_{5/2}$ clock resonance has been characterized to be at $10^{-16}$ level [1-2]. The absolute frequency of the clock transition is measured based on the GPS system. In our measurement, an optical frequency comb is referenced to a Hydrogen maser, which is calibrated to the SI second through the Global Positioning System (GPS). Using the GPS satellites as a link, we can measure the frequency difference of the two Hydrogen masers with a long distance, one in WIPM (Wuhan) and another in NIM (Beijing). The frequency difference of the Hydrogen maser in NIM (Beijing) and the SI second calculated by BIPM is published on the BIPM website every 1 month, with a time interval of every 5 days. By analyzing the experimental data obtained with a total averaging time of $> 2 \times 10^6$ s within 32 days, the absolute frequency of the $^{40}$Ca$^+$ $4s \ ^2S_{1/2}-3d \ ^2D_{5/2}$ clock transition is measured as 411 042 129 7 76 393.0 (1.6) Hz with a fractional uncertainty of $3.9 \times 10^{-15}$ [2], which is adopted by the Consultative Committee for Time and Frequency conference (CCTF 19) in 2012.
Direct frequency comparison between a single Ca⁺ clock and a Sr lattice clock
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Comparison between independent frequency standards is the most reliable means to evaluate their reproducibility and stability. Optical frequency standards have a strong advantage in the speed of this comparison process, requiring less than 1,000 seconds to evaluate a fractional frequency difference at the 10⁻¹⁶ level of uncertainty. In contrast, state-of-the-art Cs fountain clocks operating in the microwave regime require more than six hours of integration time. Optical frequency combs can be used to measure a frequency ratio as well as relative instability of optical clocks. Such a frequency ratio is equivalent to a measurement based on not the SI second but an optical frequency standard. Hence, precision measurements of frequency ratios are lately encouraged to support and confirm the validity of the metrology based on optical frequency standards. Frequency ratios can be also used in searches for temporal variation of fundamental constants.

We report frequency comparison of a ⁴⁰Ca⁺ ¹⁵⁰S₅/₂⁻¹⁵⁰D₃/₂ with an ⁸⁷Sr ¹⁵⁰S₅/₂⁻¹⁵⁰P₅/₂ lattice clock transition. The accuracy and the instability of the ⁸⁷Sr clock at NICT have been previously confirmed to be at the 10⁻¹⁶ level and the absolute frequency of the Sr clock is consistent with those of other laboratories. We therefore characterized the Ca⁺ clock by comparison with the Sr clock. The frequency ratio measurement has shown that the fractional instability of the Ca⁺ clock reaches parts in 10⁻¹⁶ in less than 1,000 s (see Fig. 1), with long term stability characterized as σ(t) = 2.4 × 10⁻¹⁴ / t¹²⁵, consistent with the quantum projection noise limit derived from the Fourier limited spectral width of 26 Hz of the Ca⁺ clock. Taking systematic uncertainties into consideration, the frequency ratio f(Ca⁺) / f(Sr) is determined with uncertainty of 2.3 × 10⁻¹⁵, in agreement with independent absolute frequency measurements of ⁴⁰Ca⁺ based on TAI link.

![Fig. 90: Instability of the frequency ratio (red), limited by the instability of the Ca⁺ clock. An interleaved measurement of the Sr clock indicates the instability shown by a black line.](image_url)
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Since many years, the time and frequency community has been using GNSS phase and code observations to compute time links. The BIPM has adopted the Precise Point Positioning (PPP) technique because it is relatively simple to operate while delivering state of the art results, thanks to the precise satellite orbits and clock products generated by the International GNSS Service.

In this paper, we investigate the time stability of PPP links for an averaging duration between a few hours up to tens of days, which directly provides the performance of such links for frequency transfer. Besides instabilities intrinsic to the receiving systems, the main limitations at these averaging times come from uncertainties in the phase ambiguity resolution and from the marginal effect of the simultaneous resolution of other parameters such as troposphere delay and station position.

We study several approaches aiming at improving the PPP results over long durations by ensuring a continuous processing over the whole interval under study rather than concatenating results obtained over short intervals. One approach is the use the Integer-PPP (IPPP) technique implemented by the CNES. IPPP is based on the resolution of the phase data integer ambiguities at the un-differenced level and needs precise GPS satellite orbit and clock products with a priori knowledge of individual satellite fractional-cycle biases as derived by the CNES-CLS IGS Analysis Center.

We compare the different GNSS phase and code solutions with one another and with independent Two-way time transfer results. In order to best assess their achieved performances, we then use the different methods to compute links between laboratories operating atomic fountains and study how the different results succeed in attaining the known frequency stability of the fountains. This test may be limited at short averaging time due to the sampling of the fountain data but is most efficient for averaging time above one day.
Dual-Frequency Time Transfer Unit for Comparisons of the Remote Clocks Using GLONASS and GPS Signals

P.P.Bogdanov, A.S.Bandura, M.G.German, K.S.Kol’chenko, O.E.Nechaeva
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The method of using GLONASS and GPS signals is still being used for accurate comparison of the remote clocks.

Time Transfer Unit (TTU) using GLONASS and GPS signals developed at Russian Institute of Radionavigation and Time (RIRT) in 2002 was the first Russian device to realize this method. However, its abilities were considerably limited as it was designed on the base of 16-channel single-frequency GLONASS/GPS receiver.

In this connection, the new Time Transfer Unit (TTU-1) based on 36-channel dual-frequency GLONASS/GPS receiver was developed in 2011. TTU-1 is intended for determining the offset between local clock and GLONASS-time and GPS-time with the purpose of subsequent determining the mutual time and frequency offset between remote clocks, as well as for generating time scale signals synchronized to Russian National Universal Time Coordinated UTC(SU) or to GLONASS-time.

TTU-1 provides the following output data:
- time measurement results in the standard international format “cggtts_format_v2” including:
  L1C - L1 code measurements;
  L2C - L2 measurements;
  L3C - ionosphere-free combination of dual-frequency code measurements;
  CL3 - ionosphere-free combination of dual-frequency code and carrier phase measurements;
- measurements of the radionavigation parameters and digital information included into navigation message from SV in the standard international format RINEX.

Antenna box and receiver are calibrated during their manufacturing process. The calculated signal delays for GLONASS and GPS are accounted for then during the measurements processing. The special testing equipment including GPS/GLONASS signals simulator are used to calibrate the devices. The total error of the determined absolute signal delays is about 5 ns. Besides, the delay corrections are measured for each GLONASS frequency with the error no more than 1 ns.

Test results show that the accuracy parameters of the new TTU-1 are higher than the same characteristics of TTU equipment and TTS-3 и TTS-4 receivers, mostly when operating by GLONASS signals.

The improvement of time comparison accuracy is possible in post-processing mode with using a posteriori ephemeris and other data from GNSS information centers including Information/Analytical Center of “TSNIIMASH” Federal State Unitary Enterprise.
Advances in multi-GNSS time transfer
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Measurements from Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) are used since the eighties to perform precise and accurate Time and Frequency Transfer (TFT). Only the GPS constellation was used during the last 25 years, with some experiments based on GLONASS measurements. The GLONASS constellation is presently completed, the first four Galileo satellites are already operational, and the COMPASS system also provides signals that can be additionally used for time transfer. Increasing the number of satellites, and hence the number of observations, will reduce the noise level of the solution. However, such a combination requires the knowledge of some inter-system biases in the receivers and the existence of satellite clock products which can be expressed with respect to a common reference. This paper will propose recent advances in these combinations, focusing on GPS, GLONASS and Galileo.
Stability of GPS PPP link on the baseline of 270 km compared to glass fiber measurements
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Central Office of Measure (GUM) in Warsaw and Borowiec Astrogateodynamical Observatory (AOS) in Borowiec near Poznan are equipped with TTS-4 time transfer systems, GPS/GLONASS dual frequency receivers, lately calibrated for GPS C/A code during BIPM calibration campaign in 2010. Both laboratories, GUM and AOS, distant from each other by 270 km geographically, are, since February 2012, also connected by the optical fiber time transfer link307 with stabilization of propagation delay at the level of about a few-dozen of picoseconds. This optical fiber link is fully calibrated for time transfer with total expanded uncertainty of about 0.6 ns, and its calibration can be easy updated in the case of the change in the optical path, or in configuration of transmitted signals. Glass fiber measurements, currently performed every 5 s, are not limited by satellites observation schedule, and are not disturbed by the changing conditions in the ionosphere as in satellite methods.

After the first stage of verification of operation of the optical fiber link between GUM and AOS, we have started to monitor stability and precision of GPS PPP time transfer link between our laboratories, using as a reference the results obtained from glass fiber measurements. This allows us not only to compare the stability of measurement results obtained with the usage of the both methods, but also to reduce the common bias and noise of the compared clocks by differential analysis. It is a very good method for improvement of the GPS PPP time transfer calculations and further development of the glass fibre method.

In this presentation, we plan to show and discuss the latest results of our measurements and analysis performed over the last year for UTC(PL)-UTC(AOS) glass fibre link and GPS PPP method.

Time and Frequency Transfer Using Satellite Based Augmentation System GAGAN

Petr Panek, Alexander Kuna

Institute of Photonics and Electronics, AS CR, Chaberska 57, 182 51 Prague, Czech Republic

Email: panek@ufe.cz

GAGAN (GPS-Aided Geo Augmented Navigation) is an Indian satellite navigation system which augments GPS and makes it suitable for safety critical applications. It is one of the Satellite Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS). GAGAN uses a geostationary satellite transmitting signals almost identical to the GPS signals thus it can be used for time and frequency transfer in similar way. In contrast to the European EGNOS, this system already supports the navigation function and it transmits signals both in L1 and L5 frequency channels. The signals are available in good quality in the central Europe area.

We used the GAGAN signals for an experimental common-view time transfer between IPE Prague and PTB Braunschweig which is a distance of 370 km. The stability of the measured time difference was limited by stability of the clock in IPE and could be considered TDEV(1 min) < 30 ps and TDEV < 250 ps for averaging intervals up to 1 hour. GTR51 time and frequency transfer GNSS receivers were employed at both sites.

We analyzed one-minute measurement data from a continuous one-day measurement. The L1 code measurement has markedly lower accuracy compared to a GPS common-view. This is caused by the rather narrow bandwidth of the SBAS signals in this frequency channel. The observed fluctuations can be described as white noise with standard deviation of 7 ns. The L5 code measurement provides much better precision. In this case we assessed the stability TDEV < 1.3 ns for averaging intervals from 1 min to several hours. Since the geostationary satellite moves just slightly towards the receivers, the observed variations caused by the multipath effect are very slow compared to GPS.

The results obtained from the carrier phase measurements are promising. The stability of the ionosphere free combination is TDEV(1 min) < 40 ps and for longer averaging intervals it follows the expected stability of the measured time difference. Interesting results followed from our comparison of the single frequency measurements and the ionosphere free combination where relatively fast fluctuations induced by ionosphere are obvious in the single frequency measurements. During the daytime, the amplitude of these fluctuations reaches 5 ns in the L1 frequency channel. This behavior is quite far from classical ionospheric delay models.

We believe that using GAGAN and other SBAS for permanent carrier phase frequency transfer could be ideal solution for continuous comparisons of precise frequency sources.
Preliminary Implementation of

Time and Frequency Transfer by BDS

LIANG Kun¹, JIN Zhaofeng²
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Abstract: Since 27ᵗʰ Dec 2012, BeiDou Navigation Satellite System(BDS) Signal in Space Interface Control Document-Open Service Signal B1I (Version 1.0)¹ has been released. It mainly includes the system introduction, signal standards and navigation message, which defines the related contents of open service signal B1I between BDS and users terminals. Error correction and clock bias solution for BDS have been studied, and time and frequency transfer method by BDS has been developed by NIM(National Institute of Metrology, Beijing, China). Based on BDS OEM model, the original BDS observation has been acquired and the BDS C1 and P2 code time and frequency transfer has been implemented preliminarily after the difference between BDT(BDS system time) and GPST(GPS system time) is taken into account. To verify its performance and feasibility, the remote time and frequency transfer experiments and the CCD(Common Clock Difference) experiments have been implemented, using the two BDS receivers and the other GPS receivers including IMEU, IMEN and IMEW sites(NIMTFGNSS receivers), IMPR and BJNM sites(Septentrio PolaRx2eTR and PolaRx3eTR receivers respectively) and IMEJ site(Dicom GTR50 receiver) of NIM located at NIM. The stability and accuracy of BDS time and frequency transfer have been evaluated. The long baseline results characterize that the remote transfer performance of BDS time and frequency transfer is comparable with GPS(Global Positioning System). The standard deviation of the BDS C1 code CCD results using AV(All-in View) method could be about 3 ns with one day measurement. In the near future, using BDS post, near real-time or real-time precise ephemeris products, BDS carrier phase time and frequency transfer will be studied and applied at NIM.
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This paper presents a wafer-level integrated SAW sensor using conventional thin-film fabrication for the SAW, and the direct write of a thicker dissimilar metal for the antenna. Previous proof-of-concept results using thin antenna films demonstrated the feasibility of planar device integration, but had limited interrogation range.³⁰⁸ For the first time, a direct write process is utilized to deposit the antenna conductor onto the SAW substrate, providing ease of fabrication, optimal film thickness, and superior adhesion. Shown in Figure 64, the automated thermal spray process selectively deposits conductive or dielectric films onto a CAD defined area for rapid, conformal fabrication, allowing sensor integration on a range of surfaces. Results presented will show an increase in range, compared to previous work, through an improved low loss design.

Using the direct write process, shown in Figure 64, 15 μm thick copper is ‘written’ onto lithium niobate without a mask. Thick antenna traces lower antenna resistive losses, because of increases in conductivity and decreased skin depth effects. The traces adhere well to the 80 nm aluminum SAW transducer pads that are patterned previously by a traditional photolithographic process. The process allows multiple metal levels, trenching, and trimming, for optimum design and fabrication of research or a commercial product. The updated design yields three devices on a 76 mm wafer and requires no mechanical bonds; bond free devices are ideal for demanding environmental sensors.

Antenna gain and bandwidth trade-offs must be made to the integrated design to meet device size and system performance requirements. The design of a 915 MHz meandered dipole antenna with low mismatch loss and maximized radiation efficiency over an 8% SAW fractional bandwidth is demonstrated. Experimental performance results of antennas fabricated on standard FR4 and on-wafer by electroplating or direct write process will be contrasted. Temperature sensors are fabricated on YZ-LiNbO₃ and simultaneous operation, over temperature, in a multi-sensor system will be demonstrated wirelessly at several meters. The integration of SAW and direct write technology offers a multitude of opportunities for new sensor and communication system embodiments.

Figure 91: (a) The automated direct write robot printing to a part. (b) An example of a 915 MHz SAW sensor and direct write dipole antenna integrated onto a 76 mm Y-cut lithium niobate wafer.

Ultra-Wide-Band SAW sensors and tags
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SAW tags and sensors often operate in 2.45 GHz ISM band with relatively narrow Band=82.5 MHz available there. The characteristics of SAW tags and sensors can be radically improved due to the possibility to use ultra wide band (UWB) frequency range [1]. Wide band means large bit capacity $B \times T$ with even decreased size of the device. In this work we develop prototype devices operating in 2000MHz- 2500MHz UWB frequency range. First measurement results with new UWB reader will be reported.

A few different SAW sensor devices for operation in the UWB were designed, manufactured and tested. The test devices included chirp LFM IDT, wide band reflectors. For simulation of devices FEM/BEM software “FEMSAW” (homemade software) was used. The UWB reader operating in continuous wave radar regime was developed and manufactured. The current reading distance is about 1 meter but this distance should be increased.

The first remote measurements has shown that we get compressed RF pulses of about 2 ns duration (Fig.1), including unique RF pulse of a few sinusoids with amplitude modulation. Due to this many advantages can be obtained:

- the precise measurement of the pulse position is possible by correlation methods, avoiding the phase ambiguity problem. The precision of the temperature definition of 1 °C can be obtained. Only 2 reflectors are necessary for such a sensor.
- The correlation method works even in multi-path environment with strong reflections form metal objects
- The short compressed pulses allow measuring a number of sensors simultaneously just separating them in time (TDMA). Figure 1 shows 2 sensors measured simultaneously, each device including 3 reflectors.
- For the tag application in theory at least 100 tags can be identified simultaneously in a limited temperature range $\Delta T< 100^\circ$C. For such limited number of tags there is no “collision” problem.

The measurements are currently under way. The radiated power level will be estimated and the reading distance for the signals satisfying the US UWB standatds will be determined.
A Wireless Langasite Resonant Electrical Field/Voltage Sensor
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Abstract

Langasite (La\textsubscript{3}Ga\textsubscript{5}SiO\textsubscript{14}), a promising new piezoelectric crystal, has attracted interest from piezoelectric communities around the world for its superior behavior such as having a high Q, stable frequency-temperature behavior, high electrical-mechanical coupling coefficient and no phase transition to a high temperature form. Langasite resonators are generally more sensitive to electrical fields than quartz resonators as they have higher piezoelectric coefficient \cite{1}, which is ideal for high accuracy electrical field sensor applications in harsh environments. This article presents a system for a wireless langasite resonator electrical field sensor. The system uses frequency conversion techniques to convert the sensor’s ultrasonic signal to a microwave signal in order to transmit the signal wirelessly without digitization. The sensor is able to transmit the ultrasound signal by using passive components that modulate and transmit the full waveform. A special circuit is designed to apply the high voltage on the langasite resonator without causing damage to other instruments. The wireless transmission system was tested using a doubly rotated plano-plano langasite resonator (YXlw 0/Φ 45°/85°) operating on its third overtone (6.304844 MHz) as its sensor. Wireless system data obtained using a network analyzer was compared with similar wired system data. The electric field-frequency effect was measured for both wired and wireless configurations. The result shows a good agreement between the wired and wireless signals (Fig.1). The demonstrated system has a potential for high voltage/electrical field sensing applications in harsh environments.

Resonant SAW Torque Sensor for Wind Turbines
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Wind farms are at the moment one of the fastest growing sources of renewable energy. However, the cost of electricity generated by offshore wind turbines is still noticeably higher than that for fossil fuel power plants, and maintenance cost is an important contribution to it. Up to 80\% of this cost is associated with unexpected failures of rotating components that could be prevented by predictive and corrective maintenance based on adequate condition monitoring systems. Currently they mainly include vibration, temperature and oil debris sensors but there is also a clear demand for sensing torque. That would allow a more accurate estimation of load on rotating parts, correlation of this load with the data obtained from other sensors and overload protection.

At the moment torque sensors used on wind turbines are mostly realized with strain gauges but the latter are difficult to apply, require telemetry system for signal transmission and non-contact power supply, they are expensive and used mainly at the development stage rather than for continuous load monitoring. The aim of this paper is to present a batteryless non-contact SAW torque sensor suitable for easy aftermarket installation on the high-speed shafts of wind turbine gearboxes.

Resonant SAW torque sensors have been developed for automotive industry\textsuperscript{309} but in this case the SAW die is attached by an adhesive directly to the surface of a relatively small part that can be cured in an oven. Dimensions of the wind turbine gearbox high-speed shafts are too large for curing them in ovens. A novel design of a torque plate transducer with the SAW sensing element is proposed that allows easy clamping of it on the surface of a large shaft. The main design issue is repeatability of the sensor readings and minimization of the hysteresis associated with a state of the interface between the shaft and the transducer. Another issue is a design of the RF rotary coupler with a large 20 mm gap between the rotor and the stator that would tolerate vibrations of the shaft and provide wireless resonant frequency measurements insensitive to the angular position of the shaft and its radial and axial movement. The use of a specially designed test shaft for calibration of the sensor within the temperature range from +20°C to +85°C is discussed in the paper. The achieved accuracy of the sensor tested after calibration is approximately 1\% of the full range that is ±5 kNm. Installation of the sensor on the 750 kW NEG MICON 48 wind turbine is also discussed.

High-overtone Bulk Acoustic Resonator as passive sensor acting a buried cooperative target interrogated by Ground Penetrating RADAR.
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Acoustic transducers have demonstrated superior capabilities when used as passive sensors interrogated through a wireless radiofrequency (RF) link. However, exploiting these devices has been associated with dedicated hardware.

In this presentation, we consider acoustic sensors as passive cooperative targets to Ground Penetrating RADAR (GPR), one particular type of impulse mode ultrawideband characterization instrument widely used for geophysical purposes. Because acoustic resonators and delay lines only operate in a single frequency band defined by the spatial periodicity of the interdigitated transducer, one particular transducer can be probed by only one associated GPR operating in the same frequency bands.

Various RADAR frequencies are used for various applications as a trade off between penetration depth of the electromagnetic wave and spatial resolution: the higher the operating frequency as defined by antenna dimensions, the shallower the penetration depth but the better the spatial resolution. Our objective here is to demonstrate the use of High-overtone Bulk Acoustic Resonators (HBAR) as GPR cooperative targets compatible with multiple frequency bands.

HBAR is a bulk acoustic wave transducer in which a stack of piezoelectric substrate acting as the active layer (conversion from electromagnetic to mechanical wave) and a thick substrate (low acoustic loss medium) are combined to generate a comb of modes in the frequency domain. Since the Fourier transform of a frequency comb is a comb of reflections in the time domain, the impulse response of such a transducer is a series of echoes whose delay is representative of the acoustic velocity. If substrate orientations are selected to exhibit strong dependency with a given physical property, measuring the delay between echoes allows for the measurement of this quantity.

A same HBAR transducer has been interrogated using a commercial, off the shelf Malå RAMAC CUII GPR unit operating at 100 and 200 MHz ranges (the hardware remains the same and the operating frequency is selected by changing the length of the dipole antenna fitted to the emitter and receiver units). The temperature of the transducer is extracted from a cross-correlation between adjacent echo signals, yielding a measurement insensitive to environmental conditions other than the quantity under investigation (e.g distance between RADAR and sensor). We thus demonstrate the compatibility of acoustic transducers – either for identification or measurement purposes – as buried sensors with virtually infinite life expectancy once installed in environments unsuitable for battery replacement (civil engineering structures, concrete curing and stress, soil temperature measurement or stress measurement in the case of moving environments such as glacier or landslides).
Passive Wireless Surface Acoustic Wave CO$_2$ Sensor for Geological Sequestration Sites Monitoring
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Geological sequestration, where the CO$_2$ was collected and dumped into the mines and oil fields deep under ground, has attracted lots of attention. There is urgent need for developing a sophisticated system that can monitor the ground leakage in those remote sequestration sites. Surface acoustic wave sensor equipped with on-chip sensitive layer is the best choice for low cost wireless monitoring of sequestration sites leakage monitoring with minimum power consumption.

Surface acoustic wave sensor with delay line structure was adopted. The sensitive layer was initially composed of carbon nanotube (CNT) and polyimide (PI). CNT was chosen due to its high surface volume aspect ratio and chemical stability. PI was used to promote sensor performance in harsh environment.

Test of PI based nanocomposite showed less than 0.4% resistance increase over pure CO$_2$. Based on sensor frequency dependence on film conductivity, this will cause about 10ppm frequency change. Polyethyleneimine (PEI) was then used for its better chemical reaction between CO$_2$ gas molecule and CNT. The gas response for the new nanocomposite was about 10% resistance increase under pure CO$_2$, which gave an estimated 1000ppm frequency change. The fabricated sensor frequency change was around 300ppm for pure CO$_2$. The lowest detection limit of the sensor is 1% gas concentration, with 36ppm frequency change.

With paralyne packaging, the sensor frequency change on humidity reduced to less than 100ppm from over 1000ppm for unprotected sensor while maintaining the same gas sensing performance. Wireless module was tested and showed over one foot transmission distance at preferred parallel orientation.

Fig. 94: Sensor response to CO$_2$ with various concentrations.

Fig. 95: Sensor response to different relative humidity levels for sensors with and without paralyne packaging.
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Spatially Resolved Measurement of Relaxation Times in a Microfabricated Vapor Cell
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Microfabricated vapor cells are an important tool for atomic physics applications, showing particular success in miniaturised atomic clocks\(^3\) and DC electromagnetic field sensing\(^4\). As a new application, imaging of microwave magnetic fields using a vapor cell has recently been demonstrated by our group\(^5\). A thorough knowledge of the properties of a cell is prerequisite to precision measurements. For microfabricated cells and imaging applications, the spatial dependence of relaxation times and excitation fields are of particular importance. We present the spatially resolved characterisation, performed using time-domain Ramsey and Rabi measurements, of a 5 mm diameter, 2 mm thick microfabricated cell, filled with \(^{87}\)Rb and 80 mbar of \(\text{N}_2\) buffer gas\(^6\).

Atomic relaxation is described by the \(T_1\) and \(T_2\) times, representing the population and coherence lifetimes, respectively. The dominant relaxation mechanisms in a vapor cell are Rb-wall, Rb-buffer gas and Rb-Rb collisions. The coherence lifetime is also limited by inhomogeneities in applied static and microwave magnetic fields. Both lifetimes can be obtained in a single time-domain Ramsey measurement.

We characterise \(T_1\) and \(T_2\) relaxation in the cell as a function of position, performing Ramsey measurements as we scan a narrow laser beam across the cell. We also probe the homogeneity of our applied static and microwave fields using Rabi sequences. In addition we have implemented an imaging technique, whereby a CCD chip is used to perform measurements over the entire cell simultaneously. As an example, figure 1 shows an image of \(T_1\) times across our cell.

This work was supported by SNSF and ESA. We thank Y. Pétremand for filling the cell.

The Integrated Swiss Miniature Atomic Clock
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The detailed design of the Swiss Miniature Atomic Clock (Swiss-MAC) was presented by CSEM at the 2012 EFTF\textsuperscript{315}. This paper describes the progress made since then towards the realization of the integrated Swiss-MAC, by presenting a first prototype showing preliminary but very promising performances.

Miniature atomic clocks (MACs), typically based on the coherent population trapping scheme (CPT), show the promise of having miniature (\(< 1 \text{ cm}^3\)) and low-power (\(< 100 \text{ mW}\)) portable microwave frequency standards. The Swiss-MAC was designed to target such state of the art specifications. The current prototype integrates most of the desired functionalities, except the vacuum encapsulation of the physics package and its integrated temperature regulation. The prototype is powered by a separate PCB equipped with a battery pack and different monitoring and debugging inputs/outputs. The main PCB has dimensions of 50 x 100 mm\(^2\) with 1/3rd of its surface populated by test jumpers and connectors.

The core physics package is realized by a stacking of PCB layers (Fig. 1). It has dimensions down to 11 x 11 x 8.5 mm\(^3\) (1 cm\(^3\)), including the functionalized atomic vapor cell with dimensions downsized to 4 x 4 x 1.6 mm\(^3\) (26 mm\(^3\)). The core physics package is mounted in a commercial ceramic package for vacuum encapsulation. The resulting assembly is surrounded by an external Ø 42 mm magnetic shielding, the overall volume of the physics package reaching 22 cm\(^3\). The Swiss-MAC prototype is controlled by means of a LabVIEW\® interface communicating with an MSP430 microcontroller. The latter drives the 3rd generation of a dedicated proprietary ASIC, with built-in RF lock loop and laser lock loop, and with integrated laser bias current source, three temperature sensors, and four heating current sources.

The Swiss-MAC prototype is currently in its integration and test phase. The main lock loops could already be closed and preliminary frequency stability measurements were successfully be realized using an external miniature glass atomic vapor cell (100 mm\(^3\)). The results, reaching \(\sigma_y = 3 \cdot 10^{-11}\) at one day integration time and an impressive \(\sigma_y = 6 \cdot 10^{-11}\) at 1 s are very close to telecom specifications. Moreover, they confirm that our integrated electronics supports good short term frequency stability. Improvements and further tests are ongoing. The complete prototype will be fully characterized in 2013 and more results are expected for the conference.

\textsuperscript{315} J. Haesler et al., “Swiss Miniature Atomic Clock: first prototype and preliminary results”, European Time and Frequency Forum (EFTF), Gothenburg, April 2012.
Double resonance spectroscopic studies using a new generation of microfabricated microwave cavity
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Our research concerns a miniature vapor-cell atomic clock based on double-resonance instead of CPT\(^{316}\), using a newly designed microwave resonator, the \(\mu\)-LGR\(^{317}\), and its dedicated micro-fabricated cell\(^{318}\) (see Fig. 1). In this communication we present an improved version of the atomic resonator package using an \(^{87}\)Rb cell and more detailed spectroscopic studies, including analysis of the main sources of medium and long term frequency instability.

Preliminary measurements show promising results. The Zeeman spectrum (see Fig. 2) demonstrates a clean and well controlled microwave field sustained by the resonator that is composed of a stack of planar electrodes. The determination of its field orientation factor\(^{319}\) (FOF) gives an excellent value of 0.7.

After a first optimization step, a nearly 13% contrast signal with a FWHM of 3.8 kHz is obtained; this allows a shot-noise limit prediction of \(2.8 \times 10^{-12} \tau^{-1/2}\). Fig. 3 shows the stability obtained using this signal, which is in good agreement with the predicted signal-to-noise limit of \(7 \times 10^{-12} \tau^{-1/2}\). Long term stabilities issues such as light shift and temperature shift will also be discussed.

Acknowledgement: This work was supported by the Swiss National Science Foundation and the European Space Agency (ESA). We thank Y. Pétremand (EPFL, SAMLAB) for the cell fabrication, and F. Gruet, P. Scherler, and M. Dürenberger (all from LTF) for their contributions to the realization of the hardware.

Towards the development of on-board atomic clock, alkali vapor cells clocks have shown that besides their robustness and relative simplicity, cell technology clocks are competitive with the cold atoms compact setups in term of stability. Among the different vapor cell clock technologies, the coherent population trapping (CPT) prototype developed at SYRTE offer an alternative where no microwave cavity is needed. The microwave is optically carried by the frequency difference between two lasers. Using crossed linear polarized beams and Ramsey temporal interrogation, signals with 15 % contrast and 125 Hz linewidth have been observed. Such a signal, combined with a noise at the shot noise limit would lead to sub 10^{-13} \tau^{1/2} stability clocks. In this paper we report investigations on the noise processes currently limiting the short term stability of the clock at the level of 5.5 \times 10^{-13} at 1s.

Five main noise sources are investigated: magnetic field, beam polarization, laser frequency, laser intensity and finally microwave phase. A contribution to the clock stability below 10^{-14} at 1s is shown for the two first ones. The effect of the optical frequency detuning has been measured and its conversion on the clock stability is under investigation. The influence of the laser intensity noise has been carefully studied, it is not negligible in the 10^{-13} range. A stabilization system has been implemented lowering the RIN of 15 dB down to -137 dB/Hz at 160 Hz. Finally the local oscillator noise contribution to the clock stability has been studied using the Dick formalism. This aliasing effect, well understood for a two level system, had never been investigated for a three level one as the CPT. The numerical calculation, in good agreement with measurements, allowed us to deduce a phenomenological equation for the Dick effect in CPT, usable for others CPT clocks. The application of those calculations to our prototype pointed out the local oscillator as main noise source contributor, followed by the intensity noise. Solutions have been designed and will be implemented on our set-up. The latest results will be shown at the conference.

---

Continuous and Ramsey spectroscopy of CPT resonances in Cs vapor cells with push-pull optical pumping
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We studied theoretically and developed an experimental set-up to detect high-contrast CPT resonances in buffer-gas-filled Cs vapor cells using push-pull optical pumping (PPOP) [1]. The laser source of the system is a distributed-feedback (DFB) diode laser tuned on the Cs D1 line at 894.6 nm. A Mach-Zehnder electro-optic modulator (MZ EOM) is driven by a 4.596 GHz local oscillator to generate two first-order optical sidebands frequency-separated by 9.192 GHz. The dc electrode bias voltage of the MZ EOM is actively controlled using an original microwave synchronous detector technique to stabilize optical carrier rejection (~28dB) at the output of the EOM. A Michelson-like interferometer allows to generate the so-called push-pull interaction scheme [1]. The laser light is transmitted through a buffer-gas-filled Cs vapor cell. The laser power at the output of the cell is detected by a photodiode.

Using a continuous (CW) interaction regime, the effect of the laser intensity onto the clock resonance parameters (linewidth, contrast, ratio linewidth-contrast) was studied for 3 different cells, including a microfabricated Cs-Ne cell. The PPOP technique was found to be less efficient in microfabricated cells to obtain high-contrast resonances. For the 0-0 clock transition, CPT resonance contrasts as high as 78% were measured in a 5-cm-long cell with high operating laser intensities [2], i.e at the expense of a relevant CPT line power broadening.

To circumvent this issue, with minor changes of the setup, we demonstrated the detection of high-contrast and narrow CPT Ramsey fringes by combining PPOP and a temporal Ramsey-like interrogation. The major originality of the experiment is the use of the single MZ EOM both for optical sidebands generation and light intensity modulation for pulsed interaction. As in [3], atoms interact with an optical pulse train sequence where each pulse is used both CPT state pumping and atomic signal detection. Figure 1 shows typically obtained 166 Hz-linewidth Ramsey fringes with a contrast of 33% in a cm-scale cell. The impact of different experimental parameters (laser power, Ramsey time, CPT pumping time..) on the CPT fringe will be reported. First frequency stability results of the system, operating as an atomic clock, in the CW regime and-or pulsed regime, will be reported at the conference.

Figure 1: Ramsey fringes detected with PPOP.

We have implemented and experimentally verified a digitized atomic clock based on transient oscillation of detuned coherent population trapping (DCPT). In this design, the output standard frequency can be achieved by directly adding/subtracting the transient oscillation frequency of DCPT to/from the RF frequency, which is used for the pump laser modulation. We modulate the RF frequency with a 100 Hz square wave, and the RF frequency is set to alternate between the ground state hyperfine splitting frequency and the detuned frequency (a few kHz higher/lower). After the laser beam passes through the rubidium atom cell, a series of laser intensity oscillation will be detected when the RF frequency is detuned. This is the DCPT transient oscillation signal, and the frequency is theoretically equal to the detuning frequency.

In our DCPT atomic clock, the oscillation signal is detected, reshaped, and amplified, in order to facilitate the digital processing. Since the detuning frequency is $10^3$ Hz, using typical digital processing with instability better than $10^{-6}$, we can extract the oscillation frequency with $10^{-3}$ Hz accuracy, which allows us to acquire the detuning frequency of the RF oscillator accurate up to 0.1 Hz. When we use the RF oscillator signal as the reference frequency, and use the detected oscillation frequency to compensate for the RF frequency detuning as well as its shift with time, we will be able to obtain the DCPT atomic clock’s standard frequency, which equals the two ground states hyperfine splitting frequency. In our preliminary experiments, the frequency instability of $1\times10^{-11}/\sqrt{\tau}$ ($\tau=1000$s) has been achieved.

Comparing with traditional atomic clocks, this DCPT atomic clock does not require a circuit to lock the microwave frequency. This eliminates the instability and loose locking probability brought on by the phase locking loop, which makes the DCPT atomic clock more stable and more reliable, especially when used in harsh environments. In addition, the transient signal as the amplitude 3 to 4 times that of the CPT signal, which further benefits observation and analysis. This data processing section can be easily digitized and integrated. As a result, this scheme has great potential in the design and manufacture of miniature atomic clocks.
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Abstract

The Time Transfer by Laser Link (T2L2) experiment, developed by both the Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur (OCA) and the Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES), performs optical ground to space time transfer. Its principle is derived from laser telemetry technology with dedicated space equipment designed to record arrival time of laser pulses at the satellite. According to the capabilities of ground laser stations (laser operations are weather dependent) T2L2 permits to realize some links between distant clocks with expected time stability of a few picoseconds and accuracy better than 100 ps.

The T2L2 space experiment has been launched in July 2008 on-board the oceanography satellite Jason2. The International Laser Ranging network has been applied to track the satellite permanently, the Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) technique being primarily used to support the precise orbit determination of the satellite. Thanks to T2L2, this tracking permitted to link SLR observatories (most of them equipped with GPS and some of them ultra stable clocks) and to promote time synchronization within intercontinental distances, as a service to the space geodesy community. In addition, several dedicated campaigns have been conducted from 2009 to 2013 to analyze carefully the T2L2 performances in terms of time stability and time accuracy, to realize some synchronization between remote ultra stable clocks and to perform microwave time transfer comparison such as with GPS. A detailed analysis of all the sensitive elements used in the measurement chain of the ground segment was recently done in some SLR stations in order to improve time stability and to reach the performance that was primary specified.

Through 5 years of activity supported by both CNES and OCA, this work highlights the performances of T2L2 and tries to enlighten the community on the advantages and disadvantages of space optical technique. It summarizes the results as qualitative and quantitative.
Atomic Clock Ensemble in Space (ACES) is a mission using high-performance clocks and links to test fundamental laws of physics in space. The ACES payload is accommodated externally on the ISS Columbus laboratory. The ACES microwave link (MWL) will make the ACES clock signal available to ground laboratories equipped with atomic clocks and outfitted with dedicated MWL Ground Terminals. The ACES Ground Segment will perform all monitoring and control tasks of the payload as well as of the world-wide distributed set of MWL Ground Terminals. The ACES Ground Segment collects all housekeeping and science data generated by the payload and ground terminals. The science raw data is processed into higher level data products that can be retrieved by a large science community.

We will give a brief status overview on the development of the ACES payload, where the integration of the flight model has started. The latest results obtained with the MWL will be discussed. Further we will detail the Ground Segment and MWL Ground Terminal design, which is presently undergoing acceptance testing with a focus on the description of the ACES science data products and underlying algorithms.
Towards a free space satellite to ground coherent optical link

P. Wolf¹, N. Chiodo¹, K. Djerroud¹, O. Acef¹, G. Santarelli¹
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Coherent links are based on the direct measurement of the optical phase rather than an amplitude modulation (pulses) as in conventional laser ranging. A limiting factor in this kind of links is the time variation of the refractive index of the terrestrial atmosphere due to the turbulence phenomenon that adds phase noise and intensity fluctuations both decreasing the performance of the link. Based on first results of a ground-ground coherent link with 5 km propagation through the turbulent atmosphere we estimate the potential performance of such links for ground to space frequency comparison of clocks, showing that significant improvement with respect to existing methods can be expected, potentially down to $10^{-17}$ in relative frequency in less than 1000 s integration time.

Our next step towards this goal is the experimental realization of a link from a ground telescope to a low Earth orbit (LEO) satellite equipped with corner cube reflectors. We describe the requirements on the laser system for such a link (stability at the $10^{-13}$ level or below, whilst being tunable over 20 GHz) and present our solution for that challenge showing the performance of our laser system.

We describe first (unsuccessful) experiments that took place in November 2012 and January 2013 at the 1.5 m lunar ranging telescope of the Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur in collaboration with ONERA (French aerospace lab) who provides the adaptive optics bench. We discuss the encountered challenges and difficulties, and the implemented or planned solutions. Additional experiments will take place in 2013 before the conference, and depending on their outcome we might show first signals received from the satellite.

Design of the F&T Subsystem for ESA’s Deep Space Antenna 3

Solana, A.1, Schaefer, W.1, Schwall, T.1, Ramos, M.2, de Vicente, J.2, Froidevaux, S.3, Giordano, V.4, Grop, S.5, Dubois, B.5
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New concepts and techniques to try to improve the overall performance of Frequency and Timing subsystems were developed and applied to ESA’s third Deep Space Antenna (DSA3), near Malargüe in Argentina. Independent and well-controlled clocks room, together with an improved short term stability and phase noise lead the way into the introduction of a 100 MHz distribution system, maintaining the same level of performance at both ends of the cross-site link. Lower frequencies, such as 5 MHz and 10 MHz, were locally generated in each building from the 100 MHz source. The introduction of a cryogenic cooled sapphire oscillator (in addition to the two redundant active hydrogen masers), accomplished to combine its good short term stability while remaining locked to one of the masers profiting of the maser’s long-term performance.

The performance achieved after adaptation and optimization of the key elements of the F&T subsystem and the reduction of the thermal sensitivity, allowed distribution to the antenna site, at a distance of approximately 100m.

The system design and the results of final on-site acceptance tests are presented.

Fig. 100: CSO (Cryogenic Sapphire Oscillator)
Clock Composition by Wiener Filtering Illustrated on Two Atomic Clocks

Marek Peca¹,², Vojtěch Michálek¹,², Michael Vacek¹,²
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Clock ensembling, i.e. calculation of best time estimate given readings from multiple clocks, is a must for state-of-art timekeeping. Clock drift and jitter are usually modelled as colored noise, therefore a linear estimation is naturally the tool of choice. The crux of the matter is that unlike traditional estimation problems, the clock ensemble is both marginally stable (drifting) and partially unobservable (only time differences are measurable). Modifications of Kalman filter estimator to handle these conditions were made using special covariance matrix treatment. As an alternative to Kalman filter approach, a Wiener filter has been elaborated on the simplest yet useful example of two distinct atomic clocks, motivated by ACES project. The resulting estimator is structurally and computationally simpler than Kalman filter, and in case of time invariant models it is equally optimal. Design procedure is described covering clock noise modelling (including flicker approximation), and polynomial estimator calculation, concentrated on numerical pitfalls, and common marginally stable factors. Both non-causal (infinite lag) and causal (real-time) estimators are discussed.

Performance of the resulting estimator is simulated based on published ACES project models. Results are plotted by means of power spectral density (PSD) and Allan deviation (Fig. 1), and compared to current solution based on feedback loops. It is shown that Wiener estimator performs better than the ACES feedback loops; generally, better than any possible feedback system so far. Most importantly, the system integrated with Wiener estimator is substantially simpler, inherently stable, contains less noise sources, and it is optimal up to an arbitrary roundoff error floor.

Fig. 101: Allan deviation of PHARAO-Cs and SHM clocks³ and Wiener filtered ensemble.

Characterization of atomic clock anomalies in the dynamic Allan variance domain

Lorenzo Galleani\textsuperscript{1}, Patrizia Tavella\textsuperscript{2}
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The stability of an atomic clock changes with time due to several factors, such as mechanical vibrations, temperature, and radiations. To represent this time variation, we introduced the dynamic Allan variance (DAVAR)\textsuperscript{327,328,329}. The DAVAR is a surface function of time and the observation interval. This surface is stationary with time when the clock follows the specifications, whereas it changes with time when an anomaly occurs. We derive the analytic DAVAR for a series of common anomalies, namely, a phase jump, a frequency jump, and a short duration sinusoid, that is, a sinusoid with finite time support. These anomalies are of fundamental interest in space clocks. Our results establish a clear connection between the nature and properties of the anomalies and the corresponding shape of the DAVAR.
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The traditional understanding that reductions in size and associated improvements of oscillator performance are ultimately limited by the deleterious effects of nonlinearity and noise explain MEMS based oscillators failing to realize their technological promise. The MEMS advantages in size, weight, power, and integrability with CMOS have been limited to those applications where performance can be sacrificed to realize these advantages. As a result, MEMS have not been useful in many important applications that depend on performance, e.g., acquiring and tracking GPS. In light of modern advances in dynamics and the broader breakdown of assumptions underlying these performance expectations, conventional limitations must be reassessed.

The premise of the Mesodynamic Architectures (Meso) program at DARPA is that nonlinearity and noise inherent to all small-scale oscillators can be exploited to surpass traditional performance limits. In particular, the Meso program seeks to achieve frequency sources with unprecedentedly low phase-noise-per-unit-device-volume. Phase noise is particularly difficult since it cannot be filtered without the overhead of active canceling or put through a limiter without also removing oscillation signal. Complicating the problem further is that oscillators are inherently noisy close to the characteristic frequency and in the phase of oscillation. At the same time, dynamics offer novel mechanisms that can be used to improve oscillator behavior. Examples include decoupling amplitude modulation from phase modulation and tuning background fluctuations to enhance oscillator phase purity.

This talk will summarize the Meso program and provide a context for the results to be reported in this session. The architectures being pursued include tiny beams of different materials, disks, and thin films. Advances in the key figures of merit of phase noise and device size will be discussed along with results in maintaining temperature stability and acceleration stability. Potential avenues for further study will also be discussed.
Dynamics of Microscale Thin Film AlN Piezoelectric Resonators Enables Low Phase Noise UHF Frequency Sources
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Low phase noise (PN) frequency sources from 100 MHz to 1.5 GHz rely on single crystalline mechanical resonators such as quartz crystals and surface acoustic wave devices to form a stable reference. Despite the impressive performance, these components cannot be directly integrated with CMOS electronics, are relatively bulky and are far from attaining the ultimate size, weight and power consumption that would be desirable for high-end commercial, industrial, and especially military applications.

Thin film micro and nanoscale resonators have emerged as a promising class of devices for the synthesis of stable frequency sources. Thin film piezoelectrics have shown to be the only viable transduction mechanism to demonstrate Ultra High Frequency (UHF) references. AlN contour-mode resonators¹ can provide high Q and low motional impedance and are especially suited for the implementation of CMOS-integrable multi-frequency sources on a single chip.

Nonetheless, the ultimate performance of these devices is hindered by their miniaturized dimensions, their complex dynamics and the unknown noise mechanisms associated with it. Here we analytically and experimentally explain how the non-linear dynamics of the AlN resonators are due to self-heating. Furthermore, we experimentally show how the dynamics of the resonator can be exploited to evade amplifier noise and reduce the close-in PN of the oscillator. We also measure, for the first time, the intrinsic noise of these resonators in an open-loop configuration, a particularly challenging task at frequencies above 500 MHz, but of paramount importance in order to fully understand the limiting mechanisms of phase noise.

With the aim of delivering temperature stable and acceleration insensitive oscillators, we introduce geometrical variations in the resonator layout to enable low power ovenization and reduce flexural deflections. Preliminary demonstration of UHF sources have yielded devices with PN < -94 dBc/Hz and – 160 dBc/Hz at 1kHz and 10 MHz offsets, temperature stability of 2 ppm from -20 to + 85 °C, and acceleration sensitivity < 30 ppb/G.
Single Transistor Oscillator Based on a Graphene-Aluminum Nitride Nano Plate Resonator

Zhenyun Qian¹, Yu Hui¹, Fangze Liu², Swastik Kar² and Matteo Rinaldi¹

¹Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Northeastern University, Boston, MA, USA
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This paper reports on the first demonstration of a high frequency (245 MHz) single transistor oscillator based on Graphene-Aluminum Nitride (G-AlN) nano-plate resonator (NPR). For the first time, a 2-dimensional (2D) electrically conductive graphene layer was integrated on top of an ultra-thin (500 nm) AlN nano-plate and excited into a high frequency contour-extensional mode of vibration by piezoelectric transduction (Fig.1). The resulting ultra-thin, low mass and high frequency G-AlN nanomechanical resonator showed high values of electromechanical coupling coefficient ($k_t^2 \approx 1.8\%$) and quality factor ($Q \approx 1000$) which enabled the implementation of a low phase noise (-87 dBc/Hz @ 1kHz offset and -125 dBc/Hz floor) single transistor oscillator.

The physical and electrical properties of the metal electrodes fundamentally limit volume and frequency scaling of conventional MEMS/NEMS piezoelectric resonators [1]. Furthermore, it has been recently shown that metal electrode damping and interface strain are responsible for the $Q$ limits in conventional AlN Lamb wave resonators [2]. In this work a stepping stone towards the development of metal-free piezoelectric NEMS resonators is set by integrating a 2D graphene electrode on top of an AlN resonant nano-plate in lieu of a relatively thicker and heavier metal electrode. Despite a bottom metal interdigital electrode is still employed in this first prototype, the fabricated G-AlN resonator is characterized by reduced mass (~53%) and volume (~20%), increased sound velocity, hence resonant frequency (~36%), and improved device figure of merit ($k_t^2Q=18$) compared to a conventional AlN NPR device ($k_t^2Q=12$) based on the same core design but employing a 150 nm thick gold top electrode instead of the single atomic layer graphene. Both the G-AlN NPR prototype and the conventional AlN NPR were directly wire-bonded to Pierce oscillator circuits implemented with an ATF-551M4 E-pHEMT GaAs transistor. Despite the 150 fold smaller volume of the top electrode and the 36% higher operating frequency, improved phase noise performance was recorded for the G-AlN device (Fig.2) demonstrating the great potential of using graphene as 2D electrode in piezoelectric NEMS resonators.


Fig. 103: (a) Schematic diagram of G-AlN NPR oscillator. Fig. 2: Measured phase noise of the two (b) Picture of the G-AlN NEMS die wire-bonded to the oscillators for best bias conditions (using an oscillator printed circuit board and SEM image of G-AlN Agilent N9010A EXA signal analyzer).
A 61-MHz Pierce oscillator referenced to a single polysilicon surface-micromachined wine-glass disk resonator has achieved phase noise marks of -120dBc/Hz at a 1-kHz offset and -139dBc/Hz at far-from-carrier offsets. When divided down to GSM’s 13MHz, this corresponds to -133 dBc/Hz at 1-kHz and -152dBc/Hz at far-from-carrier offsets, both of which satisfy GSM reference oscillator phase noise requirements. This Pierce oscillator not only provides improvements of 10dB at 1kHz and 7dB at far-from-carrier offsets versus a transimpedance amplifier (TIA) topology330 using a similar single disk, it also reduces power consumption down to only 120µW, which is ~3 times smaller. Such low phase noise and power achieved by a tiny MEMS device might soon be key enablers for low power “set and forget” autonomous sensor networks with substantial communication capability.

Previous TIA-based oscillators1 attained GSM specs by arraying MEMS devices to boost oscillator loop power to reduce far-from-carrier phase noise. In contrast, the work presented here achieves the same GSM spec using only a single MEMS resonator with significant area savings versus the previous large array. It does this via the remarkably simple Pierce configuration of Fig.1 that yields better performance in two ways: 1) by reducing noise-figure by using only two active transistors; and 2) by increasing voltage swing, thereby raising oscillator loop power.

Fig. 2 compares measured phase noise data for a 61-MHz TIA-based oscillator with that of the Pierce oscillator at 61MHz (and divided down to 13MHz), clearly showing the performance difference, and from the 13MHz curve, clearly meeting GSM specs. When power consumption is taken into account using the popular Figure of Merit (FOM) (given in the plot inset), this performance marks the best FOM at 1 kHz among published on-chip oscillators to date, as illustrated in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device Type</th>
<th>This work</th>
<th>Wine-glass array1</th>
<th>FBAR331</th>
<th>Quartz332</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FOM@ 1 kHz (dB)</td>
<td>-225</td>
<td>-223</td>
<td>-220</td>
<td>-211</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A 995MHz Fundamental Nonlinear Quartz MEMS Oscillator

R.G. Nagele, H.P. Moyer, D. J. Kirby, Y. Yoon, R.L. Kubena, R.J. Joyce, P.D. Brewer and D.T. Chang
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Recent work over the last few years has focused on developing methods to characterize resonator dynamics by measuring the impedance of the resonator under drive in a closed loop oscillating system. Work at HRL Laboratories has enabled the capability to measure resonators in the 500-600MHz range and determine the magnitude of the admittance vs. frequency and the associated phase noise levels.

Our work focuses on using this technique to plot the phase noise vs. frequency at a fixed drive level. The device measured is a 995 MHz AT-cut quartz fundamental thickness-shear mode resonator. The rectangular quartz plate dimensions are 320 μm x 290 μm with 100 μm diameter, 0.08 μm thick circular aluminum electrodes on the top and bottom surfaces of the quartz. An unloaded Q of 13,390 and motional resistance of 67.8 ohms was measured in vacuum. This yields an fQ product of 1.33×10^13 Hz, close to the expected limit for quartz devices. Fig. 1. shows the phase noise at a 1KHz offset for the resonator. The minimum phase noise achieved is ~ -106dBc/Hz which to our knowledge is the best reported for a quartz resonator operating in the fundamental mode at this frequency.

The loop oscillator consists of a Mini-Circuits amplifier, voltage controlled phase shifter, voltage controlled variable attenuator, power splitter and a resonator circuit with ZIF voltage probe connections that utilize Agilent low parasitic differential active probes used for measuring resonator admittance. Oscillator output goes to a frequency counter and phase noise analyzer. Upon establishing an oscillation condition, a computer program reads the voltage from the oscilloscope and adjusts the variable attenuator to achieve the desired voltage drive level. The phase shifter is adjusted in 5° increment and the process is repeated until the phase shifter reaches a state where the oscillation condition is not satisfied. Fig. 1. shows the resulting phase noise at a 1KHz vs. frequency for three different voltage drive levels. The nonlinear drive level, 175mVrms, shows the best phase noise performance over the range of oscillation frequencies.

Some micro/nanoscale resonator oscillators’ phase noise and temperature stability performance is inferior to traditional quartz crystal oscillators. But, does that matter? In other areas, micro/nanoscale resonator oscillators have demonstrated one or two orders of magnitude better performance. Measured devices have demonstrated frequency stability under vibration and a resiliency to shock not possible in traditional-sized quartz. Certain applications may have component specifications which can be derived differently by keeping in mind how a micro/nanoscale component will respond differently under these environmental conditions.

A comparison of most important requirements for oscillator components in communication, navigation, and radar radio applications is presented. Areas of specification relief are identified related to measured performance of micro/nanoscale oscillators. Rockwell Collins has measured developmental and COTS MEMS/NEMS resonator oscillators as part of the DARPA Mesodynamics program. This includes piezoelectric, piezoresistive, and electrostatic devices. Rockwell Collins has used these devices to demonstrate improved performance to existing radio hardware\textsuperscript{334}.

![Fixed Frequency Microscale Quartz 698 MHz Oscillator](image)

Fig. 106. Measured vibration sensitivity of a microscale resonator oscillator
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Ultra-stable microwave signals generated by transferring the stability of ultra-stable lasers to the microwave domain using femtosecond optical frequency combs could benefit applications such as radar systems, long baseline interferometry, precision spectroscopy and telecommunication systems.\textsuperscript{335} Microwave signals at harmonics of the repetition-rate can be generated via photodetection of the pulse train of a frequency comb, but the performance is usually limited by saturation effects in the photodetectors. Significant improvements in phase noise have been achieved using a repetition-rate multiplication scheme\textsuperscript{336} but long-term stable operation requires power stabilization of the laser source.\textsuperscript{337} A simple technique that can provide both ultra-low residual phase noise and long term phase drift is the optical-microwave phase detector (OM-PD).\textsuperscript{338}

We have investigated the performance of fibre-based and free-space OM-PDs locked to the $80^{th}$ harmonic of the repetition-rate of an Er-fibre comb. The free-space OM-PD has the advantage that it can be used at wavelengths for which no commercial PM fibre components exist. The residual phase noise of the extracted 8 GHz signal was measured by comparing two identical systems in each case. We present the best performance achieved with a free-space OM-PD to date, whilst the phase noise of our fibre OM-PD is only 10 dB higher than the best previously reported fibre OM-PD results.\textsuperscript{4} The limitations to the current performance are being investigated, and we have already shown for the free-space OM-PD that the noise between 100 Hz and 1 kHz can be suppressed by using more stable mounts. Measurements of the amplitude-to-phase conversion coefficients and the long-term performance of the OM-PDs will also be presented.

This work is supported by the UK National Measurement System and the European Metrology Research Programme (EMRP). The EMRP is jointly funded by the EMRP participating countries within EURAMET and the European Union.

\textsuperscript{336} A. Haboucha et al., Optics Letters, 36, 3654-3656, 2011.
\textsuperscript{338} K. Jung and J. Kim, Optics Letters, 37, 2958-2960, 2012.
Spectral purity transfer between optical wavelengths at the $10^{-18}$ level
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Ultra-stable lasers are a basic building block for numerous high precision experiments. Such systems traditionally rely on stabilization by high-finesse optical cavities and typically reach their thermal-noise fundamental limit at $2 \times 10^{-16}$ fractional frequency stability. Some applications require even better performance, most particularly optical lattice clocks, whose fundamental quantum projection noise limit could exceed $10^{-17}$ at one second, with interrogation lasers capable of sustaining such performance. This has recently stimulated the emergence of new solutions for improved laser frequency stability. Those approaches trade improved stability with increased complexity. Furthermore, most promising laser stabilization techniques are not based on ultra-stable optical cavities and are restricted to specific wavelengths by the physics of the exploited stabilization mechanism. To effectively take advantage of the potential of these new solutions, it is therefore of paramount importance to develop techniques for frequency stability transfer from a single laser frequency stabilization system to any optical wavelength.

We will present a scheme for optical phase locking through a commercial-core optical frequency comb based on a Erbium-doped fiber-based femtosecond laser capable of frequency stability transfer in the 1µm – 2µm spectral region. We demonstrate spectral purity transfer without frequency stability degradation from a 1062 nm master laser, stabilized by an high-finesse optical cavity, independently characterized at the $4 \times 10^{-16}$ stability level, to a 1542 nm slave laser. Operating two independent quasi-identical setups measuring the phase difference between a common pair of master and slave lasers and comparing the phase difference signals from the two setups, we demonstrate that the optical frequency comb does not limit the frequency stability transfer at the $2 \times 10^{-18}$ level at one second. This stability transfer capability exceeds by more than one order of magnitude the stability any optical oscillator demonstrated to date.

![Fig. 108: Fractional frequency stability residual noise of the spectral purity transfer system accessed by comparing two independent quasi-identical setups.](image)
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Optical frequency comb with an absolute linewidth of 1 Hz
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Narrow-linewidth lasers with ultra-low phase noise and spectral purity are widely used in precision measurement and metrology. By phase-locking an optical frequency comb to a subhertz-linewidth reference laser, each comb line inherits the phase coherence and frequency stability of the reference laser. In recent years, several groups have used their home made hertz or sub-hertz linewidth lasers to phase-lock optical frequency combs and investigated the linewidth of the comb teeth. Relative linewidth of sub-mHz to tens mHz and absolute linewidth of a few Hz have been demonstrated. In this presentation, using the techniques of collinear self-referencing and cross-phase modulation, a Ti:Sapphire femtosecond (fs) laser frequency comb with a repetition rate of 800 MHz is phase-locked to a sub-hertz linewidth Nd:YAG laser at 1064 nm. By comparing against a second similar Nd:YAG laser, the absolute linewidths of optical frequency comb teeth have been measured at 0.6~1.2 Hz over an octave spectrum. The diagram of the experimental setup and measurements is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 109: The diagram of the experimental setup and measurements.
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Microwaves generation from mode-locked Er-fiber lasers with sub-fs-level absolute timing jitter
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Ultralow phase noise RF/microwave signal sources are important for various science and engineering applications, ranging from precision time-frequency metrology to future electronic clocks, radar and measurement systems. Recently, photonic generation of ultralow phase noise microwave signals using ultrastable cavity-stabilized CW lasers and optical frequency combs has attracted great interest. Also, we have recently demonstrated that the timing jitter (>1 kHz offset frequency) from free-running mode-locked fiber lasers can be engineered well below 1 fs level. Therefore, for applications that require ultralow short-term (<1 ms time scale) timing jitter/phase noise microwave signals, one can directly use a simple free-running mode-locked fiber laser without state-of-the-art ultrastable cavity references.

In this paper, we show the generation of 10-GHz microwave signals from 78-MHz free-running mode-locked Er-fiber lasers with 0.49 fs absolute rms timing jitter integrated from 10 kHz to 10 MHz offset frequency, with a single-sideband phase noise of -142 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz offset frequency. In order to mitigate the shot-noise-limited high-frequency phase noise in the optical-to-electronic conversion process (typically limited around -140 dBc/Hz level when standard 100-MHz fiber lasers and photodetectors are used), we synchronize a low-noise voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO, 10-GHz dielectric resonator oscillator) to the mode-locked fiber laser using our recently demonstrated Fiber Loop Optical-Microwave Phase Detector (FLOM-PD) with -157 dBc/Hz background noise. Figure 1 shows the experimental setup and the phase noise measurement results. In addition, 600-m remote generation of a microwave signal from a mode-locked Er-fiber laser with 2.7 fs rms relative timing drift for 7 hours is demonstrated.

![Image](image-url)

**Figure 1:** (a) Experimental setup for ultralow phase noise microwave generation and absolute phase noise measurement. (b) SET absolute phase noise measurement result. (c) Single-sideband absolute phase noise measurement result. (d) Fiber-loop-optical-microwave phase detector.
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Broadband cavities for noise analysis and filtering in optical frequency combs relative to the quantum limit.

Roman Schmeissner, Valerian Thiel, Claude Fabre, Nicolas Treps
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Balanced homodyne detection with a shaped local oscillator can extract timing information and any other parameter of femtosecond (fs) pulses with ultimate sensitivity. To reach best sensitivities, a laser beam that is quantum-limited in amplitude and phase is required at lowest possible frequencies. To filter classical noise of a 25fs, 156MHz Ti:Sa oscillator at the quantum limit, we study a passive optical cavity of Finesse 1200 that is a low-pass filter at 100kHz. A simultaneous resonance of over 100nm FWHM and >50% transmission of power is achieved. These are currently the best values for broadband high finesse cavities.

The effects of the cavity are studied by transfer function measurements and balanced (homodyne) detection, a new technique for this application. Figure 1. It compares any signal to the shot noise limit and thus allows for ultimate measurement precisions.

The cavity filters amplitude and phase noise. An amplitude quantum limited comb is retrieved at >500kHz. Phase noise filtering reduces the r.m.s. phase induced timing jitter at 1µs integration time by 20dB leading to scales of approx. 10 yoctoseconds (10^-23s).

Noise quadrature interconversion leads to excess noise in amplitude of the transmitted beam. We theoretically model this effect and show that it can be exploited to detect (spectral) phase noise of any seed with highest sensitivity. The latter can be simultaneously measured over the entire optical spectrum covered by the cavity. A shot noise limited sensitivity is of approx. <10^-10 rad/Hz is found. This method is applied to reveal spectrally non-constant phase noise distributions of Ti:Sa and fiber-based comb sources.

B.Lamine, C.Fabre and N.Treps, Quantum improvement of Time Transfer between remote clocks, Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 2008, 123601
A relative frequency stability of $10^{-17}$ has been reached by comparing two Sr optical lattice clocks$^1$. At this level of stability, the frequency shift due to blackbody radiation (BBR) from the room temperature environment becomes a major limitation for Sr lattice clocks$^{1,2}$. In order to reduce the uncertainties of BBR shift, we have developed Sr optical lattice clocks that operate in a cryogenic environment. The BBR shift for Sr atoms is theoretically calculated to be about 2.4 Hz at 300 K. To reach the uncertainties of $10^{-18}$, the fluctuation and inhomogeneity of the ambient room temperature $T$ has to be controlled to within $\Delta T = 0.01$ K at 300 K. As the sensitivity of BBR shift varies as $T^3$, the uncertainties can be decreased by cooling down the environmental temperature. At the temperature of $T = 70$ K, the BBR shift reduces to 10 mHz and even with a temperature fluctuation of $\Delta T = 1$ K, clock uncertainties of $10^{-18}$ can be reached. We can evaluate the BBR shift directly as a frequency difference of two clocks by comparing two clocks operating at different environmental temperature.

We realize the cryogenic environment by surrounding the region for clock spectroscopy with a cryogenic chamber of few cm$^3$ in volume. In order to introduce atoms and lasers, the chamber has two apertures with diameters of 0.5 and 1 mm. The uncertainty due to BBR shift caused by the radiation that irradiates the atoms through these apertures can be reduced to $1 \times 10^{-18}$ by moving the atoms 5 mm inside the chamber and thereby reducing the solid angle from atoms to the environment to 0.5 msr. The cryogenic chamber is cooled down to 70 K by a Stirling refrigerator and the temperature fluctuation can be maintained to within $\Delta T = 10$ mK.

In this poster presentation we will discuss our cryogenic setup for two Sr lattice clocks and the latest experimental results. By using synchronous interrogation$^1$ and comparing two clocks, one in a cryogenic and the other in a room temperature environment, the BBR shift can be observed as the frequency difference of the two clocks with high stability. Comparing two clocks synchronously in a reduced BBR environment will allow us to evaluate other systematic errors such as atomic interactions and lattice light shifts with high precision.
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I will discuss experiments we are conducting using cold atom interferometry for precision tests of gravitational physics. In particular, I will report on the experiment to measure the gravitational constant G with a Rb Raman interferometer, and the one based on Bloch oscillations of Sr atoms confined in an optical lattice for precision gravity measurements.
Atomic Magnetometry for Biomedical and Fundamental Research

Antoine Weis

Physics Department, University of Fribourg, Fribourg, Switzerland
Email: antoine.weis@unifr.ch

I will report on past and ongoing research in atomic magnetometry by our team. I will illustrate the principle of laser-driven magnetometers based on optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR), and review our use of a multi-sensor array of ODMR magnetometers for recording the dynamics of human magneto-cardiographic field maps and for detecting magnetic nano-particles. We also deploy an array of similar sensors (in vacuum and near a 100 kV electrode) for monitoring and controlling the spatio-temporal variations of a 1 μT field in an experimental search for a neutron electric dipole moment at the Paul Scherrer Institute.

Current work focuses on the development of vector magnetometers and the exploration of magnetically silent magnetometers based on amplitude-, frequency-, or polarization-modulated laser light. We have developed an algebraic model that describes the complex structure of the multiple resonances encountered in silent magnetometers, in which the magnetic resonance transitions between sublevels are driven by second-order electric dipole interactions with the (modulated) light field. Model predictions yield excellent agreement with specific experimental case studies using amplitude- and polarization-modulation, respectively. Our sensors (Fig. 1) are based on 30 mm diameter room temperature Cs bulbs with paraffin-coated walls and have a shot noise limited magnetic field sensitivity of 10-20 fT/Hz. They are operated using a phase-locked feedback loop and their absolute accuracy is severely limited by the stability and control of the feedback phase. In order to circumvent systematic reading errors due to phase noise and/or drift, we currently explore feedback-free schemes, in which we record the free induction decay of the atomic orientation and/or alignment following pulsed excitation.

Fig. 1: Modular ODMR magnetometer sensor head comprising a fiber coupler, collimation and polarization optics, a photodetector, and rf coils.
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Testing Fundamental Physics with Microwave Cavities
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We present an overview and status update of recent experiments at The University of Western Australia and collaborating institutions that utilize microwave frequency resonant cavities to test aspects of fundamental physics.

Microwave cavities loaded with sapphire exhibit quality factors on the order of 10\(^9\) at cryogenic temperatures and when used as a frequency discriminating element enable the creation of loop oscillators with fractional frequency stabilities below 2\times10\(^{-16}\) for integration time of 100 seconds\(^{350}\). We describe a modern Michelson-Morley experiment that uses the beat frequency of two actively rotated orthogonally aligned cryogenic sapphire oscillators to search for orientation dependent deviations in the speed of light. The sensitivity of the experiment is dictated by the stability of the beat frequency. Potential variations are expressed as bounds on coefficients in the Standard Model Extension framework\(^{351}\) and describe possible violations of local Lorentz invariance. Preliminary bounds from our most recent experiment demonstrate at least an order of magnitude improvement over previous work.

We also discuss our most recent “light shining through a wall” experiment that searches for the hidden sector photon, a hypothetical particle that weakly interacts with the photon via kinetic mixing. An empty room temperature copper cavity and an empty cryogenic niobium cavity are separated by a barrier impenetrable to standard photons. By actively driving the copper cavity at resonance there is a possibility that photons will mix in to paraphotons, cross the barrier and then mix back in to photons in the cryogenic niobium cavity. By measuring the power transmitted between the two cavities a bound can be placed on the probability of kinetic mixing between photons and paraphotons.
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Cold Atom Test Masses and Their Applications In Space

Nan Yu, James R. Kellogg, James M. Kohel and Robert J. Thompson
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Laser-cooled cold atoms in free fall provide ideal test masses for inertial and gravity measurements. Cold atom-based inertial sensors have demonstrated the state-of-the-art sensitivity and stability in laboratories. Operation of this type of sensors in space offers new ways for improved gravity measurements. Examples of potential application in space using cold atoms as test masses include quantum test of universality of free fall, Earth and planetary gravity measurements, and gravitational wave detection.

In this paper, we will describe some of our exploration of using free-fall cold atoms and atom interferometry in space. Two major activities are being carried out. First, we are developing a transportable gravity gradiometer based on a dual atom interferometer accelerometer system. We have recently modified and upgraded the laser and optics system for improvement robustness and portability. At the same time, we have significantly improved the atom interferometer contrast and signal to noise over our previous reports [1]. The system is designed to achieve the differential gravity measurement sensitivity below 1x10^{-9} g per measurement. We will describe the latest results and discuss their significance.

In parallel, JPL is developing an ISS ultra-cold atom research facility, CAL (Cold Atom Laboratory) [2]. The facility is foremost designed to be a multi-user facility for ultra-cold atom and quantum degenerate gas research in micro gravity environment. The development of the facility and experiments to be done in the facility will also serve as a technology pathfinder for cold atom experiments in space in general and cold atom-based matter-wave interferometers in particular. We will briefly introduce the CAL project, its science objectives, the facility design and configuration, as well as report of its development and progress.
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The new national time and frequency standard (NTFS) of Russian Federation in pursuance of Decree No. 1226 28 December 2012 of Federal Agency on Technical Regulation and Metrology have been commissioned. Along with it new realization of atomic time scale TA(SU) based on new time algorithm [1] have been introduced on MJD 56289 – 28 December 2012 [2].

Composition of the new NTFS consists of:
- Primary CS standards for national realization of the SI time unit;
- Clocks comparison and time keeping instrumentations;
- Time and frequency transfer and dissemination instrumentations;
- Infrastructure

According to ICD GLONASS [3] national time scale of universal coordinated time UTC(SU) is the reference time frame for GLONASS.

The paper will deliver detailed information on above mention NTFS components, their performances including time links between NTFS and GLONASS synchronizer, results of investigations and time scale comparisons relative TAI and UTC.
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The New UTC(OP) based on the LNE-SYRTE

Atomic Fountains
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The generation of a timescale by steering a H-maser signal to the average of all SYRTE commercial clocks has been tested for a few years. After running this time scale in parallel with the official UTC(OP) which is based on one single commercial Cs clock, we concluded that the performances were not justifying the complexity of the system. Instead, we have developed a very simple new algorithm for the steering of a H-maser signal to the SYRTE atomic fountain ensemble (comprising 3 Cs primary frequency standard and one Rb fountain). Preliminary tests of the new algorithm started in December 2011. For these tests we used a new 100 MHz micro phase stepper developed by SKK Electronics in collaboration with the SYRTE. The results were very promising so that in October 2012 we implemented the new algorithm to generate the official realization of UTC(OP).

At SYRTE all fountains share the same cryogenic oscillator which is phase locked to a H-maser. This way, all fountains measure the frequency of the same H-maser. Automatic fountain data processing provides preliminary data corrected of all systematic frequency shifts, hourly. At the present stage, the daily steering to this data-stream is sufficient to drive the new UTC(OP) with a stability in the low $10^{-16}$.

Where previously a few tens of ns were observed, the difference between UTC(OP) and UTC has not exceeded 5 ns since the implementation of this new UTC(OP).
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A new weighting procedure for UTC
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Three main algorithms are used in the generation of UTC: the prediction and the weighting algorithms to calculate the free atomic time scale (EAL) and the steering algorithm to steer the EAL frequency on the SI frequency provided by the Primary Frequency Standards.

The clock frequency prediction method has been reviewed and changed in September 2011 with significant effects in terms of improvement of the EAL stability. As aimed, the frequency drift affecting EAL has almost completely disappeared after the introduction of the new prediction algorithm. However the distribution between H-masers and caesium clocks on the total weight did not change because the frequency prediction does not influence the weighting procedure which considers the difference [EAL-clock] as the relevant weighting parameter. In particular in the current weighting algorithm the inverse of the variance of the frequency of [EAL – clock] over one year is used to estimate the performance of the atomic clocks and to assign a weight. The long term performance of the time scale is guaranteed by de-weighting those atomic clocks presenting a frequency drift (case of H-masers) or an aging. One consequence of this procedure was the low impact of the contribution of the H-masers in the time scale ensemble.

This paper presents a new version of the weighting algorithm, supported on the concept of weighting the clocks according to their predictabilities. In this case, only the difference between the reading of the clock and its prediction is used. The main idea is that a clock with strong signatures like frequency drift or aging can be correctly used in the timescale ensemble if well predicted.

In the new weighting algorithm the difference between the predicted and the real frequency of the atomic clocks is evaluated. A filter over one year of these data is applied to evaluate the weights and to guarantee the long term stability of the clock ensemble.

The effect of the new weighting model on the EAL stability is presented. A frequency stability improvement of the time scale at short and long term is observed, as well as a better clock weight distribution that allows the H-masers to play a very important role on the time scale.

Reconstruction of UTC (NIM)

Aimin Zhang, Yuan Gao, Kun Liang, Weibo Wang, Zhiqiang Yang, Dayu Ning
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Abstract

NIM has reconstructed UTC (NIM) since 2010 at new campus, and the official UTC (NIM) was switched to the new campus in October 2012. The new clock ensemble includes 6 Hydrogen masers and 7 Cesium clocks, with 1 Hydrogen maser and 2 Cesium clocks placed at the old campus. The master clock is a Hydrogen maser at new campus, and UTC (NIM) is generated from a microphase stepper steered by a new algorithm and UTC, the frequency of the Hydrogen maser is predicted and rapid UTC data is used to steer UTC (NIM). A dual mixer time difference measurement system is used to measure the time difference between the clocks and UTC (NIM) at new campus, the clocks at old campus are linked to UTC (NIM) by GPS. GPS and TWSTFT data are reported to BIPM everyday automatically. The GPS receivers at new campus are calibrated with reference to one GPS receiver calibrated by BIPM. The UTC (NIM) has been operated normally at new campus, the accuracy and stability are improved. In this paper the generation of new UTC (NIM) is described and the performance of UTC (NIM) is presented.
**Methods for predicting corrections for polish time scale UTC(PL) using GMDH neural networks**
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The problem of maintaining the best compliance of the UTC(PL) with UTC is due to the complexity of calculating the UTC scale. Consequently, this leads to a delay in issuing the BIPMs “Circular T” bulletin, which contain the corrections for the UTC(PL) relative to UTC. In order to ensure the best compatibility of the UTC(PL) with UTC the prediction of the corrections is required, which may be carried out based on analytical methods or neural networks (NN). Central Office of Measures (Główny Urząd Miar, GUM), which is responsible for the implementation of UTC(PL), carry out the prediction of the correction values using the linear regression method. However, this method is very labor intensive and requires a lot of experience of the person performing the analysis.

The Institute of Electrical Metrology of University of Zielona Góra, in collaboration with GUM, is working on predicting the corrections for UTC(PL) using neural networks (NN). The obtained results indicate the possibility of using MLP, RBF and GMDH neural networks. The disadvantage of MLP and RBF networks is a need to select the number of neurons in the hidden layer in the training process, for the prediction in the given month in order to achieve the result of the prediction with a sufficient level of accuracy. A disadvantage of this type of NN was eliminated using GMDH neural networks (Group Method of Data Handling), belonging to the group of self-organizing networks. Preliminary studies for a period of 5 months showed that the GMDH networks are good in task of predicting the corrections for the UTC(PL). The results of these research was presented in the journal.

The article will present the extended results for the period of 28 months on predicting the corrections for the UTC(PL) using GMDH neural networks based on two methods: time series analysis and regression. A better method of predicting the corrections for the UTC(PL) has proven to be a method of time series analysis. The obtained results of prediction error does not exceed the value of ±16 ns, and are much smaller than the results received in GUM.

Currently the BIPM is working on a “UTC Rapid” project. The main goal of the project is to publish more frequently corrections for UTC(k) relative to UTCr for national time scales. Corrections are designated for each day and published once a week. A few days delay in publishing the corrections was decisive in the initiation of research on predicting the corrections for the UTC(PL), using GMDH neural networks, based on previous known values of UTCr – UTC(PL) corrections. The results of preliminary studies indicate that it is possible to predict the corrections for the UTC(PL) based on Rapid UTC data. The application of GMDH neural networks makes it possible to obtain predicted correction value, which differs only to a few ns, to UTCr – UTC(PL) correction value read from BIPMs ftp server.
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We have realized a prototype of a Rb vapor cell clock based on pulsed operation, where optical pumping, microwave excitation and optical detection of the transition signal are separated in time. Besides suppressing the laser induced light shift, the pulsed operation allows a full optimization of the laser parameters both in the pumping and in the detection stages, where different power levels are required.

A short term frequency instability of $1.7 \times 10^{-13} \tau^{-1/2}$ was measured, together with a long term frequency drift below $10^{-14}$/day. The drift is thought to be due to a residual sensitivity to environmental parameters like temperature, atmospheric pressure and humidity. In fact subsets of the recorded data achieve medium term stability of $2 \times 10^{-15}$ at $10^4$ s.

We conducted in depth analysis of the various noise sources affecting our prototype both on the long and on the short term, identifying possible avenue to improve the clock stability.

Among others, the Dick effect and the laser detection noise are the most important sources of frequency instability on the short term, while the shape of the cell is demonstrated to affect the temperature sensitivity of the system.

In the talk we will present the most recent experimental results and we will discuss the ultimate stability that can be achieved by this pulsed frequency standard.
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Study of an observation method based on Crossed Polarizers for High-contrast Coherent Population Trapping
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We proposed an observation method based on crossed polarizers for obtaining high-contrast coherent population trapping (CPT) resonance with parallel linearly polarized light (lin||lin field). Experiment result shows that high resonance contrast (88.4%) can be observed using a $^{133}$Cs gas cell and the D$_1$-line vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL).

Figure 1 shows an optical system of the proposed observation method. A single-mode VCSEL was used to excite $^{133}$Cs at the D$_1$-line. The VCSEL was driven by a dc injection current using a bias T and modulated at 4.6 GHz. The cylindrical gas cell was 20 mm long and contains a mixture of Cs atoms and 4 kPa of Ne buffer gas at a controlled temperature, and was placed at a static magnetic field of 93.0 μT. Two polarizers were placed on both sides of the gas cell, and these transmission axes were set nearly orthogonal to each other. A parallel linearly beam was incident on the gas cell by the first polarizer.

The polarization of wavelength components which excite CPT is rotated by Faraday effect after passing through the cell. On the other hand, the polarization of wavelength components which do not excite CPT is not rotated. Therefore, the second polarizer blocks the not-exciting CPT wavelength components incident on a photodiode. As a result, the photodiode DC current can be reduced because the unwanted wavelength components incident on the photodiode decreases, thus, high-contrast CPT resonance can be obtained.

The measured CPT resonance with our method is shown in Fig. 2. When the transmission axis of second polarizer was optimized, the contrast of 88.4% was achieved. As a contrast with a conventional lin||lin method was 3.3%, the contrast with our method was about 25 times better than that with the conventional method.

Since our optical system is very simple, this method has the potential to be powerful tool for enhancing frequency stability of CPT atomic clocks.

---
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The AC Stark shift (the light shift) is very important in the performance of laser-pumped vapor cell atomic frequency standards, both in the population-altering-pumping (PAP) configuration and in the coherent-population-trapping (CPT) configuration. A continuous wave population-altering-pumping method with reduced light shift was proposed and implemented [1, 2]. Because there is no optical switch (such as an acousto-optical modulator) required, this method can be implemented in a compact vapor cell atomic frequency standard.

Here we report the frequency stability performance of a rubidium vapor cell atomic standard using this PAP method. In the setup a microwave cavity/oven assembly contained a $^8$Rb cell (inner diameter ~ 8.5 mm, inner length ~ 13.5 mm). A diode laser with a wavelength of 795 nm was used for optical pumping. The laser frequency was stabilized to the $^8$Rb transition ($F = 2 \rightarrow F' = 1 \& 2$) using the injection current to the diode laser while the slow change of the laser power was corrected using the laser temperature. In addition, the transition frequency between the states $|F = 1, m_F = 1\rangle$ and $|F = 2, m_F = 1\rangle$ was used to adjust the bias magnetic field.

The device has been operating for more than 240 days continuously. The short term frequency stability data shows $\sigma_y(\tau) < 3 \times 10^{-12} \, \text{s}^{1/2}$. Figure 1 shows that the absolute value of the relative frequency (averaging time = 1000 s) is smaller than $2.5 \times 10^{-12}$. The updated results will be reported at the conference.

Fig. 1 Relative frequency (averaging time = 1000 s) vs. time. See the text.

References:
The Coherent-Population-Trapping (CPT) vapor-cell atomic clock represents a clear break from previous vapor-cell clock technology. Beyond its already demonstrated utility for clock miniaturization, the underlying physics of CPT has advantages that may result in significant frequency stability improvements; for example, without a microwave cavity there is no sensitivity to microwave cavity-Q variations. However, along with the technology’s benefits come new effects that may limit the CPT clock’s capabilities, and one such effect is laser polarization noise. In the typical CPT clock, right-circularly polarized light (for example), $\sigma_+$, creates a superposition state composed of the two $m_F = 0$ ground state sublevels of an alkali atom via a common $m_F = +1$ excited state. If the polarization suddenly changes to left-circularly polarized light, $\sigma_-$, and back again, the common excited state will change from $m_F = +1$ to $m_F = -1$ and then back to $m_F = +1$. This will introduce a transient in the CPT signal, and thereby a degradation of the CPT clock’s signal-to-noise ratio, $S/N$.

In previous work, we showed that when an atom interacts with a polarization modulated field, the CPT signal will first increase in amplitude as the polarization switching decreases the vapor’s electronic spin-polarization (i.e., the atomic density in the “trapping state”), and then the CPT signal will split into a doublet as the rate of coherence modulation becomes larger than the natural CPT linewidth.

Here, we consider the problem of the CPT signal and noise when the laser polarization switches randomly. Specifically, in our experiments the laser polarization is characterized by a binomial process, as might be the case for VCSEL diode lasers, and we measure the CPT-signal amplitude, the CPT-signal linewidth, $\Delta \nu_{\text{CPT}}$, and the CPT-signal noise level at low Fourier frequencies (i.e., $\sim 10^2$ Hz): $S/N$ and $Q = \nu_{\text{hf}}/\Delta \nu_{\text{CPT}}$. Based on these measurements, we then infer the short-term stability of a CPT clock subject to a laser undergoing stochastic polarization variations: $(Q S/N)^{-1}$.

For a CPT clock based on the traditional excitation scheme (i.e., use of right or left-circularly polarized light), the large transients in the transmitted light intensity following a polarization change (which result from a bulk motion of atomic population among Zeeman sublevels) yield a degradation in the CPT clock’s short-term stability, even for relatively rare polarization switching events. Alternatively, for CPT clock’s based on more novel excitation schemes (i.e., essentially the use of right and left-circularly polarized light) we anticipate only a modest change in short-term stability, which results from a small increase of the CPT-signal’s linewidth. Thus, in addition to producing significantly larger CPT atomic clock signals, these more novel CPT signal excitation schemes may be less sensitive to laser-polarization noise.
We report on an experimental study of a "push-pull magnetometer" based on polarization modulation. Although originally proposed to increase the resonance contrast in atomic clocks, the push-pull technique can be applied to a variety of interaction schemes. The fundamental concept behind push-pull is to drive a beat resonance between magnetic sublevels with modulated light, whose modulation is phase-coherent with the dynamic evolution of the atomic quantum state. In the experiment, the laser polarization is modulated at a fixed frequency ($\omega_{\text{mod}}$ between 100 Hz and 10 kHz). The laser frequency is actively stabilized on the $F_g=4 \rightarrow F_e=3$ D1-transition in cesium via a Doppler-free DAVLL. The atoms are confined in an evacuated paraffin-coated cell maintained in a controlled magnetic field, of which one Cartesian component is scanned, while the two others are carefully compensated to zero. Light transmitted through the cell is collected by a photodiode whose signal is demodulated by a lock-in amplifier referenced to a harmonic $q$ of $\omega_{\text{mod}}$.

We study spectra obtained by lock-in detection under different polarization modulation configurations. Figure 1 shows the results for a square-wave modulation between left- and right-circular polarizations, with the magnetic field component orthogonal to the laser propagation vector being scanned. Resonances are observed whenever $m \cdot \omega_{\text{mod}} = \omega_0$. An algebraic model describing the dynamics of atomic spin orientation has been used for data interpretation. Experimental results and model predictions are in excellent agreement. The dispersive lock-in signal can be used as an error signal for magnetic field measurements. In order to evaluate the sensitivity of the push-pull magnetometer, we estimate the noise-equivalent-magnetic field defined as the ratio between photocurrent’s shot noise, and the reference resonance discriminator slope. Different harmonic signals can be considered and compared for magnetic sensitivity.
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In QCM, particles adhering to a sensor crystal are perturbed around their equilibrium positions, via thickness-shear vibrations at the crystal’s fundamental frequency and overtones. The amount of adsorbed molecular mass is measured as a shift in resonance frequency. In inertial loading, frequency shifts are negative and proportional to the adsorbed mass, contrasting to “elastic loading” where particles adhere via small contact points. Elastic loading in air yields positive frequency shifts according to a coupled resonance model. We here explore the novel application of a coupled resonance model for colloidal particle adhesion in a liquid phase theoretically and demonstrate its applicability experimentally. Particles with different radii and in absence and presence of ligand-receptor binding showed evidence of coupled resonance. By plotting the frequency shifts versus the QCM-D overtone number, frequencies of zero-crossing could be inferred indicative for adhesive bond stiffness. As a novelty of the model, it points to a circular relation between bandwidth versus frequency shift, with radii indicative of bond stiffness. The model indicated that bond stiffness for bare silica particles adhering on a crystal surface is determined by attractive Lifshitz-Van der Waals and ionic-strength-dependent, repulsive electrostatic forces. In presence of ligand-receptor interactions, softer interfaces develop that yield stiffer bonds due to increased contact areas. In analogy with molecular vibrations, the radii of adhering particles strongly affect the resonance frequencies, while bond stiffness depends on environmental parameters to a larger degree than for molecular adsorption.

Fig. 115: Adsorbed particles give rise to a “coupled resonance”. When frequency and bandwidth are displayed in a polar diagram, the radius of this diagram is proportional to the stiffness of the link.
Sensor Design and Characterization Method for New Multimode Downhole Sonic Measurements
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Downhole sonic measurements provide compressional and shear wave propagation speeds of formation for hydrocarbon exploration purposes. Recorded data is combined with other logging data to fully characterize the formation and wellbore for safe and effective well placement. Such information is valuable when provided during the early stages of well placement, such as during drilling. The demand for logging while drilling (LWD) is increasing.

Conventional LWD sonic tools are equipped with monopole transmitters and array receivers as sensors. Receiver elements are distributed on the tool collar along the axial direction at a controlled distance. The transmitter excites acoustic pulses in borehole fluid. Acoustic waves are radiated into the formation, and a part of the energy propagates along the tool near the wellbore and is refracted back to the borehole. Refracted waves are recorded as the time-domain signals and processed downhole to provide formation velocities using semblance method. The problem in shear velocity measurements occurs when formation shear velocity is smaller than that of well fluid because refracted wave ceased to present. In such condition as the alternative method, we excite higher-order borehole modes, such as dipole and quadrupole, from which the shear velocity is obtained using model-based inversion techniques.

To realize new multimode measurements, we designed transmitters and receivers that consist of azimuthally segmented units. Azimuthal transmitter output and receiver sensitivity matching is critical to provide quality multimode measurements, especially in an acoustically challenging environment where unwanted mode rejection is necessary.

We characterized receivers mounted on sonic tools using our in-house test facility. To ensure measurements downhole, we recorded signals up to high pressure and temperature of 172MPa and 150°C and normalized them using azimuthal average. Normalized amplitude is representative of the sensitivity matching. Figure 1 shows the distribution of normalized signal amplitude of the receivers over 500 elements. We concluded the standard deviation of receiver sensitivity was 2%.

In summary, we designed the sensor for new multimode sonic measurements while drilling, established their characterization methods at high pressure and temperature, and demonstrated good sensor matching.

Fig. 1: Distribution of normalized signal amplitude of downhole sonic receivers under high pressure and temperature, representing sensitivity distribution. The standard deviation was 2%.
The presence of hazardous contaminants, including pesticides, in the environment continues to be of great concern to public health. Among the class of pesticides, the agro-industry has increasingly relied on organophosphate and carbamate pesticides because of their high insecticidal activity and relatively low persistence in the environment. However, recent research shows that organophosphate pesticides (OPs) still persist in the environment for long enough to produce residues in ground water, soil, and agricultural products. The presence of OPs in surface and ground water is a major concern to public health. As a result, there is a need to monitor these environmental contaminants in water. The use of organophosphates indoors has been discontinued but monitoring the output in industrial and agricultural setting has continued. Current means of detection still require transportation to a laboratory for analysis, resulting in costly and time consuming procedures. Therefore, there is a need for a portable and low-cost sensor system for real-time detection, identification and quantification of organophosphates pesticides in groundwater.

In this work, the coated shear horizontal surface acoustic wave (SH-SAW) device is investigated as a micro-chemical sensor for the direct, rapid and in-situ monitoring of chemical contaminants in groundwater and wastewater. The chemical contaminants being tested here are organophosphate-based compounds (parathion, parathion-methyl, and paraoxon). The polymers used as partially chemically selective coatings on the SH-SAW devices are 2,2'-diallylbisphenol A - 1,1,3,3,5,5-hexamethyltrisiloxane (BPA-HMTS), 2,2'-diallylbisphenol A - polydimethylsiloxane (BPA-PDMS), and polyepichlorohydrin (PECH).

An array of sensors consisting of devices with the different coatings and coating thicknesses (0.25μm and 0.50μm) is designed to increase frequency sensitivity and selectivity by providing a specific response pattern for each analyte. Analyte identification is performed using a visual pattern recognition technique based on radial plots for the analytes, parathion, paraoxon, and parathion-methyl, at concentrations from 0.5mg/L to 3.0mg/L. These specific radial plots are made using the steady-state frequency shifts and time responses of BPA-HMTS, BPA-PDMS, and PECH at a thickness of 0.5μm as the axes, providing a total of six parameters for analyte recognition. It is demonstrated that each analyte can be identified within the above concentration range using this approach. In addition, level-of-confidence calculations are presented to estimate the concentration of an unknown sample by quantifying the similarity between known response patterns and the response pattern of the unknown sample. It is shown that this method can successfully estimate the concentrations of measured test samples (e.g. 3.0mg/L of parathion, 2.0mg/L of paraoxon, 0.5mg/L of parathion-methyl) and extrapolate response patterns for sample concentrations that were not included in the pattern recognition design database (e.g. 1.49mg/L of parathion and 1.75mg/L of parathion). It was noted that the highest levels of confidence for the latter test sample were found for 1.5mg/L and 2.0mg/L, giving identical level-of-confidence values for these concentrations, thus indicating the algorithm correctly identifies the test sample as 1.75mg/L of parathion. In summary, using the absorption time constant, which is unique to a given analyte-coating pair, in conjunction with steady-state frequency shifts permits direct identification and quantification of organophosphate pesticides in liquid-phase at low-ppm and sub-ppm concentrations.
Resonant Characteristics of Rectangular Hammerhead Microcantilevers Vibrating Laterally in Viscous Liquid Media
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Dynamically driven prismatic microcantilevers excited in the in-plane direction have been investigated and used in liquid-phase sensing applications due to their relatively high frequency stability and mass sensitivity. However, in bio-chemical sensing applications, the performance of prismatic microcantilever-based sensors is restricted due to their limited surface sensing area. The higher stiffness in shorter and wider prismatic microcantilevers also makes them difficult to excite when electrothermally driving the sensor devices near the base. Thus, in order to increase the surface sensing area, further improve sensor characteristics (increase the adsorbed mass and the sensitivity of detection) and make microcantilevers easier to excite electrothermally, it has been proposed to investigate rectangular hammerhead microcantilevers driven in the in-plane flexural vibration mode in viscous liquid media. In this work, the resonant characteristics of rectangular hammerhead microcantilevers vibrating in the in-plane vibration mode in viscous liquid media are investigated. The rectangular hammerhead microcantilever consists of a stem and a head. The stem is modeled as an Euler-Bernoulli beam while the head is modeled as a rigid body. As the microcantilever vibrates, both translational and rotational motions of the head are taken into account. A semi-analytical expression for the hydrodynamic function in terms of the Reynolds number and aspect ratio, h/b (thickness over width) is first obtained. Using this expression, the resonance frequency and quality factor are investigated as functions of both the rectangular hammerhead microcantilever geometry and liquid media properties. Analyses are performed and results are compared for the resonant characteristics of rectangular prismatic and hammerhead microcantilevers laterally vibrating in water. For appropriate comparison, the surface sensing area of the microcantilevers is considered. For example, for a rectangular prismatic microcantilever of dimensions (200×45×12) μm$^3$ and two hammerhead microcantilevers of dimensions [(200×45×12) +(50×200×12)] μm$^3$ and [(150×45×12) +(50×200×12)] μm$^3$, the results show that the resonance frequencies are 1.412 MHz, 0.512 MHz and 0.738 MHz, the percent changes of the resonance frequency from air to water are 8.8%, 3.8% and 3.0%, the quality factors are 36, 30 and 40 in water, and the normalized surface mass sensitivities (relative frequency shift/unit mass/unit area) are 14.9 μm$^2$/ng, 16.7 μm$^2$/ng and 16.8 μm$^2$/ng, respectively. For the hammerhead microcantilever with a shorter stem, the quality factor and normalized surface mass sensitivity are 11% and 13% higher than those of the prismatic microcantilever, respectively, although the resonance frequency is lower. For the range of dimensions considered, if only the length of the stem or head increases, the resulting resonance frequency, quality factor and mass sensitivity will decrease. In contrast, if only the width of the head increases, the resonance frequency and mass sensitivity will decrease and the quality factor will increase for the shorter heads. Such trends can be used to optimize sensor device geometry and frequency stability. The increase in the surface sensing area and quality factor are expected to yield higher sensitivity of detection and improved signal-to-noise ratios in liquid-phase chemical sensing applications.
Design of SH-Surface Acoustic Wave Sensors for Detection of ppb Concentrations of BTEX in Water
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An SH-SAW (shear-horizontal surface acoustic wave) sensor system for speciation of BTEX (benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylenes) in water is under development. Due to the carcinogenicity of benzene, it is necessary to quantify benzene concentrations in the presence of the other aromatic compounds down to parts per billion (ppb) levels. This is not trivial as benzene has the highest solubility in water among the BTEX compounds. While the required selectivity can be achieved through the use of different polymer coatings in a sensor array and evaluation of transient response information, various strategies are currently under investigation to improve the detection limit for benzene, including new designs of the SH-SAW sensor platform.

Using suitable multi-electrode IDT (interdigital transducer) designs, a sensor array can be implemented utilizing identical devices with different coatings and operating at different frequencies, hence achieving different sensitivities and with different optimal sensing film thicknesses. Fig. 1 shows the spectrum of an SH-SAW sensor using an $S_e = 20$ transducer design ($S_e$ is the number of fingers per electrical period): for each electrical period, two electrode fingers connected to the positive bus bar alternate with 18 fingers connected to the negative bus bar. A spectrum of well-separated SH-SAW harmonics can be seen, which is useful to obtain a maximum of information in sensor array measurements. It also permits a more comprehensive characterization of the viscoelastic behavior of polymer films (at various thicknesses) at different frequencies in a single measurement. Fig. 2 shows initial measurements on the detection of 5 ppm benzene in water, performed with this sensor design using a 0.55 µm thick poly(ethyl acrylate) coating. A ratio of the frequency shifts, $\Delta f$ (164 MHz) / $\Delta f$ (123 MHz), of 2.80 was found, higher than the ratio of 1.78 expected for pure mass loading where $\Delta f \propto f^2$. This finding indicates more efficient waveguiding and/or frequency-dependent viscoelastic effects at 164 MHz for this coating. In a separate experiment, detection of 200 ppb benzene in water was successfully demonstrated for the 164-MHz harmonic. A detection limit of 20 ppb is also estimated for ethylbenzene.

Fig. 1: Transmission spectrum of an SH-SAW sensor, coated with 0.3 µm poly(methyl methacrylate), in air, showing harmonics at multiples of 41 MHz.

Fig. 2: Response of the SH-SAW sensor, coated with 0.55 µm poly(ethyl acrylate), to 5 ppm benzene (- - 123-MHz mode, — 164-MHz mode).
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Semiconductor micro-electromechanical (MEM) resonators, with quality factors \( Q \) often exceeding \( 10^4 \) can provide a high performance, low-power, compact IC-compatible alternative to electrical components in clocking, communication, and sensing applications. Key challenges to wide-spread implementation of these devices include complex fabrication, packaging, and frequency scaling. The work presented here focuses on new transduction mechanisms and new resonant structures that enable intimate integration with ICs at multi-GHz frequencies.

The majority of electromechanical devices require a release step to freely suspend moving structures. This necessitates costly complex encapsulation methods and back end-of-line processing of large-scale devices. Instead, we present the development of unreleased Si-based MEMS resonators in CMOS, allowing seamless integration into Front End of Line (FEOL) processing with no post-processing or packaging.

To address frequency scaling up to mm-wave frequencies, we introduce the Resonant Body Transistor (RBT) which can be integrated into a standard CMOS process. The unreleased, Si bulk acoustic resonators are driven capacitively using the thin gate dielectric, and actively sensed using a field-effect transistor (FET) incorporated into the resonant cavity. FET sensing with the high \( f_r \), high performance transistors in CMOS amplifies the mechanical signal before the presence of parasitics. The resulting RF-MEMS resonators can provide low power, low cost, small footprint building blocks for on-chip signal generation and processing. For low loss and high power applications, this concept can be extended to III-V semiconductors commonly used for mm-wave ICs (MMICs). We present our latest results on multi-GHz MEMS-HEMT resonators in GaN and their implications for channel-select radio design.
Enhanced Temperature Sensitivity of a Single CMOS-MEMS Resonator via Resonant Modes in Orthogonal Axes
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A novel CMOS-MEMS composite ring resonator capable of a dual-mode operation has been proposed to enable self-temperature sensing in a single device. To maximize the temperature sensitivity between the dual modes, two resonant modes of a single resonator vibrating in orthogonal axes (i.e., in-plane and out-of-plane) are chosen due to the large difference of their temperature coefficients of frequency \( T_C \). The different thermal-frequency behaviors were realized by the flexibility of the structural configuration from the CMOS back-end-of-line materials where metals (aluminum and tungsten) provide a negative \( T_C \) while, in contrast, dielectrics (SiO\(_2\)) offer a positive \( T_C \). By adjusting the constituent ratio and the position of metals and dielectrics through CAD layouts, different \( T_C \)'s have been successfully demonstrated in a single CMOS-MEMS resonator. From the experimental results, the measured frequency and temperature response of the in-plane (INP) resonant mode yields a resonance frequency of 6.5 MHz, \( Q \) of 1100, and \( T_C \) of -53 ppm/°C. In contrast, the out-of-plane (OOP) resonant mode yields a resonance frequency of 5 MHz, \( Q \) of 2300, and \( T_C \) of -79 ppm/°C. As compared to the prior arts\(^{361,362}\), a largest \( T_C \) difference enabled by a single resonator (-26 ppm/°C between modes) to date is achieved.

A ring-shaped resonator with four nodal supports surrounded by its INP side electrodes and OOP bottom electrodes is depicted in Fig.1. This device was fabricated in a maskless metal wet-etching 0.35µm CMOS-MEMS platform\(^{363}\). A detailed cross-section view of the resonator is shown in Fig.2a where the dotted arrows indicate the vibrating directions. Since the resonator is a sandwiched metal-oxide composite, it allows us to design different \( T_C \)'s in different axes. To understand the temperature sensitivity of the dual-mode resonator, the measured thermal response is shown in Fig.2b. The beat frequency of the dual-mode resonator\(^2\) is defined by \( f_{beat} = (f_{INP}/N_1) - (f_{OOP}/N_2) \) where \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \) are scaling factors. By properly choosing \( N_1 = 64 \) and \( N_2 = 50 \), an estimated maximum beat frequency sensitivity of 3760 ppm/°C is obtained by a liner curve fit (\( R^2 = 0.92 \)), as shown in the right Y-axis of Fig.2b.

---

Graphene has received much attention owing to its exceptional electrical and mechanical properties. For electronic applications, graphene has been explored as a channel material for RF field-effect transistors (FETs). In nano-mechanics research, RF mechanical resonators have been made using graphene to take advantage of its high strength and stiffness, and low mass. By operating a graphene nanoelectromechanical resonator (GNER) as a mechanically resonant FET, both the electrical and mechanical advantages of the material can be combined to improve the transduction of mechanical resonance. Vibrations are electrostatically actuated in a suspended graphene channel by applying an RF signal and DC bias between the channel and an underlying gate. Displacement of the graphene channel relative to the gate modulates the charge density in the graphene, which is then sensed as a drain current modulation. This transduction technique has opened the possibility of using GNERs in RF circuits such as filters and oscillators.

Current obstacles to application of GNERs include process scalability concerns, poor transduction at room temperature, and low resonance frequencies ($f_0$). In this work we present RF measurements of GNERs taken at room temperature with Q's of about 100 at frequencies above 190 MHz, which, to the best of our knowledge, are the highest values to date for non-cryogenic measurements of GNERs. Additionally, tuning of $f_0$ over more than 5% bandwidth is demonstrated through application of a DC gate bias of 5V. Yield and $f_0$ are improved by straining the suspended graphene using an SU-8 polymer clamp, and chemical vapor deposited (CVD) graphene is used to demonstrate the scalability of the process.

---
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A 215-MHz polysilicon capacitive-gap transduced micromechanical resonator array employing 50 mechanically coupled contour mode disks (cf. Fig. 1)—the largest such array yet fabricated and measured—has achieved 3.5× better frequency stability than single stand-alone disk counterparts against fluctuations in the dc voltage ($V_P$) normally dropped across the electrode-to-resonator gaps during device operation. Here, connection of numerous resonators via half-wavelength ($\lambda/2$)-dimensioned coupling beams produces a single array-composite resonator that selectively resonates at a single mode frequency with all resonators moving in phase. The key to enhanced frequency stability against bias voltage variation is the electrode-to-resonator capacitance ($C_o$) generated by the parallel combination of input/output electrodes overlapping each resonator in the array. $C_o$ dominates among elements loading the resonator and effectively raises its stiffness (beyond the stiffness increase resulting from mechanical coupling), much like a varactor does in crystal circuits. This in turn reduces the efficacy of the bias voltage-controlled electrical stiffness. The more resonators in the array, the smaller the frequency shift imposed by a given bias voltage change. This result suggests that the most stable MEMS-based oscillators (e.g., against supply noise and acceleration) are ones that utilize mechanically-coupled arrays of resonators.

Fig. 2 presents measured curves of frequency versus bias voltage for the array-composite resonator of Fig. 1, all alongside theoretical curves predicted by an equivalent circuit modeling the above phenomena for arrays with different numbers of resonators. Here, theory and measurement match quite well. The 50-element 215-MHz array experiences a 20ppm frequency change when $V_P$ varies by 9V, which represents a 3.5× improvement over the 70ppm of a single resonator and could potentially improve the acceleration sensitivity of a MEMS based oscillator by 11dB.

Comment [ctn5]: Somewhere in the figure, you need to show the dc bias.

Comment [ctn6]: reference Frank Bannon’s JSSC filter paper.
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Nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) made of atomically-thin crystalline nanostructures have demonstrated attractive potential for new actuators and sensors. New types of 2D materials are often first obtained by mechanical exfoliation which usually leads to imperfect device geometries. In this work, we study ultrathin molybdenum disulfide (MoS$_2$) NEMS resonators, with focus on investigating the effects of structural nonidealities and asymmetries on the device characteristics. We observe that structural nonidealities such as irregularities in shapes, boundaries, thicknesses, and geometrical asymmetries do not compromise device performances. Instead, they provide an additional geometrical degree of freedom which allows novel engineering of the device’s mechanical behavior, such as controlling the mode shape and mode index, as well as tuning the frequency ratio between different resonant modes. This capability is interesting for designing multimode and nonlinear resonant components in nanomechanical circuits.

We fabricate MoS$_2$ NEMS resonators using photolithography, wet etching, and mechanical exfoliation. For each device, we measure its room-temperature thermomechanical resonance with an ultrasensitive interferometric system, and characterize the device with optical microscope, SEM, and AFM (Fig. 1 top insets). We observe that devices with nonideal geometries can have high fundamental-mode resonance frequency $f$ (in the VHF band) and good quality factor ($Q>300$), showing no degradation from normal devices.

Figure 1 shows results from COMSOL simulations of incompletely covered resonators. In this work reveal very interesting effects and rich insight into the mode shape and frequency scaling. These include: (i) mode splitting due to symmetry breaking; (ii) robust performance despite of structural irregularities; non-monotonic dependence of frequency on the degree of geometric imperfection; (iv) mode crossing in multimode systems; (v) lifting of degeneracy from broken symmetry.

Fig. 1: Effect of incomplete coverage on device resonance for a MoS$_2$ diaphragm clamped above a circular microtrench. The three lowest modes are shown, with mode shapes illustrated for different degrees of partial coverage. Top Inset: measured mechanical resonances, optical images, and SEM images of two such MoS$_2$ nanomechanical devices. The uncovered portion is quantified by its radius angle (SEM images). Scale bars: 2µm.
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Experimental and theoretical results on SC-cut quartz resonators collectively realized on 4” wafers
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In the light of modern computer modeling, innovative processes and a multidisciplinary approach of research and industry, our project (for more details, see also 1) has been proposed to revisit designing low-cost miniaturized quartz resonators without compromising performance characteristics. The use of CAD tools has allowed the optimization of quartz resonators.

In order to produce collective SC-cut quartz resonators, we achieved 4” wafers (standard of microelectronics) in which our prototypes are cut. Each of these resonators are encapsulated under vacuum to not damage their performances and to insure the best of them, furthermore guaranteed by selected clamping. In order to ensure these two requirements, a procedure of wafer bonding (quartz on quartz with SC-cut wafers) is adopted (see Fig. 1). This process is well known in the silicon industry and has been adapted to quartz and intended products.

Considering the active part of the resonator and knowing that a structure with radius of curvature is hardly compatible with collective fabrication, we have realized plano-plano structure working at 14 MHz on the 3rd overtone of their slowest thickness shear mode, called C-mode (corresponding to the thickness of the wafer of about 380 µm). The main task of this project was to optimize the geometrical and the physical parameters of the prototypes. Thanks to Finite Elements Method (FEM), we were able to find optimal characteristics such as Motional parameters, Q-factor…

In this paper, first of all, we present the characterization of the wafers (in terms of orientation, roughness …) and then, we describe the manufacturing steps of the prototypes (collective process for micro-machining of the entire surface of the quartz …).

Next, the theoretical results are compared to measurements performed on prototypes. We have observed a good agreement between the experimental results and those obtained with FEM software (COMSOL Multiphysics®).

Vector Network Analyzer Measurements of Frequency Fluctuations in Aluminum Nitride Contour-Mode Resonators
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In order to engineer high precision compact MEMS enabled frequency sources it is of fundamental importance to identify the principle noise mechanisms in the oscillator circuit. These noise sources can be mainly partitioned into two groups: those originating in the amplifier and those originating in the resonator. In this work we investigate the latter, and, for the first time, we demonstrate the measurement of frequency fluctuations in a 586MHz one-port aluminum nitride contour-mode resonator using a vector network analyzer (VNA). We compare the resonator measurement with measurements of a closed-loop oscillator employing the same resonator and find good agreement, see figure 1.

The frequency fluctuations of a 1-port resonator create a phase noise in the reflected signal through the phase/frequency slope of the resonator at resonance, \( \text{Im} \left[ \frac{\Gamma}{f \delta \omega} \right] \), where \( \Gamma \) is the reflection coefficient. This factor depends on the resonator’s motional inductance and impedance matching relative to the 50Ω VNA. For small high frequency resonators with a few Ohms of impedance mismatch, number can be very small and renders homodyne measurement particularly challenging. For our resonator, this factor is \( 8 \times 10^{-6} \). In order to uncover noise it is necessary to employ a sufficiently low noise homodyne setup remove the phase noise of the source. A bridge setup is also required if the source frequency noise is greater than that of the resonator\(^1\), though this was not needed in our case. In order to achieve sufficiently low measurement noise, the frequency bandwidth of the VNA must sufficiently low and sets the upper bound of the spectral offset frequency can be measured.


Figure 1: Open-loop measurement of resonator frequency fluctuations, referred to closed-loop phase noise by dividing by \( f^2 \), compared with the phase noise of a closed-loop oscillator employing the same resonator. The open-loop measurement is shown to be well above the VNA measurement floor. The noise exponents were fit with least squares.
New Calibration Method for Experimental Study of the Nonlinear Behavior of a Bulk Acoustic Wave Resonator Subject to a High-Power Signal
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This paper deals with experimental studies of nonlinear behavior of Bulk Acoustic Wave (BAW) devices, in a Solidly Mounted Resonator (SMR) structure. The purpose is to extend the Modified Butterworth Van Dyke model to a complete non-linear model of a BAW resonator, which takes into account all nonlinear effects. Frequency shifts were studied when high Radio Frequency (RF) power (up to 5W) is applied to the resonators. We have focused on the W-CDMA frequency standards, for resonators of emission filters of a front-end module in mobile phones. To stabilize the input power, we have developed a new calibration method, which is able to match the data correction between a high and small signal at any frequency. With this method, we have access to the power waves, and we recalculate the S-parameters externally as a function of the frequency sweep.

A 4-port Vectorial Network Analyzer (VNA) is used both as a measuring device and an RF source. It delivers -20dBm power, swept around 2GHz. The signal is amplified by a Power Amplifier (PA) (40dB gain) previously characterized as sufficiently linear for the frequency range used. All used devices for the test bench, including attenuators and couplers, have been chosen to be functional in the frequency band. Finally, the test bench is connected to a probe station to overcome various effects such as landslides, claw arks on the wafer or apparatus damage. In addition, the set up has a power sensor connected to the resonator’s input, in order to monitor the input power, which enables a power feedback loop. This is a particularly delicate step that requires the establishment of an original procedure of double calibration (frequency/power). This calibration method simplifies the equipment and locates the input power measurement very close to the resonator. Initially, a calibration is performed on the power level output of the coupler, so that the VNA corrects the power supplied simultaneously: the power is well known in the DUT plane and it is fixed, and we also take into account the losses in the probe cables. In a second step, a standard S-parameters calibration is carried out under the probes (Short Open Load Thru), so low power and high power are enabled. The choice of the maximum power value was studied taking into account return wave limits of the measuring devices and power densities permitted on the resonators that are being evaluated for future use as the input stage of mobile phones emission filters.

We performed measurements on small resonators (100*100µm² and 50*50µm²), with rectangular and apodized shape. The maximum input power value is 34 dBm, above which we observe device breakage (deterioration of the top electrode, undesirable resistive effects on the access pads). The power density varies between 36dB/mm² and 60dB/mm². In particular, a frequency shift is observed on the resonant frequency, which decreases by 5% from its initial value from 20 dBm to 34 dBm. Contrary to what was expected, the anti-resonant frequency, which is directly related to the electric C₀ capacitance value, does not vary. To conclude, the observation leads to consider the couple Lm/Cm, of the motional branch of the MBVD model, as nonlinear lumped components. Evolution of the test bench is being considered, specifically to further knowledge on mechanical and spectral aspects.
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Although one-dimensional mechanical coupling (1D-κ) has been suggested as a potential route to reduce the motional resistance (R_x) of electrostatically transduced MEMS resonators\(^\text{371}\), variations induced by manufacturing tolerances in weakly coupled systems often result in non-uniform reductions in the \(R_x\) from the case of perfect symmetry\(^\text{372}\). In an attempt to obtain a better scalability and more predictable \(R_x\) reduction of such weakly coupled arrays, this paper presents a numerical study of the robustness of the achievable \(R_x\) to process induced variations for three classes of mechanical coupling topologies: 1D-κ (Fig. 1a), cyclic-coupling (C-κ, Fig. 1b) and cross-coupling (X-κ, Fig. 1c). The numerical study is based on a flexural mode Si MEMS double-ended-tuning fork (DETF) resonator operating at 270 kHz (Fig. 1a) where the normalized inter-resonator spring coupling is \(κ = k_c/k = 5\times10^{-3}\). Monte Carlo numerical simulations, which accounted for up to ±1.35% random variations in resonator beam widths (nominal value of 6 μm), were initiated to produce \(R_x\) estimates of the three coupling schemes for \(N = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5\) and 9 resonators. The \(R_x\) distribution for the special case of \(N = 4\) and \(N = 9\) is shown in Fig. 2 where a clear decrease in the spread and mean value of \(R_x\) is seen as we switch towards the X-κ topology. The results for the other array lengths \(N\) are summarized in Table 1 where the mean (μ) and standard deviation (σ) of the \(R_x\) distribution for the different coupling schemes are reported. The numerical trends suggest an improvement in the mean and spread of \(R_x\) as \(N\) is increased for the X-κ scheme. These numerical results motivate in-depth studies of alternative coupling topologies, in the case of weakly coupled resonators, towards designing process tolerant, highly scalable resonator arrays.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>(N = 1)</th>
<th>(N = 2)</th>
<th>(N = 3)</th>
<th>(N = 4)</th>
<th>(N = 5)</th>
<th>(N = 9)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1D-κ</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>92.0</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-κ</td>
<td>63.1</td>
<td>10.63</td>
<td>56.1</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>53.9</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-κ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>5.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Unwanted Transverse Modes in SAW Resonators Caused by Stitching Errors And Stripe Nonlinearities

Pierre Dufilie, Raymond Zeitler, Merle Yoder
Phonon Corporation, Simsbury, CT, USA

Email: pierred@phonon.com

High Q SAW and STW resonators utilize interdigital transducers with transverse weighting. This weighting is fit to the fundamental mode (S0) of the resonator cavity, so the transducer should not couple to the higher order transverse modes (S1, S2, ...). Errors in the actual resonator pattern caused by stitching errors in laser generated photomasks will introduce an asymmetry which can excite both higher order symmetric (S2, S4, ...) and antisymmetric (S1, S3, ...) transverse modes. Non-uniformities due to processing can also contribute to these higher order modes. Higher order modes in oscillators are undesirable because they degrade linearity or induce frequency popping.

The majority of high resolution (0.5um or better) 1X photomasks are fabricated using laser mask-making machines. This approach is adequate for most SAW devices; however SAW resonators are very sensitive to small variations in linewidths and line positions -- variations that cannot be detected by normal optical examination. A typical resonator pattern is too large to be exposed in a single laser stripe (2mm x 2mm active area).

The objective of this study is to determine the photomask fabrication method which can minimize the higher order transverse modes. A 695MHz STW resonator was designed and realized in an array of 26 rows and 16 columns on multiple 1x dark field quartz masks exposed with different photomask tools. The tools were Etec Alta 3500 and 3900 laser pattern generators, Micronic laser writer and an ASET 645 15” Image Repeater used with a 10x reticle.

Multiple wafers were contact-printed from each mask, and all dies on the wafers were RF-probed to acquire S11 over a span of 40MHz centered at 695MHz. The data was converted to admittance, and the main response was fitted to a lumped-element model, which was then removed. The residual data, which contained the extraneous modes, was then analyzed for correlation to: position in the array of dies; mask technology; wafer number.

Electrical measurements of SAW resonators fabricated with different photomask tools do exhibit differences in transverse mode levels, the newer pattern generators having the lower high order modes. Those fabricated with mask generated with the 10X stepper exhibited the best performances.
Imaging surface acoustic waves propagating on ST-quartz using stroboscopic synchrotron radiation X-ray topography.

B. Capelle, A. Soyer, Y. Epelboin, J. Detaint.
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This method allows obtaining instantaneous images of the acoustic wave propagating on crystal if the frequency of the wave is an exact integer multiple of that of the very short x-ray pulses delivered by the synchrotron [1]. Depending on the diffraction set-up it is often possible to image separately the different components of the displacement (or more precisely of several of their spatial derivatives, proportional to them). Last year, we have shown that the observation technique using section images allows getting information about the distribution of the amplitude in the depth direction. This was done for the normal component of the Rayleigh waves propagating on YZ lithium niobate (LNB) with experiments using the Bragg setting and in comparing the experimental images with simulated ones. The properties of this material (X-ray absorption and crystal perfection [2]) do not allow good imaging conditions for the other component of the mechanical displacement (directed along the propagation direction).

The surface waves propagating on ST-quartz in the x direction present three components of displacement that can be observed practically separately due to the existence of lattice planes whose diffraction vectors are very nearly or exactly in the direction of these components. Experiments using ST quartz delay lines operating at 9.507, 11.361 12.781 and 22.722 MHZ were conducted, using different diffraction conditions, mostly with the BM05 beam line of the ESRF. Translation and section stroboscopic topographs in Laue or Bragg geometry were obtained using principally the (21.0), (01.1) and (01.1) reflections. As expected from the much lower coupling coefficient, the contrasts given by the progressive SAW are weaker for ST quartz than for YZ LNB, at equal excitation voltage, but they are fully discernable. As expected, also, the in-plane component perpendicular to the propagation direction is the smallest one. In the reflection topographs, the static strains due to the metallic films used in the transducer, produce noticeable contrasts so that the observations of SAW have to be made outside of it. The section topographs (reflection setting), contain intense contrasts, that are different of those obtained for lithium niobate. These contrasts contain also information about the decrease of the normal displacement in the depth direction (their positions in the image indicate that they were generated at various depths in the substrate). The translation and section topographs obtained in the Laue geometry with practically or exactly in plane diffraction vectors display periodic contrasts. The translation topographs contain mostly information about the in-plane distribution of the SAW amplitude close to the surface. The section images contain a particular distribution of contrast in the depth direction; they give so, in an indirect manner, information about the variations of the amplitude of a component with the depth. To better understand these features and the information contained in the various kinds of topographs, simulated images are being computed in solving numerically the Takagi-Taupin partial derivative equations governing the diffraction process in the crystal deformed by the theoretical surface waves (or by waves with different spatial variations). They will be compared between them and with the experimental ones. It is suspected that in few experimental cases, using not very thick substrates and long wave length (9,507 MHz), another kind of wave not decreasing as the theoretical SAW may be propagating in the plate.
X-ray imaging of the surface acoustic wave propagation in La$_3$Ga$_5$SiO$_{14}$ crystal

Dmitrii Roshchupkin$^1$, Luc Ortega$^2$, Anatolii Snigirev$^3$, Iraida Snigireva$^3$
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Progress in modern telecommunication systems and sensors based on SAW-devices urges the development of methods to study the SAW propagation in solids. Most interesting and promising methods for the analyses of acoustic wave field in solids are scanning electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction and topography. Scanning electron microscopy in the mode of the low-energy secondary electron registration permits the visualization of surface and bulk, traveling and standing acoustic waves and makes it possible to study diffraction phenomena in acoustic beams and interaction of acoustic waves with crystal structure defects.

The aim of this work is to study the SAW propagation in the La$_3$Ga$_5$SiO$_{14}$ crystal by X-ray topography on a synchrotron radiation source.

The possibility of direct imaging of an acoustic wave filed on the crystal surface was demonstrated on an acoustically modulated LGS crystal in the sagittal geometry of X-ray diffraction (fig. 1). It is shown that the formation of an acoustic wave field image is connected with the Talbot effect that can be realized on a synchrotron radiation source under the conditions of a partially coherent X-ray radiation and strongly periodic modulation of the crystal lattice with a surface acoustic wave. It was shown that Talbot effect is an ideal instrument for direct imaging of acoustic wave fields and investigation of acoustic wave interaction with the crystal structure defects.

Fig. 124: X-ray topograph of the $Y-Y'$ cut of an LGS crystal excited by SAW. $\lambda = 1$ Å; $\Lambda = 10$ μm; $f_s = 234$ MHz; reflection (100); $\Theta_p = 4.175^\circ$.

---


Investigation of surface and pseudo-surface acoustic waves excitation and propagation in La$_3$Ga$_5$SiO$_{14}$, La$_3$Ga$_{5.5}$Ta$_{0.5}$O$_{14}$, and Ca$_3$TaGa$_3$Si$_2$O$_{14}$ crystals
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X-ray diffraction on acoustically modulated ordering (Ca$_3$TaGa$_3$Si$_2$O$_{14}$: CTGS) and non-ordering (La$_3$Ga$_5$SiO$_{14}$: LGS; La$_3$Ga$_{5.5}$Ta$_{0.5}$O$_{14}$: LGT) crystals of langasite family was used to study the process of surface (SAW) and pseudo-surface acoustic waves (PSAW) excitation and propagation$^{374}$. The process of the SAW and PSAW propagation in CTGS, LGS, and LGT crystals can be characterized by the difference in the directions of the acoustic energy propagation (PFV) and acoustic wave-vectors.

SAW and PSAW are excited by the same interdigital transducer (IDT) but at different resonance excitation frequencies. Propagation of SAW and PSAW causes the sinusoidal modulation of a crystal lattice and appearance of diffraction satellites on the rocking curve, with their number, angular positions, and intensities depending on acoustic wavelength and amplitude.

The distribution of the diffracted X-ray intensity on the crystal surface was used for mapping of SAW and PSAW propagation in CTGS, LGS, and LGT crystals.

It was shown that SAW and PSAW are excited by the same IDT with the same wavelength, but at different frequencies with different velocities. Also it was measured that SAW and PSAW have the different power flow angles, Fig. 1 shows the difference between the PFV and SAW wave-vector in Z-cut of LGT crystal ($\alpha = +8^\circ$) at the SAW propagation along (Y + 30$^\circ$)-direction. Furthermore it was shown that PSAW is a flow wave, which propagates inside the crystal and can be observed only near IDT.

---

Investigation of optimal electrode structure
of SC-cut resonators
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High-Q SC – cut resonators widely used in precision OCXOs. They have many advantages: higher compared with the AT-cut value of the frequency factor, high Q, small temperature – dynamic frequency coefficient. However, these resonators have one disadvantage: the high activity of B – mode (thermosensitive mode), comparable with the activity of the main C – mode, making it difficult to use in some cases. This is due to the fact that the traditional design of electrodes for double rotated cut resonators is not optimal. In this paper we consider the optimal design of the electrode SC – cut resonators. It reduces the resistance of the mode C (Rc) and increases resistance to mode B (Rb), allowing you to get the ratio of Rb / Rc > 5.

Earlier we consider the formulas to determine the surface density of the polarization charges at resonator plate surface of arbitrary cut (including SC - cut). This allows you to correctly determine the resistance of a given excitation mode in case of an off-center location of the electrodes, using information on the distribution of the vibration amplitude by the technique described at article.

In this paper the results of calculations of the surface charge density carried out for SC – cut resonators for different values of the design parameters (contour radius, thickness, harmonic number). The electrodes on each side were dividing on two segments, which are connected to different ports of the resonator. The shapes of the electrode segments were changed to obtain high ratio of resistances Rb/Rc. All calculations were performed using the finite element analysis software FlexPDE and Comsol Multiphysics.

These constructions are more complex than traditional, but provide the best parameters and stable excitation of the fundamental mode.

Correction Factors for the Mindlin Plate Equations for Thickness Vibrations of Crystal Plates with Thicker Electrodes

Dejin Huang, Guijia Chen, Wenjun Wang, Tingfeng Ma, Jianke Du, Ji Wang
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The Mindlin plate theory has been widely used for the study of high frequency vibrations of quartz crystal plates for resonator design and analysis. To improve the accuracy, the plate equations have to be corrected for the exact thickness-shear frequencies which in turn ensure the accurate results for other coupled modes. The correction procedure was suggested by Mindlin and the correction factors for the first-order equations have been available. Lately, a systematic procedure for the correction factors up to the fifth-order has been established and two correction schemes with different correction factors have been adopted for the higher-order vibrations. These results have expanded applications of the Mindlin plate equations to the overtone vibration analysis which is required for the overtone resonators. One critical issue concerning the applications of the Mindlin plate with correction factors are the effect of electrodes, which are essential part of resonators and complications are resulted. Furthermore, crystal blanks in resonators are shrinking in the thickness while the electrodes remaining constant, showing the relative increasing of influence of electrodes on the performance of resonators. As a result, further studies with the consideration of electrodes have been performed for effects on the vibration equations and solutions. With this objective in mind, we start from the Mindlin plate equations with a full set of vibration modes for the consideration of electrode mass and stiffness effects as a continuation of our earlier studies which only considered the mass effect in terms of mass ratios. The analysis regarding to the AT-cut of quartz crystal plates show that the consideration of electrode stiffness and mass will change the correction factors, thus making the equations more accurate in the calculation of frequency spectra and mode shapes. For very thin electrodes, the correction factors should be the same as suggested by earlier studies. The same procedure is implemented to the SC-cut quartz crystal plates which have more enhanced couplings of vibration modes due to the material anisotropy. Correction factors for both AT- and SC-cut quartz crystal plates with consideration of electrode stiffness are given in polynomials of mass ratios for different metals. We expect the relatively adequate consideration of electrodes will provide more effective basis for vibrations of quartz crystal resonators with the truncated equations for analytical solutions based on the straight-crested wave assumptions and the finite element implementation of the higher-order equations with a full set of variables.


**Optimizing UHF Quartz MEMs Resonators for High Thermal Stability**
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Frequency stability of oscillators used in timing applications is of paramount importance. It is well known that one dominant source of frequency instability in quartz oscillators relates to the mounting stresses incurred during wafer bonding. A resonator bonded to a substrate at elevated temperature and subsequently cooled can experience significant residual stress in the device active region. As the operating temperature of the device varies, so does the magnitude of the residual stress. This stress acts to perturb the device resonant frequency thereby compromising frequency stability. As the need for higher frequency and smaller devices has developed for many new commercial applications, these effects are exacerbated in smaller packages. This paper discusses how ~1 GHz ultra-high-frequency (UHF) MEMs thickness-shear quartz resonator designs can be optimized for improving thermal frequency stability via reduced residual stresses.

A newly developed 3-D FEA simulation technique which includes mounting stresses is applied to optimize UHF device designs for high thermal stability. One of the effects of stress is to produce a rotation of the frequency-temperature (f-T) characteristic. Very small stresses can produce significant frequency shifts, especially for fundamental mode UHF devices. This rotation can often mask the true quartz f-T characteristic and results in resonator thermal instability. As an example, Figure 1 shows a simulation of frequency perturbation versus stress in the active region for a 770 MHz 2-μm-thick AT-cut quartz resonator. The insert of Figure 1 shows a simulation of the thermally induced stress for a ΔT = +75°C of a single-thickness quartz resonator rigidly bonded to a silicon substrate with zero stress at 25°C. A mounting stress of 130 MPa near the mounts produces a stress of 1 MPa in the active region and a resulting resonator frequency shift of 21 ppm.

We determine a sensitivity of 1 ppm/50 kPa stress in the active region which represents a significantly higher frequency sensitivity than for larger and thicker designs. In this paper, simulation results will be compared with experimental data and new UHF resonator designs will be explored for mitigating this effect in sub-mm-size UHF quartz resonators.

1 John R.Vig, “Quartz Crystal Resonators and Oscillators for Frequency Control and Timing Applications - A Tutorial”, Rev.8.5.4.4, April 2012.


Modeling Approach to Analyze Bonding Stress in UHF Quartz Resonators
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Bonding and mounting stress in quartz resonators is known to produce frequency shifts which can also modify the frequency-versus-temperature (f-T) profiles. This stress/strain is produced by two events. First, when the quartz plate is initially bonded into the final package, the bonding process may require high temperature annealing or processing. When the package is cooled, the difference in thermal expansion coefficients between the quartz and the package produces stress that can partially relax to yield an initial stress condition at room temperature. Second, when the package is then varied over temperature during use, this initial stress is modified by the same thermal expansion coefficient differences. Depending on the thermal history of the device, the mounting stress can be minimized or reduced to zero at a particular temperature (T₀) as evidenced by a very low relaxation or aging rate. Previous numerical models for quartz f-T profiles have not included this zero stress condition nor the variations in the stress and strain in the quartz due to the mounts in calculating the f-T profiles. In this paper, we describe a method within a COMSOL finite element analysis to include these effects for the first time.

Figure 1. below shows the four states of the resonator and its respective material displacement vectors U(a), U(b), U(c), and U(d). The small piezoelectric vibrations of the resonator are superposed upon the material displacement U(c). We derived the governing equations for small piezoelectric vibrations superposed on displacement U(c) and employed the derived equations in a COMSOL finite element model. The displacement U(c) includes both thermal stress and thermal strain but our governing equations neglect the thermal stress as they are second order effects compared to the thermal strains. The f-T effect is calculated by the change in eigenfrequency of the thickness shear mode as a function of the temperature. Compared to soft mounts such as rubber or epoxy, hard mounts can create larger rotations of the f-T profiles. Our general analysis can be applied to any resonator geometry and mounting design to optimize the predictability of the f-T profiles and minimize hysteresis and aging. This is particularly important for UHF shear-mode device designs where micron-thick quartz plates are utilized. Examples of this effect will be described and presented.

Figure 1: Four states of the resonator and its displacement of material points U(a), U(b), U(c), and U(d), respectively. "Quartz Crystal Resonators and Oscillators For Frequency Control and Timing Applications - A Tutorial", April 2012, John R.Vig. "Effects of Thermal Stresses on the Frequency-Temperature Behavior of Piezoelectric Resonators", Y-K Yong, M. Patel, M. Tanaka, Journal of Thermal Stresses, Vol. 30, No. 6, June 2007, pp. 639 -661.
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Dynamic Range Vs Spectral Clarity Trade-off in All-Digital Frequency Synthesis via Single-Bit Sinewave Quantization
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Single-bit Nyquist-rate dithered quantization has been proposed for all-digital frequency synthesis and RF signal generation.\textsuperscript{378} This work demonstrates how we can improve the Dynamic Range (DR) beyond that achieved using independent and uniformly distributed dithering sequences by selectively allowing some of the harmonics to be present in the spectrum; here DR is the ratio of the carrier’s power to noise’s power spectral density. For a dithered single-bit quantized sinewave, \( x_q = \text{sgn}(\cos(\Omega k) - u_k) \), where \( u_k \) is the dithering, we express the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of \( u_k \) using Chebyshev polynomials, i.e.

\[
G(u) = \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=0}^{\infty} a_j T_j(u),
\]

where \( a_j \) are appropriately chosen. Allowing the 3\textsuperscript{rd} harmonic \((3\Omega \mod 2\pi)/(2\pi T_s)\) to be present is equivalent to having \( a_1, a_2 \neq 0 \) and all other coefficients \( a_q = 0 \).

In this case the feasible set of \( a_1,a_2 \) is \( a_1 = (6+3\rho)/8 \) and \( a_2 = (2-3\rho)/8 \) with \( \rho \in [0,1] \). It is

\[
DR = 10\log_{10}(a_1^2/((2-a_3^2)/a_2^2)) + 10\log_{10}(f_s) - 3.01,
\]

when \( q > 4 \), and DR is maximized for \( a_1 = 9/8 \) and \( a_2 = -1/8 \) as shown in Fig. 1 (89.5 dB for \( f_s = 1\text{GHz} \)). Allowing both the 3\textsuperscript{rd} harmonic and the 5\textsuperscript{th} one, \((5\Omega \mod 2\pi)/(2\pi T_s)\), means that \( a_1,a_2,a_3 \neq 0 \) and all other coefficients \( a_q \) are zero. The feasible set of \( a_1,a_2,a_3 \) is the union of a triangle and an ellipse, including their interior points, in the plane of \( a_1,a_2 \). It is

\[
DR = 10\log_{10}(a_1^2/((2-a_3^2)/a_2^2)) + 10\log_{10}(f_s) - 3.0,
\]

when \( q > 6 \), and DR is maximized for \( a_1 = 1.1906, a_2 = -0.2375, a_3 = 0.0469 \) as shown in Fig. 2 (91.3 dB for \( f_s = 1\text{GHz} \)) giving a 4.3 dB improvement with respect to uniformly distributed dither. In some sense part of noise’s power is absorbed by the harmonics improving DR. The paper provides a methodology for optimizing the DR along with guidelines for selecting those harmonics located away of the carrier.

\textsuperscript{378} P.P. Sotiriadis, N. Miliou, “All-Digital Frequency Synthesis based on Single-Bit Nyquist-Rate Sinewave Quantization with IID Random Dithering”, subm. to IFCS 2013.
Measuring an optical frequency difference of semiconductor lasers based on coherent detection and frequency dividers
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Currently a number of electronic components capable of processing multi-GHz electrical signals is available on the market. This allows building a system for measuring the difference of optical carrier frequencies of two semiconductor lasers, exploiting high-speed frequency prescalers and based on coherent detection.

The idea of proposed method is presented in Fig. 1. Two optical signals from distributed feedback (DFB) semiconductor lasers are supplied to a high-speed photodiode and resulting beatnote with the frequency equal to the difference of the laser carriers is further processed by a set of high-speed prescalers. They divide the high-speed signal to the value low enough for counting by the system based on a field programmable gate array (FPGA) and microcontroller. The prototype system was designed to operate with the frequencies up to 18 GHz that corresponds to the wavelength difference of the lasers up to 0.14 nm. Using currently available technology this difference may be easily extended to 26 GHz (i.e. 0.2 nm).

An example of 10-day record showing the relative stability of two telecommunication-grade DFB lasers stabilized using Fabry-Perot etalons is presented in Fig. 2. Presentemethod may be used for calibration of time transfer in fiber optic system exploiting two closely spaced lasers³⁷⁹ or for characterizing ultra-dense WDM laser sources.

A 15 mW, 4.6 GHz frequency synthesizer ASIC with -84 dBC/Hz at 2 kHz for miniature CPT clocks
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We report on the development and evaluation of a 4.6 GHz frequency synthesizer CMOS ASIC for miniature atomic clocks based on Coherent Population Trapping (CPT) in micro-fabricated Cs vapor cells. The circuit consumes 15 mW and features a frequency resolution below 10⁻¹³.

For guaranteeing the lowest power consumption and the smallest form factor for miniature atomic clocks, an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) is the best choice compared to commercially available synthesizers. Here we report on an improved circuit compared to a previous design. It includes an LC Voltage-Controlled Oscillator (VCO) and a fractional PLL with a reference frequency of 20 MHz and a bandwidth of 200 kHz. The 40-bit fractional divider allows sub-mHz frequency resolution at the 4.6 GHz output. The VCO controls a high-efficiency Power Amplifier (PA) with programmable differential output power from -10 to 0 dBm in 64 steps. The circuit is fabricated into a 130 nm CMOS process, is powered at 1.2 Volt.

The circuit was characterized with a 20 MHz reference OCXO featuring a phase noise of –87 dBC/Hz at 1 kHz from carrier (referred to a 4.6 GHz carrier). The ASIC phase noise was measured at –82 dBC/Hz at 1 kHz and ≤ –84 dBC/Hz between 2 kHz and 200 kHz offset (Fig. 1). This phase noise is only marginally above the one of the reference OCXO, and at frequency offsets between 1 kHz and 10 kHz (which is of highest relevance for the clock application) presents an improvement by up to 10 dB compared to a previous version of the ASIC. From the measured phase noise, we calculate the limit to the clock stability arising from the Dick effect to be on the level of 2×10⁻¹¹ at 1 second.

The previous ASIC version was used as microwave synthesizer in a CPT clock setup based on a DFB laser and a micro-fabricated Cs vapor cell. The measured clock stability is < 4×10⁻¹⁰ τ⁻¹/₂ up to τ=10s, currently limited by the modulation scheme.

Acknowledgments: this work was supported by the EU FP7 (MAC-TFC project www.mac-tfc.eu, grant no. 224132) and the Swiss National Science Foundation. We thank M. Haldimann for helpful discussions.

Fig. 128: Phase noise of the 4.6 GHz signal measured for the ASIC synthesizer.

Reducing the time transfer uncertainty in the fiber optic time and frequency dissemination system
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In last years our group is developing the fiber optic system for accurate time and frequency (T&F) dissemination\textsuperscript{381,382,383}. The main idea is to actively stabilize the propagation delay of the link by organizing a delay locked loop (DLL) system, using the feedback signal from remote side of the system. The core element of the hardware is a set of two precisely matched electronic delay lines, fabricated as an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC). In the current realization mismatch of the tuning characteristics of the delay lines is about 30 ps, and it affect the overall T&F dissemination accuracy and stability\textsuperscript{1,2}.

In this work we present a newly designed compensating module, which reduces the delay mismatch (Fig. 1). In the poster we will show the measured results of the compensation efficiency, both in nominal temperature, and for \( \pm 5^\circ\)C temperature excursions. We find the remaining mismatch as no greater than 3 ps. After applying the compensation module, the problem of the delay lines mismatch go below other factors limiting the overall system performance.


\textsuperscript{382} P. Krehlik, Ł. Śliwczyński, L. Buczek, M. Lipiński, “Fiber-optic joint time and frequency transfer with active stabilization of the propagation delay; IEEE Transactions on Instrumentation and Measurement

\textsuperscript{383} Ł. Śliwczyński, P. Krehlik, A. Czubla, L. Buczek and M. Lipiński, “Dissemination of time and RF frequency via a stabilized fibre optic link over a distance of 420 km”, Metrologia 50, 133-145, 2013.
Research on Hybrid-compensation technology for reducing acceleration sensitivity of TCXO
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Temperature compensated crystal oscillator (TCXO) is widely used in GPS receiver for its small size and low cost. But GPS receiver often used at mobile devices such as aircraft and missile which suffer from serious vibration. The g sensitivity of TCXO decrease the frequency stability and deteriorate the performance of GPS receiver. To reduce the g sensitivity, the way used prevalently is mechanic cushion but it is not efficient at low frequency vibration below 300Hz, as shown in fig.1. This paper proposed hybrid-compensation which is made up of electronic compensation and mechanic cushion. The electronic compensation aims at low frequency vibration while mechanic cushion aims at high frequency. The electronic compensation comprised of a MEMS sensor, a digital controller and a D/A converter is with low cost and small size due to high integrate of digital device. The volume of mechanic cushion can be with small size for it only aims at high frequency. The method proposed can reduce the g sensitivity and improve reliability of TCXO by adding extra devices to the original TCXO.

Fig.1: The effect of Mechanical compensation under different vibration frequency
Demonstration of doubly rotated X-cut quartz plate oscillators with a slot vibrating in length extensional mode

Tomiharu Yamaguchi, Kiyoto Katakura, Yusuke Todo, Hisashi Kanie
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We analyzed doubly rotated X-cut quartz plate oscillators with a slot in the resonator vibrating essentially in length extensional (LE) mode by FEM and fabricated oscillators monolithically by the wet etching process. To reduce the series resistance $R_1$ and increase the quality factor $Q$, two rotation angles of the doubly rotated X-cut plates (XYlt) with an aspect ratio $w/l = 920/2000$ were varied in the region from $0^\circ/0^\circ$ to $-60^\circ/-10^\circ$. The rotation on the Y-axis of an X-cut plate allows to use a wet etching process to fabricate a complex shape oscillator consisting of a resonator, supports, and a mount (Fig. 1). The negative rotation angle around the X-axis increases the positive value of the first order temperature coefficient $\alpha$ caused by the mixture of flexure mode. The slot at the center of the resonator dampens the displacement at the long sides of the resonator by the vibration in both LE and flexure modes that prevent the resonator from being supported at the middle of the sides. The resonator was supported at the points 40 μm off-center where the total displacement becomes almost zero.

A fabricated doubly rotated X-cut quartz plate (XYlt) $-35^\circ/-1^\circ$ oscillator showed the frequency-temperature characteristics with $\alpha = -0.6 \times 10^{-6} \, ^\circ C$, the second order temperature coefficient $\beta = -3.5 \times 10^{-8} \, ^\circ C^2$ (Reference temperature $T_0 = 20^\circ C$) as shown in Fig. 2. The parameters of the electrical equivalent circuit of the oscillator measured in the air are the followings: $R_1 = 1080 \, \Omega$, the series inductance $L_1 = 2.70 \, H$, and the capacitance ratio $r = 192$ at $Q = 19000$.

Fig. 130: Schematic diagram of the designed quartz resonator.

Fig. 131: Frequency-temperature characteristics of the fabricated quartz resonator ($\alpha = -0.6 \times 10^{-6} \, ^\circ C$, $\beta = -3.5 \times 10^{-8} \, ^\circ C^2$).

Spurious ‘spikes’ or ‘spurs’ can be observed in the spectra of oscillators and signal sources using both analogue and digital spectrum analyzers. Some tentative explanations for the occurrence of these spurs and related phase and frequency jumps have been put forward\textsuperscript{385, 386}. The fluctuations of these in time need further investigation so that some theory for them may be constructed.

Also the spectrum shape of an oscillator may vary with time both symmetrically, corresponding to pure amplitude, or pure phase, noise and fluctuations, or asymmetrically, corresponding to a mixture of amplitude and phase noise and fluctuations\textsuperscript{387}. A software receiver, such as the RFSpace SDR-IQ, can act as a versatile digital spectrum analyzer and with suitable signal processing software, such as SpectraVue, can give a ‘time-waterfall’ display of the spectrum. For example the spectrum shape can be seen at the top of Fig. 1 with a 50s time (colored) waterfall below.

The Leeson Model\textsuperscript{388} of an oscillator can be and is extended to investigate the factors that can cause fluctuations in spectrum shape with time. The amplitude limiting process always present in oscillators provides a total energy constraint on the oscillator but it does not exactly define the spectrum shape. Energy may be coupled and exchanged between one part of the spectrum with another. The (new) proposition that is incorporated in the investigation is that sideband components are lightly coupled by an amount that is also frequency spacing dependent.

Some further results to extract, define, validate and calibrate suitable proposed theory will be presented.

---

\textsuperscript{385} M. J. Underhill, “Fundamental Phase Jumps in Oscillators?” Proc 20th EFTF, Braunschweig, Germany, 2006


All-Digital Video RF Transmitter with Embedded
Direct Digital Frequency Synthesizer
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This work presents an all-digital PAL video RF transmitter with embedded all-digital frequency synthesizer for the generation of the carrier. Converting traditionally analog to equivalent digital circuits and systems has been a major trend the past few years due to the automation and fabrication advantages of digital integrated circuits vs. analog ones, especially in deep-sub-micron integrated circuits technologies. The proposed topology can be easily implemented in FPGAs or ASICs providing an alternative to popular analog-RF ones and offering extremely fast concept-to-market time, versatility, low cost, minimal chip-area and power requirements.

The architecture used is illustrated in Fig. 1. An 8-bit image signal is captured by a digital Video camera and is temporarily stored in a RAM frame buffer. It is then accessed and encoded to a composite PAL signal. Using a digital multi-bit-output phase-dithered DDS we generate an \( n \)-bit carrier signal where phase-dithering is mainly used to reduce the size of the \( \sin \) look-up table. AM modulation is then implemented by multiplying the carrier with the DC-shifted composite data stream. Using digital amplitude dithering\(^{389}\), the modulated RF signal is converted to 1 to 4 bits (programmable) via a sigma-delta DAC.

The presentation of the paper will be accompanied by a live demo (Fig.2) of the proposed architecture. For this purpose an all-digital television transmitter has been implemented on an FPGA board (Papilio One / Xilinx Spartan 3E). This entry level FPGA (Xilinx 3E XC3S250E) has an equivalent of 250K gates and only 216K of Block RAM bits. For video capturing we use the Omnivision OV7670 VGA camera and the PAL video signal is transmitted at VHF television channel 2 (48.25 MHz).

Theoretical and experimental investigations on 1/f noise of quartz crystal resonators

Ghosh Santunu\(^1\), Sthal Fabrice\(^1\), Imbaud Joel\(^1\), Devel Michel\(^1\), Bourquin Roger\(^1\), Vuillemin Cedric\(^1\), Bakir Ahmed\(^1\), Cholley Nathalie\(^1\), Abbe Philippe\(^1\), Vernier David\(^1\), and Cibiel Gilles\(^2\)

\(^1\)FEMTO-ST Institute, UFC, CNRS, ENSMM, UTBM, Besançon, France
\(^2\)Microwave and Time-Frequency, CNES, Toulouse, France

Email: fsthal@ens2m.fr

The Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES), Toulouse, France and the FEMTO-ST Institute, Besançon, France, have initiated investigations on the origins of noise in bulk acoustic wave resonators together with several European manufacturers\(^390\). Theoretical and experimental works are reported in this paper.

We first improve on our previous study using fluctuation dissipation theorem by adding a term for internal damping\(^391\) to the classical wave equation already studied\(^392\). This allows us to recover a 1/f noise spectral density at low frequency. The level of this 1/f noise is governed by a single fitting parameter that can be connected to the onset frequency of this 1/f regime. It constitutes the fundamental intrinsic limit of quartz crystal. Some preliminary considerations on the physical origin of this parameter in terms of microscopic processes in the crystal are given.

Experimentally, quartz crystal resonators have been cut from a quartz crystal block supplied specifically for this study on 1/f noise. The reader is reminded of the description of the blank realization and the topology of the resonator prototype is exposed. The resulting resonators are SC-cut with a 5 MHz resonant frequency. Then, we report noise measurements made on these quartz crystal resonators using a passive phase noise measurement system. The short-term stabilities of several resonators have been measured to be lower than \(8 \times 10^{-14}\). A comparison of these resonators is given and the results are discussed according to the position of the resonators inside the crystal block.

---

Switching Down-Converting RF Mixer with Embedded Single-Bit-Output All-Digital Frequency Synthesizer
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This work proposes a switching down-converting RF mixer with an embedded single-bit-output all-digital frequency synthesizer, an architecture having the advantages of digital circuit design (portability, reconfigurability, automated checking and verification), compared to traditional analog solutions, in both ASIC and FPGA implementations.

Although switching mixers are popular in discrete-component designs³⁹³ and have been implemented in RFICs³⁹⁴, they are typically driven by classical PLLs or complex mixed-signal frequency synthesizers. The proposed mixer is based on digital transmission gates which are driven directly by the single-bit output stream of the embedded all-digital frequency synthesizer. Dithering techniques are used to make the synthesizer’s spectrum sine-wave-like and convert spurs to continuous noise floor³⁹⁵. The paper elaborates on the mathematical estimation and measurements of the mixer’s spectrum.

Our test setup, serving as a proof of principle, consists of the mixer whose transmission gate is controlled by the all-digital frequency synthesizer implemented in a mini FPGA board (XuLA-50 / Xilinx Spartan 3A). Both the low-cost off-the-shelf transmission gate (with on/off switching time ~ 5ns) and the low-cost FPGA limit the frequency of operation of the mixer to a few tens of MHz. The RF signal at \( f_{RF} = 20 \text{ MHz} \) is provided by the signal generator while the synthesizer’s output frequency (LO) is \( f_{LO} = 21.2 \text{ MHz} \). The mixer’s output spectrum 0-50MHz is shown in Fig. 1 as well as in Fig. 2 which is centered at the desirable output component at \( f_{LO} - f_{RF} \). The conversion loss, LO/RF isolation, RF/IF isolation and input IP3 are estimated analytically and measured experimentally. Further measurements at higher frequencies are also presented in the paper.

433 MHz Wide-tunable High Q SAW Oscillator

Tsubasa Yasuda*, Shasika Shaminda Senanayaka**, Shyoji Izumiya, and Takehiko Adachi*
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Yokohama National University
Yokohama, Japan
* Email: ada@ynu.ac.jp

A piezoelectric resonator, as a quartz crystal resonator and a SAW resonator, is widely used in a voltage control piezoelectric oscillator. Recently, demand for wide tunability and low phase noise of a piezoelectric voltage controlled oscillator has been increasing. But the frequency tunable range is limited by the capacitance ration of a piezoelectric resonator within a few hundred ppm. And, the phase noise of a piezoelectric oscillator is mainly determined by the effective quality factor of a piezoelectric oscillator, degraded from the piezoelectric resonator’s unloaded quality factor. The dual-T quartz crystal resonator circuit was developed as the wide-tunable resonator circuit having quality factor comparable with the component piezoelectric resonator. We showed wide-tunability and quality factor enhancement method of a dual-T circuit, using 10 MHz crystal resonators.

In this paper, we have developed a 433 MHz dual-T SAW oscillator. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the oscillator. The oscillator is made of an amplifier, variable gain amplifiers, phase shifters and dual-T SAW resonator circuit. Oscillation frequency can be changed by controlling the gains of variable gain amplifiers. The effective quality factor of the oscillator is enhanced by adjusting phase shifts. Figure 2 shows the measured frequency tunability. Measured frequency tunable range is about 1,700 ppm, exceeding the limit restricted by used SAW resonators. The effective quality factor of the oscillator was obtained by measured open-loop voltage transmission function. The obtained effective quality factor of the oscillator is about 30,000, about three times of the unloaded Q of SAW resonators. Figure 3 shows the measured spectrum at the center frequency of the frequency tunable range. Phase noise of the oscillator is estimated from the measured spectrum. Above 6 dB improvement of phase noise is obtained at 1kHz offset frequency compared to that of a colpitts oscillator.

* He will join AISIN COMCRUISE Co., Ltd. on 1 April, 2013.
** He is working for NIHON DEMPA KOGYO Co. Ltd., now.

Fig. 1: Schematic diagram
Fig. 2: Measured frequency tunability
Fig. 3: Measured spectrum at the center frequency of tunable range.
The Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) in electronics was introduced in early 1930s to surpass the superheterodyne technique in radio receiver \(^{396}\). Since then, its diffusion has been very wide: in telecommunication, in digital electronics, in motor controls… and also in time and frequency: indirect frequency synthesis, clean-up and tracking oscillators, phase noise measurement, but also comb stabilizations, laser locks or even fiber link compensation.

In time and frequency applications, the interest is mainly directed to the output of the locked oscillator, considered as a filtered or frequency multiplied replica of the reference signal. This is inherently due to the poor performance of the controlled oscillator that, for long measurement time, is worse than the input one that is considered, for this reason, the PLL reference (fig. a).

By replacing the controlled oscillator with a Direct Digital Synthesizer (DDS) (fig. b), it is possible to reverse this point of view: now the local oscillator, the DDS referred to a stable and accurate clock, can be better than the PLL input that now takes on the meaning of measurand instead of reference. In this manner, the PLL can be used not only as generator, but also as frequency and phase meter, simply considering the corrections applied to the DDS to track the input. The inversion of the usual approach to PLLs, joined with DDS qualities\(^{397}\), opens new possibilities in the time and frequency field because leads to a compact, low noise, cheap, wide input range, real time, digital phase/frequency meter that can be used in a wide range of applications.

At the conference I will expose the key points to correctly implement this scheme and reach the ultimate limit, represented by the DDS residual phase noise. On the opposite, I will discuss how to deal with high noise input signals as those encountered frequently in the growing field of optical frequency metrology.

---

\(^{396}\) de Bellescize, Henri (June 1932), "La réception Synchrone", L’Onde Electrique 11: 230–240.

A miniature timing microsystem using two silicon resonators
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This paper presents a miniature timing microsystem based on a pair of co-integrated low and high frequency silicon resonators -430kHz and 26MHz respectively- so as to implement an accurate, low power, temperature-compensated real time clock (RTC) and to generate reprogrammable clocks between 1-50MHz in a reconﬁgurable way.

Legacy quartz crystals have recently continuously been challenged by the announcement of new products relying on silicon MEMS resonators for either programmable HF clocks generation or to implement RTCs. The novelty of this work resides in the compact implementation of both functions using a pair of co-integrated piezo-electrically driven silicon resonators. A temperature compensated 32,768Hz clock further driving the RTC sub-circuit is generated by frequency interpolation and fractional division of the signal of a 430kHz electro-mechanical oscillator. The temperature information is obtained periodically by turning on a mostly linear temperature sensitive 10MHz RC oscillator whose periods are counted over a time window defined by the low frequency MEMS oscillator. An on-chip state machine using calibration data stored in a non-volatile one-time programmable memory then calculates and updates the compensation parameters using a 4th order polynomial ﬁt. Any of the above clocks can be made available externally on demand or when an IRQ is generated in the RTC via its timer, alarm or time stamping request.

The 26MHz high frequency silicon resonator temperature compensation is implemented indirectly via the same state machine by adjusting the fractional-N divider ratio of a 2GHz PLL whose RF output is further divided by an integer and/or fractional divider(s) to produce up to two programmable clocks of unrelated frequencies. Fig.2. shows a measurement of the temperature stability of the low frequency MEMS-based oscillator with and without compensation. The system draws 2\mu A in RTC mode and 4mA when HF clocks are generated. It achieves ±20ppm stability with a 3-points trim.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure1.png}
\caption{Photos of ASIC and dual resonator}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
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\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure2.png}
\caption{LF oscillator temperature stability}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{398} http://www.sitime.com/products/low-power-oscillators/sit8008
\textsuperscript{399} http://www.maximintegts/low-poweegred.com/datasheet/index.mvp/id/6861
Background, Motivation and Objective:
One of the issues facing many types of oscillators is the transference of stress from the external world through the die to the resonator. Typically, resonators are clamped at more than one location. Integrated FBAR oscillators (referred to as FMOS), uses a resonator that is clamped on all sides and integrated into an all-silicon, chip-scale package with integrated circuits. Mounting FBAR oscillators (epoxy die attach, over-molding and soldering) onto a customer board exposes the FBAR oscillator to stresses that occur during the assembly, plus additional stresses that occur during use. Although applied stress will change frequency of the resonator, it is hard to quantify. This paper does a first cut model of the stresses and then matches that to the changes in the measured frequency. Next, we discuss several designs that help mitigate the effect of external stresses on the resonator.

Statement of Contribution and Methods:
We use a ‘Plan of Record’ (POR) FBAR resonator that follows the design rules used in high volume FBAR manufacturing and then study the effects of stress on the resonator/oscillator frequency when thousands of die on a wafer are subjected to an external stress. This stress is modeled and from that, we match the modeled in-plane stress (and spatial wave form across wafer) to measured frequency shifts as measured over thousands of die across wafer. We then compare the mean and standard deviation and maximum stress for 3 types of resonator designs; the POR and two kinds of stress relieved resonators (SRR).

Results/Discussion:
The experiment consisted of measuring the frequency of thousands of oscillators on a 6” wafer (mounted on a vacuum chuck) and then re-measuring of the same die, where the wafer was removed and then placed on top of a thin Mylar substrate 57 mm in diameter – all on the same vacuum chuck. The resulting plot of the change in frequency (using false colors) highlights clearly the shape of the underlying piece of Mylar and the resulting stress created by the bending of the wafer due to the wafer being held by the vacuum around the edges. From this and with modeling, we conclude that we are getting about 0.8 ppm/MPa shift in frequency due to in-plane stresses. The figure shows the plots of δ frequency for 3 types of resonators, a POR resonator, and two designs of stress relieved resonators.

New thermal design to develop excellent stability and ultra low power compact OCXO.
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Abstract—Due to the cost, power and size constraints, improvements are made by introducing new thermal design, which has been developed to achieve compactness, low power and excellent stability OCXO. Power consumption and stability are both closely related to the size of the entire OCXO package. During last year’s, making the oven smaller in order to affect a quicker warm up and will reduce frequency stability, as the smaller mass is more responsive to ambient temperature fluctuations. However, making the oven larger for better frequency stability will raise the amount of power required to maintain oven temperature. In order to achieve high frequency stability verses temperature, low power consumption and compact package with low cost, new thermal design and a radical new oven’s design is worked out.

This paper demonstrates a new thermal layout design to achieve excellent frequency stability verses temperature by ensuring thermal conduction and convention paths are small and thermal gradient between the crystal, sensor and critical components are very less, the component selection has done in such a way that the thermal exchange between the critical components induced is linear and the temperature set point is compared with the actual value measured by the sensor and error signal is amplified and converted into a current controlling the heating elements. With reference to series of trails conducted by varying the crystal drive level, stability over the temperature has still improved by optimising the drive level. The details illustrations are clearly explained in this paper.

In this design the new heating mechanism has introduced and the PCB area is reduced to inducing low power dissipation in the circuit of less than 0.8W. Cost has been reduced by using HC43 crystal and single oven structure with smaller package. This paper presents development of single oven for excellent frequency stability, low power and compact package OCXO. The achieved main parameters of new thermal design OCXO model are: Frequency 10MHz, frequency stability less than ±1.5ppb at -40 to 80°C. A SC-cut HC43 crystal with optimized drive level strengthens our aspect of low power consumption less than 0.8W and package style is 36×25×10mm3.
Electronic Signal Transduction in Collectively-Sensed Arrays of Parallel Piezoresistive NEMS Resonators
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NEMS resonators based on piezoresistive (PZR) nanowires and nanocantilevers are among the most interesting high-speed nanosensors. While it is desirable to use NEMS arrays, today’s works have been very limited, and very little has been studied in analyzing and modeling the fundamental limits in signal transduction for integration of PZR NEMS arrays with CMOS. In this work, we focus on parallel arrays of PZR NEMS with single CMOS readout circuit.

We first investigate electromechanical modeling of a prototype PZR NEMS with both series and parallel PZR resistors (Fig. 1a). We have developed a comprehensive and precise equivalent circuit (Fig. 1b) for such systems. Then, using analytical formulas, we discuss that the noise voltage power (due to CMOS, NEMS resonator and PZR noise sources) is approximately \( 4k_B T \left( \frac{e_p^2}{N} \sigma_{BW,\text{PZR}} + R_{\text{tot,\text{PZR}}} \Delta f + \gamma g_m R_{\text{tot,\text{PZR}}} \Delta f \right) \) for the case of NEMS-CMOS co-integration and \( \frac{KT}{g_m} \left( \frac{R_{\text{tot,\text{PZR}}}}{C_p} + 1 + \gamma g_m R_{\text{tot,\text{PZR}}} \right) \) for the case of off-chip integration with \( R_{\text{tot,\text{PZR}}} = R_{\text{PZR,parallel}} + R_{\text{PZR,series}} \). \( C_p \) the total shunt capacitance at MOS gate, \( BW_{\text{NEMS}} \) the bandwidth of the NEMS, and \( \Delta f \) the frequency range over which noise and signal power are calculated. The above equations show that SNR will increase by a factor of either \( N \) or \( N^2 \) based on \( g_m \) value of the readout circuit. The analytical results verified by Cadence simulations (Fig. 1c) give designers a means to better co-design PZR NEMS arrays and CMOS readout circuits.

Fig. 136: (a) Illustration of piezoresistive (PZR) NEMS unit used for electromechanical modeling. (b) Equivalent circuit of (a) connected to the CMOS circuit. Both on-chip and off-chip parasitic capacitances as well as bonding wires (in case of PCB integration) are also shown. (c) Cadence simulation results for SNR of PZR NEMS arrays with CMOS integration.

---
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Estimates Of Achievable Frequency Stability Values In Atomic Gas Cell Frequency Standards With Coherent Population Trapping
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Use of coherent population trapping effect in atomic gas-cell frequency standards enables one, on one hand, to drastically reduce standard’s dimensions due to the refusal from using a microwave cavity and, on the other hand, to improve a frequency stability of such standards.

The frequency stability values achieved in chip-scale atomic frequency standards developed by various companies are well known. It seems to be necessary, however, to estimate potentially achievable values of frequency stability, taking into account actual fluctuation performances of frequency standard’s physical package assemblies and electronic circuitry when a selection of the physical package mode is optimal.

The frequency stability values achieved in rubidium gas-cell frequency standards of a traditional type used aboard GPS/Galileo satellite are also well known. The further improvement of these devices can be realized through using a coherent population trapping effect with double-frequency laser emission\textsuperscript{\text{\textdagger}}.

The paper is dedicated to the investigation of frequency stability values achievable in atomic gas-cell frequency standards when using Rb\textsuperscript{87} D-1 line with buffer gases in coherent population trapping\textsuperscript{\textdagger\textdoublequote{\textdagger}},\textsuperscript{\textdagger\textdagger}. Estimates of frequency stability are performed using a computer program for multi-parametric optimization as regards parameters of the physical package and frequency-lock loop of the controlled crystal oscillator. Estimates produced for a gas cell of standard dimensions show a possibility to achieve daily frequency stability at level of \((2\div3) \times 10^{-15}\). For a chip-scale atomic frequency standard, frequency stability over 1-hour measurement interval could achieve a value of \((2\div3) \times 10^{-12}\) with the appropriate selection of parameters as regards physical package and electronic components.
Outlook of Developing the Absorption Cells with Double Anti-Relaxation Components (Coating + Buffer gas) for Improving a Long-Time Stability of Atomic Frequency Standards and Quantum Magnetometers

E. Pestov

Use of absorption cells with anti-relaxation wall (ARW) coating by high-molecular paraffins was extremely fruitful for creating the quantum magnetometers of various purpose in the USSR - from mass application in geophysics when exploring mineral resources up to space units installed on ‘Cosmos-321’ and ‘Cosmos-355’ satellites (1969 and 1971). In these magnetometers the quantum sensors were moved to a distance of 8 m from the satellites using a rod and operated under open space conditions.

During the same years, extensive studies were performed with respect to Zeeman’s resonance frequency shifts in cells with ARW-coating and dependencies were established between systematic errors for all used alkali atoms: $^{133}$Cs, $^{85}$Rb, $^{87}$Rb, $^{39}$K, $^{41}$K - and various parameters of optical pumping (A. Kozlov, E. Pestov - IZMIRAN, Troitsk, Moscow). In particular, it was established that, when increasing a cell temperature from 35 to 55°C, Zeeman’s resonance frequency, $\omega_0$, decreased.

Application of cells with ARW-coating for atomic frequency standards was retarded due to an opinion on the insufficient stability of coating properties over time, which could result in non-reproducibility of a standard’s frequency from one switch-on to another. The result of recent works [1], including also this work, can, however, significantly change this situation. The authors of work [1] have demonstrated a technique for relaxation processes’ stabilization on coating surface which resulted in $^{87}$Rb standard’s frequency stability improvement.

Following processes are investigated in this work:

1. Dynamics of synchronous relaxation of magnetization $M_z$ and $M_x$ components at Zeeman’s resonance frequency, $\omega_0$ [2] in $^{87}$Rb-cell (ARW-coating + buffer gas, Ar) when changing a cell temperature, $t^\circ C$.

2. Dynamics of a frequency shift, $\delta \nu (t^\circ C)$ of the hyperfine 0-0 resonance at frequency, $\nu_{0,0} \sim 6,834$ GHz.

As a result, following is fixed.

In the vicinity of some temperature, $t^* (C)$, a break in the relaxation dependence between coherence Zeeman’s $M_z$- component ($\tau_2$) and cell temperature occurs.

The growth of a negative ‘0-0’ resonance frequency shift, $(- \delta \nu)$, from relaxation action on the coating surface is slowing down with temperature growing, and in the vicinity of the same temperature value, $t^* (C)$, a temperature -frequency coefficient becomes equal to zero due to the compensating action of the volume $^{87}$Rb-atoms’ relaxation within a buffer gas.

In such a way, addition of a buffer gas with a positive value of the frequency shift, $(+\delta \nu)$, into a cell with ARW-coating enables one to realize a zero temperature -frequency coefficient in the vicinity of some temperature, $t^* (C)$, and improve standard’s long-term frequency stability.

---

Measurements of optical frequency shift in sealed Cs vapor cells filled with He, Xe buffer gases
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FEMTO-ST developed an original technology for filling and fabrication of Cs vapor microfabricated cells filled with buffer gas [1]. A great originality of this method is that Cs vapor is generated after the complete sealing of the cell by laser activation of a Cs dispenser developed by SAES Getters. Additionally, we pointed out the possibility to cancel the temperature-dependence of the Cs clock frequency at a temperature inversion of about 80°C using a single Ne buffer gas [2]. In this single gas configuration, the main advantage is that the so-called inversion temperature where the Cs clock will typically operate does not depend on the buffer gas pressure. At the opposite, this single-gas cell configuration prevents the clock to operate at high ambient temperature (typically above 100°C) without the use of a power-consuming Peltier element to cool down the cell. This can be an issue for the development for low-power consumption chip scale atomic clocks devoted to be used in applications with stringent and severe environmental conditions. Moreover, we observed that N2 buffer gas cannot be used with our cell technology because this gas reacts and is absorbed by zirconium compound of the Cs dispenser. This prevents the use of a N2-Ar buffer gas mixture.

In this sense, we started a study to measure the Cs buffer gas collisional clock frequency shift in presence of several buffer gases, mainly including Xe and He. Towards our objective, we decided in a first step to measure the actual buffer gas pressure in sealed cells through optical red shift measurements. The procedure is similar to the one described in [3].

We bought cm-scale commercially-available Cs cells filled with buffer gas. A physics package was developed to receive the cells. It includes a copper cell support inside a copper oven warmed by a thin heating foil around it. These elements are surrounded by a solenoid used to generate a static magnetic field to split Zeeman transitions. The ensemble is inserted into a double-layer mu-metal magnetic shield.

The laser source is a 1 MHz-linewidth distributed-feedback (DFB) diode laser tuned on the Cs D1 line at 894.6 nm. The laser output is split in two directions. In the first one, the laser beam is sent through a Cs reference cell without buffer gas. In the second direction, the laser beam is sent through the buffer gas-filled Cs cell to be tested. Low laser intensities (< 10 uW/cm²) are used. Optical absorption spectra from both cells are recorded with a photodiode and fitted by a sum of four Voigt profiles. After correct calibration of the frequency axis, the optical frequency shift between both cells is extracted to estimate the actual buffer gas pressure in the buffer-gas-cell using coefficients reported in [4,5].

Preliminary measurements will be reported at the conference for several cells filled with Xe or He.

An Accurate Measuring Method for the Transient Oscillation Frequency of Detuned Coherent Population Trapping Atomic Clock

Daiting Shi, Yeqing Li and Zhong Wang*
School of Electronics Engineering & Computer Science, Peking University,
Beijing, 100871, P. R. China
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We propose a method for measuring the transient oscillation frequency observed when Coherent Population Trapping is excited by means of optical pumping radiation fields whose frequency difference is detuned slightly from the ground state hyperfine frequency of the atom used. In the technique, the pumping radiation fields are created by modulating the frequency of a laser. We call this technique Detuned Coherent Population Trapping (DCPT). Using narrow-band simulation filter and phase matching techniques this measuring method can provide a measurement precision of about 0.5Hz. Based on this reading accuracy the DCPT atomic clocks frequency instability can be better than $5\times10^{-11}/\sqrt{\tau}$ ($\tau=100s$) and tend to be more stable at longer integration time. According to our experimental results, we demonstrate that a DCPT atomic frequency standard could give good short and long term frequency stability.

An atomic frequency standard based on the concept could be implemented by directly reading the transient oscillation caused by the detuning of the applied optical field difference from the hyperfine states transition frequency and summing it to the microwave frequency used to modulate the laser frequency. It would eliminate the use of a frequency-lock-loop.
Microwave Cavity Design for an Optically-pumped Rubidium Atomic Beam Clock
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Previously, most commercial clocks are based on magnetic selection, the main shortcoming of which is short-term stability. We are developing a compact rubidium beam clock with lamp-pumping and fluorescence-detection\textsuperscript{402}. Pumping and detecting lights are provided by $^{87}\text{Rb}$ lamps and $^{85}\text{Rb}$ filter cells. This scheme is simple in structure and stable for long-term working. A short-term stability better than $\sigma(\tau) = 2\times10^{-12}\times\tau^{-1/2}$ is expected. For interaction of rubidium atoms and microwave signal, a compact, stable cavity is needed. Identically with most commercial beam frequency standards, we use a U-shape cavity with apertures at both ends. On account of size constraints, distance between the ends is about 0.2m in our scheme.

A method of constructing microwave cavity for manufactured beam clocks is discussed in this paper. The cavity is designed in three parts, including a U-shape cavity, a vacuum window and a coaxial-to-waveguide adapter. These parts are machined separately and connected with flanges. We create models of each part and calculate detailed dimensions with the help of ANSYS HFSS, commercial software for high frequency electromagnetic stimulation based on finite element method.

Several frequency offsets are related to the interrogation method, which is mainly determined by the cavity. The main causes of uncertainty related to the cavity are end-to-end phase difference, distributed phase difference and cavity pulling effect. As a result, resonant frequency and phase difference are priorities in the design. In addition, a tunable resonant frequency and a low loaded quality factor helps to keep cavity pulling effect negligible.

We choose WR137 waveguide as the U-shape cavity’s arms, lengths of which are 5 halves of guide wavelength respectively. Actually, instead of bend in waveguide, two symmetrical halves of machined copper blocks are soldered to form a whole cavity in order to get a good reproducibility. The resonant frequency is 6.835GHz, with a tunable range of tens of MHz. The drift length is 0.205m, leading to a Ramsey line-width of about 600Hz. The end-to-end phase difference is below $5\times10^4$rad for an asymmetry less than 0.05nm, which can be guaranteed in manufacturing. We give an estimate of the cavity’s influence on accuracy and stability in the discussion.

Extreme Resolution of the Laser Optical Pumped Alkaline Vapor Quantum Generator

S.V. Ermak, R.V. Smolin, V.V. Semenov, P.V. Zimnitsky
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We present the results of analytic research of characteristics of self-oscillating magnetometer with laser pumping. The mechanism of amplitude limiting is based on alkaline atom saturation effect. This mode provides the best short-term stability of the quantum generator for average time about 100 seconds. Exceeding of this limit causes Allan deviation of the generator operating frequency increasing due to technical noise in feedback loop which spectral density is

\[ S_{\delta n} = A_f / 2\pi \omega_n \]

where \( A_f \) – noise intensity constant, index \( n \) varies in range from 0.6 to 3.

Our research is based on analysis of stochastic differential equations for amplitude and frequency fluctuations. We obtained the equations for technical linewidth of the quantum generator for different values of \( n \) and evaluated dynamic range of relative rate of pump \( f' \) and gain of feedback \( k \) variation within a range where generation signal has amplitude \( R_0 \) (Fig.1)

![Fig.1. Dependence \( R_0 \) of relative parameters \( f' \) and \( k \) for one of rubidium optical transitions (represented at three axonometric projections).](image)

The experimental value of \( A_f \) for Si photodetector has magnitude of \( \sim 10^{13} \) Hz. After substitution of \( A_f \) and \( n \approx 2 \) into equation for technical linewidth we get a value similar to the flicker floor estimations for hundreds of seconds (rubidium self-generating magnetometer operating frequency is \( 10^4 \) Hz)\(^{403}\).

Wafer-level integration of getters in cesium-neon cells for miniature atomic clocks
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This paper reports on the integration of wafer-level gettering solution PageWafer® from SAES Getters into hermetically-sealed miniature cells for MEMS atomic clocks. Its ability to sorb the gaseous residues produced by the anodic bonding process used for sealing the cells, while preserving the required cesium and neon atmosphere, is demonstrated.

Miniature cells are obtained by sandwiching a silicon wafer between two glass wafers bonded by anodic bonding. First, the silicon wafer is etched-through to pattern the cavities necessary for the optical interrogation and the containment of a cesium dispenser. The second anodic bonding is performed under neon atmosphere (buffer gas), following the two-step process described in [404]. Once the cells sealed, the cesium is finally released from the dispenser by local heating with a high power laser. The PageWafer® consists in a getter film which is selectively deposited inside 10-µm deep cavities etched on a glass wafer. For this study, the latter was used as one of the capping wafers of our cell assembly (Fig. 1).

In order to assess the getter’s effects, a residual gas analysis was performed on cells featuring getters and cells without getter. The inner atmosphere of the cells was analyzed with a high sensitivity quadrupole mass spectrometer. The comparison of the results exhibits the getter’s strong ability to reduce the residual pressure of the main impurities generated during the anodic bonding process, e.g. H₂, N₂, O₂ and CO₂ [405]. In particular, the average pressure of the total impurities in getter-integrated cells was found to be 4-10⁻² mbar while it was 2 mbar in getter-free cells, which represents a 50-fold improvement. In addition, the pressure errors among the cells were drastically reduced for the getter-integrated cells. The difference in the pressure of neon was within the pressure error range typically obtained with our neon filling technique, indicating that neon was not absorbed by the getter.

Since this residual gas analysis was only performed on cesium-free cells, further investigations were carried out by coherent population trapping spectroscopy on cells embedding a dispenser and cesium vapor. The uniformity in neon pressures was verified, along with the quality of the cesium-neon atmosphere.

---


Improved frequency instability of PTB’s fountain clocks
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Since a couple of years the PTB fountain clocks CSF1\(^{406}\) and CSF2\(^{407}\) regularly contribute to the steering of International Atomic Time TAI\(^{408}\). At the same time they are used for the realization of the time scale UTC(PTB)\(^{409}\), which is the basis for legal time in Germany. Work and investigations towards further improvements of the fountains’ systematic uncertainties and their frequency instabilities are continued. This is particularly important in view of the demands of optical frequency standards, which nowadays surpass the performance of fountain clocks in terms of frequency instability and uncertainty.

The frequency instabilities of CSF1 and CSF2 contribute both to the statistical and to the systematic uncertainties of frequency measurements. An example for the latter contribution is the collisional shift uncertainty, which is dominated by the statistical uncertainty of its evaluation. To reduce the contribution to the fountain frequency instability, which is caused by the Dick effect\(^{410}\), we set up an optically stabilized microwave source as described in previous work\(^{411}\). In the new setup a dielectric resonator oscillator (DRO) is stabilized to a cavity stabilized laser which in turn is referenced either to one of the optical clock transitions of a single Yb\(^+\) ion\(^{412}\) or to a hydrogen maser. The DRO signal can be used by both fountains for the generation of the required clock transition signal. Recently we measured the electric quadrupole transition frequency in a single trapped \(^{171}\)Yb\(^+\) ion with the fountain CSF2. During this measurement campaign the DRO stabilized to the same optical transition was utilized, resulting in a frequency instability improvement by a factor of 2.

The second contribution to the fountain frequency instability, which is caused by quantum projection noise, can be reduced by increased atom numbers. For this purpose, we recently employed a cold atom beam source for loading the optical molasses of CSF2. As a result, another factor of 2 improvement of the frequency instability reaching \(<5\times10^{-14}(1s)\) was achieved when the optically stabilized DRO was utilized at the same time.

---

\(^{406}\) S. Weyers et al., Metrologia 38, 343 (2001); S. Weyers et al., Proc. 6th SFSM, St. Andrews 2001, 64–71

\(^{407}\) V. Gerginov et al., Metrologia 47, 65 (2010); S. Weyers et al., Metrologia 49, 82 (2012)


\(^{409}\) A. Bauch et al., Metrologia 49, 180 (2012)

\(^{410}\) G. J. Dick, Proc. 19th Precise Time and Time Interval (PTTI) Meeting, Redondo Beach, California, 133-147, 1988


The NPL Rb fountain frequency standard was characterized in 2010 with a total Type B uncertainty of 3.7×10^{-16}. The first measurement of the absolute frequency of the ground Rb hyperfine transition in 2010 gave the value of 6834682610.904308(5.2), which agreed well with the SYRTE measurement of 2009\textsuperscript{414}. In 2012 the minimization and characterization of the distributed cavity phase shifts reduced the total Type B uncertainty of the NPL Rb fountain down to 2.4×10^{-16}.

Recently we have found that, after 8 years of operation of the Rb fountain, the background pressure of the Rb thermal vapors in the MOT chamber and the detection section has increased to 5×10^{-10} mbar. To eliminate problems related to the presence of thermal Rb atoms, the fountain was opened and its detection section upgraded. An additional detection chamber with optical viewports has been introduced at the bottom of the fountain to increase the optical access to the atoms, which should essentially increase the efficiency of the detection and thus the frequency stability of the fountain. In addition, the orientation of the probe detection beams in the new setup is rotated by 45° with respect to the feeds of the Ramsey microwave cavity. This will essentially suppress the m=±2 term of the distributed cavity phase shift\textsuperscript{415}.

The results of new measurements of the ground Rb hyperfine splitting in the clean and upgraded NPL Rb fountain will be reported.

\textsuperscript{413} Y. Ovchinnikov and G. Marra, “Accurate rubidium atomic fountain frequency standard”, Metrologia, vol. 48, p. 87-100, 2011.
Current status of NICT atomic fountains
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Atomic fountain frequency standards have been developed at NICT for contributions to the determination of TAI, frequency calibration of Japan standard time, and accuracy evaluation of optical frequency standards. The first fountain (NICT-CsF1 [1]) has been in operation since 2006 and has a typical frequency uncertainty of $1.4 \times 10^{-15}$. A recent vacuum system overhaul and resulting improvement in residual gas pressure now means it is possible to capture more atoms, leading to an improved short-term stability of $6 \times 10^{-14} / \sqrt{\tau}$. As before, a cryogenic sapphire oscillator is used as a reference. However, this high atomic density is associated with a large collisional shift. To reduce the uncertainty of the collisional shift, we have installed rapid adiabatic passage method for state-selection [2]. This method allows the number of the atoms contributing to the signal to be changed by a precise factor of 2. Installation of rapid adiabatic passage enables both high frequency stability and accuracy. Additionally, following the new approach proposed in [3], we are currently re-evaluating the distributed cavity phase (DCP) shift in CsF1.

A recently constructed second fountain (NICT-CsF2) has now attained the goal of operation at the $10^{-16}$ level. This second fountain is vital for inter-comparison evaluation of frequency shifts and their associated uncertainties with the first fountain, and also provides redundancy necessary for guaranteed contribution to TAI. In contrast to CsF1 which uses a (0,0,1) laser cooling geometry with quadruple magnetic field, CsF2 adopts (1,1,1) geometry enabling many atoms to be captured without a magnetic gradient in large diameter laser beams, resulting in a reduction in the atomic density and thus a smaller collisional shift. Moreover, large initial size of the molasses makes it insensitive to phase distribution inside the Ramsey cavity. Currently CsF2 has a frequency stability of $3 \times 10^{-13} / \sqrt{\tau}$ and averages down to a statistic uncertainty at the $10^{-16}$ level. We have completed evaluations of most systematic frequency shifts and their uncertainties for CsF2 at a level below $5 \times 10^{-16}$, and the remaining measurements for microwave related shifts are currently underway.

Distributed cavity phase calculation for a rectangular Ramsey cavity in NRC-FCs1
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We describe a numerical calculation of the contributions to the frequency shifts from the distributed cavity phase used in the fountain clock FCs1. The Ramsey cavity is rectangular as opposed to the cylindrical cavities used in most fountain clocks. It operates on the TM$_{210}$ mode with a transversal C-field (X-axis). The microwave signal is coupled into the Ramsey cavity via two low-coupling magnetic antennas (rectangular loops 2.6mm × 0.5mm) through slits located on the sides of the cavity (Fig. 1). The cavity has a loaded Q=4600. It is made of two identical halves held together symmetrically about the YZ-plane. The cutoff waveguides have cylindrical symmetry, with a conical shape near the cavity center in order to keep the atoms away from the high fields at the edges and minimize phase shifts.

The numerical evaluation of the field in the cavity is made using a full-wave finite element EM solver. Only the TM$_{210}$ mode is coupled to perfectly symmetrical antennas. A mode expansion is also used to evaluate the contributions from other modes to the phase variations.

The frequency shift of the cavity is evaluated by simulating the path of the atoms along the free-fall trajectories through the cavity while solving numerically for the Bloch vector with the TM$_{210}$ mode. Contributions from phase gradients and other modes are added as a perturbation to the Bloch vector solution.

---

An atomic gravimeter at KRISS: Current status
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Figure 1 shows a physics package for atomic gravimeter which consists of a Magnetic Optical Trap (MOT) chamber followed by Raman interferometer and detection zone below. The MOT chamber has 1,1,1 geometric configuration with three fold symmetry cooling beams (three upward beams, three downward beams) about vertical axis. The vacuum components were made of nonmagnetic titanium in order to reduce the distortion of a magnetic field. Distance from the center of the MOT chamber to detection zone is about 30 cm corresponding to duration time 100 ms between the pulses in the Mach-Zehnder-type interferometer using $\pi/2 - \pi - \pi/2$ sequence of Raman pulses. The zone is composed of two parts whose upper part and lower part are used to measure atoms of an excited state and atoms of a ground state for normalizing population rate by measuring the number of total atom, respectively. We use rubidium-87 (Alvatec, Alvasource), which can be controlled by the heating current, as an atomic source.

We use a three home-made external cavity diode lasers (ECDL) as laser system for atomic gravimeter. ECDL1 is stabilized to D2 line (F=2 to F’=3) using modulation transfer spectroscopy (MTS) and is used for detecting populated atoms and pushing for state selection. ECDL 2 is frequency-locked to ECDL1 and is alternatively used as a repumper and a mater Raman laser by controlling the frequency difference between the two lasers. ECDL 3 is frequency or phase-locked to ECDL 2 and is alternatively used as a cooling laser and a slave Raman laser. We have achieved the residual phase noise below-120 dB/Hz between two phase-locked lasers in the frequency range from 100 Hz to 350 kHz, which will give a limit to the sensitivity at a level of $1 \times 10^{-10} \text{g/Hz}^{1/2}$.

Fig. 139: Photograph of an atomic gravimeter developing at KRISS.
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A trapped atom interferometer for the measurement of short range forces
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I will present the status of an experiment, which aims at performing precise measurements of the interaction forces between atoms and a macroscopic surface, for surface separations from 0.2 μm to 10 μm, where QED effects are predominant. In our experimental apparatus, we have demonstrated laser controlled tunneling of $^{87}$Rb atoms in a vertical optical lattice using two-photon Raman transitions, allowing performing high resolution laser spectroscopy of Wannier Stark (WS) states. With this shallow optical lattice, three different kinds of trapped atom interferometers are realized by using a state-labeling technique with WS states: a Ramsey-type interferometer sensitive both to clock frequency and external forces; a symmetric accordion-type interferometer, sensitive to external forces only; and a multiwave interferometer, insensitive to Raman and lattice light shifts. The Bloch frequency $\nu_B = mg/\hbar$ has been measured with a relative sensitivity of $9.1 \times 10^{-6}$ at 1 s by the accordion-type interferometer. The limits in terms of sensitivity of those schemes are analyzed.

---

Large Area Cold Atom Gyroscope
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After demonstrating a new butterfly geometry based on a 4 pulses sequence using one Raman beam\textsuperscript{423}, we developed a new ultra large area cold atom gyroscope, allowing a 300-fold increased area, up to 11 cm$^2$ and aiming to achieve a sensitivity in the range of $10^{-10}$ rad/s @ 1000 s. Wave-front distortions were identified as the main limitations to the accuracy and the long term stability on the previous experiment\textsuperscript{424}, and have been addressed. The use of one single source of atoms and a vertical trajectory as in atomic fountains lead also to a more robust configuration. This new experiment will enable us to explore the fundamental limits of these interferometers, demonstrating continuous rotation measurements (at 2 Hz) for inertial sensing, or participating in new improvements in geophysics, for the study of tilt fluctuations of the Earth rotation axis.

This new large area gyroscope is made of a 1 m high titanium vacuum chamber, surrounded by two layers of mu-metal, protecting from the ambient magnetic field fluctuations. Cesium atoms are loaded from a 2D MOT with a loading rate of $10^{9}$ atoms/s into the 3D MOT, where the atoms are cooled down to a temperature of about 1.2 µ K. The atoms are launched vertically at a velocity up to 5 m.s$^{-1}$ thanks to a moving molasses technique. After the launch, the atoms in the level $|F = 3, m_F = 0\rangle$ are selected in order to reduce the sensitivity of the interferometer to parasitic magnetic fields. The number of atoms entering the interferometer is about $2.10^7$.

Atomic wave packets are manipulated by Raman lasers, enabling the transition between the two fundamental states of the Cesium atom. The Raman lasers are horizontal and applied 4 times, in a $\pi/2-\pi-\pi_0-\pi/2$ pulse sequence, to realize a folded 8 shape interferometer\textsuperscript{1}, insensitive to DC acceleration. The atoms in free fall are then sensitive to the Sagnac phase shift, which can be written as $D_j = 2A \frac{E^2}{\hbar c^2}$ where $A$ is the area of the interferometer and $E$ the particle Energy.

The total interaction time can be adjusted by using either one pair of Raman laser for short interaction times (below 125 ms) or two pairs of Raman laser for long interaction time (up to 800 ms). We got first atomic fringes using two pairs of stimulated Raman lasers in the two bottom windows (480 ms), doing a interferometer of 2.5 cm$^2$. We achieve a sensitivity of $7.10^{-7}$ rad/s @ 1s limited by spurious vibrations.

We are now optimizing the filtering of the parasitic vibrations in order to improve the signal to noise and to benefit from the maximum interrogation time of 800 ms reachable, leading to the macroscopic area of 11 cm$^2$.


Figure of merit and limit of short-term stability in passive hydrogen maser
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We present an investigation of frequency short-term stability of a passive hydrogen maser (PHM) by single frequency modulation\(^\text{425}\). Frequency stability of any passive frequency standard is associated with the figure of merit of a quantum discriminator (physics package), characterized by the ratio of signal/noise to the width of the atomic transition spectral line during indicating the atomic resonance. The larger this parameter, the higher is short-term frequency stability of the maser.

Calculations of the figure of merit of the discriminator in the PHM are carried out. The relationship between the figure of merit and frequency stability of PHM is shown. The method of the discriminator figure of merit measuring is presented. The lowest achievable short-term frequency stability is evaluated. The experimental results of measuring the figure of merit and short-term stability of the passive hydrogen maser are given.

For investigation of a limit of stability we studied change of the slope of discriminator curve \(S_d\) (therefore, figure of merit) at change of an excitation signal power\(^\text{426}\). The theoretical prediction of the maximum \(S_d\) is based on the solution of the passive hydrogen maser equations in a «steady-state» approximation.

Amplitude characteristics of the quantum hydrogen discriminator were experimentally investigated for verification of theoretical model. The result of investigation presented in Figure 1, shows that the spectral line shape corresponds to Lorentz line shape only at small (\(-90...–100 \, \text{dBm}\)) excitation signal power. With increase in a excitation signal power it is observed not only broadening, but also strong distortion of the spectral line. The line shape can be considered as the sum of several spectral lines. We explain the spectral line splitting by Stark – Zeeman dynamic effect that appears in strong alternating electromagnetic fields.

The discovered effect limits short-term stability of PHM.


Fig. 140. The PHM spectral line shape at a different excitation signal power:

a) – 94 dBm; b) – 74 dBm; c) – 67 dBm.
A new laser frequency locking method based on the normal and abnormal saturated absorption spectroscopy of $^{87}$Rb
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The normal saturated absorption spectroscopy has been widely used to probe closely spaced fine and hyperfine structures of atoms and molecules with a high resolution, and also is used to lock the laser frequency. This kind of locking method is already accepted and used by many groups to do some research work in the application of high precision measurements, cold atoms experiments and atomic frequency standards. However, due to the "many peaks" of the saturated absorption spectrums, wrong locking position phenomenon can happen sometimes. And the system is fragile for some kind of vibrations. These restrict the further applications of the traditional locking method.

The abnormal saturated absorption spectrum was found more than 30 years ago. By changing the polarization and the optical power, reversed peak of saturated absorption spectra can be observed.

In our experiment, we first obtained the normal and abnormal saturated absorption spectrums of $^{87}$Rb simultaneously. With the help of the electronic circuits, these two signals are subtracted and only "one main peak" spectrum is left, which is shown in fig.1. This new spectrum is the reference for one diode laser frequency locking. After more than one month measurement, we find that the new system is quite insensitive for the sudden vibrations and also can avoid the wrong locking. The long-term locking performance of the diode laser is improved.

![Subtraction of two Doppler-free saturated absorption spectrums of $^{87}$Rb](image)

Fig.1. The subtraction of two Doppler free saturated absorption spectrum of $^{87}$Rb
Electron Spin Resonance Spectroscopy of Macroscopic Crystals
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The development of a new era of quantum devices requires an understanding of how paramagnetic dopants or impurity spins behave in crystal hosts. In the most recent experiment HEMEX grade sapphire used as a Classical Cryogenic Sapphire or a maser oscillator in the range 10–40 GHz, specific ions, such as the Fe3+ ion are at the heart of poorly understood, phenomena [1]. The ion parameters, the active ions concentrations, their spin–spin and, spin–lattice relaxation times are not well known in our crystals and need to be characterized.

We present a new spectroscopic technique which uses traditional Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) combined with the measurement of a large population of high Q factor electromagnetic Whispering Gallery (WG) modes.

Measurements of high purity sapphire and rutile crystals cooled close to 20 mK in temperature, are used to identify and determine the concentration of trace paramagnetic ions, their sensitivity to a DC magnetic field, and the width of such ions. Our measurement is different to ESR in that it is possible to track the resonant frequency of the ions over a wide range of negative and positive magnetic fields up to ±10 kG, allowing excellent measurement of the AC magnetic susceptibility. This high precision reveals anisotropic behavior of the Zeeman splitting. In our sapphire crystals, we observe a different g-factor for the two Zeeman components of the |±3/2⟩ to |±1/2⟩ transition in the Fe3+ ion.
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A stroboscopic approach to surface acoustic wave delay lines interrogation
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Acoustic delay lines are well known transducers used as passive sensors interrogated through a wireless link. Multiple electronic reader units have been presented in the literature, most of which are based on the FMCW RADAR approach whose control of the spectrum use and radiofrequency synthesis circuit is most basic, although requiring significant computational power (periodic audio-frequency rate sampling and Fourier transform) to extract the electrical properties of the acoustic delay line acting as cooperative target. Furthermore, FMCW requires a well linearized voltage controlled oscillator or linear digital synthesis for the Fourier transform components to coherently sum throughout the frequency excursion over the transfer function of the transducer.

Here, we assess the use of a pulsed RADAR approach in which the instantaneous power reaching the target is greatly increased, even though the average power consumption (depending on pulse repetition rate) is of the same order of magnitude than those found in FMCW. A carrier frequency generated by various sources (868 or 2450 MHz center frequency, 30 to 80 MHz bandwidth) with different phase noise stabilities is chopped by a fast (< 30 ns rise time) switch to load energy in an acoustic delay line. In order to comply with the requirements of compact, low power receiver electronics, a stroboscopic equivalent time sampling approach is demonstrated. The two values representative of the physical quantity detection by the transducer are the returned power magnitude and phase, as provided by an I/Q demodulator.

This demodulator provides an output signal of 20 MHz to 100 MHz bandwidth which involves digitizing a signal at 200-1000 MSamples/s to obtain a sufficient number of points to extract magnitude and phase with the targeted resolution aimed at only being limited by the local oscillator phase noise. The equivalent-time sampling approach provides a trade-off between reducing the demand for fast electronics components and increasing the acquisition time.

A strategy for generating high resolution time delays (Δτ = 250 ps for an equivalent sampling rate of 4 GS/s) while allowing for long interrogation durations (up to 5 microseconds) is implemented by combining an FPGA-based delay generator with commercially available delay lines. The measurement sequence of generating interleaved combs is due to the long delay line reconfiguration duration (SPI communication) with respect to the coarse comb (FPGA based counter). I and Q components are recorded and processed to acquire the coarse acoustic velocity information through magnitude measurement, and an accurate physical quantity estimate is computed thanks to the phase information. Using this strategy, the optimum recording duration of 100 ms for sampling 20000 points (20000 points x 5 µs/point = 100 ms) is achieved with a sufficient resolution for identifying an 8-bit code.
SAW sensor exploiting palladium layer properties for selective detection of hydrogen
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For an increasing number of applications, hydrogen represents a solution for the future. However, due to its unstable properties, a particular care must be dedicated to control any leakage. In previous works, it has been shown that surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensors functionalized with a thin PVD palladium layer allow for detecting gaseous hydrogen⁴²⁷. Here we propose a study of different sensitive layer (thickness and composition) for these detections. It has been shown⁴²⁸ that the two main parameters that influence the phase velocity change of elastic waves are mass- and elastic-loading.

First it can be seen in Fig. 1 that our device functionalized with a 300nm palladium overlay enables for the detection of hydrogen in standard conditions. Such a detection is made by exploiting elastic-loading. Indeed, changes of elastics properties of the palladium layer consecutive to the hydrogenation⁴²⁹ induce an increase of the phase velocity.

Secondly, as shown in Fig. 2, hydrogen absorption a thin palladium layer (15nm) deposited onto the same type of delay line induces totally different observations. Indeed for such an overlay, the main phenomenon that is observed is no more elastic-loading but mass-loading.

Finally, as an Yttrium doping of the palladium layer is expected to provide improvement on the detection⁴³⁰, part of this study is also dedicated to benefits.

Large capacity SAW tag
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The research on SAW tag has lasted many years. However, the application and promotion are unsatisfactory due to the inherent defects of the manufacturing technology of large capacity SAW tag. In order to ensure the consistent amplitude of reflector echoes and time domain resolution sensitivity, tags with different codes need to be designed and manufactured separately, leading to high manufacturing cost. This paper proposes a new method using anti-collision tag units to form a combined tag so as to expand the capacity of SAW tag and reduce the cost.

The key of an anti-collision SAW tag unit is the coding IDT. By using Barker code sequence or Orthogonal Frequency Coding (OFC) method etc., the coding IDT obtains coding and anti-collision characteristics. The output of coding IDT achieves the maximum peak value, which is defined as autocorrelation, only if the code of the input pulse is the same as the code of IDT. For example, Fig. 1 shows the simulation result of the coding IDT output when 7-bit Barker code sequence [1110010] is used, wherein Fig. 1(a) shows the autocorrelation. Fig. 1(b) is the output when input sequence is [1011000], which is the minimum cross-correlation peak value between 7-bit Barker codes.

The structure of the tag unit is shown in Fig. 2, including a coding IDT and a number of reflectors. With the anti-collision characteristic of coding IDT, each tag unit responds to a specific code modulation carrier pulse. When reader sends a sequence of different inquiry code modulation carrier pulses, the tag units with corresponding codes respond one by one according to the order of the inquire pulses. The consistency degree N, determined by the method used in the coding IDT, is the number of tag units in a combined tag. Thus, a high consistency degree of non-periodic polar code group is necessary in large capacity applications. Our group recently has found a 13-bit encoding group based on the communications coding theory, the consistency degree of which reaches 8. If the number of reflectors in each unit is 10, the capacity of this tag is $1.2 \times 10^8 \times 8 = 1.2 \times 10^5 \times 24$, which is enough for most applications. While under the same circumstance, the capacity of a traditional SAW tag is only $1024^8$.

This paper proposes a novel SAW tag consisting of several anti-collision tag units and combining code division and time division. By means of such novel SAW tag, a new low-cost and universal RFID system can be formed, which facilitates the implementation of large capacity SAW tags and multifunctional SAW wireless sensors.
A micro-machined Tonpilz hydrophone for audible frequency sounds
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Micro-machined underwater acoustic sensors have been studied because of their many advantages including small size and low-cost by batch-fabrication. But the sensitivity is not good enough at the low audible frequency such as 100 Hz for use in SONAR. In this study, a micro-machined Tonpilz hydrophone based on the piezoelectric thickness mode was designed for the audible frequency range 20 Hz ~ 20 kHz. The basic structure of the sensor was motivated by the structure of conventional Tonpilz transducers, but two different design approaches were adopted to enhance sensitivity and to endure the high underwater hydrostatic pressure. For improved sensitivity, the area ratio of the head-mass and the piezoelectric body was designed to be several hundreds to one, which amplifies the input of the transduction body due to acoustic pressure. Since this approach is adopted in order to develop a miniaturized hydrophone manufactured by batch processing, the size of the piezoelectric transduction body becomes too small to generate a sufficient amount of charge for using the conventional pre-amplifier for signal detection at low frequencies below 500 Hz. For endurance to the hydrostatic pressure in deep-water, the proposed structure needs oil backing for balancing the hydrostatic pressure from the environment on the front surface of sensing membrane as can be seen in Fig. 1.

We have developed a lumped parameter model to identify the requirements for the pre-amplifier circuits and the available sensitivity at low frequencies and to search for the appropriate design for miniaturized hydrophones. The designed hydrophone was then fabricated by micromachining. The eutectic bonding technique was used to combine the pressure amplification structure and the patterned PZT. The fabricated device was packaged with the custom-made pre-amplifier inside the castor oil-filled rubber housing. The constructed hydrophone was tested using the commercial hydrophone in a small anechoic bath to confirm the feasibility to be used as an effective micro-size underwater sound receiver.

Fig. 143: Concept of the proposed micro-machined Tonpilz hydrophone (circular shape in top view)

---

Characterization of Parylene-C Using Quartz Thickness Shear Mode (TSM) Resonators
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Shear-Horizontal Surface Acoustic Wave Devices (SH-SAW, Love Mode) are promising in fundamental biology as well as biomedical engineering, detecting behaviors of cells on their surface in a non-invasive, simple and quantitative manner. Parylene-C, deposited on SH-SAW devices’ surface, plays an important role as both an effective wave-guiding layer and biocompatible interfacial layer. In order to establish reliable theoretical analysis for SH-SAW device, however, complex shear modulus of Parylene-C is required first. As a result, due to its high sensitivity, repeatability and easy connection with electrical measurement systems, quartz thickness-shear-mode (TSM) resonator is adopted to characterize the mechanical properties of Parylene-C coating. Nevertheless, some problems of coating property extraction in TSM resonator applications have not been solved completely, including approximately-theoretical measurement and calculation error control. It has been found that viscous coatings of various thicknesses could induce other resonance modes, leading to incompatible with calculation model. Therefore, in this study, Parylene-C films of different thicknesses were deposited on the surface of AT-cut quartz TSM resonators with Au electrodes on both sides. Admittance spectra of these uncoated and coated resonators were measured by an impedance analyzer. Correspondingly, electrical admittance of coated TSM resonators was derived based on Transmission-Line-Matrix Model (TLM), which is also widely used in SH-SAW devices. Resonance frequency shift $\Delta f$ and quality factor $Q$ for TSM resonators with different-thickness Parylene-C coatings were obtained from admittance spectra as shown in Fig. 1. Results indicated that the ideal thickness range for TLM model is from 1.3 $\mu$m to 2.5 $\mu$m, and the extracted complex shear modulus of Parylene-C appeared to be uniform in this range through curve-fitting analysis. The storage modulus and loss modulus of Parylene-C are 798 MPa and 54 MPa, respectively.
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Compared with SAW (surface acoustic wave) device, the APM (acoustic plate mode wave) device has two interfaces. When one interface is deposited with IDTs as acoustic excitation, the other interface can be loaded with liquid sample. Furthermore, when the APM has only SH (shear-horizontal) particle displacement normal to the propagation direction and parallel to the plate surface, the attenuation because of the liquid sample is very small. So the SH-APM device is applicable for liquid sensing.

Because of the variety of liquid’s characteristic parameters and the complexity of APM’s propagation characteristics, the researches on APM liquid sensing mainly focus on non-viscous liquid. In fact, the measurement of liquid viscosity is required and important in many applications.

In this paper, according to the material symmetry character, the excitation mechanism of SH-APM on the basis of material constants is derived. The liquid viscosity is introduced by adding the imaginary part in liquid elastic tensor, and the theoretical model of SH-APM device loaded with viscous liquid is built using the propagation characteristics of acoustic wave in layered mediums. The liquid volume elastic modulus doesn’t affect the propagation velocity and attenuation of SH-APM because of its SH particle displacement. When the electrical boundary condition is free at the plate interface deposited with IDTs and metalized at the other interface loaded with liquid, only the liquid’s density and viscosity influence SH-APM’s propagation characteristics.

The influences of liquid density $\rho_L$ and viscosity $\eta_L$ on propagation velocity $v$ and attenuation $\gamma$ of SH-APM are numerically analyzed. $v$ and $\gamma$ of SH-APM have linear relation with the square root of $\rho_L$ and $\eta_L$. The velocity $v$ decreases with the increases of $\rho_L$ and $\eta_L$. On the contrary, the attenuation $\gamma$ increases with the increases of $\rho_L$ and $\eta_L$. The changes of $v$ and $\gamma$ because of $\eta_L$ are much larger than those because of $\rho_L$. It could be approximated that the changes of $v$ and $\gamma$ result mainly from liquid viscosity $\eta_L$, and the SH-APM device could be utilized as liquid viscosity sensor. The changes of SH-APM sensitivity to liquid viscosity with the ratio of the plate thickness to the acoustic wavelength are numerically analyzed, and the optimization design of the SH-APM device is implemented.

Using PZT-5H piezoelectric ceramic as substrate material, the SH-APM device is fabricated. The encapsulation and photo of the SH-APM device are shown in Fig. 1. Using different ratios of pure water and glycerol as the liquid samples, the experimental results are in agreement with the theoretical analyses. When the device is used as liquid viscosity sensing, not more than one milliliter liquid samples are needed, satisfying the requirement of millis liquid measurement. The superiority of the ceramic material PZT-5H used as SH-APM liquid sensing is testified.

Fig. 1 The encapsulation and photo of the SH-APM device
Absolute control of the scale factor in the GP2 laser gyroscope: toward a ground based detector of the Lense-Thirring effect
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Laser gyroscopes measure the angular velocity of a ring cavity with respect to an inertial frame by reading the beat frequency between the counter-propagating laser beams (Sagnac effect). GP2 is a new ring laser gyroscope with the side length of 1.65 m, engineered to be the building block of a larger triaxial detector of the frame-dragging (Lense-Thirring effect) induced by the Earth rotation on ground based laboratory. To reach this goal, an accuracy better than $10^{-9}$ on the Earth angular velocity is required. The Sagnac frequency is related to the rotational speed of the gyroscope reference frame through a geometrical scale factor $S = \frac{A \times \cos q}{P}$, where $P$ is the cavity optical length, $A$ the area enclosed by the beam path, and $q$ is the angle between the Earth rotation axis and the area vector. In a cavity where 4 identical spherical mirrors are placed in "perfect square" geometry, the sensitivity of $S$ to the geometrical inaccuracy can be minimized, by stabilizing to an identical value the absolute length of the two Fabry-Pérot linear resonators along the square diagonal (Fig. 1). This control scheme will be tested in GP2 experimental setup, equipped with tridimensional PZT control system of the mirrors positions. We will present a simulation of the control automated system, and the experimental results on the stabilization of the absolute length of two identical linear cavities to a He-Ne I\textsubscript{2} frequency standard.

Fig. 1: Calculated scale-factor relative variation due to cavity misalignment. The displacement of one cavity mirror from the ideal position is considered: a) diagonal shift; b) shift out of the plane; c) tangential shift.
A heterodyne frequency-stabilization method for large ring laser gyroscopes with sub-nW output power
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He-Ne ring lasers with cavity dimensions larger than 1 m can operate as ultra stable rotation rate sensors. For such systems, the two opposite beams generated inside the cavity are frequency split because of the Sagnac effect. The information about the rotation rate of the cavity is encoded in the optical beat between the counter propagating beams. In order to reduce the mutual coupling between the two opposite beams, a high Q-factor of the optical resonator is required and no intracavity elements can be used to select single mode operation. This implies, in general, a very low output power down to the level of some hundreds pW. Such a low power and the large acoustic phase jitter make the extraction of a clean measurement of the optical frequency of the gyroscope a not trivial operation.

We will present the characteristics and the performances of a heterodyne detection scheme (see the block scheme in the figure) allowing a robust frequency lock of the G-Pisa ring laser to a He-Ne-I\(_2\) reference laser. The system demonstrated a continuous unattended control of the laser frequency for several days of operation of the gyroscope with a single mode output power of about 500 pW.
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Porous piezoceramic materials have received considerable attention due to their application in ultrasonic transducers, hydrophones and other piezoelectric devices. Porous piezocermics has ultra high volume piezosensitivity, expanded passband of frequencies and lower impedance than the dense ceramics, giving a better acoustic agreement between piezoelectric and acoustic media. On the other hand its thickness piezoelectric module remains almost the same as for the dense ceramics.

In this work the methodology of the computer modeling for piezoelectric ultrasonic devices from porous piezoceramics consists in the following steps. For determination of effective moduli of 3-0 and 3-3 porous piezocomposites we use an approach based on the effective moduli methods, and by the finite element (FE) modelling of representative volumes for porous piezocermics. FE models of high-porous ceramics assuming the heterogeneity of the polarization vector for a variety of piezoelectric finite elements were developed.

For determination of the effective moduli the sets of the static piezoelectric problems were determined for representative volumes with boundary conditions, which guarantee the constant values of electric displacements, strains, stresses and electric fields for homogeneous material. The finite element computations were implemented using ANSYS. At that, the generation of the range of the structures for representative volumes were carried out using separate programs in C++ developed by Remizov V. and subsequent transfer to ANSYS. To take into account the heterogeneity of polarization field the electrostatic problem for a dielectric composite was firstly solved, and the electric field that identifies the polarization field was determined. As a result we had a representative volume of piezocomposite with inhomogeneous properties of piezoelectric matrix (generally near the pores).

Finally the effective moduli for different types of porous piezocermics were defined. A comparison of the calculated basic characteristics for porous piezocomposites with the experimental data obtained at the Research Institute of Physics, (Southern Federal University), was carried out.

We investigate 1-3 piezocomposite (piezoelectric generator), hydro-acoustic emitters made of solid ceramics with intermediate interjacent non-piezoelectric layers and piezoelectric emitter from porous piezocermics without such layers. From the FE solutions of static and dynamic problems we can conclude that high porous piezocermics is very effective material for quasistatic and low-frequency applications in piezogenerators, since its piezo-sensitivity rapidly increases on the porosity growth. We also note that porous ceramics is preferred for different hydro acoustic ultrasonic applications.
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High stability composite clock performances
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The composite clock architecture we explored is composed of a VCO controlled by both a hydrogen maser and a cesium standard. We realized two composite clock prototypes: an industrial one (passive maser + commercial cesium) and another one suitable for metrological laboratories (active maser + high stability cesium).

This paper will describe the performances of both systems, from 0.01 s to 10 days. It will focus on the optimizations of the system parameters for achieving the ultimate performances of this type of device, i.e. the stability of the best reference for a given integration time.

As a conclusion, we will give the development potential of this type of composite clock and some applications.
The group of Polish Time Laboratories has been cooperating closely from at least 15 years. From very beginning also Lithuania was participating in this group. The first common initiative was organizing independent Polish Atomic Timescale TA(PL)\textsuperscript{434}. In 2004 has started a project to develop Database for Polish Atomic Timescale TA(PL)\textsuperscript{435} to automate the process of time-standards comparison and calculate implemented group timescale ensembles algorithms (weighted average algorithm for a group of time-standards).

Ensemble algorithms are supposed to be more stable than any of the standard within the group. This very useful feature makes an ensemble a very good stable reference to control and supervise behavior of every standard. In the future it could be also used to steer Polish official realization of international Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) the UTC(PL) maintained by Central Office of Measurement (GUM). The set of ensemble algorithms was primary implemented in Database: original algorithm of TA(PL) based on ALGOS (algorithm developed by International Bureau of Measurements –BIPM\textsuperscript{436}), one day-shifted ALGOS version and AT1(algorithm developed by National Institute of Standard and Technology -NIST).

During last years the Time-team of Institute of Telecommunications has implemented in Database a realization of AT2 algorithm developed on the basis of theorem published by NIST. Preliminary results shows that AT2 is more stable than others.

The last part of article shows analysis of results of new implemented algorithms and comparison to former implementations.
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There are several causes of non-reciprocity in Two-way Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer (TWSTFT), including Sagnac correction, ionospheric correction, tropospheric correction, earth station delay difference and signal path delay difference due to satellite motion in an earth-fixed frame. In previous studies, the ranging data between the ground station and geostationary satellite should be used to estimate signal path delay difference. In BeiDou Navigation System, TWSTFT via navigation geostationary satellite is implemented. The broadcast ephemeris is available for Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) satellite in BeiDou Navigation System, which gives a chance for a new method called iterative method to estimate signal path delay difference.

The positions of GEO satellite when it transmits signals for two-way links are important for signal path difference estimation. The iterative method is a way to estimate these GEO satellite positions when the receiving epoch is known and the broadcast ephemeris is available. The proposed iterative method works as follows. Step 1: to estimate an initial signal transfer delay from GEO satellite to the receiving ground station. Step 2: to estimate the epoch when GEO satellite transmits signal with the receiving epoch subtracted by the initial signal path delay. Step 3: to estimate the GEO satellite position at the transmitting epoch with the broadcast ephemeris. Step 4: to estimate the signal transfer delay between the estimated GEO satellite position and the position of ground station receiving signal. Step 5: to repeat from Step 1 to Step 4 using the updated estimated signal transfer delay as the initial signal transfer delay in Step 1, until the error between the adjacent estimated signal path delays is below the defined threshold. Then, the GEO satellite position at the transmitting epoch for two-way links can be estimated. Finally, signal path delay difference between two ground stations via GEO satellite can be obtained by the difference of geometry distances of two-way links after Sagnac correction.

The TWSTFT experiment data for one day with BeiDou GEO satellite at 140°E experiment between Beijing and Sanya has been analyzed. The signal path delay difference is estimated using ranging data and the iterative method respectively. The experiment results show that the signal path delay difference is about 0.115ns and the difference of the results using these two methods is less than 0.2ps. This implies that there is no need to conduct ranging when the broadcast ephemeris is available for the estimation signal path delay difference.
Study and Application of Real-Time Frequency Deviation Adjustment Algorithm in Establishing a Time Scale
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Satellite navigation system is essentially a time synchronization system. It is necessary to establish a stable time scale of satellite navigation system. The time scale algorithm is the key of the establishment of a time scale. Since satellite navigation system needs real-time forecasting the state of onboard atomic clocks, the time scale should be real-time and predictive. For high-precision positioning and timing, the requirement for the short-term stability of the time scale is relatively high.

There are a large number of papers focusing on time scale algorithms. Based on these studies and analyses, this paper proposes a real-time frequency deviation adjustment algorithm. The main steps of this algorithm are follows. Firstly, use a Kalman filter to estimate the time deviation, the frequency deviation and the frequency drift between the master clock and another clock. Secondly, adjust the frequency deviation and predict the next time deviation between these two clocks and thus reconstruct the time deviation sequence.

This paper proves that the Kalman filter can effectively filters out amounts of the white phase noise as well as the measurement noise, the white frequency noise and the walk random frequency noise from the time deviation, the frequency deviation and the frequency drift respectively. The simulate results indicate that the amount of the white frequency noise of this time deviation sequence is decreased and the stability of this time deviation sequence is improved effectively. Since the time deviation sequence is the adjusted clock difference between the master clock and the other clock, conclusion can be got that the stability of the master clock’s time scale is also improved effectively.

This paper gives the propositional implementation. The algorithm is real-time, and its implementation is with low cost and easy to realize and control, so the algorithm is of high engineering and application values.

Fig. 145: The original clock difference and the adjusted clock difference.

Fig. 2: The Allan Deviations of the original clock difference and the adjusted clock difference.
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IEEE 1588 is a protocol for precision timing via packet networks. In the protocol, servo system in the slave will output an adjustment signal according to the calculated offset between master and slave, to achieve the goal of synchronization. Traditional IEEE 1588 servo system will be inactive after it enters the stability state, which is caused by packet delay filtering. And unfortunately most now networks do not support PTP(IEEE 1588, Precision Time Protocol), so the delay will be changed when routing or waiting. For these networks in which packet delay maybe variable, traditional filtering in servo system cannot follow packet delay variation for its inertia, and this limits the application of protocol.

To make a contribution for solving the problem that how to apply the protocol in existing networks without mass alteration, this paper puts forward an adaptive filtering algorithm based on IEEE 1588 servo system, which can make system both filter out high-frequency noise, impulse noise and continuous impulse noise, and adjust the cut-off frequency and output function adaptively according to packet delay listening results to realize the fast and accurate tracking to packet delay variation. Verified by simulations on MATLAB, just as Fig 1 shows, the adaptive algorithm mentioned in this paper is much better than traditional filtering in tracking character, and meanwhile has almost the same filtering character.

To sum up, the adaptive filtering algorithm putted forward by this paper, can make servo systems have both good tracking and filtering characters. Partly this paper provides a reference idea for applying the protocol large-scale with low cost.

Fig 1: Output comparison of filtering and tracking between adaptive and traditional filtering
Precise Point Positioning technique for short and long baselines time transfer
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In this work the clock parameters determination of several timing receivers TTS-4 (AOS), ASHTECH Z-XIII3T (OP, ORB, PTB, USNO) and SEPTENTRIO POLARX4TR (ORB, since February 11, 2012) by use of the Precise Point Positioning (PPP) technique were presented. The clock parameters were determined for several time links based on the data delivered by time and frequency laboratories mentioned above. The computations cover the period from June 1 to May 31, 2012 and were performed in two modes with 7-day and one-month solution for all links. All RINEX data files which include phase and code GPS data were recorded in 30-second intervals. All calculations were performed by means of Natural Resource Canada’s GPS Precise Point Positioning (GPS-PPP) software based on high-quality precise satellite coordinates and satellite clock delivered by IGS as the final products. The received results were compared with the results obtained by GPS CV, TWSTFT and optical fibre with stabilization of propagation delay.

The used independent PPP technique is a very powerful and simple method which allows for better control of antenna positions in AOS and a verification of other time transfer techniques like GPS CV, GLONASS CV and TWSTFT. The PPP technique is also a very good alternative for calibration of a glass fiber link PL-AOS realized at present by AOS. Currently PPP technique is one of the main time transfer methods used at AOS what considerably improve and strengthen the quality of the Polish time scales UTC(AOS), UTC(PL), and TA(PL).

KEY-WORDS: Precise Point Positioning, GPS CV, TWSTFT, optical fibre, time transfer, IGS products, GNSS, time scales.
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Abstract: The Global Positioning system (GPS) is global satellite navigation system that provides three major functions of positioning, velocity measurement, and time transfer. The key of the precise time transfer is three types of time synchronization which are the time synchronization between Universal Time Coordinated (UTC), GPS Time (GPST), satellite clock and user clock. GPS Time Transfer is a perfect combination of the advantages of GPS atomic clock group and the receiver crystal oscillator. GPS atomic clock group can provide the time and frequency of high accuracy and good long-term stability, and the receiver crystal oscillator can provide good short-term stability. In other words, the long-term stability of GPS timing receiver depends on GPS atomic clock group mostly. The short-term stability of GPS timing receiver is determined by the receiver crystal oscillator. But now mostly just used code pseudorange observation equation solving user clock offset in GPS timing receiver, while ignoring the impact of the receiver clock drift. In order to improve the GPS receiver Timing precision, the single satellite timing method is discussed, and the extended Kalman filter algorithm is used to estimate and predict the clock offset and clock drift. GPS antenna position is fixed and known, and a receiver can determine precise time by tracking a single satellite. The receiver clock model is constructed by the clock offset and clock drift. The clock offset and clock drift have integral relationship, and often used as Kalman filter state variables. The white noise spectral amplitudes of clock offset noise and clock drift noise can be related to the classical Allan variance parameters based on relationship between Allan Variances and Power spectral density Parameters. Process-noise covariance matrix is deduced. The pseudorange-rate equation is derived according to pseudorange observation equation. The pseudorange-rate is represented by the carrier phase difference of the adjacent sampling time, and this method can improve the measurement accuracy of the Clock drift. The error source is analyzed and quantified with respect to the pseudorange and the pseudorange-rate, and the measurement noise covariance matrix is presented. The EKF method is tested and verified based on IGS data, and the timing precision of the GPS single satellite can be improved through this method.

Keywords: kalman filter; the single satellite timing; clock offset; clock drift
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This paper puts forward a method of high precise time transfer based on satellite digital TV broadcasting system (DVB-S), with technology of television broadcasting, communication and time-frequency. Through intensive analyzing the digital satellite TV signals characteristic, and solving many key problem such as insertion and broadcasting of timing signal in DVB-S, coding method of timing signal, predict method of broadcasting delay of timing signal and capture-tracking method of timing signal in receiver, the timing transfer method of high precision is proved practicable.

In this paper the high precise timing is achieved through such steps as fellow:
(1) Program clock reference(PCR) in the TS of DVB-S is proposed as the flag bit;
(2) Each PCR is given a high precise timing stamp in transmitter and receiver;
(3) The accurate position of the broadcasting satellite in the orbit is provided by NTSC’s the real-time observation, then sended with timing stamp to receiver via the satellite after coding;
(4) The coding is received and decoded by user, then the PCR is also given another time stamp in the local time system. The cute synchronization is achieved with the information both the accurate position of satellite and the two timing stamps;
(5) The local time system is synchronized accurately with the transmitter time system after the calculation with the signal delay, satellite accurate position and user position.

The formula is shown:
\[ T_{u\_perc} = t_{s\_perc} + (t_{r\_perc} - t_{s\_perc})/2 + \rho/c + \tau_{ion} + \tau_{trop} + \tau_{int} \] \hspace{1cm} \text{(1)}

Which:
- \( T_{u\_perc} \) user time;
- \( t_{s\_perc} \) time of transacting PCR in transaction end;
- \( t_{r\_perc} \) time of receiving PCR in transaction end;
- \( \rho \) distance of satellite to user;
- \( \tau_{ion}, \tau_{trop} \) delays of ionosphere and troposphere effects;

At the end of 2011, the result of tests in five cities in China (Nanjing, Xi’an, Urumqi, Changchun, Haikou) proves synchronization accuracy < 100 ns (1\( \sigma \)).
A simple computation technique for improving the short term stability and the robustness of GPS TAIP3 Common-Views
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The Observatoire de Paris (LNE-SYRTE) is the institute designated by the French National Metrology Institute (NMI) Laboratoire National de Métrologie et d’Essais (LNE) in the field of Time and Frequency Metrology. In this frame, the laboratory has a long history in developing remote clock comparisons by using the well-known Common-View (CV) technique on signals from the Global Positioning System (GPS)\(^1\). In order to improve the short term stability of GPS CV by using data in the CGGTTS TAIP3\(^2\) format, we propose here a new averaging technique.

From CGGTTS GPS TAIP3 CV daily files between two remote stations, we compute a linear fit, and we average out all 3 sigma outliers in an iterative process without any limitation. This allows to suppress either “bad” CV due to some problems in the reception of a given satellite signal, or CV exhibiting abnormal high noise, or any unusual outliers. A mean value between the remaining CV is then computed for each common CGGTTS epoch, leading to the time transfer results for the remote time scales.

We have applied this new technique on two typical links: a short baseline between OP and PTB (Braunschweig, Germany), and a long baseline between OP and USNO (Washington, USA). As expected, the short term noise over a short baseline is only marginally improved compared to the results from the former processing\(^1\), but the average number of remaining CV between remote stations after filtering of the outliers is twice as large for a given epoch, increasing that way the time transfer robustness. Over a long baseline, as can be seen on Fig. 1, we obtain a short term noise in terms of Allan Time Deviation (TDEV) twice smaller for averaging periods from about 10,000 s to 1 d, the TDEV reaching about 300 ps at 1 d, together with an average increase of 20 % on the remaining CV after filtering of the outliers.

Hence in all cases, this new simple technique improves the short term noise of time transfer and increases robustness simultaneously, the improvement depending on the baseline. This technique might also be useful for any upcoming new GNSS time transfer based on code data.


Abstract: With the development of science technique in aeronautic and astronomic testing navigation, communication, as well as electric power, etc, time synchronization has been needed in more and more engineers and sciences fields. Dual one-way ranging can get more veracity of measure precision than one-way due to eliminating the common measure error between two points. This article describes the use of dual one-way pseudo-code and carrier phase precise measurement for realizing time synchronization technique. The results from experiment show that ranging and time synchronization resolution of system reach 0.15cm and 5ps in 1s time interval, its precision reach 3.46ns or 9.43ps using different or same frequency reference of the order of e^{-11/d} respectively. Dual one-way ranging and time synchronization can be applied in aeronautic and astronomic measurement and control system, and in achieving high precision time platform in message transfer field. It also can provide time service between satellite and satellite, satellite and ground station, aircrafts, stations and other patterns.

Key words: Precise Ranging; Time Synchronization; Dual One-way Ranging Measurement.
Analysis on GNSS space clocks performances
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In Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) the role of atomic clocks is essential for the determination of the user position. Nowadays, several satellite navigation systems are operating and different clock technologies have been employed on board satellites, taking benefit of the improvements reached during the last decades. The analysis of GNSS clock performance is thus crucial for ensuring the GNSS positioning and timing capabilities.

We performed an analysis on the clock estimates generated by the Information-Analytical Centre (IAC) of the Russian Federal Space Agency, which provides a service similar to the one of the International GNSS Service (IGS). Therefore, we collected and processed the RINEX for clock files containing satellite clock estimates for GPS and GLONASS constellations, from 2010 to 2012: with our statistical tools we made a comparative analysis on the performances of the different clock technologies employed on board (RAFS, Cesium clocks), and of the different navigation systems. In particular, we focused the attention on the clock frequency behaviour and the frequency stability, evaluating also the stationarity of these characteristics. Besides, an assessment of experimental on board clock data with respect to the theoretical deterministic and stochastic behaviour of the atomic clock, as obtained from clock specifications, is reported.

Our results show that some aspects are common to the different clock types and navigation systems, while some differences can be observed in the different families.
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With the progress of Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), which mainly include GPS, GLONASS, GALILEO as well as BeiDou, multi-system joint working mode has become research focus and application trend. But, each satellite navigation system has its own independent system time, such as GPST, GLONASS, GST and BDT. The system time offset between the two satellite navigation systems is one of the most important aspects of their interoperability. It will cause combined navigation position solution bias. Therefore, it is necessary and significant to monitor and research system time offset.

A method of GNSS System Time Offset monitoring which is called signal-in-space receiving method is put forward and its principle is described. In this method, UTC(NTSC) time scale is regarded as reference time scale on account of its status of standard time and frequency resources. Then, the time offset between each satellite navigation system time and UTC(NTSC) which include UTC(NTSC)-GPST, UTC(NTSC)-GLONASS, UTC(NTSC)-BDT, UTC(NTSC)-GST can be acquired. Thus, system time offset among satellite navigation systems, such as GPST-GLONASS, can be acquired with the 5ns (1 \( \sigma \)) precision.

On the basis of above described method, GNSS System time offset monitoring system has been set up since 2011 and it is gradually improved and perfected. A great deal of monitoring data has been collected. Addition to common error sources, some special error sources related to GNSS timing receiver such as receiver delay, inter-system hard delay bias, inter-frequency biases and so on are analyzed, as they can effectively affect monitoring results and precision. The monitoring data and IGS precision orbit and clock bias data as well as corresponding data published by BIPM Circular T Bulletin are combined together to determine above error values. The results of the error items and GNSS system time offset monitoring results are to be showed.
Proper quality of timing (synchronization) signals in the telecommunication network is a necessary condition of the effective data transmission throughout the network. In order to examine this quality several parameters are computed using the sequences of time error samples measured at some network interface. Allan deviation ADEV and time deviation TDEV allow the variations of time interval provided by the synchronization signal to be assessed and the type of phase noise affecting the signal to be recognized. Hadamard deviation HDEV is insensitive for the presence of frequency drift and can be used for recognition of higher types of phase noises. The application of real-time computation of these parameters performed during time error measurement process allows to simplify the evaluation procedure.

One may occur, that more than one timing signal has to be analyzed in the same time. Such situation can be considered in the node of the telecommunication network, where the signals arrive from several directions, or when we want to perform the three cornered hat procedure. A multi-channel time error meter with computation algorithms applied could be suitable for this analysis.

The computation methods enabling assessment of the parameters in the real time were proposed and tested\(^4\). The experimental tests have proved the ability of the computation of these parameters in the real time for a single data series as well as for multi-channel time error measurement.

In the paper the results of the implementation of the algorithms enabling real-time ADEV, TDEV, and HDEV assessment during multi-channel time error measurement are presented. To test these methods in a real measurement process, a special measuring system SP-4000 was used\(^4\). This system, designed and developed in the laboratories of Poznan University of Technology, enables multi-channel time error measurement. Several conditions were considered during the implementation: number of measurement channels, values and ranges of observation intervals considered, data structures and its organization. Some hardware and software solutions enabling to join the time error measurement and parameters' computation in one effective process are discussed and suggested.

Experimental Tests of the Real-Time MTIE Assessment Methods for Multi-Channel Time Error Measurement
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Maximum Time Interval Error (MTIE) is one of the parameters describing the quality of the telecommunication network timing signals. MTIE identifies maximal phase differences within considered observation intervals and therefore it is well suited for dimensioning of buffers (elastic stores) at the boundaries of the time scales. This parameter can be computed off-line, following the time error measurement process as well as in the real time, during the time error measurement\textsuperscript{442,443}.

The maintenance of the telecommunication network often requires the analysis of several timing signals in the telecommunication network node performed in the same time. A multi-channel time error meter with computation algorithms applied could be suitable for this analysis.

Authors of this paper have proposed and described\textsuperscript{444} two methods enabling MTIE assessment performed in the real time for multi-channel time error measurement. First solution is based on the time effective MTIE computation method with binary decomposition\textsuperscript{445}. This method offers regularly and data-independent running data reduction which can be effectively applied for the real-time multi-channel computation. Second solution exploits the time effective extreme fix (EF) method successfully applied earlier for single-channel real-time MTIE assessment\textsuperscript{2}. According to this method, the computation for some observation intervals may be suspended in order to reduce the number of operations carried out within the duration of one sampling interval. The analysis of suspended intervals is performed when the measurement is finished.

In order to compute the MTIE estimate simultaneously for several observation intervals and several data series (obtained from the measurement channels) in the real time, all necessary operations have to be done in the time interval between two successive time error samples, i.e. during the sampling interval $\tau_0$. The ability of real-time assessment depends on the several conditions: number and length of the observation intervals considered, number of measurement channels, data structures and organization, computation ability of the equipment, and time error data behavior.

In the paper the results of experimental tests of these methods are presented. The calculations were performed for several data sequences representing different behavior of time error taken with sampling interval $\tau_0=1/30 \, s$, which is often used in the telecommunication applications. The results of calculation for different conditions using both methods are presented and discussed.


Application of three-cornered-hat method
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The accurate estimations uncertainties type $u_A$ and $u_B$ in time measurement instruments is very important because of at next step these transform in performances of time and frequency standards.

The usual methods [1, 2, 3] based on feeding device under test by frequency/time signals from the same source as a matter of fact produce very rough approximation, and typically overestimated, to actual values of uncertainties type $u_A$ and $u_B$.

On other hand quite often laboratories posses several T&F measuring instruments of the same type with similar performances, but do not have more perfect and accurate instruments to calibrate these ones.

The three-cornered-hat method does require neither high accurate reference instrument, nor a priori knowledge of time/frequency relations of signals used in measurements.

The paper will deliver several examples of estimations uncertainties type $u_A$ and $u_B$ for different types of phase comparators and time interval meters. For the best instruments obtained uncertainties type $u_A$ and $u_B$ are in conformity with claimed performances.
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A Novel Timing-Delay Measuring Method Based On PN Code in Telephone Time Service
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The key problem of telephone time service by PSTN is how to synchronize user time with standard time, in other words, measuring time delay of transmission is the important problem. Now, there are two methods of measuring time delay, the first way is by transmitting character signal; the second way is through phase-detecting. The precision of measuring time delay will have a directly influence on system synchronization time precision, also, The traditional analog modulation/demodulation will highly effect the precision, but the phase error is inevitably because of the effect caused by the noise and channel characteristic when using phase-detecting.

The new method, using correlation of PN code will be presented in this paper. The delay time can be got by detecting the peak of the correlate function. The server will transmit PN code to the user, the user end will generate the local code with some time difference, which is same as transmit code. Then compared local code with received PN code bit by bit, the correlation value will be got. It can be seen second signal have synchronized when the correlation value reach to the maximum, which only include one transmit delay $\Delta t$. At this time the user will send generated PN code to the server again, operated correlatively with PN code generated by server, the time difference between server and user can be confirmed through measuring the position of correlative peak. Suppose the delay of transmit and receive is consistent, the gotten time difference divided by two is transmission delay.

The correlation of PN code is depended on the type and length of code. It was analyzed that the correlation of PN code and local code will close to $1/p$ of maximum output when received PN code and native code is a gap of one code element, and the output is maximal when time discrepancy is equal to zero. Moreover, the correlation value will change according to the time discrepancy when time discrepancy is in a positive code or a negative code. Also in a sequence period, the correlation value varies evidently in a code, but no change in other time.

The synchronization of PN code is divided into coarse synchronizing and accurate synchronizing, which means the capture and track of PN code. It is the capture of PN code that make local pseudocode synchronize with received code, which can attain the precision of $1/2$ width in one code. However, according to the need of measuring time delay, the received signal must be farther tracked so as to improve the precision. The track of PN code can control the synchronized precision to more small code period range, so the precise time delay will be gotten.

Measuring time delay based on PN code in telephone time service has many advantages, high accuracy of detection; good resist noise interference capability; simple to implement. It can solve many disadvantages on existing measure transmission delay effectively, and enhance precision of time synchronization.
The most demanding goal of the Global Geodetic Observing System initiative is the definition of station positions to an accuracy of 1 mm and the corresponding velocities to 0.1 mm/year. The main remaining sources of error are caused by systematics, leading to intra- and inter-technique biases. In this work, we have focused on Very Long Base Interferometry (VLBI) and phase calibration generator currently in operation. This unit is injecting calibration tones into the detection chain through an input coupler located near the input of the antenna. The tones propagate further through entire detection chain and are recorded with the observed signal. Then they are extracted in post processing. These tones are generated out of an atomic frequency standard. The supplied frequency is significantly influenced by temperature and mechanical changes since usually a long cable is employed to bring the frequency to the calibration unit. To monitor the electrical length of the cable, calibration with a picosecond precision is essential. We have redesigned a phase calibration unit so that it enables the implementation of the Two Way Time Transfer (TWTT) method on single coaxial cable using two event timers to monitor the electrical length of the critical cable. Such a system has been installed in parallel to the unit currently in operation. Preliminary experiments suggest, that such a technique can be used for monitoring of the electrical cable length with precision of one picosecond of rms. The comparison of the TWTT method with previous measurement method is presented.
An Algorithm with Periodic Item for Steering UTC(NTSC) to UTC
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In order to steer master clock in timekeeping laboratory, it is necessary to identify a suitable algorithm for steering UTC(NTSC) to UTC for a period of 45 days. By representing residual term as a series of periodic item in a quadratic polynomial model, a modified model is established and it is used to predict UTC-UTC(NTSC) time offset. In this case, two considerations, rank of periodic item and data size, are considered. Moreover, two kinds of spectrum analysis, periodogram and correlogram, is discussed to identify a proper rank of periodic item and a . The analysis illustrate that the modified model based on correlogram with 12 months data shows plausible results in terms of both stability and accuracy.

Fig. 147: The predicted residual based on three fitting steering algorithm (quadratic polynomial model, modified model with periodogram, modified model with correlogram) from July 2011 to June 2012
Progress in the link calibration for UTC time transfer
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The dominant part of the total uncertainty budget in the [UTC-UTC(kt)] is from the time transfer calibration. In 2011, the International Bureau of Weights and Measures (BIPM) launched a pilot experiment aiming at improving the calibrations using the link calibration method, in particular for the Asia-Europe very long baselines. The goal is to reach the expected type B uncertainty to be less than 2 ns. In this frame, the BIPM developed a standard calibration scheme in which an integrated and precabled portable calibration station is used. It is composed of a 10 MHz distributor, a PPS distributor and two GNSS geodetic setups each include a set of independent receiver, antenna and cables. Other receivers are stationary at the BIPM for start and closure checks. Using this system, we performed some tests on zero and short baselines at the BIPM between the present time laboratory and the new one, and between the BIPM and the LNE-SYRTE in Observatoire de Paris. Another experiment using the same scheme is carried out by TL (National Standard Time and Frequency Lab. Telecommunication Laboratories). In this paper, we present the results of these studies. We analyze the uncertainties of this link calibration and compare them to the traditional differential receiver calibration methods.
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Research on precision measurement of phase difference between different frequency signals
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Traditional phase comparison must be carried out between the two frequency sources with the same values. However, recent researches have found that phase comparison also can be implemented between frequency sources with different values and obtain higher resolution.

The paper analyzes the phase difference regularity of arbitrary period signals’ comparison. Discuss in detail that fine quantized phase step phenomenon and how the step value to reflect the higher resolution. When two signals with different frequencies are compared, their phase differences are in special order according to the frequency ratio, and, because of small frequency deviation existing, corresponding phase differences in every least common multiple period are different. As for the equivalent phase-discrimination frequency, $\frac{1}{ABf_{max}^c}$, has very high resolution, under the condition of proper reference frequency, the technology in the paper can reach higher measuring resolution. As for the development of present base standard sources and the research on fine quantified phase step phenomenon between period signals, the signal comparison in RF band could reach ps resolution and even fs. Because the hardware used in detecting coincidence information will bring some trigger error and compared signals’ own noise will bring some phase uncertainty, the software in connection with algorithm can be used in the technology. On account of instruments’ own drift, pulse average method and pulse filling method can be used, and moreover, self-calibration.

*: When the frequency values of compared signals are respectively $f_1$ and $f_2$ and their greatest common factor frequency is $f_{max}$, $f_1=Af_{max}$, $f_2=Bf_{max}$.
NTP Accuracy in Practice
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Over three years of Network Timing Protocol (NTP) timing data will be presented and analyzed for accuracy. Data are presented from UNIX, LINUX, and MAC clients, and from the USNO facilities in Washington DC, the Alternate Master Clock (AMC) in Colorado Springs, Colorado, as well as two private locations in the DC area. These clients are used to extract time from servers maintained by USNO, NIST, and other timing centers in the USA, Europe, and Asia under the assumption that the servers are synchronized to the accuracy far better than observable via NTP.
Time and frequency distribution improving in Calern/Geoazur laboratory for T2L2 campaign
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The Time Transfer by Laser Link (T2L2)\textsuperscript{4,6} experiment aim to synchronise remote ultra stable clocks over large-scaled distances using two laser ranging stations. T2L2 ultimate time transfer capability can only be demonstrate with a picosecond range ground mastering. We focus this year in knowledge and equipment improvement to perform a T2L2 time transfer with accuracy and stability of a few picoseconds.

A deep analysis of signals stability has been carried out this year in the time and frequency laboratory in Plateau de Calern. The aim was to better understand the limits and hardware configuration and to enhance time and frequency distribution for T2L2 experiment. We showed phase noise and stability problem on our H-maser distribution. Final measures were conducted in October in collaboration with SYRTE. Then a complete equipment reorganisation was done.

This paper focus on the time and frequency laboratory characterization before and after the reorganisation. We introduce our new equipments and present our new H-maser time scale and discuss the performances obtained.

\textsuperscript{4,6} E. Samain, “T2L2: ground to ground Time Transfer”, EFTF 2012, Goteborg, Sweden, 23-37 may 2012.
Synchronization of Ultrafast Lasers
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Timing synchronization between femtosecond lasers is indispensable in various scientific researches. This Letter reports our work on highly precise active synchronization between two independent femtosecond Ti:sapphire lasers based on a combination scheme of three phase locked loops (PLLs). The lasers are firstly synchronized by two PLLs at relative large timing jitter, then the sum frequency generation (SFG) signal of the two lasers is fed back to the above PLLs, which acts as the third PLL and improves the precision of the synchronization significantly.

In the experiment, we made two self-mode-locked Ti:sapphire lasers named as TWIN I and TWIN II with similar scheme. There are two piezoelectric actuators (PZT) with different maximum displacement and response velocity, either of which is attached with a cavity mirror inside the laser separately. Since the repetition rate depends on the cavity length of the laser, the PLL can compensate the relative variation of the cavity length and then synchronize the two trains of femtosecond laser pulses precisely by controlling the displacement of the PZT. The master PLL (PLL1, shown in fig.1) works for primary synchronization and the slave PLL (PLL2, shown in fig.2) maintains long-term stability, the PLL2 can work together with PLL1 by controlling the loop gain. Once these two PLLs activate normally, TWIN I and TWIN II could output synchronized laser pulses trains stably. However, the timing jitter is about hundreds of femtoseconds, which is obviously too large compared to the 100fs laser pulse width, thus we should improve the precision of synchronization further for the practical application.

When TWIN I and TWIN II are synchronized by the two PLLs mentioned above, we focus two laser beams into a nonlinear crystal to generate sum frequency laser. The SFG Laser signal intensity is very sensitive to the temporal position of the laser pulses, much more sensitive than the output of DBM in PLL1. If feeding this SFG signal back to the above PLLs, which acts as an optical PLL (PLL3, shown in fig.3), it could improve the precision of active synchronization significantly. Once PLL3 activates normally together with PLL1 and PLL2, the timing jitter of TWIN I and TWIN II could reduce to tens of femtoseconds. We have measured the precision of synchronization with correlation method, and the calculated rms timing jitter is about 30fs within 10s measurement time, which means the precision of the synchronization is improved significantly up one order of magnitude.
Recent our group proposed a method of tapping an RF frequency signal\textsuperscript{447} from a fiber optic dissemination link with the stabilization of the propagation delay\textsuperscript{448}. In its basic configuration this gives an access to just the points located along the trunk fiber that connects the Local and the Remote Modules. We tested this approach at our lab obtaining the residual instability of the frequency transfer at both the main and tapped outputs around $2 \times 10^{-17}$ at $10^5$ s averaging.

The idea of tapping the frequency signal from the delay-stabilized link is flexible and may be further expanded into a tree-like structure including so-called side-branches, allowing disseminating the frequency signal to the points that do not lie on the route of the trunk fiber. The side-branch fiber may be tapped as well and even equipped with subsequent side-branches. The network built with such a technology may cover large areas, giving the access to the same, high quality clock to many distributed users.

In this paper we present for the first time the experimental data concerning the stability of the frequency signal at the output of the branch, measured on both a field-deployed and spooled fibers. The measurements are performed having all the Local, Remote and Branch Output Modules at the same laboratory, because this is the only way to examine the stability of the dissemination without using any additional transfer system that will incur the obtained results. We are also discussing the problem of degradation of the signal at the Branch Output depending on the length of the side-branch and location of the Branch-Side Tap.
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We describe experiments with the AGH-designed fiber optic system for time and frequency dissemination, based on active stabilization of the fiber delay\textsuperscript{449,450}. The measurements were performed at the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB), Braunschweig, over a field-deployed optical fiber loop going from PTB to the Magnesium clock laboratory in the Leibniz Universität Hannover (LUH)\textsuperscript{451} and back (149 km, 45 dB attenuation). Both the transmitting and receiving modules of the system were located in the same laboratory, allowing accurate measurements of the system performance.

We detected strong optical reflections (> -20 dB) within the last-mile fiber hops at LUH, at both sides of our bi-directional optical amplifier installed at LUH. The multiple reflections in the vicinity of the amplifier caused severe degradation of the intensity-modulated optical signals, or even lasing of the amplifier, making accurate time dissemination impossible. However, inserting a wavelength selective optical isolation module at one side of the amplifier proved to be very effective, breaking the resonant structure and eliminating signal distortions. Thus, for the first time, we undertook measurements in the presence of strong reflections in the optical path.

To assess the fiber link stabilization, we simultaneously used different measurement methods. We measured the instability of a 10 MHz frequency signal with a dual mixer and harmonic tracker system developed at PTB. Simultaneously, we measured 100 PPS time signals with either a standard time interval counter, or a high-speed digital oscilloscope controlled by dedicated software. The modified Allan deviation (MADEV) for 10 MHz frequency signal was approaching $10^{-17}$ at one-day averaging and the time deviation (TDEV) of 100 PPS remained below 1 ps over the measurement duration. The outstanding results obtained for the time transfer are partly due to using 100 PPS instead of 1 PPS, thus averaging short-term noise of both the measurement setup and the transmission system.

We also performed a check of absolute calibration of the time transfer, and found only 18 ps difference between 100 PPS input-to-output delay measured directly, and obtained from a calibration procedure, which uses only the data available at the transmitting side of the system\textsuperscript{1}.
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Bi-directional optical amplifiers for long-distance fibre links
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Within the European Metrology Research Programme (EMRP), project “NEAT-FT” aims at developing instrumentation for ultra-stable long-distance frequency transfer via optical fibre networks, such as special amplifiers adapted to bi-directional optical frequency transfer\textsuperscript{452,453}.

Two approaches are followed, one based on Erbium-Doped Fibre Amplifiers (EDFA), the second on Fibre Brillouin Amplifiers (FBA). Both systems are intended for deployment along a fibre link that will connect PTB/Germany and SYRTE/France.

EDFA are widely used amplifiers for telecommunication. Due to their sensitivity to backscattering and back reflections, EDFA are commonly equipped with optical isolators making them uni-directional devices. Here we report on fully bi-directional EDFA with a maximum gain of 20 dB and improved optical filtering to limit ASE and conditions of self-oscillations. Additionally, remote control was implemented for these special amplifiers, so that the maximum gain below oscillation can be used in a large-scale network.

Fibre Brillouin amplifiers are of particular interest for very long distance fibre links. These distributed amplifiers are based on Brillouin scattering, i.e. the coherent build-up of a phonon wave, that by scattering light from an optical pump coherently amplifies an incoming optical signal. Such fibre Brillouin amplifiers feature narrow gain bandwidths of ~10 MHz\textsuperscript{454}. This allows for an efficient distinction between the two directions of the signal in a bi-directional fibre link, which typically are coded by frequency shifts of several tens of Megahertz. Compared to bi-directional EDFAs, such narrow-band amplifiers can operate at a much higher gain. For fibre Brillouin amplifiers located in a laboratory, a small-signal gain in excess of 50 dB has been demonstrated\textsuperscript{455}. As this allows for larger distances between the amplifiers, the deployment of fibre Brillouin amplifiers is expected to substantially decrease the complexity of long-distance fibre links. We now report on progress in developing autonomous fibre Brillouin tracking amplifiers (FBTA). In a first field test, a FBTA module was placed in a remote container located at a distance of around 160 km (length of fibre) from the signal source. We achieved automated locking of the FBTA to an incoming signal of less than 100 nW, and observed an amplification of around 40 dB.

This work was supported by the European Metrology Research Programme EMRP under SIB-02 NEAT-FT. The EMRP is jointly funded by the EMRP participating countries within EURAMET and the European Union.

Frequency transfer via optical fiber is a mature technology that allows coherent frequency dissemination over hundreds of kilometers with a residual uncertainty in the $10^{-19}$ range. The electronics involved is well established and is based on a frequency mixer as phase comparator, joined with a frequency divider to extend its phase input range and a tracking oscillator or a quartz filter to clean up the beat note of the local laser with the round trip one. In addition two frequency meters or phasemeters are needed to measure the correction applied to the fiber and to monitor the link performance.

Here we propose an alternative digital solution that integrates the whole electronics: compensation and monitoring of the fiber link, comprehensive of phasemeters, into a single board based on three Direct Digital Synthesizers (DDS) driven by one Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA).

Two DDSs are used to track the phase of the two beat notes (the one that measures the fiber delay and the one that monitors the link) while the third one is used to compensate for the fiber fluctuations by acting on an Acousto Optic Modulator (AOM). The FPGA drives the three DDSs, calculates the correction and interfaces a PC to set the working parameters and to monitor the internal signals, in particular the correction to the fiber and the link performance.

This system is compact, flexible and cost effective and, at the same time, it allows a complete characterization of the link.

At the conference we will present the electronics in details, comparing the present architecture with the one commonly used. Furthermore, we will show the experimental tests performed in laboratory environment (up to 100 km dark fiber link) and on a real coherent optical link (47 km, DWDM architecture with coexisting data traffic).
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In this report, we realized the simultaneous transmission of time and frequency signals over optical fibers based on wavelength division multiplexer (WDM) and two way optical compensation techniques. Firstly the fiber link was stabilized by frequency signal propagation errors. Once the fiber link is stabilized, any signal transfer in the link would be stabilized. Then the fluctuations of the frequency and time signal are compensated simultaneously. On the other hand, for being not affected by each other, the time and frequency signals would be modulated independently on different wavelength lasers, then access the stabilized fiber link making use of WDM.

We transfer the 1 pps time signal and the 100 MHz frequency signal over 80 km optical fiber spool in laboratory. And the spool is composed of 6 fiber spools with length of 1 km, 2 km, 2 km, 25 km, 25 km and 25 km. They are joined with FC/UPC connector in order to simulate the loss and reflection of the commercial optical fiber network. The schematic of the system is shown in Fig.1.

In the un-compensated case, the Allan deviation of the fractional frequency stabilities of the 100 MHz in the whole 80 km link, the root mean square (RMS) and peak-peak fluctuated values of the propagation delay of the 1 pps signal between the local and remote end are $8.3 \times 10^{-15} \oplus 10^{-8}$ s, 2529 ps @ 11 hour, and 12400 ps @ 11 hour respectively. And they are $2 \times 10^{-15} \oplus 10^{-4}$ s, 59 ps @ 13 hour, 398 ps @ 13 hour in the compensated case.

Meantime, we found the fluctuation of pps signal induced by the electro-optical modulation may be a little high. But the fluctuation could be reduced by increasing frequency and averaging. We made the 1 pps signal to trigger a function generator. And it generated an output pulse signal with a rate of 100 Hz. The time interval counter (TIC) gave the propagation delay time of the pulse signal between the local and remote end averaged over every 100 measurement samples. In the condition, the RMS and peak-peak values of the output data are 11 ps @ 12 hour and 59 ps @ 12 hour respectively.
Distributed Time Transfer Using Optical Fiber Links
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Time transfer over optical fiber links has attracted extensively interests due to its advantages of broad bandwidth, low loss and so on. In this paper, we propose a one point to multi-points distributed time transfer scheme using optical fiber links. A 1 to 8 experimental system over 20km single-mode fiber with stabilities less than 50ps is demonstrated.

The experimental setup of the proposed scheme is shown in Fig.1. The system consists of a master node, a 1 to 8 optical splitter and 8 slave nodes. The length of the optical fiber between the master and each slave is 20 km. The slaves are accessed to the master by using the time division multiple access mechanism. The bidirectional fiber path between the master and each slave is built under the control of the master by designating time slot for each slave in a certain sequence. Time at master is transferred to each slave over the corresponding bidirectional fiber path by the two-way time transfer method during assigned time slots.

Fig.2 shows the measured time differences between the master and two slaves and their RMS in each time slot of 1 hour within 21 hours measurement. We can see that the system can implement distributed time transfer successfully and reach stabilities less than 50ps in each time slot.

Fig. 1: the setup of the propose distributed time transfer

Fig. 2: the measured time difference and RMS

Compass Receiver Positioning Algorithm under Bad conditions Based on Unequal Interval Clock Prediction
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It is widely known that at least four code pseudorange measurements are required before a position can be determined. However, positioning service is intermittent in the area where the satellite visibility is limited or the satellite signal is weak due to the blockage or signal jamming, such as in the underground traffic routes, the tunnels, and park garages.

To solve this problem, a positioning method based on the unequal interval series of receiver clock bias is utilized to augment COMPASS receiver. The current researches do not refer the prediction model based on the unequal interval data. The conventional grey model in previous studies is based on the equal interval data. In this paper, an improved prediction grey model is proposed, which adopts a time interval coefficient and the TDOP coefficient to generate the difference clock series. And then a predicted clock value from the proposed model is introduced to aid positioning.

Actual test data were used to verify the methods which are under unequal and equal conditions respectively. Experimental test results with COMPASS data demonstrate that the prediction model in this paper is more suitable for predicting receiver clock bias, and the proposed positioning method can implement a good estimation of three-dimensional position when only three satellites are available.
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Development of Optical Frequency Standard based on $^{87}$Sr
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In the present work we discuss the experiment on creating frequency standard based on the clock transition $^1S_0 - ^3P_0$ at $\lambda_0 = 698$ nm in $^{87}$Sr atoms, trapped in a 1D vertical optical lattice.

The first stage of atoms cooling and trapping was realized using the Zeeman slower and a “blue” magneto-optical trap on $^1S_0 - ^1P_1$ transition ($\lambda = 461$ nm), with 496 nm and 679 nm repumping lasers. For the second stage, a laser system with a narrow generation line has been developed and investigated. A 689-nm semiconductor laser has been stabilised using an external reference ultrastable cavity with vibrational and temperature compensation near the critical point. The lasing spectral width was 80 Hz (averaging time 40 ms), and the frequency drift was at a level of 0.3 Hz s$^{-1}$. Comparison of two independent laser systems yielded a minimum Allan deviation: $2 \times 10^{-14}$ for 300-s averaging. It is shown that this system satisfies all requirements necessary for secondary cooling of $^{87}$Sr atoms using the spectrally narrow $^1S_0 - ^3P_1$ transition ($\lambda = 689$ nm).

![Fig. 150](image_url)

Fig. 150: (a) The beating spectrum of two identical lasers, locked to ULE1 and ULE2 resonators (14 data sets were taken each with the resolution 47 Hz in 40-µs time, and then averaged). (b) Allan deviation of the beating signal, while subtracting linear drift (curve 1) and without subtracting it (curve 2).
Development of a Moving system for cavity-build-up Lattice
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A moving system of cavity build-up lattice will be developed for an Yb optical lattice clock at Korea Research Institute of Standards and Science (KRISS). As the accuracy of optical clock has been improved, the black body radiation (BBR) shift becomes a major part of total uncertainty. The static and dynamic polarizability of Yb atoms was measured with $10^{-5}$ accuracy recently by the research group of NIST. To exploit the accuracy of the polarizability fully, a well-prepared black body condition is needed for the spectroscopy chamber like a cavity wherein trapped atoms are transferred by a moving lattice. Usually such a moving lattice can be formed by interference between counter-propagating two lasers with frequency offset to each other. However, in this way only the half of the potential depth is obtained, compared with the one obtained by normal way of using a reflection mirror for a counter propagating laser. Considering the temperature (10~20 µK) of cooled Yb atoms by inter-combination transition, obtaining a laser source for lattice with enough power is problematic. Our solution is to use cavity-build-up lattice and to move the whole build-up cavity system. We will design an optical cavity with enhancement factor of ~50 traveling vertically between magneto-optical trap region and the spectroscopy chamber. The advantage of this way is that atoms are always located in the beam waist of the lattice laser beam as is pointed out by other group of PTB who already has built the lattice on moving stage. In our system, because of the cavity resonant condition the two cavity mirrors are mounted on one body moving stage, so that the separation of two mirrors preserves constant with less effort. By using fast PZT mounting a cavity mirror, the residual vibration will be compensated.

Optionally depending on the performance of the feedback control on the PZT, we expect to increase the enhancement factor of the cavity, from which we can obtain the higher leverage effect in evaluation of hyper-polarizability shift or larger volume of an each site of optical lattice to reduce the collisional shift. In this presentation we will describe details of our moving lattice system and experimental results.

![Fig.1](image)

The proposed moving system of cavity-build-up lattice. Two curvature mirrors will be aligned vertically on a moving stage. Black body chamber is located 2 cm above the center of the magneto optical trap. A vacuum chamber with 18 viewports will be designed compactly to reduce the mass of moving stage.
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Project of photoassociation measurements for determination of the density shift of $^1S_0 - ^3P_0$ clock transition in neutral strontium
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Recent progress in optical atomic clocks with neutral strontium atoms in an optical lattice allows to reduce uncertainty to $10^{-16}$ level. Important contribution to accuracy budget came from cold atoms collisions in the lattice. In this work we report apparatus for determination of scattering properties of $^3P_0$ state in strontium.

We plan to make direct measurement with the clock transition (698 nm) or to use a three photons photoassociation using 689, 679 and 707 nm lasers. This measurement will be performed with the magneto-optical trap setup designed for experiments with both $^{88}$Sr and $^{87}$Sr isotopes. At the same time we are preparing the second setup, exclusively designed as the optical lattice atomic clock with strontium atoms. With those two strontium systems we plan to study the density shift of $^1S_0 - ^3P_0$ clock transition in strontium.

---

A strontium lattice clock is being built at NIM. Our experiments started with laser cooling and trapping of $^{88}\text{Sr}$. The atoms are cooled by two-stage laser cooling. After the first stage laser cooling on $^1S_0-^1P_1$ transition with a commercial 461 nm laser, about $10^8$ $^{88}\text{Sr}$ atoms are cooled to 3 mK. The second stage cooling laser system has a master-slave configuration. The master laser is an external cavity diode laser (ECDL) which is lock to a reference cavity (finesse is ~ 10000). The linewidth of the master laser is reduced to 150 Hz by locking to the reference cavity with Pound-Drever-Hall technique. The slave laser is injection locked to the master laser. With this narrow 689 nm laser system, the $^{88}\text{Sr}$ atoms could be cooled to as low as 3 μK via $^1S_0-^3P_1$ transition. The horizontally oriented optical lattice is formed by an 813 nm Tapered-Amplifier laser with trap depth of 32 μK.

The 698 nm clock laser is an ECDL locked to a high finesse cavity (finesse is ~ 200,000). The support points of the cavity are optimized by finite element analysis. The beat of two similar systems show a linewidth of ~5 Hz, and the Allan deviation is ~ 3e-15 @ 1 s.

Magnetic field induced spectroscopy is introduced to make the single photon $^1S_0-^3P_0$ transition possible in $^{88}\text{Sr}$. The sideband resolved spectrum is obtained by logging the transition probabilities when scanning the probe laser frequency, and is shown in fig.1(a). The trapping sidebands are ~ 100 kHz away from the carrier. The fit to the blue detuned sideband shows that the temperature of the atom in the lattice is ~ 7 μK. The Narrowest transition we got is ~ 100 Hz.

The experiment was then transferred to $^{87}\text{Sr}$. The $^{87}\text{Sr}$ atoms have been loaded into the optical lattice and the sideband resolved spectrum is obtained as shown in fig.1(b). We are now trying to compensate the earth magnetic field to narrow down the transition linewidth and make a preliminary lock to the atomic transition.
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With the rapidly improving performance of optical clocks, in the future, most applications requiring the highest accuracy will require these systems. The unprecedented accuracy in time promises new applications like relativistic geodesy which might benefit the exploration of oil and minerals, fundamental tests of general relativity and synchronization for long base line astronomical interferometry, deep space navigation. In the framework of the research project SOC2: “Towards Neutral-atom Space Optical Clocks” funded by the EU 7th framework programme (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n. 263500, with the main aim of developing demonstrators of transportable lattice clocks with $5 \times 10^{-17}$ relative frequency accuracy [1], we are reporting on the concept of a very compact, light and energy efficient atomics package for a Sr clock prototype. At the heart of the atomics package is a 3D MOT chamber (Fig.1) which can be loaded either with a permanent magnet Zeeman slower or with a 2D MOT facility. The total budget of the system will be $<10$ l, $<10^{10}$ mbar, $<20$ kg [2].
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A ground based Yb lattice clock to participate in future space-clock missions: commencement
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Recent measurements in various laboratories have shown astonishingly high accuracy for a number of different clock transition frequencies and ratios [1-7]. However, these clocks are isolated in separate laboratories around the globe, which limits the degree of confirmation. With future space-clock missions such as the Atomic Clock Ensemble in Space (ACES) mission and possible future missions, such as Space Optical Clock (SOC) and STE-QUEST, a much greater opportunity will be granted for frequency comparisons between clocks distributed around the earth.

While optical fibre links can permit ultra-stable clock comparisons over many hundreds of kilometers [8], they cannot be used for clocks as isolated as; for example, Perth Western Australia. At UWA we are developing a Yb based 1-dimensional optical lattice clock with the aim of participating in future space-clock missions. Similar \(^{171}\)Yb, \((6s\rightarrow 6p)\) \(^3\)P\(^0\)\(- \rightarrow \) \(^5\)S\(^0\) based clocks have been developed before [2,9,10] and the transition is included in the CIPM’s list of secondary representations of the second. In this poster presentation we outline the details of the clock design. To maximize the number of atoms available for probing we will use a Zeeman slower and two stages of cooling in a magneto-optical trap, before loading into a lattice trap. The main chamber is to be compact for easier current control and to minimize thermal gradients. Having a compact chamber and multiple stages of laser cooling presents a challenge. We will illustrate a scheme that addresses this issue and present some preliminary results in relation to the Yb oven and laser systems.

Ion trap heating – measurement and model
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Blackbody radiation-induced shifts make a significant contribution to the uncertainty budget of trapped ion optical clocks. One of the tasks of EMRP project SIB04 Ion Clock is the development of a quantitative model of the thermal environment seen by the ion. FEM models, including skin effect and RF losses in dielectrics, were created using ANSYS/HFSS software for ion traps used by project partners. The models are being refined and verified using the temperature measurements of “dummy” traps; critical parts and parameters will be identified for optimization of the future trap designs.

Thermal imaging measurements of the traps involve calibration of both an infrared camera (FLIR A615) working in the 7 to 14 μm range and the transmission of an AR coated ZnS window. The emissivity of materials used (tantalum, molybdenum, titanium, macor, alumina, sapphire etc.) was estimated by comparison with a near-perfect black emitter at several known temperatures in vacuum. The results were used to correct the raw thermal image data. However they cannot be directly used to estimate the total emitted radiation in the case of spectrally dependent samples like sapphire. Preliminary measurements and simulations of an NPL end-cap trap are shown below. More details and other examples will be presented at the joint symposium.

Radiometric measurement of various locations on the NPL end-cap dummy trap parts corrected for reflected radiation, window transmission and emissivity.

Discussion with consortium members is gratefully acknowledged. The EMRP is jointly funded by the EMRP participating countries within EURAMET and the European Union.
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Single trapped ions are recognized as important candidates for realizing optical frequency standards. To drive the ion trap, a high-Q resonator is needed, and a predictable high driving frequency is generally preferred. Usually the high-Q resonator is realized through a helical resonator. The resonant frequency of a helical resonator without load can achieve rather large resonant frequency (50-60 MHz), which can be calculated by empirical formula. However, when the resonator is connected to the ion trap, the resonant frequency will be reduced substantially due to the parallel capacitive impedance of the trap and feed-through. Less effort has been made on how to predict the resonant frequency when the resonator is attached to the trap electrodes.

In this paper we will model the resonator with a lumped element electrical equivalent model and predict the resonant frequency under the realistic condition when the helical resonator is connected to an ion trap. Based on our model, we construct a resonator and Fig. 1 shows a picture of the constructed helical resonator. Inside diameter of the shield of the resonator is 100 mm. The turn and direction of the antenna coil is adjusted to make it match 50 Ohm impedance. In order to maintain the winding pitch and the diameter of the main coil to be constant, we use a lathe and a tube to wind the coil instead of by hand. The unloaded Q-factor of the resonator is about 300. We measure the resonant frequencies under different loads. The experimental results concur with our prediction.

To test the practical performance of the resonator, we use it to drive a linear Paul trap. After optimization, the Q-factor of the resonator is still about 300 after the trap is connected. The trap electrodes are driven at 25 MHz. We trap $^{24}\text{Mg}^+$ by this resonator. Pictures of $^{24}\text{Mg}^+$ are recorded by an EMCCD camera. The result is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1: Picture of the helical coil resonator

Fig. 2: Pictures of crystallized $^{24}\text{Mg}^+$

Incoherent Repumper and Clearout Light Sources for Sr⁺ Ion Traps
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In addition to the extremely stable clock laser, an optical clock requires several other light sources that must resonate with electronic transitions in the reference ion or atoms. If lasers are used, wavelength stabilization is required, which is usually a delicate process that calls for continuous operation of the lasers. If the requirement of frequency stabilization can be relaxed, a simplification of the light source ensemble results, which is a highly desirable feature particularly in transportable clocks and space clocks.

In a recent paper\textsuperscript{465}, the use of incoherent, unpolarized repumper and clearout light sources based on amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) was proposed. An unpolarized ASE source is broadband and as such requires no frequency stabilization. Moreover, in the case of the repumper, such a source requires no external polarization modulation to prevent dark states even in a zero magnetic field. It can also drive multiple hyperfine transitions simultaneously. In a Sr⁺ single-ion clock, efficient cooling and detection requires a power spectral density (PSD) on the order of 1 mW/nm for an ASE repumper. Rapid emptying of the metastable clock state requires a PSD about an order of magnitude less for the clearout light source.

In this contribution we present prototype fibre optic light sources that meet these requirements. Both repumper and clearout sources are based on Yb-doped fibre, a 980 nm semiconductor pump laser and standard fibre optic components, such as fibre Bragg gratings, fused splitters, wavelength division multiplexers and isolators. The all fibre approach ensures adjustment free operation. Moreover, since no frequency stabilization is needed, the sources can be switched on and off electronically during the clock cycle simply by modulating the pump laser current. For the repumper the turn-on time is a few milliseconds, the turn-off time somewhat longer: about 10 ms to reach the $10^{-7}$ level that is needed for the light shift of the clock transition to be less than $10^{-17}$ at the start of the clock interrogation cycle.

![Fig. 153: PSD of the prototype ASE repumper. The spectrum has been engineered to be very low at 1033 nm in order for the repumper not to prevent the detection of clock transitions.](image)
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We study dark states in a single laser-cooled alkaline-earth-metal ion in a radiofrequency trap. Both Doppler cooling and fluorescence detection of the ion rely on obtaining a high scattering rate on the $^3S_{1/2} \rightarrow ^1P_{1/2}$ transition. However, many commonly used ion species have a low-lying metastable $^3D_{3/2}$ state that can become populated due to spontaneous emission from the $^1P_{1/2}$ excited state. This requires a repump laser to maintain the ion in the cooling cycle. The $^3D_{3/2} \rightarrow ^1P_{1/2}$ repumper transition has dark states for any laser polarization. These can be destabilized by an external magnetic field or by modulating the polarization, for example, using an electro-optic modulator. Using $^{88}$Sr as an example, we study the different types of dark states that can occur and how to prevent them in order to optimize the laser cooling and the scattering rate. The calculations are compared to experimental results obtained at the National Research Council of Canada and are found to be in good agreement (see Fig. 1).

Recently we proposed using unpolarized, incoherent amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) to drive the repumping transition. The ASE repumper offers several advantages compared to a laser repumper. It prevents dark states without polarization modulation using a single beam even in the near-zero magnetic field required for an ion clock. Due to its broad bandwidth, it requires no frequency stabilization. In addition, the source can be switched on and off electronically simply by modulating the pump laser current. These features, and the fact that the ASE source is fiber based, make it very compact and robust, which is essential for the development of practical, transportable optical clocks.

This work was funded by the Academy of Finland (project 138894). TF acknowledges financial support from the European Commission (Marie Curie Integration Grant PCIG10-GA-2011-304084).
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Fig. 154: (a) Measured and (b) calculated single-ion fluorescence spectra as a function of cooling laser detuning for increasing Rabi frequencies (bottom to top). The repumper was red-detuned to make the coherence dips visible.
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On the Interpolation Between Optical Frequency Standards and Primary Clocks by Use of Ultrastable Resonators
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The frequency instability of state-of-the-art primary caesium fountain clocks is ultimately limited to the quantum projection noise determined by the line quality factor of the caesium transition and the number of the atoms in the fountain to $4 \times 10^{-14} (\tau/s)^{1/2}$ at best\(^{468}\). For typical operation of the best clocks the instability is higher by up to almost an order of magnitude as a result of limitations due to a reduced number of atoms usually employed to reduce systematic shifts or the Dick effect\(^{469}\) of the interrogating oscillator.

On the other hand, optical frequency standards have already shown fractional instabilities as low as $5 \times 10^{-16} (\tau/s)^{1/2}$ with the prospects to come down to the $10^{-17}$ regime\(^{470}\). So even with the very best caesium clocks the measurement of an optical frequency with a fractional uncertainty of $10^{-16}$ will range from several days to more than a month. Not many optical clocks have proven such a long operation time.

To bridge this gap of instability and allow for regular comparisons of cesium clocks to optical clocks at their best performance we propose the use of an ultrastable optical resonator like a silicon resonator at cryogenic temperature\(^{471}\) to interpolate between relatively short averaging intervals with respect to optical clocks and the long intervals required to reach the accuracy of the primary standards. A laser stabilized to such a resonator has shown a fractional instability near or below $1 \times 10^{-16}$ for interrogation times near 1 s with very small drifts on longer time scales. However, even these small varying drifts might limit the practical interpolation time.

We have investigated strategies to mitigate these limitations by measuring the resonator drift against the optical frequency standards to determine suitable intervals and to correct the frequency comparison between both clocks accordingly. We present a mathematical treatment of the interpolation method and compare it to available data from the systems at PTB. Applications of this concept as well as extrapolations to future standards and resonators will be discussed.

This work was supported by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft DFG in the Centre of Quantum Engineering and Space-Time Research (QUEST) of the Leibniz Universität Hannover and the EMRP IND14. The EMRP is jointly funded by the EMRP participating countries within EURAMET and the European Union.


Nd:YAG lasers with a most probable linewidth of 0.6 Hz
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Lasers with ultra-low phase noise and high frequency stability are pursued in many applications, such as optical atomic clocks, tests of fundamental physics, low-phase-noise microwave generation and gravitational wave detection. Lasers with sub-Hz linewidth can be realized by using the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) technique to stabilize the laser frequency to an external ultra-stable Fabry-Perot reference cavity. In this work, two independent similar cavity-stabilized Nd:YAG lasers at 1064 nm are constructed, which can run continuously over three weeks. In each laser system, the reference cavity is 7.75-cm long and is vertically mounted. The cavity has a finesse measured to be ~200,000, corresponding to a cavity linewidth of <10 kHz. Each cavity is located in a gold-coated copper cylinder thermal shield, which is enclosed in a vacuum chamber. Both of the vacuum assemblies for the reference cavity and the optic components for the PDH technique are on a passive vibration isolation platform (VIP) for vibration reduction. The VIP resides in a home-made box for acoustic isolation with an attenuation of more than 20 dB. The temperature inside the box is stabilized. Both of the cavity spacer and mirror substrates are made of ultra-low-expansion (ULE) glass. Zero-expansion temperatures of the composite cavities are measured to be ~22.87 °C and ~10.58 °C, respectively. Since the vacuum chambers for the cavities are temperature-controlled by heating, one is maintained at near 22.87 °C with sub-mK instability and the other is stabilized at ~22.9 °C with mK instability. Light is transferred to the VIP by a single-mode fiber with fiber noise cancellation. Frequency stabilization is accomplished by controlling a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) bonded on the monolithic Nd:YAG crystal of the laser to keep the laser frequency on resonance with the reference cavity. 700 measurements of the beat note between two laser systems taken in four different days over 79 days show that each laser has achieved a most probable linewidth of 0.6 Hz and a fractional frequency instability of 1.3×10^{-15} at an averaging time of 1 to 40 s. Systematic evaluation shows the performance of each laser system is close to the cavity thermal noise limit.

Clock Laser Systems for Yb Optical Lattice Clock at KRISS

Won-Kyu Lee, Chang Yong Park, Dai-Hyuk Yu, Sang Eon Park, Sangkyung Lee, Sang-Bum Lee, Jongchul Mun, Myoung-Sun Heo, and Taeg Yong Kwon
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Two types of yellow lasers at 578 nm were developed for a probe laser of an Yb optical lattice clock at Korea Research Institute of Standards and Science (KRISS) by using sum-frequency generation (SFG) or second harmonic generation (SHG). In the SFG scheme, the output of an Nd:YAG laser at 1319 nm and that of an Yb-doped fiber laser at 1030 nm were passed through a periodically-poled lithium niobate (PPLN) waveguide for SFG at 578 nm with an output power of more than 20 mW. In the SHG scheme, the output of a high-power external-cavity diode laser at 1156 nm was sent through another PPLN waveguide for SHG with an output power of more than 10 mW.

The linewidth of the produced yellow light was narrowed by stabilizing the frequency to a super-cavity made of ULE glass. The cavity was horizontally mounted at the optimal support points to reduce vibration sensitivity. Also the cavity was installed in a vacuum chamber, and the temperature of the cavity was stabilized at the value for the zero thermal expansion within 10-mK-level accuracy. This vacuum chamber was placed on an active vibration-isolation table. This system was installed in an acoustic enclosure with a 20-dB isolation to block the acoustic noise.

Fig. 1 shows typical FFT spectrum of the beat note between the two independent clock laser systems. Since the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the beat note was about 5 Hz (resolution bandwidth; 2 Hz), the linewidth of one clock laser was estimated to be about 3.5 Hz, assuming similar performance of both lasers. This FWHM linewidth varied between 2 ~ 10 Hz due to frequency jitters. The frequency jitter was measured to be about 25 Hz in 10 s. Although currently there is much room for improvement of the stability of our clock laser compared with the state-of-the-art technology, we expect it is stable enough for the frequency lock to the clock transition of the Yb lattice clock.

Fig. 1: Typical FFT spectrum of the beat note between two independent clock laser systems with the resolution bandwidth of 2 Hz, and the acquisition time of 1 s. The FWHM linewidth was estimated to be about 3.5 Hz assuming similar performance of both lasers.

472 C. Y. Park, et al., “Absolute frequency measurement of $^1S_0(F=1/2)$→$^3P_0(F=1/2)$ transition of $^{171}$Yb atoms in a one-dimensional optical lattice at KRISS”, Metrologia, vol. 50, p. 119-128, 2013.
Determination of Mode Number Using Two Laser Combs with Large Difference in Repetition Rate
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To measure the frequency of a laser under measurement (LUM) using a mode-locked laser comb, the mode number of the beating comb line must be determined. Peng et al. developed methods based on two combs with repetition rate difference of kHz to measure the mode number, which can be independent of the frequency fluctuations of the LUM. Inaba et al. demonstrated the comb mode determination using two combs with large difference in repetition rate. However, they need long measurement time (1000 s) to average down the uncertainty of the beat frequency difference. In this paper, we report a method based on two-comb technique that can determine the mode number in short average time (1 s) for any different repetition rate.

This method relies on measuring the beat frequencies at two different repetition rates of comb1 while keeping the repetition rate of comb2 unchanged. Furthermore, a monochromator is used to measure the wavelength of the LUM to offer an approximate frequency to help determining the mode number shift of comb1 when its repetition rate is changed. For simplicity, assume that the offset frequencies are zero and the signs of the beat frequencies are determined to be positive. Thus, the frequency of the LUM can be expressed as:

$$f_L = nf_{r1} + f_{b1} = kf_{r21} + f_{b21} \quad (1)$$
$$f_L = (n+m)f_{r1} + f_{b1} = kf_{r21} + f_{b21} \quad (2)$$

where $f_{b1x}$ and $f_{b2x}$, $x=1$ and 2, are the beat frequencies measured at two different repetition rates $f_{r1x}$ of comb1 and single repetition rate $f_{r21}$ of comb2; n and k are the mode number of comb1 and comb2, respectively; m is the mode number shift of comb1 when the repetition rate is changed from $f_{r11}$ to $f_{r12}$. From Eqs. (1) and (2), the mode number $n$ can be derived as

$$n = \frac{m \cdot f_{r21} + (f_{b21} - f_{b12}) - (f_{b21} - f_{b12})}{f_{r12} - f_{r11}} \quad (3)$$

The mode number shift $m$ can be first determined from Eq. (3) by using an approximate $n$ calculated from the approximate frequency of the LUM similar to that published by Liu et al. After $m$ is determined, its value is substituted back to Eq. (3) to calculate the exact mode number $n$. Experimental results are presented in the conference.
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Long-term Miniaturized Stabilization of Ultrafast Laser based on Rubidium Coherent Population Trapping Atomic Resonator

Jiutao Wu, Dong Hou, Zhong Wang and Jianye Zhao*
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Many locking approaches have been exploited to stabilize the mode-locked laser (MLL), helping to generate high-stable microwave sources. In conventional locking approaches, the MLLs are usually phase-locked to very high-stable external frequency references, including atomic microwave, optical clocks, and narrow optical-linewidth continuous wave (CW) lasers. These approaches can improve the stability and phase noise of the MLL significantly. However, the large physical size and system complexity of these approaches is a problem in practical application. In this paper, we demonstrate a novel miniaturized MLL stabilization system (length of 5 cm, width of 5 cm and height of 2.2 cm) for directly frequency-locking the repetition rate of MLL to a $^{85}$Rb coherent population trapping (CPT) atomic resonator, generating a stable microwave with a long-term stability of $\sim 3 \times 10^{-12}$.

The setup of this MLL stabilization system based on CPT in $^{85}$Rb is illustrated in Fig. 1. It contains a $^{85}$Rb CPT resonator with the length of 33 mm, width of 13 mm and height of 18 mm, a passive Er-doped MLL with fundamental repetition rate of 144.5 MHz, and a servo-loop circuit. The objective of the stabilization system is to directly frequency-lock the 21st harmonic repetition rate of the MLL to the $^{85}$Rb CPT resonance at a hyperfine frequency of 3.035 GHz.

By directly transferring the frequency stability of the atomic hyperfine frequency to the MLL, this approach can improve the frequency stability of the MLL significantly, and it can also simplify the system complexity and dramatically reduce the physical size because of the removal of the PLL servo circuit. Although some PLL stabilization schemes using high-stable Rb or Cs atomic clocks with big physical size have a better instability performance, the miniaturized stabilization scheme with a decent long-term stability is just the advantage of our approach. We believe that the proposed approach have a superior stability to other stabilization technique with the same small physical size.
Assessing the accuracy of the NPL femtosecond combs for a frequency ratio measurement with $^{171}$Yb$^+$

Luke Johnson, Helen Margolis, Steven King, Peter Nisbet-Jones, Rachel Godun, Patrick Gill
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Optical clocks are of great interest for the study of fundamental physics. For example, the dimensionless optical frequency ratio $R = f_{E3}/f_{E2}$ between the $^{171}$Yb$^+$ octupole and quadrupole optical clock transition frequencies has a high sensitivity to variations in the fine structure constant $\alpha$, scaling approximately as $\Delta R/R = -6.83 \Delta \alpha / \alpha^1$. Also, without the need to measure relative to the SI second, a ratio measurement can benefit from the superior stability of the optical standards themselves, significantly reducing averaging times. Frequency ratio measurements separated by several years will allow a sensitive study of $\partial \alpha / \partial t$.

To support such measurements at NPL, we present details and results from a recent accuracy evaluation of two independent femtosecond frequency comb systems, based on Ti:Sapphire and Er-fibre mode-locked lasers. The optical frequency ratio between cavity-stabilised lasers at 934 nm and 871 nm has been measured synchronously using the two comb systems. The two combs act as transfer oscillators with the repetition and carrier envelope offset frequencies only loosely locked on both systems. Our results show no detectable systematic offset between the two systems at the $2 \times 10^{-19}$ level, which is limited by the averaging time of the comparison (see Fig. 1). The level of agreement is comparable to previous comb comparisons between Ti:Sapphire systems. This performance demonstrates that $^{171}$Yb$^+$ frequency ratio measurements at NPL will be limited by the ion standards rather than the femtosecond combs.

\[ \Delta R/R = -6.83 \Delta \alpha / \alpha \]

The most advanced optical atomic clocks have now reached levels of stability and accuracy that significantly surpass the performance of the best caesium primary frequency standards. As a result, the possibility of a future redefinition of the second in terms of an optical transition frequency is being actively considered by the international metrology community. A new project funded within the European Metrology Research Programme (EMRP) aims to tackle the key challenges that must be addressed before an optical redefinition of the second can be implemented. A coordinated programme of European clock comparisons will be carried out at a level limited only by the accuracies of the clocks themselves, using transportable optical clocks, broad bandwidth satellite links and optical fibre links. Such a comparison programme is required to validate the performance levels of the optical clocks, to anchor their frequencies to the present definition of the second with the lowest possible uncertainty, and to establish the leading contenders for a new definition of the second.

To support the comparison programme, a complete evaluation will be made of all relativistic effects influencing time and frequency comparisons at the $10^{-18}$ level of accuracy, including the gravitational redshifts of the clock transition frequencies. Significant effort will be devoted to the design of setups to determine the static gravity potential at each clock location and the development of a refined geoid model incorporating gravity observations around each clock site.

The overall objective of the project is to develop a framework and procedures whereby the new generation of optical clocks can be integrated into international timescales, providing input to the Consultative Committee for Time and Frequency (CCTF) to prepare for a future redefinition of the second. The potential impact that high accuracy optical clocks could have on the field of geodesy will also be demonstrated, by carrying out a proof-of-principle experiment using optical clocks to measure with high temporal resolution the gravity potential difference between two well-defined locations separated by a long baseline (~90 km) and a height difference of 1000 m.

The EMRP is jointly funded by the EMRP participating countries within EURAMET and the European Union.
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JRP-EXL01: A Joint Research Project of the European Metrology Research Program to investigate Quantum Engineered States for Optical Clocks and Atomic Sensors
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The best optical clocks today have accuracies around 1 part in $10^{17}$. Accuracies of $10^{-18}$ will be possible in the near future. However, investigating the physical phenomena, understanding the associated shifts of the clock frequency and using clocks at the $10^{-18}$ level is currently hindered by the prohibitively long averaging time needed to measure at this level. In current state-of-the-art systems, the stability is limited by two main causes, depending on the type of system. One limitation arises from the limited number of particles used for the clock, via the standard quantum projection noise, which is inversely proportional to the square root of the number of particles. The second limitation (called Dick effect) is due to the large amount of dead time of the sequence used to probe the clock transition combined with the probe laser frequency noise. This dead time is associated with the need to gather, to cool and to prepare atoms before the probe period and to detect the atomic state after probe period.

The use of quantum-entangled states can provide a mean to overcome these limitations. In this poster, we will give an overview of the recently started JRP-EXL01 project of the European Metrology Research Program (EMRP) aimed at exploring these possibilities. Limitations faced by optical clocks are reminiscent of limitations in other atom-based sensors, such as accelerometers, gravimeters, gyrometers or magnetometers. The research undertaken within JRP-EXL01 will benefit all these sensors. JRP-EXL01 is designed to account for the need of these sensors and more generally, to maximize exchanges and cross-fertilization between optical clocks and several other fields: atom interferometry, quantum gases, quantum information processing.

*The EMRP is jointly funded by the EMRP participating countries within EURAMET and the European Union.*
A Space-Based Optical Kennedy-Thorndike Experiment
Testing Special Relativity
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We propose a small satellite mission that aims for testing the foundations of special relativity by performing a Kennedy-Thorndike (KT) experiment. A potential boost anisotropy of the velocity of light is measured by comparing a length reference (i.e. a highly stable optical resonator) with a molecular frequency reference. By employing clocks with $1\times10^{-15}$ frequency stabilities at orbit time ($\sim$90 min) and by integration over 3000 orbits (corresponding to a 2 year mission lifetime with 50\% duty cycle) a 1000-fold improvement in measuring the Kennedy-Thorndike coefficient is targeted, compared to the current best terrestrial test.

The experiment uses state-of-the-art laser technology. For realizing a small satellite compatible payload, the use of diode-laser technology is favorable and currently already under investigation with respect to other space experiments. A laser wavelength of 1016nm is foreseen as its second harmonics accesses narrow linewidth transitions in molecular iodine. For the KT experiment, one laser is stabilized to a high finesse cavity and a second laser is frequency doubled to a wavelength of 508nm and stabilized to a hyperfine transition in molecular iodine. Both lasers are directly compared in a beat measurement and analyzed with respect to a possible boost dependency of the speed of light.

In the last years, we realized an iodine-based frequency reference at a wavelength of 532nm on elegant breadboard (EBB) level where a frequency stability of $3\times10^{-13}$ at 1000s integration time was demonstrated in a beat measurement with a laboratory-type cavity setup. In a current activity the iodine frequency reference is further developed with respect to compactness and thermal and mechanical stability. A compact iodine setup on engineering model (EM) level is currently developed using a fused silica baseplate with dimensions of 18cm x 35cm x 4cm, where the optical components are directly glued to, and a 10cm x 10cm iodine cell in nine-path configuration. The EM setup will be subjected to environmental tests such as vibration and thermal cycling. Using a corresponding laser system, the EM design can easily be adjusted to a wavelength near 508nm, where molecular iodine offers hyperfine transitions with more narrow linewidths than at 532nm, leading to a further increase in frequency stability by up to one order of magnitude.

In a parallel activity, the development of a space compatible optical resonator setup with a resonator finesse of $10^5$ and a controlled temperature stabilization at the $\sim$1\,$\mu$K level is planned.

Techniques for laser frequency stabilization are key technologies not only for the proposed KT experiment mission but also for a variety of other future space missions such as LISA/NGO, GRACE-FO, and missions using aperture-synthesis such as Darwin/TPF.
AOM-RN: an acousto-optic modulator extending the tools employed in laser spectroscopy as optical phase modulators
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This report completes the series of studies [1 and references therein] devoted to the experimental demonstration and justification for applying AOM-RN as a phase modulator in frequency modulation (FM) heterodyne spectroscopy of optical resonances. Fabricated at VNIIFTRI AOM-RN design is significantly simplified and its dimensions are minimized due to a decrease (by almost an order of magnitude in comparisons with existing AOMs) in the acousto-optic interaction length and the absence of impedance matching circuit (fig. 1).

The AOM-RN has the following advantages over electro-optic phase modulators (EOM): compactness, low energy consumption, wide range of modulation frequencies, and the absence of necessity to control the input and output polarizations.

The report is mainly devoted to the experimental confirmation of the last statement. Since the existing EOMs do not produce a pure FM spectrum due to the residual amplitude modulation (RAM) arising from étalon effects and birefringence properties of the electro-optic crystals [2], one has to control the polarization of the input and output beams and to angling the laser beam incidence onto the EOM in order to remove the residual amplitude noise. An investigation of the RAM, étalon and birefringence effects in particular case of AOM-RN based on the TeO₂ monocrystal with shortened to 2 mm acousto-optic interaction length will be presented.

Fig. 1. The photographs of commercial AOM of “ISOMET” model 1205C-2 and AOM-RN without impedance matching circuit.


High performance laser stabilization using a Ramsey-Borde spectrometer
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Optical atomic clocks, coherent optical transfer and communication, and low-phase noise optical signal generation and division require highly-phase-stable optical sources. Commonly, these sources are derived from lasers that are phase or frequency stabilized to high finesse optical cavities. Such stabilized lasers have achieved fractional frequency instability approaching the \(1 \times 10^{-16}\) level. These state-of-the-art stabilized lasers are sensitive to a fundamental limitation caused by Brownian thermal-mechanical noise of the optical cavity components, which complicates the continued improvement in the performance of these systems.

Here, we explore an alternative approach to high performance laser stabilization by implementing a high resolution atomic-beam spectrometer. The spectrometer employs 4-zone Ramsey-Borde spectroscopy of the \( ^1S_0 - ^3P_1 \) transition in a thermal beam of calcium. We observe Doppler-free lineshapes with < 5 kHz resolution, comparable to the mode linewidth of high finesse optical cavities. Furthermore, the system is designed to achieve very high signal to noise ratio (S/N). By collecting fluorescence decay from the \(^3P_1\) state at 657 nm after the Ramsey-Borde interrogation, we have observed a S/N approaching 1000 at 1 s. Under such conditions, the atom-stabilized laser exhibits an instability as good as \(5 \times 10^{-15}\) at 1 second. Such a system could serve as a simple, one-laser high stability frequency reference for a variety of precision timing applications. Furthermore, we have constructed a laser system at 431 nm as part of an improved detection scheme using the \(^3P_1 - ^3P_0\) cycling transition, capable of enhancing the S/N by more than an order of magnitude. Together with additional efforts to enhance detection efficiency and reduce the observed Ramsey linewidth to less than 2 kHz, this system has the potential for stability competitive with the best cavity-stabilized lasers.

Fig. 157: Ramsey-Borde fringes from the calcium spectrometer used for laser stabilization. The fringe resolution of 4.5 kHz gives clear visibility of the recoil doublet.
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Status of the flight model of the cold atoms space clock PHARAO
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PHARAO (Projet d’Horloge Atomique par Refroidissement d’Atomes en Orbite), which is being developed by the French space agency CNES, is the first Primary Frequency Standard (PFS) specially designed for operation in space. PHARAO is a main instrument of the ACES (Atomic Clock Ensemble in Space) mission. ACES is being developed by ESA and the payload will be installed on-board the International Space Station. The mission is based on comparisons with ground based clocks to perform fundamental physics experiments: gravitational redshift measurements, analysis of the stability of the fundamental constants and anisotropy of light. Planned duration of the mission is 18 months with a possible extension to 36 months. The frequency accuracy requirement for PHARAO is less than 3 x 10⁻¹⁶ and the expected frequency stability is 10⁻¹³⁻¹².

An engineering model of PHARAO has been constructed and fully tested to validate the clock architecture. Two sub-systems for the flight model (FM) have been delivered: the cesium tube where the atoms are manipulated and the microwave source which generates the 9.2 GHz signals. The other sub-systems, the laser source and the computer, will be delivered this year. In this talk we will present the preliminary tests performed on the FM cesium tube and on the FM microwave source. To operate the cesium tube with cold atoms, it has been connected to the engineering model of the laser source. The goal is to measure the magnetic and thermal properties of the cesium tube in the orbit-like magnetic and thermal environments and deduce the blackbody radiation and the second order Zeeman correction uncertainties. Other effects will be evaluated when the whole FM clock is assembled.
Accurate and ultra-stable space qualified atomic clocks represent critical equipment for the precision global navigation satellite systems. The Passive Hydrogen Maser (PHM), with its excellent frequency stability performance, is the master clock for European Galileo navigation payload, and is the first one of its type ever to fly. The PHM technology has flight heritage of several years through Galileo satellites (GIOVE-B and four IOV satellites) since Apr. 2008. More than thirty PHM flight physics packages have been manufactured and characterized by SpectraTime (under the industrial consortium led by Selex ES S.p.A).

Besides radiation effects on electronic components, lifetime in PHM depends on the lifetime of the physics package. In the frame of the “Lifetime Qualification of the PHM”, two Qualification Model (QM) units had been subjected to test under vacuum since 2008. After the first 1.5-year test period as reported in previously published papers, one QM has been extended for another 2-year lifetime test. This paper provides test results of the overall period, and gives further comparison and analysis of key parameters of the physics package for 3.5 years of operation or 4 years including stay-alive period. The extended test provides additional statistical element, and obtains valuable results and better confidence to PHM lifetime evaluation, showing the compliance with Galileo requirements.


STE-QUEST: Atomic sensors in space for fundamental physics, time and frequency metrology and other applications
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STE-QUEST – Space-Time Explorer and Quantum Equivalence Principle Space Test – is a candidate mission for the M3 flight opportunity of the European Space Agency’s Cosmic Vision 2012-2025 programme (see http://sci.esa.int/ste-quest). STE-QUEST is currently undergoing a phase A study, in view of a possible launch in 2022-2024. This mission is designed to test different aspects of the Einstein Equivalence Principle: the gravitational time dilation effect and the universality of free fall in the case of matter waves, and to carry out studies on a variety of other subjects: atomic time scales, high-precision long-distance ground clock comparisons, long-distance relative geopotential measurements, microwave and optical ranging, cold-atom physics, etc. To achieve these objectives, the payload includes an atomic frequency standard, microwave and optical time and frequency links and an atom interferometer. This paper proposed here will discuss the mission objectives and present the results obtained thus far in the ongoing study.

The STE-QUEST clock is a modified version of the PHARAO clock, presently being developed in the frame of the ACES mission. In order to maximize the benefit of the PHARAO heritage, it has been decided to also use a Caesium clock for STE-QUEST, meaning that the physics and laser packages will be very similar to those of PHARAO. The local oscillator will however be significantly improved, using a femtosecond comb to down-convert the optical frequency from a laser stabilized on a high finesse cavity. The on-board clock aims to achieve an instability of $8 \times 10^{-14}$ $t^{1/2}$ at long times, where $t$ is the integration time, and an inaccuracy of the order of $1-2 \times 10^{-16}$. High performance links, both in the microwave and optical domains, will compare the space clock with clocks on the ground. A highly elliptical orbit has been chosen in order to provide access to a strong gravitational time dilation effect at the apogee, as well as a significant modulation of this effect at the perigee, with the aim of measuring the effect due to the field of the Earth to an inaccuracy of $2 \times 10^{-7}$. A consequence of this strategy is a quite harsh radiation environment for the payload instruments. STE-QUEST will also perform common-view comparisons of terrestrial clocks located on different continents and it will measure the periodic effect of the gravitational frequency shifts induced by the Sun and the Moon.

Concurrently to the clock measurements, a two-isotope matter-wave interferometer will measure the differential acceleration between two Bose-Einstein condensates composed respectively of $^{85}$Rb and $^{87}$Rb atoms. The atom interferometry measurement will be particularly important around perigee, where the signal-to-noise ratio of a possible violation of the Weak Equivalence Principle can be maximized. This instrument will test the universality of the free propagation of matter waves to an uncertainty in the Eötvös parameter of the order of $2 \times 10^{-15}$.

\(^{477}\) The STE-QUEST collaboration is rather large compared with the format of the abstract; a full author list will be provided with the paper.
ACES data simulation and data analysis: an update
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The Atomic Clocks Ensemble in Space (ACES/PHARAO mission), which will be installed on board the International Space Station (ISS), uses a dedicated two-way MicroWave Link (MWL) in order to compare the timescale generated on board with those provided by many ground stations disseminated on the Earth. The phase stability of this long range link is specified to reach 0.3 ps after 300 s integration time, with long term stability better than 7 ps over 10 days. This link will play a key role in the success of the ACES/PHARAO experiment.

The SYRTE laboratory is heavily involved in the design and development of the data processing software: from theoretical modeling and numerical simulations at the required precision to the development of the SYRTE data analysis software. Our team is working on a wide range of problems that need to be solved in order to achieve the required stability in (almost) real time.

We present some key aspects of the measurement, as well as current status of the software's development, including the results of tests with simulated data. We put particular emphasis on the scientific products that will be provided to the users and discuss how those products can be used for the purposes of time/frequency metrology.
Next Generation JPL Ultra-Stable Trapped Ion Atomic Clocks

Eric Burt, Blake Tucker, Kameron Larsen, Robert Hamell, John Prestage, and Robert Tjoelker
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA
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Over the past decade, trapped ion atomic clock development at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) has proceeded in two parallel directions: 1) new atomic clock technology for space flight applications that require strict adherence to size, weight, and power requirements, and 2) ultra-stable atomic clocks, usually for terrestrial applications focusing on ultimate performance. In this paper we will present first results from two new ultra-stable trapped ion clocks in the second category currently under development.

The new identical clocks, designated L10 and L11, build on the successful demonstration of exceptionally low drift at the $3 \times 10^{-17}$/day level by their predecessor, LITS-9, with changes in design intended to improve ultimate long-term performance. The first will be delivered to the Naval Research Lab, while the second, and eventually a third and fourth designated L12 and L13, will be retained as in-house standards at JPL.

The excellent long-term stability of LITS-9, and the anticipated equivalent or better performance of L10 and L11, has both engineering and scientific applications. It will be invaluable for characterizing the performance of flight clocks both at JPL and NRL, as well as that of clocks being delivered to, and operated in NASA’s Deep Space Network. In addition, L11 will also be used as a reference for an ACES ground station at JPL when the ACES laser-cooled atomic clock becomes operational on the International Space Station in the 2016 time frame.

As with LITS-9, L10 and L11 use a quadrupole trap for loading ions and a separate 12-pole trap for sensitive microwave clock interrogation that greatly reduces one of the largest systematic effects in this type of clock, the second order Doppler (SOD) shift. A key additional enhancement to LITS-9 was the use of magnetic compensation to reduce the SOD by a further order of magnitude. The newer clocks use an improved version of magnetic compensation fully integrated into the design. Other enhancements include a sealed vacuum system bakeable to 450 C for improved stability of background gases, improved magnetic field uniformity, enhanced microwave coupling, improved optical efficiency, and a dedicated FPGA-based controller for better reliability.

The new standards are being assembled and tested in parallel. At present, we have observed a narrow clock transition in the L11 multi-pole trap and have observed trapped ions in the quadrupole trap of L10. In this paper we will describe the improvements to L10 and L11 that focus on better long-term performance and show the first results obtained from operating the new standards.
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Recently, frequency comparison between two Sr optical lattice clocks demonstrated the quantum projection noise (QPN) limited stability of a few times $10^{-16} \tau^{-1/2}$ by synchronously operating the two clocks$^{481}$. Further improvement by more than one order of magnitude is promising in the near future. Such a clock stability enables to probe the relativistically-curved space-time in real time. Because of its sensitivity to the gravitational potential, frequency comparison between two clocks operating at distant sites allows monitoring temporal fluctuation of the gravitational potential difference, which can lead to new applications in relativistic geodesy$^{482}$. Coherent optical frequency transfer via optical fiber networks serves as an essential technique for frequency link between distant sites, though the link stability deteriorates as the fiber length increases because of the uncompensated fiber noise due to time delay$^{483}$. In order to demonstrate frequency comparison between distant clocks at the stability of $10^{-17} \tau^{-1/2}$, we have developed a 30-km-long optical fiber link between Riken and the University of Tokyo located 15 km apart from each other.

Since we focus on frequency comparison between two Sr optical lattice clocks operating with 698 nm clock lasers, we implemented a novel scheme utilizing a 1397 nm transfer light which directly links to the clock frequency by the second harmonic generation (SHG). This scheme avoids the need of operating optical frequency combs where associated phase noises have to be analyzed carefully. Although conventional single-mode fibers have water-peak attenuation due to OH radical around 1383 nm, it is not a serious problem for the 30-km-long fiber, which causes additional transmission loss of 7 dB compared with 1550 nm light. In the future, OH-free fiber will be more popular for coarse wavelength division multiplexing (CWDM) application, which allows the frequency transfer in longer distance at this wavelength. Our scheme provides a simple platform for networking Sr optical lattice clock which has already become the most widespread optical clock.

We demonstrate an optical beat measurement between two clock lasers operating at the distant sites via the fiber link. The link stability was evaluated to be a few times of $10^{-17}$ for an averaging time of 1 s, which encourages the frequency comparison between distant clocks.


Optical Frequency Transfer over a single-span 1840 km Fiber Link
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The development of optical frequency standards484 raises a demand for transferring highly stable optical signals over continental distances. Such transfer would enable new experiments485, and will be mandatory for a future redefinition of the SI-second based on optical frequency standards. We investigate optical frequency transfer via a 1840 km fiber link connecting Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) and Max-Planck-Institute of Quantum Optics (MPQ). The link consists of a pair of dark fibers486, and is set up in a loop configuration with sender and receiver located at MPQ. It thus involves a single-span 1840 km stabilization. We use 20 Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers, and a fiber Brillouin amplifier at each institute, compensating for 420 dB loss.

Fig. 1 shows the instability of the transferred frequency after 1840 km of fiber for the stabilized fiber link, expressed as the Allan deviation (ADEV) and the modified ADEV. The servo bandwidth for the suppression of fiber-induced noise is limited to about 27 Hz due to the propagation delay of the light of around 18 ms. However, the low intrinsic noise of the fiber link together with active noise cancellation allow us to reach instabilities (modified ADEV) of $2.7 \times 10^{-15}$ at 1 s, and about $4 \times 10^{-19}$ after 100 s of integration time. The noise of the link peaks around 15 Hz and is lower at smaller frequencies which leads to a $\tau^{-2}$ dependency in the modified ADEV as shown in Fig. 1.

To assess potential systematic frequency shifts, we analyzed the mean deviation of the transferred frequency from the input frequency, and found agreement within the statistical uncertainty of $2.6 \times 10^{-19}$. The results illustrate that for a remote comparison of state-of-the-art optical clocks, the short-term instability contribution of the stabilized ~2000 km link is negligible within one minute of integration time.

This work was supported by the European Metrological Research Programme EMRP under SIB-02 NEAT-FT. The EMRP is jointly funded by the EMRP participating countries within EURAMET and the European Union.

Distributed Raman Amplification for long-haul optical frequency dissemination
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Phase-compensated optical links are the most performing technique to disseminate optical frequencies on a continental scale\textsuperscript{1,2}. Most National Metrology Institutes are thus cooperating to realize a pan-European fiber network, that will enable optical clocks comparisons at unprecedented levels of accuracy and stability. Dedicated amplification systems are thus needed, that have to be fully bidirectional to allow the compensation of the fiber phase noise. Bidirectional Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifiers are used, but their gain is limited by the back-reflections along the path, that may lead the amplifier to oscillate. Distributed Brillouin Amplifiers are much promising from this point of view\textsuperscript{3}. We demonstrate that Distributed Raman Amplification (DRA) is a reliable technique as well, not degrading the transfer of the optical carrier at the $10^{-19}$ level of stability (see Fig. 1), and allowing to bridge hauls of 60 dB losses (i.e. more than 250 km) without intermediate amplification stations\textsuperscript{4}.

We implemented DRAs on a 200 km optical link in the laboratory, evaluating gain, signal-to-noise ratio and phase noise added to the carrier. Nonlinear effects have been observed with a not optimized amplifier placement, resulting in degraded amplifier performance. At the conference, we will present the set-up, the results and the perspectives for application on the Italian Optical Fiber Link for Frequency and Time (LIFT).

SP Technical Research Institute of Sweden has previously presented results with a two color one-way method. This method is an alternative method to two-way time and frequency transfer that is useful if there are unknown asymmetries in the connection. The method is possible to use in existing infrastructure and is able to coexist with data channels for example in WDM systems, which make it possible to broadcast to multiple users and enables the user to be anonymous to the time or frequency transfer.

This paper will present the results from implementing the technique in an urban commercial optical fiber data communication WDM network between two clock labs in Sweden connecting two cesium clocks to each other for frequency transfer. The evaluation is performed with two wavelengths 8nm apart on 6 km of installed fiber in an urban city network. The transmitter and the receiver are installed in an electromagnetically shielded room several meters below ground, and the fiber runs to a building at a distance of 3 km, and then back again. The comparison will be within the laboratory, eliminating any errors from a reference system. Results and conclusion from this evaluation reveals the propagation delay variations in the propagation distance and will display the need of compensation for these variations.
Ultra-precise time and frequency transfer via optical-fibre has developed rapidly over the last decade. Most progress has focused on the stabilisation of links between two fixed nodes. Recently a technique that provides stabilised signals at intermediate nodes along a fibre link was proposed for optical-frequency transfer and demonstrated for microwave frequency transfer. Nonetheless, this technique is mainly aimed at fibre networks with a linear topology.

We present a technique that can be used to distribute optical-frequency signals to multiple nodes on a branching optical-fibre network. Optical-fibre fluctuations are corrected at the output of the link rather than at the input. As the transmitted optical signal remains unaltered until it reaches the remote location it can be transmitted to multiple nodes simultaneously. Other techniques can only recreate such a branching network by ‘daisy-chaining’ stabilised links, thereby requiring that every stabilised link in the chain must be working correctly at all times.

We investigated this technique experimentally using the simplest configuration that demonstrates all the essential features of a branching network (see Figure 1). For Remote A, the out-of-loop fractional frequency stability of the free-running transfer was measured to be \((3.1\pm0.4)\times10^{-14}\) at 1 s of integration. With the Remote A stabilisation control engaged, the transfer stability was \((1.1\pm0.1)\times10^{-17}\) at 1 s while Remote B was disconnected from the network, and \((1.2\pm0.1)\times10^{-17}\) at 1 s when Remote B was included in the network. The equivalent measurement for Remote B produced corresponding results. We concluded that the inclusion of the extra node has negligible impact on the transfer stability, and thus the technique lends itself to applications such as the Square Kilometre Array, research campuses, or metropolitan areas where branching fibre networks are the most efficient configuration to transfer signals from a master site to many subsidiary remote nodes.
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The multiple-access frequency dissemination is one of key technologies for a time and frequency network. We propose fiber-based multiple-access ultrastable frequency dissemination schemes for radio frequency (RF) and optical frequency, separately.

For the RF dissemination, we build up a time and frequency dissemination system via the 80 km urban telecommunication fiber link between Tsinghua University (THU) and the National Institute of Metrology (NIM) of China\textsuperscript{1}. Using the proposed multiple-access RF dissemination scheme, the 9.1GHz disseminated RF signal with relative frequency stability of $7 \times 10^{-14}/s$ and $5 \times 10^{-18}/\text{day}$ can be reproduced at arbitrary nodes along the entire fiber pathway (as shown in Fig.1). For the optical frequency dissemination, G. Grosche proposed a technique for multiple access optical frequency dissemination in 2010\textsuperscript{3}. However, in the scheme, a highly stable laser source whose wavelength is same with the disseminated optical signal is needed at an arbitrary accessing node to reproduce the highly-stable disseminated signal. It makes the system costly and technically complex. In this paper, we propose a more convenient and efficient scheme to solve this problem and the results will be presented in detail during the conference. Optical frequency transfer can provide better stability while the RF dissemination is relatively simple for practical applications. Using this method, we can regenerate the highly synchronized RF signal or the optical signal along the entire fiber link, which is crucial for a time and frequency network.
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A decade after the first observation of spin transfer (STT) induced magnetization dynamics, tremendous improvements have been achieved for the rf characteristics of spin transfer nano-oscillators (STNOs). Depending on the magnetic configuration and device shape, the emitted frequency goes from 100 MHz up to 50 GHz, thus making them promising for integrated telecommunication devices. The key advantages of these spintronics devices are their large frequency tunability, their nanoscale size and their CMOS compatibility, and finally their insensitivity to radiations. STNOs are by nature highly nonlinear oscillators. The understanding of the large coupling between phase and amplitude is thus crucial either to increase the role of nonlinearities to improve the tunability or to cancel the coupling when a stable reference signal with large spectral purity is targeted.

Here we focus on STNOs based on vortex magnetization motion in a magnetic tunnel junction made of NiFe (5 nm) / MgO (1 nm) / Ferromagnetic polarizer (SAF) to investigate this coupling from phase and amplitude noise PDS measurements (Fig. 1). In parallel, we derive nonlinear equations of the vortex dynamics in the general framework for nonlinear oscillators. We find that the phase noise is due to both intrinsic phase noise and conversion of amplitude noise into phase noise proportional to the coupling. By the extraction of the parameters and of their dependencies with current and magnetic field, we show that the intrinsic linewidth of the vortex based oscillator is of tenth of kHz which is promising for future applications.

We acknowledge CANON ANELVA for preparing the MTJ films. This work was supported by the ANR through SPINNOVA P2N and EU grant MOSAIC FP7- N°317950. E.G. acknowledges financial support from CNES and DGA.
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Fig. 1 Phase (grey dots) and amplitude (black dots) noise PDS in dBC/Hz for an external magnetic field of 4.8 kOe and a current of 3.3 mA. Inset: schema of the magnetic tunnel junction

---
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Recent Progress and Perspectives of Extremely Low Loss Acoustic Cavities: From Frequency Sources to Artificial Atoms
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In record low loss regimes at low temperatures⁴⁹⁵, Bulk Acoustic Wave quartz resonators could be regarded as acoustic version of famous optical Fabry-Pérot cavities. Indeed, confining phonons in a plate of piezoelectric material is analogous to confining photons between two mirrors. In acoustic resonators, the small volume confinement, high phonon density, and long phonon storage time induce a very strong wave-matter and wave-wave interactions. The current state of affairs suggests that high-quality cryogenic BAW resonators could be a new platform for many physical experiments and system simultaneously being a mechanical resonator and a phonon cavity.

The latest results demonstrate the ability of such devices to have quality factors of above one billion for frequencies up to 400 MHz, and a hundred of million up to 720 MHz. Such results are achieved for very-high overtones (up to 227th) of the longitudinal mode never observed previously.

We briefly discuss basic requirements to achieve extremely high quality factor regimes in acoustic devices discussing main sources of losses. This includes material (two-level system, thermoelastic, Landau-Ruomer losses), surface, design (effective phonon) requirements. Several types of BAW quartz resonators are compared.

Finally, we discuss a range of application of extremely low loss acoustic cavities varying from designing of cryogenic ultra-stable frequency sources to creation of artificial atoms. On one hand, very narrow bandwidths of the cavities (of orders of tens of miliHz) can be exploited to build frequency discriminators for ultra-stable clocks at frequencies close to the laboratory standard (10 MHz). On another hand, high overtones with frequencies above 300 MHz can be cooled down to the ground state with conventional methods (down to 10mK with dilution refrigerators). So, BAW devices have a considerable advantage over traditional mechanical resonators like micro-toroids and membranes which require additional cooling techniques (parametric, sideband cooling). By coupling acoustic cavities to nonlinear elements like Josephson Junctions, quantum bits with extremely high coherence times could be designed. In addition, piezoelectric nature of a cavity can be exploited to create strong photon-phonon coupling regimes of a hybrid systems.

A Novel Evanescent-Mode Mobius-Coupled Resonator Oscillators
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A novel Mobius-coupled printed resonator oscillators reported in this paper for the application of synthesized signal sources in RADAR and modern microwave communication systems. The concept of the Mobius strips is based on the fact that a signal coupled to a strip shall not encounter any obstruction when travelling around the loop, enables compact high Q-factor resonators. A necessary and sufficient condition for a Mobius surface to be developable is that its Gaussian curvature should everywhere vanish. Given a curve with non-vanishing curvature there exists a unique flat ruled surface (the so-called rectifying developable) on which this curve is a geodesic curve (Figure 1) is described by [1]

\[
\vec{x}(s, t) = \vec{r}(s) + t(\vec{B}(s) + \vec{n}(s)\vec{t}(s))
\]

\[
\vec{t}(s) = \eta(s)\vec{k}(s), \: s = [0, L], t = [-w, w]
\]

(1)
(2)

Where \( \vec{r} \) is a parameterization of a strip with \( r \) as centerline and of length \( L \) and width \( 2w \), where \( \vec{t} \) is the unit tangent vector, \( \vec{B} \) the unit binormal, \( k \) the curvature and \( t \) the torsion of the centerline, the parameterized lines \( s = \) const. are the generators, which make an angle \( \beta = \arctan(1/\eta) \) with the positive tangent direction. The unique properties of Mobius strips, the shape minimizes the deformation energy, which is entirely due to bending, can be described by

\[
V = \frac{1}{2}D\int_{0}^{L} \int_{-w}^{w} (\vec{r}(s, t)) \: dtds
\]

(3)

where \( D \) is the thickness of the strip, and \( E \) and \( v \) Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the material. In this paper, a planar Mobius-coupled resonator oscillator is described, and the method for miniaturization can be applied to tunable filters, antenna and matching networks.

Mobius-Coupled Evanescent-Mode (MCEM) resonators are attractive due to several reasons: the Mobius effect makes them very compact and can support evanescent mode coupling for obtaining Q-multiplier effect at resonant condition, thus low phase noise signal source solutions. Figure 1 shows the block diagram and layout of the VCO using MCEM resonators resonator fabricated on low loss RF dielectric substrate material with a dielectric constant of 3.38 and thickness of 22 mils printed structure. Figure 2 shows the measured plot of unloaded Q-factor of MCEM acts like a Q-multiplier, peaking at 10GHz due to evanescent mode-coupling. Figure (3) shows the measured phase noise plot: -110dBc/Hz @ 10 kHz offset from the carrier frequency of 10.24 GHz, which is best phase noise performance reported to date for a given size (0.3x0.3 inches) in planar form.
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Design of Ultra-Low-Power (2.5µW) 1GHz Low Phase Noise Pierce Oscillator with Nanowire NEMS Resonator
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Laterally-vibrating nanowire (NW) resonators with high resonance frequencies \( f_{res} \) and electrostatic transduction method are interesting for CMOS timing circuits. However, their motional resistance \( R_m \) is often very high, much larger than their rivals FBARs with \( R_m \) of several ohms. Since \( R_m \) is also proportional to the resonance frequency \( f_{res} \), design of high frequency oscillators are even more difficult. In Pierce oscillators, the minimum MOS transconductance which makes oscillation feasible is \( g_{m,min} \sim \omega^2 f_{res} R_m C_1 C_2 \) (parameters are identified in Fig. 1a). In this work, we propose and develop a modified architecture using two small (bondwire) inductors (also connecting the nodes to DC bias voltages) which reduce the effective motional resistance seen by the CMOS circuit. The analysis includes novel analytical formulas for design of these modified Pierce-family oscillators working with resonators of initially high-motional resistance. As a proof of concept, we have provided Spectre simulation results for a 1GHz oscillator with very low power consumption while having high voltage amplitude at the output (drain of transistor M in Fig. 1a). The mechanical resonator assumed for this simulation is a doubly-clamped Si NW with length, width, thickness and quality factor of respectively 419nm, 20nm, 80nm and 2000. Phase noise and spectral purity performance results are also provided. The specifications in this work are compared to several recent related works. The specifications reported in the Table for other works are measurement results.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 162: (a) Schematic of a 1GHz modified Pierce oscillator. (b) Spectral response of the oscillator harmonics compared to the fundamental one. Inset: Oscillator output voltage in time domain (not connected to 50Ω load). (c) Phase noise simulation results for offset frequencies around the major oscillation frequency \( f_{osc} \sim 1.0256 \) GHz. Inset: Phase noise in a linear (absolute) frequency scale. The frequency resolution of sampling in the inset is lower, which causes difference in the phase noise for frequencies very close to \( f_{osc} \).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zuo-CICC [48^\text{th}]</td>
<td>22Ω</td>
<td>1.026</td>
<td>2.5µW</td>
<td>-84 (@1kHz), -104 (@10kHz), -157 (@1MHz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuo-TUFFC [48^\text{th}]</td>
<td>25Ω</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>3.5µW</td>
<td>-85 (1kHz), -151 (@1MHz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lavasani-ISSCC [49^\text{th}]</td>
<td>750Ω</td>
<td>1.006</td>
<td>1.9µW</td>
<td>-94 (@1kHz)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Two classes of optical atomic clocks have surpassed microwave frequency standards: single-ion clocks and optical lattice clocks. Single-ion clocks hold the record for the lowest systematic uncertainty⁵⁰⁰, however, many-atom lattice clocks⁵⁰¹ have the potential to outperform single-ion clocks because the standard quantum limit to atomic clock instability (known as quantum projection noise or QPN) scales as (1/N⁵⁰¹ atoms¹)¹/². For realistic atom numbers and coherence times, QPN-limited lattice clocks could average down to a given stability hundreds of times faster than the best ion clocks.

Up to now lattice clocks with ~1000 atoms have not shown improvement over the stability of single-ion clocks. Lattice clock stability has been limited by laser noise (via the optical Dick effect). To address this problem, we constructed a new clock laser with a thermal noise floor of 1×10⁻¹⁶—an order of magnitude improvement over our previous clock laser. With this laser, we compare two lattice clocks, reaching instability of 1×10⁻¹⁷ in 2000 s for a single clock. This instability is within a factor of 2 of the theoretical QPN limit for ~1000 atoms, representing the lowest reported instability for an independent clock⁵⁰².

The high stability of many-particle clocks can come at the price of larger systematic uncertainty due to a frequency shift from atomic interactions. To minimize this shift, we use a cavity-enhanced lattice⁵⁰³ for our second clock. The high circulating power inside the cavity allows for a large trap volume, yielding a density at 2000 atoms that is 27 times smaller (than in our first clock) and permitting us to trap as many as 5×10⁴ atoms. For 2000 atoms in our lattice, we measure a value for this shift (which is linear in density) of -3.11×10⁻¹⁷ with an uncertainty of 8.2×10⁻¹⁹.

Fig. 163: A comparison between two independent Sr optical lattice clocks. The stability is 4.4×10⁻¹⁶/τ⁰¹/². The inset depicts typical scans of the clock transition (open circles), and the red line is a fit to the data using the Rabi model.

---

⁵⁰³ Westergaard, et al., PRL 106, 210801 (2011)
Comparison of Sr optical lattice clocks at the $10^{-16}$ level

Jérôme Lodewyck, Chunayn Shi, Ulrich Eismann, M. Gurov, Rodolphe Le Targat
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In this paper, we present a comprehensive set of high resolution comparisons between optical lattice clocks using strontium atoms and three microwave cesium fountains. Two strontium optical lattice clocks are in agreement with a relative frequency difference of $1.1 \times 10^{-16}$ between the two apparatuses, compatible with the combined accuracy budget of $1.6 \times 10^{-16}$, and a statistical resolution of $2 \times 10^{-17}$, reached after a few hours of measurement.

This is the first comparison between two optical lattice clocks at a level beyond what can be achieved by comparing optical clocks through microwave standards. It is a necessary step to confirm the established accuracy budget of these clocks.

The comparison of these clocks with three state-of-the-art microwave fountains gives a reproducible measurement of the absolute frequency of the Sr clock transition with respect to the SI second. It features record stability (limited by the Quantum Projection Noise of the microwave standards) and accuracy ($3.1 \times 10^{-16}$).

The consistent set of optical-to-optical and microwave-to-optical clock comparisons presented here is a step towards a possible redefinition of the second with optical references.

Finally, we will discuss prospects for improving the accuracy and stability of strontium optical lattice clocks.

s-Wave Collisional Frequency Shift of a Fermion Clock

Eric L. Hazlett¹, Yi Zhang¹, Ronald W. Stites¹, Kurt Gibble¹ and Kenneth M. O’Hara¹

¹Department of Physics, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA, USA
Email: kgibble@psu.edu

We have observed the s-wave collisional frequency shift of an atomic clock based on fermions⁵⁰⁴. As $T\rightarrow 0$, only s-wave collisions are allowed. While s-wave collisions are allowed for bosons and are the most important limitation for the operation of Cs fountain clocks⁵⁰⁵,⁵⁰⁶, they are forbidden for identical fermions. Even when dephasing made fermions distinguishable, collision shifts were absent⁵⁰⁷. Thus, fermions were thought to be immune to s-wave collisional frequency shifts (sCFS’s), making them ideal for metrology. However, recent theoretical work predicted that fermions have sCFS’s because excitation field inhomogeneities make particles distinguishable⁵⁰⁸.

Here we experimentally observe s-wave collisional frequency shifts in a thermal gas of ultracold $^6$Li fermions. Working near a Feshbach resonance, we tune the s-wave scattering length through 0 around $528 \text{G}$. Ramsey spectroscopy clearly distinguishes the novel behaviors of the sCFS, via unique dependences on the first and second Ramsey pulse areas, $q_1$ and $q_2$. We demonstrate that the shift is insensitive to $q_1$ and thereby the difference of the spin populations⁵⁰⁸, in stark contrast with the shifts for bosons and the often-used mean-field expression. Instead, the fermion sCFS depends strongly on $q_2$, which reads out the interaction-induced phase shifts of each atom. The shift is canceled if the atoms’ phases are detected, on average, with equal sensitivity at $q_2 = \pi/2$.⁵⁰⁸ Interestingly, we show that correlations in the sample perturb the null of the sCFS to $q_2$ slightly greater than $\pi/2$. We explicitly see that the sCFS increases as expected with the independently characterized inhomogeneity of the clock field. The fermion sCFS we observe in the resolved sideband regime is analogous to those for optical lattice clocks. Recently, the fermion sCFS was simulated with an $^{87}$Rb Bose gas⁵⁰⁹. They observed the predicted dependence on $q_2$, but an unexpected dependence on $q_1$. They elegantly showed a direct link between spin-waves and the fermion sCFS, which we observe in the resolved sideband regime.

An Yb optical lattice clock: Current status at KRISS

Dai-Hyuk Yu, Chang Yong Park, Won-Kyu Lee, Sangkyung Lee, Sang Eon Park, Sang-Bum Lee, Jongchul Mun, Myoung-Sun Heo, and Taeg Yong Kwon
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Current status of an Yb optical lattice clock at KRISS will be reported. The systematic uncertainty of the Yb clock in the first accuracy evaluation\(^{510}\) was \(5 \times 10^{-14}\). The uncertainty was dominated by the large uncertainties in the lattice ac Stark shift and collisional shift, which were mainly limited by the large linewidth and jitter of the clock laser. Recently, highly stable clock laser at 578 nm was developed with a short-term linewidth of 3.5 Hz and frequency jitter of about 25 Hz at 1 s, and 10 s measurement time, respectively. Long-term frequency drift showed only linear dependence on time confirming that the temperature of the super-cavity is maintained at the zero in the coefficient of thermal expansion of the cavity. The frequency of the lattice laser at 759 nm was phase locked to the optical frequency comb and it could be stabilized at the “magic wavelength” within 1 MHz uncertainty. With these and other improvements, new accuracy evaluation is underway and the results will be presented.

---

\(^{510}\) C. Y. Park, et al., “Absolute frequency measurement of \(^{1}S_{0}(F = 1/2)-^{3}P_{0}(F = 1/2)\) transition of \(^{171}\)Yb atoms in a one-dimensional optical lattice at KRISS”, Metrologia, vol. 50, p. 119-128, 2013.

Fig. 164: Experimental setup for the frequency stabilization of the 759 nm laser by using the optical frequency comb and measured beat frequency after stabilization.
Nonlinear and Anharmonic contributions to Uncertainties of Optical Clocks on Ultracold Alkaline-Earth-Like Atoms

Vitaly Ovsiannikov\textsuperscript{1} and Vitaly Palchikov\textsuperscript{2}
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The progress in designing optical frequency standards with unprecedented fractional frequency uncertainty at a level $10^{-17}$–$10^{-18}$ requires unprecedented accuracy in estimating the role of different uncertainties of optical clocks\textsuperscript{511}. In this paper, we systematically evaluate various sources of uncertainty for the alkaline-earth-like-based optical lattice clocks either on odd isotopes or on even isotopes.

The method of determining “magic wavelength”\textsuperscript{1}, based on measuring the shift of the clock frequency in a weak field of a travelling wave\textsuperscript{2} accounts for the Stark shift of energy levels, but only linear in the laser intensity, with inclusion of all multipole-interaction terms. However, the spatial distributions of multipole components in a lattice-atom interaction is not uniform, therefore higher multipole ac Stark shifts are a quarter wavelength out of phase with the electric dipole shift. In a 1D red-shifted MWL lattice, the first-order in the laser-wave intensity $I$ (second order in the electric-field amplitude $E_0 = 1.68862 \times 10^7 \sqrt{I}$, where $E_0$ is measured in atomic units \textit{and} $I$ is in kW/cm$^2$) clock frequency shift has a spatial distribution, as follows:

\begin{equation}
\Delta v_n^0 = -\Delta \alpha m^0 E_0^i \cos'(k X) - \Delta \alpha m^1 \sin'(k X),
\end{equation}

where $k = 2\pi / \lambda_n$ is the wave number and $\Delta \alpha = \alpha (\omega_a) - \alpha (\omega_e)$, $X$ is the coordinate along the lattice axis, with the origin in the minimum of the lattice well.

High intensity of the lattice wave makes considerable the contribution of quadratic in $I$ terms, determined by the atomic hyperpolarizabilities $\gamma_{\alpha\beta\gamma}(\omega_a)$:

\begin{equation}
E_{\alpha\beta\gamma}^m = -1/4 \gamma_{\alpha\beta\gamma}(\omega_a) E_0^i \cos'(k X).
\end{equation}

This term gives quadratic in $I$ contribution to the atomic position-independent shift of the standard frequency. After averaging over the atomic oscillatory motion, the position-dependent part of the standard-frequency shift transforms into a term proportional to $I^{1/2}$, while anharmonic-interaction term transforms into linear in $I$ shift. A significant advance of a lattice with a blue-shifted “magic wavelength” consists in elimination of a position-independent quadratic shift and transformation of hyperpolarizability effects into linear in $I$, which may be compensated by a slight redefinition of the lattice-laser frequency.
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According to Friedrich Robert Helmert geodesy is the science of the measurement and mapping of the figure of the Earth. With the advent of the space age it was possible to establish a global reference frame, which can relate different locations across the entire Earth with an accuracy of currently about 1 cm with respect to each other. A rapid development of highly precise and stable frequency standards took place at the same time and is an important prerequisite for the actual quality of this global terrestrial reference frame. Therefore all measurement techniques in modern space geodesy are based on precise time and frequency. Growing demands for the monitoring of global change as one of several examples of the importance of a highly resolved reference frame require more than one order of magnitude improvement over the existing level of quality. Optical clocks, optical frequency combs and near lossless time and frequency transfer have the potential to provide significant improvements of the individual techniques of space geodesy. This talk reviews how time and frequency impacts space geodesy and how the observation techniques may benefit from the recent progress in this field.
A Fiber Optic Gyroscope on multiplexed telecommunication network with a large enclosed area
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Optical gyroscopes exploiting the Sagnac effect are currently used as optical rotation sensors. Two kinds of devices exist: Fiber Optic Gyroscopes (FOGs) are used in several commercial applications, being very reliable and robust. They are limited by shot noise and typically achieve resolutions of ~10⁻⁶ rad/s². On the converse, Ring Laser Gyroscopes achieve higher resolution, being able to detect rotation signals well below 10⁻⁹ (rad/s)/√Hz. They are thus attractive for a detailed study of rotational ground motion induced by teleseismic waves. However, they are complex experiments using sophisticated optics.

To combine a simple and robust setup with high-resolution, we realized a FOG enclosing a 20 km² area on a 47 km fiber. The fiber is used for the internet data traffic and has a Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexed architecture. The setup is the same as for passive FOGs (see Fig. 1). A laser beam is split into two beams that travel over the loop in opposite directions, acquiring a phase shift that depends on the Earth rotation. After a round trip, the two beams are recombined to detect the Sagnac phase. A well-known technique of non-reciprocal phase modulation is used to this purpose. We developed a closed loop system in which the non-reciprocal phase is compensated inserting a small frequency offset between the two beams. Thanks to its large area, this system could be suitable to detect variations in the Earth rotation rate with a sensitivity of 10⁻⁸ (rad/s)/√Hz, limited by the non-reciprocal mechanical noise of the fiber.

At the conference we will present a description of our system, the results we obtained, and an analysis of the present limitations and of possible perspectives of this technique, also in consideration of the present widespread of phase-coherent optical links across large geographical areas.

Optical fiber-based radio frequency signal transfer and radio-astronomy applications
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A collaboration between the National Measurement Institute (NMI) and a number of Australian universities and research institutions has been working for several years to promote the construction of a continental-scale optical-fiber network in Australia for the distribution of optical and microwave reference frequencies. This network would connect a number of radio-astronomy sites and research laboratories with the NMI, allowing long-range comparison of frequency standards and dissemination of high precision reference signals for a wide range of applications.

We have developed two systems for the distribution of microwave reference frequencies via optical fiber; these systems have particular application to radio astronomy:

(i) One system implements algebraic cancellation of phase-noise in the link using analog radio-frequency (RF) electronics512. Recent results show transfer stabilities of $3 \times 10^{-13}$ at 1 s and $6 \times 10^{-17}$ at $10^3$ s over 175 km of optical fiber including two bidirectional optical amplifiers.

(ii) The other system uses an all-digital architecture based on Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) hardware513. Our published results reported radio frequency signal transfer with stabilities of $4 \times 10^{-13}$ at 1 s and $6 \times 10^{-17}$ at one day over 70 km of optical fiber, with more than two orders of magnitude in fiber phase noise suppression.

We are now applying these methods to real-world optical fiber links. We report on the latest results on our frequency transfer systems at CSIRO’s Australian Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) radio-telescope facility located at Narrabri, NSW. The ATCA consists of an array of six 22 m radio-antennas, and can be operated as one site within a much larger Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) array. Typically, each site in the VLBI array has a local hydrogen maser; our aim, therefore, is to replicate this level of stability by transferring RF signals over fiber.

Our latest results involving fiber-based distribution of a common RF signal through a practical fiber link between two radio-antennae sites will be reported at the conference.

Ultra-Stable Oscillator Reference Spacecraft-to-Spacecraft Links For Planetary Exploration

Sami Asmar¹, Kamal Oudrhiri¹, Gregory Weaver²
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²Space Department, Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, Laurel, MD, USA
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Thermally controlled quartz crystal Ultra-Stable Oscillators (USO) have been utilized on deep space missions for Radio Science experiments. Starting with the Voyager mission to the outer planets, atmospheric science has benefited tremendously from the radio occultation technique enabled by USOs. Recently, the GRAIL mission to the Moon, which applied the GRACE mission concept, utilized USOs as part of the science payload to investigate the lunar interior structure. Identical USOs on twin spacecraft flying in precision formation around the moon generated signals at X-, S-, and Ka-bands with the latter two exchanged between the spacecraft and the former broadcast to Earth. With 2 parts in EE-13 stability in the range of 10 to 100 second integration times, the USOs were precise enough to measure change in the range between the spacecraft (varied between 65 and 225 km) to the size of a blood cell. The velocity variations were measured to a few microns. This precision enabled the mission to reach its scientific objectives with large margins reveling the lunar composition from the crust to the core. Due to the low altitude of the mission and its duration, a gravitational field of the Moon in excess of 880 degree and order (spherical harmonic coefficients) was produced with a surface resolution of a few kilometers.

This paper will describe the roles of USOs in scientific discoveries in deep space with a brief historical overview, recent technological advances and future trends. The scientific applications will be described ranging from atmospheric and ionospheric occultations, surface scattering, and precision Doppler for gravitational field measurements.

Fig. 166: Multiple radio links from the twin GRAIL spacecraft, Ebb and Flow, referenced to on-board Ultra-Stable Oscillators, utilized for precision gravity measurements.
GRACE Kinematic Orbit Determination: the Role of Clocks
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The processing of a global network of ground Global Positioning System (GPS) tracking stations allows for the computation of orbits and clock corrections for the GPS satellites. This information provides the basis for precise kinematic orbit determination for Low Earth Orbiting (LEO) satellites based on the data collected with their onboard GPS receiver. One example are the twin satellites from the GRACE mission (Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment), which carry highly stable onboard clocks.

The quality and consistency of the GPS satellite orbits and clock corrections is essential for the quality of the obtained kinematic LEO positions. The high-rate satellite clock corrections are typically computed using data from the International GNSS Service (IGS, GNSS standing for Global Navigation Satellite System) in the three-step scheme: first, based on code and phase data, a global solution containing all relevant parameters with a 5 minutes sampling is computed. For practical reasons the 5 minutes satellite clock corrections are interpolated down to 30 seconds using time differences of the carrier phase observations. A further densification to 5 seconds is done again with a phase measurement based interpolation but using a different set of stations (not all stations provide data with a sampling higher than 30 seconds). For GRACE kinematic orbit determination, 10 seconds clock corrections are needed.

We propose here to investigate the impact of the interpolation of the GPS satellite clock corrections on the determination of GRACE kinematic orbits and clock parameters, and to eventually assess the impact on subsequent gravity field recovery from the kinematic positions. We will vary the above described scheme for clock corrections computation and assess the impact on the obtained GRACE kinematic trajectories. Conventionally the receiver clock corrections are set up as epoch-wise independent parameters. However, the GRACE onboard clocks are highly-stable, which may allow it to model the clock over a few epochs with a sufficient accuracy. To assess the benefit on the derived kinematic positions, gravity fields are computed and compared with conventional solutions based on kinematic positions with receiver clock corrections estimated epoch-wise.
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In the past few years, the CMOS-MEMS technology has been thoroughly explored and implemented in vibrating MEMS applications. This paper reports the recent progress on CMOS-MEMS resonators and their implementations in our group, as shown in Fig. 1. These resonators (Fig. 1a) were fabricated using standard CMOS processes offered by foundry services, such as TSMC and UMC, to facilitate fast prototyping, quick turnaround time, batch production, low cost, and monolithic integration. Specifically, we take advantage of IC and semiconductor strength in Taiwan to develop several unique CMOS-MEMS resonator fabrication platforms targeted for inherent integration of MEMS and circuits, as a result towards single-chip implementation for timing reference and filter applications.

In this paper, resonator performance enhancement in terms of motional impedance, power handling capability (Fig. 1b), linearity, quality factor, frequency tunability (Fig. 1c), temperature compensation (Fig. 1d), and feedthrough reduction (Fig. 1e) addressed by the use of our proposed active gap reduction mechanism, mechanically-coupled array approach, bias-dependent electrical stiffness, oxide-type structural material, and fully differential scheme, respectively, would be presented. In addition, oscillator (Fig. 1f) and filter (Fig. 1g) implementations via these fabricated CMOS-MEMS resonators will also be illustrated, showing their device characterization and measured performance.

In sum, the main contribution of our group is on the development of CMOS-MEMS-based high-performance resonator circuits. This technology is expected to pave a way to realize fully-integrated CMOS-MEMS oscillators and filters which might benefit single-chip transceivers.

Fig. 167: (a) CMOS-MEMS integration. (b) Mechanically-coupled resonator array. (c) Frequency tuning. (d) Temperature compensation. (e) Feedthrough reduction. (f) Oscillator and (g) filter implementation.


2DEG Electrodes for Piezoelectric Transduction of AlGaN/GaN MEMS Resonators
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This work presents the use of two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) interdigitated transducers (IDT) for actuation of piezoelectric AlGaN/GaN MEMS resonators. Most piezoelectric resonators require patterned metal electrodes which can limit the performance through mass loading, increased damping and distortion of the mechanical mode. AlGaN/GaN heterostructures, increasingly used in millimeter-wave ICs, enable metal-free, high-$Q$ resonators. Fig. 1 (a) illustrates the sharp conduction band potential well at the AlGaN/GaN interface which induces a high density, high mobility sheet of charge. This 2DEG can be patterned into IDTs by removing the AlGaN selectively (Fig. 1 b, c). 2DEG IDTs have been previously demonstrated in a SAW AlGaN/GaN filter\textsuperscript{516} but this work is the first implementation in MEMS resonators.

Metal-free resonators can be used to directly interrogate GaN material properties in the absence of loss associated with metal electrodes. In Fig. 2, measured frequency response of 2DEG IDT bulk acoustic wave resonator shows a 1.225 GHz shear vertical mode, coupled with thickness shear. Measured $Q_{\text{load}}$ is 1180 and $fQ_{\text{load}}$ product $1.44\times10^{12}$, comparable to the highest in GaN\textsuperscript{2}. Generally, $Q$ factors are limited by dissipation mechanisms such as inelastic phonon scattering, thermoelastic damping, air damping, electrical and anchor losses. Here, testing is performed in vacuum, to minimize air damping, while quarter-wavelength matched suspension beams reduce anchor loss. By accounting for the parasitic series resistance of the 2DEG electrodes, the intrinsic mechanical $Q_{\text{mech}}$ of the resonator is extracted to be 1290, giving an $fQ_{\text{mech}}$ product of $1.58\times10^{12}$.

\textsuperscript{2} A. Ansari, M. Rais-Zadeh, et. al., IEDM, 485-88 (2011).

---

Fig. 1. (a) Conduction band potential well at AlGaN/GaN interface gives rise to conductive 2DEG. (b) 2DEG is removed in the regions where AlGaN is etched. (c) SEM shows resonator with 2DEG IDT. Ohmic metal makes contact to 2DEG off the resonator.

---

Fig. 2: Measured frequency response of metal-free IDT resonator with 2DEG electrodes after deembedding with an open structure. Inset shows out of plane displacement of 1.225 GHz resonant plate.
REDUCTION OF ANCHOR LOSSES BY ETCHED SLOTS IN ALUMINUM NITRIDE CONTOUR MODE RESONATORS

Cristian Cassella¹, Massimiliano Cremonesi², Jeronimo Segovia¹, Attilio Frangi², Gianluca Piazza¹
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The replacement of Quartz crystals and surface-acoustic wave devices by CMOS-integrable MEMS resonators requires simultaneously achieving high quality factors, Q, and high electromechanical coupling coefficients, k². AlN MEMS contour-mode resonators (CMR) have emerged as promising candidates, and exhibited k² in excess of 1% and Qs of ~ 2000 from 100 MHz to 1 GHz. It has been shown experimentally that the main dissipation mechanisms in AlN MEMS piezoelectric resonators are related to anchor and interfacial losses [1,2]. The former depends on acoustic energy escaping the resonator and being dissipated into the substrate; the latter arises from stress discontinuity at the interface between different materials and becomes dominant at frequencies in excess of 500 MHz [3].

In this paper, a new technique for reducing the anchor losses and correspondingly increasing the Q in 220 MHz AlN CMR devices is presented. The technique is based on the introduction of etched slots inside the body of the AlN resonant structure, in close proximity of the anchor location. The air slot acts as an acoustic reflector and reduces the energy lost into the substrate. Different dimensions of the etching slot have been investigated (see Fig. 1) and two sidewall angles for the AlN film were analyzed (30 and 60 degrees as defined in Fig. 1). A Q enhancement up to 50% was attained for an etching slot having a width equal to 0.35 times the acoustic wavelength. An analytical model that describes the expected improvement in Q varying the slot width was also developed. As shown in Fig. 2 the predicted trend follows the experimental results and is in line with the Finite Element Analysis code that was developed to predict anchor and surface dissipation in AlN MEMS resonators [3].

![Figure 1](image1.png)

*Figure 168: Geometry of 220 MHz resonators (λ≈40 um) in 4 configurations (A, B, C, D) where the slot width has been varied (0,3,7,14 um). Two different sidewall angles have been investigated (30 degrees and 60 degrees). SEM pictures of the etching slot for configuration B are also shown.*

![Figure 2](image2.png)

*Figure 1: Relationship between Q and the slot width for configurations A, B, C, D (θ=30 degrees). Yellow points: measured Q for configurations A, B, C, D (θ=60 degrees). Green continuous line: analytical model for Q varying We (θ=30 degrees). Purple dotted line: analytical model for Q varying We (θ=60 degrees). Orange points: FEM simulation of Q for A, B, C, D (θ=30 degrees).*
A 2.8 GHz Combined Mode of Vibration Aluminum Nitride MEMS Resonator with High Figure of Merit Exceeding 45
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This paper presents the first demonstration of a high frequency (2.8 GHz), lateral field excited (simple two masks fabrication process), combined lateral-thickness extensional mode of vibration aluminum nitride (AlN) micro-electro-mechanical (MEMS) resonator with unprecedentedly high figure of merit \( k^2 Q > 45 \). For the first time, a single interdigital electrode was employed to excite a high frequency mode of vibration in an AlN plate (1.5 µm thick) by making use of both the \( d_{33} \) and \( d_{31} \) AlN piezoelectric coefficients. The resulting MEMS resonator showed high quality factor, \( Q \approx 2000 \), (thanks to the high quality AlN film directly deposit on top of the Silicon substrate) and the highest electromechanical coupling coefficient ever reported for AlN MEMS resonators employing a single electrode, \( k^2 \approx 2.5\% \) (thanks to the coherent combination of \( d_{33} \) and \( d_{31} \) coefficients to transduce one single mechanical mode of vibration).

The use of a single interdigital electrode to excite (lateral field excitation, LFE) a high frequency contour-extensional mode of vibration in AlN microstructures has been previously demonstrated. However, due to the relatively low \( d_{31} \) coefficient of AlN, the maximum predicted electromechanical coupling coefficient for such class of devices is only 1.5%. In this work, by properly optimizing the ratio between the thickness of the AlN film \( t \) and the pitch of the interdigital top electrode \( W_p \) the \( d_{31} \) and \( d_{33} \) coefficients have been coherently combined and harnessed to transduce one single mechanical vibration mode. The combined lateral-thickness mode of vibration was simulated using COMSOL showing a maximum value of electromechanical coupling coefficient, \( k^2 = 2.82\% \), for \( t/W_p = 0.94 \). A device with such optimum \( t/W_p \) was fabricated (Fig. 1), showing high quality factor \( Q = 1855 \) and a value of electromechanical coupling coefficient \( k^2 = 2.48\% \) ~2 times higher than what is typically achieved with conventional LFE AlN contour-extensional mode resonators.

Fig. 1: SEM image of the fabricated AlN combined mode of vibration MEMS resonator. \( t/W_p \) was set to be \( 0.94 \), resulting in a resonance frequency of the 2.8 GHz. It is worth noting that the fabricated device is fully anchored to the substrate maximizing power handling and minimizing electric loss due to routing.

Fig. 2: Measured admittance curve and BVD model fitting of the fabricated AlN resonator. High device figure of merit \( \text{FOM} = k^2 Q = 46 \) and low motional resistance \( R_m = 15 \Omega \) were achieved at 2.8 GHz. The inset shows the 2D FEM simulation of the mode of vibration, indicating a combined lateral-thickness extensional mode of vibration.

---

Highly coupled resonator based on ridge-shaped periodically poled materials for radio-frequency applications
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Most resonator and filters are based on Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) technology using inter-digitated transducer (IDT). This mature technology is particularly addressing radio-frequency filter demand, but it is limited by various factors. Recently, the interest of periodically poled transducer built on single crystal LiNbO3 Z-cut plates was investigated as an interesting alternative to classical inter-digital transducers. Performances of such a device were theoretically demonstrated showing many advantages such as electromechanical coupling and equivalent phase velocity. This paper shows the practical existence of high electromechanical coupling ($k^2=15\%$) and high phase velocity (10000m.s$^{-1}$) for this kind of transducer.

This new device has been modeled with our finite and boundary elements simulation tool for both LiTaO3 and LiNbO3 to determine the most interesting design. LiNbO3 is known as highly coupled material; LiTaO3 is used for its similar properties and shows a better coefficient temperature of frequency. A high aspect ratio ridge-shaped transducer was made of LiNbO3 to show the resonator capabilities. The manufacturing process is achieved by dicing a ridge in a poled plate with a diamond-tipped saw and plating the ridge walls to define the electrodes.

The dispersion properties analysis have shown one longitudinal mode ($k_{max}^2=12\%$) and one shear mode ($k_{max}^2=22\%$) for a “ridge width/poling period” ratio of 0.4 and 0.2 respectively. A 500µm-deep and about 120µm-wide ridge has been successfully fabricated on a periodically poled LiNbO3 exhibiting a poling period of 600µm. The device characterization shows an electromechanical coupling about 15% and a difference between theoretical and experimental resonance frequencies under 1%. Parasitic effects shown on fig. 1 (b) are caused by a parallelism defect of the ridge sides, which is the main problem to fix for future improvement.

Fig. 169: SEM view of ridge shaped transducer (a) and a comparison of theoretical ($k^2=22\%$) and experimental ($k^2=15\%$) results (b)
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Optical absolute frequency reference for space applications
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Future space missions related to fundamental science, Earth observation or navigation and ranging require ultra-stable optical frequency references for the employed lasers. Setups based on saturation spectroscopy of molecular iodine are well known frequency reference for Nd:YAG lasers, of which space qualified versions are available.

With the goal of a space qualified iodine frequency reference with $10^{-15}$ stability at 6000 s, we have developed a compact ruggedized setup based on a 550 mm × 250 mm baseplate made of Clearceram-HS glass ceramic with ultra-low coefficient of thermal expansion (Fig. 1). The optical elements are joint to the baseplate using adhesive bonding technology with a space-qualified two-component epoxy. The spectroscopy setup features a 30 cm iodine cell used in triple pass configuration of the counter propagating pump- and probe beam, which are stabilized to 8 mW and 1 mW, respectively. Balanced detection provides an excellent signal to noise ratio of the modulation transfer spectroscopy signal. As laser source we employ a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser. Frequency modulation of the pump beam is realized via an acousto-optic modulator, where residual amplitude modulation is detected and cancelled in quadrature detection to avoid lock point errors. The laser is stabilized to the $a_{10}$ component of the transition $R(56)32-0$, and its frequency stability is determined from beat note measurements with a cavity stabilized laser. The frequency measurements show a short term stability of $8 \times 10^{-15}$ at 1 s integration time averaging down to below $3 \times 10^{-15}$ at 20 s (cf. Fig. 2).

In a current activity, an engineering model (EM) will be realized on a 380 mm × 180 mm baseplate and a special manufactured multipass cell of dimension 100 mm × 100 mm × 30 mm, which will undergo thermal cycling and vibrational tests.

Fig. 1: Photograph of the elegant breadboard model of the iodine spectroscopy setup. Laser light is fibre-coupled to the setup with a triple-pass configuration of a 30 cm iodine absorption cell.

Fig. 2: Allan Deviation of the beat note between the elegant breadboard iodine reference and a cavity stabilized reference laser. A linear drift of 50 Hz/s, attributed to the reference cavity, was subtracted from the frequency time record.
A laser frequency stabilization unit for next-generation space atomic clocks
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A range of new applications in fundamental physics, in time and frequency metrology, and in geophysics will be enabled by ultra-precise atomic clocks in space, in part in conjunction with terrestrial clocks. The “Space Optical Clocks” project aims for operating an optical clock on the ISS toward the end of this decade. An EU-FP7-funded-consortium \cite{1} is currently developing two transportable lattice clock demonstrators, based on strontium and ytterbium.

One unit of the modular strontium clock apparatus is a compact and reliable frequency stabilization system (FSS) for absolute frequency stabilization of several laser sources at distinctly different wavelengths, needed for cooling and manipulation of Sr atoms: 689 nm, 922 nm, 813 nm. The FSS setup is based on three low-to-medium-finesse optical cavities, embedded in the same ULE block housed in a small vacuum chamber. Waves from the lasers are led to the respective cavities using single-mode fibers and fiber combiners. The lasers are locked to the cavities using the Pound-Drever-Hall technique. For each laser, a waveguide electro-optic modulator (EOM) performs a double phase modulation generating two sideband triplets. The central line of one triplet is locked to the cavity. It can be frequency-tuned (here, over 600 MHz) relative to the carrier, allowing bridging the frequency gap between an ULE cavity mode and the atomic transition frequency. The whole optical setup (see picture) is assembled into a compact aluminum vacuum chamber with size of approx. 40 x 30 x 15 cm$^3$ plus a box containing the waveguide modulators (on top) and the compact, DDS-based control electronics subunit. Three external cavity diode lasers were simultaneously stabilized to the FSS, using independent EOMs. A fourth laser, the independently stabilized 698 nm clock laser, can also be coupled to the FSS. Its purpose is to measure and correct the drift of the FSS cavity with respect to the ultra-stable reference cavity. The linewidth and the absolute frequency stability of the stabilized lasers were characterized by means of a femtosecond frequency comb stabilized to a H-maser and a virtual beat with an ultra-stable Yb clock laser. The most critical laser, the 689 nm laser for cooling on the $^1\text{S}_0 \rightarrow ^3\text{P}_1$ intercombination Sr transition, exhibits a linewidth of approximately 100 Hz at 1 s integration time (0.9 kHz at 70 s) and a drift smaller than 0.5 Hz/s. These values are mostly determined by the properties of the reference cavity and the environment, since for simplicity, compactness and weight reduction no means have been implemented for reducing the vibration sensitivity of the cavity.

The system has been successfully integrated into the Sr compact lattice optical clock at LENS (Firenze, Italy), achieving robust and stable operation, with $1.1 \times 10^4$ $^{88}$Sr atoms in the lattice and clock transition spectroscopy with 23 Hz linewidth.

Laser dynamics effects on the systematics of large size laser gyroscopes
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Large frame ring laser gyroscopes provide precise measurements of local frame rotations induced by earthquakes, tides, local tilts of the terrestrial crust and even by the wobbling of the axis of the planet\textsuperscript{521}. A ground based experiment aimed at measuring the Lense-Thirring effect with an array of laser gyroscopes has been recently proposed\textsuperscript{522}. The project foresees the construction of a tri-axial gyroscope for the measurement of the Earth's rotation vector with a precision better than $10^{-9}$. This goal requires a strict control of all the systematics connected to the geometrical scale factor and to the nonlinear dynamics of the laser. The complete identification of the laser parameters is then required for the absolute calibration of such detectors.

We present the results of comprehensive experimental tests of the Lamb's semiclassical theory of ring lasers obtained by operating the “G-Pisa” gyroscope with the laser plane oriented almost perpendicularly to the local North direction. In this configuration, the Earth's rotation contribution to the Sagnac frequency is less sensitive to the orientation error, and a more precise estimate of the systematics coming from the laser dynamics can be achieved. Cavity losses and the corresponding dissipative Lamb parameters are monitored by observing the single beams intensity modulation at the Sagnac frequency while the gain parameters are identified by a dedicated spectroscopic analysis of the plasma dispersion function. The adopted methods and the improvements of the ultimate performances of the G-Pisa apparatus, obtained with the application of a Kalman filter algorithm, will be detailed.

Determination of the Boltzmann Constant using Laser Absorption Spectroscopy
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The current CODATA value and its associated uncertainty for the Boltzmann constant, \( k_B \), is primarily derived from a single acoustic measurement performed in 1988[1,2]. Since a call in 2005, there have been renewed efforts towards a redetermination of \( k_B \) in preparation for the redefinition of the kelvin[3]. Here, the unit of temperature is no longer tied to a particular state of matter, but instead, to an ensemble of fixed fundamental constants.

In this talk, we will present recent progress towards a redetermination of \( k_B \) using high-precision and high-accuracy Doppler-broadened spectroscopy of cesium atoms in a thermal vapour cell. By extracting the width of the Gaussian component of an isolated hyperfine absorption feature one can determine the translational thermal energy, \( k_B T \), of the atomic vapour. By combining this with an independent measurement of temperature \( T \), it is possible to determine the Boltzmann constant[4]. We will present a Boltzmann constant determination with an 8 ppm statistical uncertainty and discuss sources of systematic error.

**Spectrometer:** The probe laser at 894nm was offset-frequency locked to a stable master laser, providing a tunable, but stabilized optical frequency to probe the D1 transition. The spectrometer utilises a single-pass dual-beam topology, with one path detected immediately while the other is directed through a well-shielded, temperature-controlled cesium cell. We have shown that our spectrometer is capable of shot-noise limited precision[5].

**Systematic Errors:** Currently, the performance of our thermal enclosure is the principal limitation to achieving ppm-level accuracy. We will discuss the use of an advanced thermostat which can reduce temperature gradients to below 15\( \mu \)K – sufficient for a ppm-level retrieval of \( k_B \). Whilst the compact, single-pass topology possible with the highly absorbing alkali metals is a distinct advantage, one must also be wary that the atomic population can easily be significantly perturbed away from thermal equilibrium by the probe source. We have observed and quantified an anomalous power broadening and a spatial beam profile distortion that can be attributed to optical pumping in the 3-level \( \Lambda \) system. Both of these can disturb the accuracy of the measurements.

Hollow-Core Fibre Frequency Standards
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A continuing challenge for the broader applicability of high precision frequency standards is the large size and fragility of the best examples. This talk presents our research aimed at developing new platforms for precision measurement based on compact and robust gas-filled hollow-core photonic crystal fibre (HC-PCF). We will address two particular examples: (i) iodine-filled fibre for delivering a flexible visible light standard suitable for length metrology; (ii) rubidium-filled fibre for a compact frequency standard based on a narrow two-photon transition.

(i) Iodine$^{523}$: We have loaded a 50cm long hollow-core (~25µm core diameter) photonic-crystal fibre with ~5Pa of iodine vapour. By probing with counter-propagating and frequency-shifted 532nm beams, we see strong and clean Doppler-free resonances with a low-power linewidth of around 6MHz. This linewidth is dominantly set by transit-time effects across the fibre core. We use FM spectroscopy to lock the laser to one of these spectral lines and have achieved a fractional frequency stability of $2.3 \times 10^{-12}/\sqrt{\tau}$ where $\tau$ is the integration time of the measurement. This stability is consistent with photon shot-noise on the detected signal. We predict that with some improvements to the modulation scheme, together with lowering of the iodine pressure, it should be possible to improve this stability by a factor of 10.

(ii) Rubidium$^{524}$: We have loaded a high density of Rb into 15cm of hollow-core optical fibre with a 35µm core diameter. We excite the two-photon resonance (5S to 5D) in Rubidium using two counter-propagating lasers at 780nm and 776nm. This dual colour excitation gives a much stronger transition than would be the case from a pure 778nm excitation. The high intensity conditions, together with the long length of the fibre, can result in substantial absorption of IR light (>80%). The observed two-photon linewidth is around 10MHz arising from three effects: transit time (5.6MHz), residual magnetic fields in the unshielded fibre (2.6MHz) and a residual Doppler effect (3.1MHz) arising from excitation by two different wavelengths. Frequency stabilization of the sum frequency of the two lasers is possible using modulation-transfer spectroscopy variant: we observe amplitude modulation on one colour transferred from frequency modulation on the other. The measured fractional frequency stability of the sum frequency was $9.8 \times 10^{-12}$ at 1.3s integration time. This performance is limited by varying light shifts driven by alignment fluctuations. Were these to be suppressed the shot-noise floor corresponds to a level of $10^{-13}$ at 1s.

$^{523}$ Lurie et al, OPTICS LETTERS 36, 4776, (2011); Lurie et al, OPTICS EXPRESS 20, 11906 (2012).
$^{524}$ C. Perrella et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 87, 013818 (2013); C. Perrella et al, Optics Letters, (2013), submitted
Towards a new clock laser system using a ceramic cavity and laser linewidth transfer technique
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Theoretical study shows that the frequency stabilities of ultra-stable lasers at a short averaging time are close to being limited by mechanical thermal fluctuations of the optical cavities. A long spacer for the cavity should help to reduce the thermal noise relatively. However, a long cavity could be sensitive to the vibration. To surmount the problems, there is a need for a new material with high specific rigidity and very low thermal expansion at room temperature. We have applied an ultra low thermal expansion ceramic based on poly-crystalline cordierite ceramics ('NEXCERA' Krosaki Harima), which has a Young's modulus of ~ 130 GPa and a Poisson's ratio of ~ 0.30, to an optical cavity spacer. To evaluate the thermal expansion coefficient of the ceramic, we produced an optical cavity consisting of two ULE mirrors in optical contact with a ceramic spacer. The length and diameter of the ceramic spacer were 75 and 25.4 mm, respectively. A Nd:YAG laser operated at 1064 nm was stabilised to the ceramic cavity and the resonant frequency of the cavity was measured by a fibre-based frequency comb system. We found that the ceramic cavity had a zero cross temperature at 16.4 (1) °C where the thermal expansion coefficient crosses zero. A finite element based analysis has been employed to calculate the ceramic cavity deformation when loaded. The response to the vertical acceleration is estimated from computations of the axial displacements at the centre of the mirror surface. A reduction in the response of the ceramic cavity to the vertical acceleration by a factor of 2 comparing with an ULE cavity has been shown (Fig. 1.). By combining the ceramic cavity with laser linewidth transfer technique using our high-speed controllable fibre-based frequency comb, clock lasers for Yb and Sr optical lattice clocks will be linewidth-narrowed and stabilised.

This research is supported by the MEXT/ISPS through its FIRST Program and Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research Program (KAKENHI Grant Number: 22540415).
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Physical model of phase noise in feedback oscillator
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Background: The phase noise of feedback oscillator is a key factor which limits the performance of electronic system.

Classical Leeson Model Analysis: When applying this model to design a feedback oscillator, one should know what key points should be paid more attention to? What drawbacks of this model also should be noted. In this paper, determinants between loaded quality factor $Q_L$ and equivalent parameters of a resonator and that of a oscillation circuit are tried to be revealed, influencing factors of noise factor $F$ and corner frequency $f_c$ are analyzed, and improvement measures are discussed as well.

Design examples and analysis:
Low phase noise quartz crystal BAW oscillator with AT-cut and SC-cut resonator.
Low phase noise oscillator with SAW resonator.
Low phase noise bulk wave oscillator with LiTaO$_3$ resonator.
$LC/RC$ feedback oscillator.

Conclusion:
The loaded quality factor $Q_L$ is a dynamic parameter.
The noise factor $F$ is also a dynamic parameter.

Discussion:
Further studies about methods for improving the phase noise performance of the feedback oscillator.

References:
Design, Simulation and Test of an Oscillator Suitable for Wafer Level Evaluation of SAW Resonator Phase Noise
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In a well-designed BAW or SAW oscillator, the primary contributor to near-carrier, flicker-of-frequency noise should be the resonator itself and not the sustaining stage amplifier. Determination of resonator short-term frequency stability (self-noise) at the wafer level is highly desirable from both the perspective of resonator selection prior to packaging and evaluation processing conditions resulting in low noise resonators. The objective of this work was to design a SAWR oscillator where both the flicker-of-PM noise contribution of the sustaining stage could be reliably determined. In addition, the oscillator design needed to be compatible with and tolerant of coaxial probe connections to on-wafer resonator arrays.

It was decided to design the oscillator using a 50 ohm sustaining stage amplifier. To this end, several candidate amplifiers were evaluated, including inexpensive, tape-and-reel type amplifiers containing darlington pair configurations with resistive feedback as well as SMP modular amplifiers. A novel method was used for very simple and accurate determination of amplifier flicker-of-PM white (additive) noise without the SAW resonator installed that consists of oscillator operation using an intentionally low delay (low Q) LC resonator or band-pass filter. The amplifier operating point (bias, excess gain, etc) is the same as with the SAWR installed, except the open loop white PM and 1/f PM noise is intentionally enhanced to quite high and easily measurable levels. We observed a reasonably large spread in 1/f PM noise for different model tape-and-reel amplifiers purchased from the same vendor. The same method was used in a discrete component sustaining stage, and in that case, resonator loading was both measured and successfully simulated via determination of the 1/2πτ corner frequency in the phase noise.

The wafer probe oscillator was first evaluated using packaged resonators where the sustaining stage contribution towards oscillator near-carrier noise was 6-10dB below the best resonators. The oscillator was then installed in a wafer probe set-up, where extraordinary measures needed to be taken to reduce the effects of acoustic noise, electrical interference and vibration. The current status is that the results obtained for evaluation of packed and on-wafer devices are quite comparable.
Synthesis of Ultra-Stable Radio Frequency Signals From Independent Microwave Frequency Oscillators
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We present the design, implementation and evaluation of 10 MHz, 100 MHz and 1 GHz signals synthesized from two nominally identical 11.2 GHz Cryogenic Sapphire Oscillators (CSO). The fractional frequency stabilities of the CSOs for integration times below 5 seconds are comparable to the state-of-the-art performance of X-band signals generated by optical-comb division526, while stability for integration times from 5 to 4000 seconds remains without peer. This translates into low phase noise, high frequency stability performance of the generated RF signals, with applications in millimeter wave Very Long Baseline Interferometry.

Previous work reported on the synthesis of a 10 MHz and 100 MHz signal from a single CSO527, we have now synthesized these signals independently from separate CSOs and directly compare them. We also generate a 1 GHz signal by phase locking a voltage controlled oscillator to a 1 GHz output derived from a CSO. Fractional frequency stabilities at 1 second integration time are $1 \times 10^{-14}$, $2 \times 10^{-15}$ and $1.5 \times 10^{-15}$ respectively for the 10 MHz, 100 MHz and 1 GHz signals (Fig. 1). Single sideband phase noise at 1 Hz offset is $-134$ dBc/Hz for the 10 MHz signal ($\approx 12$ dB lower than the best commercial 10 MHz quartz oscillator), $-130$ dBc/Hz for the 100 MHz signal ($> 25$ dB lower than the best commercial 100 MHz quartz oscillator) and $-112$ dBc/Hz for the 1 GHz signals. Phase noise performance is limited by the frequency dividers and is surpassed only by signals synthesized using regenerative dividers528. Possibilities for improvement will be discussed.

---


The noise-free frequency divider can be assimilated to an ideal gearbox that divides the input frequency by $d$, transferring the total jitter $\delta t$ from the input to the output. Accordingly, the phase-noise spectral density is ruled by $\frac{S_\phi(f)}{d^2}$. So, a modulo-10 divider reduces the input phase noise by 20 dB.

In the classical ($\Pi$) digital divider (a chain of flip-flops), the output white noise is $\frac{S_\phi(f)}{d}$. The denominator is $d$ instead of $d^2$. So, a modulo-10 divider reduces the input noise by 10 dB instead of 20 dB. This unfortunate outcome is due to the sampling theorem applied to phase noise. In fact, the phase noise is sampled at the rising and falling edges of the square wave, which means at a sampling frequency $2v_{in}$ at the input, and $2v_{out}$ at the output. Owing to the Parseval theorem, the time fluctuation is $\langle (\delta t)^2 \rangle = S_\delta(f) B$, where $B$ is the noise bandwidth, i.e., the Nyquist frequency. Down-sampling by a factor of $d$ at the output, the spectrum of the time fluctuation scales up by a factor of $d$.

Our de-aliased ($\Lambda$) divider uses shift registers and a resistor network to generate a triangle-like waveform at frequency $v_{out} = \frac{v_{in}}{d}$, sampled at the full speed $2v_{in}$. Having removed the down-sampling phenomenon, the output noise is $\frac{S_\phi(f)}{d^2}$, as in the ideal divider. The phase noise is equivalent to that of a noise-free DDS\footnote{C. E. Calosso, Y. Gruson, E. Rubiola, “Phase noise in DDS,” Proc. 2012 IFCS p. 777–782.}. By contrast, the complexity of a $\Lambda$ divider is a mere factor of 2–3 higher than that of a $\Pi$ divider, and suitable to simple/cheap gate arrays.

The schemes are called $\Pi$ divider (traditional) and $\Lambda$ divider (de-aliased). The names follow the output waveform, as in the case of the weight function of the $\Pi$ and $\Lambda$ counters\footnote{E. Rubiola, “On the measurement of frequency and of its sample variance with high-resolution counters,” Rev. Sci. Instrum. 76(5) 054703, May 2005.}.

In a real divider, the input sampling, inherently, introduces noise. Additionally, the output stage can be a limiting factor because its phase noise adds up after scaling down the input noise. Flicker noise does not behave as described because the electrical power in higher-frequency aliases is low. However, we have good reasons believe that the flicker noise can be lower in $\Lambda$ divider, as compared to the $\Pi$ divider. This will discussed only after further experiments.

The article provides theory and experimental verification of the phase-noise aliasing, and demonstrates the virtues of the $\Lambda$ divider.
Trim Effect Compensation Using an Artificial Neural Network

John Esterline
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Trim effect is a skewing of the frequency versus temperature performance of a crystal oscillator as the frequency is pulled (trimmed) away from the oscillator’s nominal frequency. As TCXO (Temperature Compensated Crystal Oscillator) frequency versus temperature stabilities have improved to ppb (part per billion) levels trim effect has become more of a concern. Even though unwanted, the degradation of performance from trim effect is something generally accepted as a characteristic of TCXOs. This paper focuses on a method of compensating crystal oscillator trim effect. Through the use of an artificial neural network, trim effect compensation of AT cut crystal oscillators can be achieved with better than +/-15ppb stability over the industrial temperature range (-40 to +85 °C). This is more than a 10 fold improvement over the inherent trim effect found using state of the art polynomial function generator compensation, see Figure 1 below. The theory of this compensation method will be discussed, and data showing the results of trim effect compensation on actual oscillators will be presented.

Figure 1: Comparison of Trim Effect uncompensated (left) versus compensated (right).
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Piezoelectric acceleration sensors that could stand environment temperature above 645°C (1200°F) are of great important to the field of vibration monitoring of aviation and aerospace engine. The traditional piezoelectric materials used in this area include lithium niobate crystal, bismuth layer structure system piezoelectric ceramics331. But the issue of the lower electric resistivity limits their application of temperature higher than 645 °C. GaPO4 crystal which is grown by hydrothermal method could be used up to 900 °C. However, the difficulty in crystal growth of GaPO4 crystal makes it very expensive and limits its application.

ReCOB (Re= La, Y, Sm, Nd, Lu) crystals and LGX crystals including LGT, LGN and LGS are piezoelectric crystals with high melting points above 1400°C and without phase transition from room temperature to their melting points. All of these crystals can be grown by common Czochralski method up to 4 inches. They are all good candidates for high temperature application.

LGT, LGS, YCOB and SmCOB were grown with efforts to study the factors affecting the electric resistivity of each crystal and increase their electric resistivity under high temperature in our laboratory in recent years. LGS and YCOB with diameter of 4 inches, LGT of 3 inches and SmCOB of 2 inches were successfully grown and the basic physical properties and crystal quality were characterized. The rocking curve of high-resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD) of these crystals shown that they were of high quality. Piezoelectric acceleration sensors used the X-cut rings of 10 mm diameter based on these crystals were fabricated and tested. It was shown that our as-grown LGT crystal could be used up to 645 °C with very steady sensitivity. YCOB and SmCOB crystals could be used to higher temperature up to 900 °C after overcoming the issue of pyroelectric effect.

Thin quartz layer transferred on silicon for SAW applications
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Motivation

The transfer of piezoelectric material is of a great interest for the direct integration of Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) devices on silicon wafers. This approach offers a lot of opportunities for the development of smart devices dedicated to sensing or integrated frequency sources. However, the bonding/thinning process must allow preserving SAW properties, comparable with devices built on single-crystal wafers.

Achievement

We present improved results on the development of single-crystal quartz layer transfered onto silicon through direct wafer bonding and thinning process. One-port SAW resonators have been built using a stepper-based industrial process. To overcome the Temperature Coefficient of Expansion (TCE) difference of dissimilar materials like quartz (13.2 ppm/°C) and silicon (2.3 ppm/°C), a low temperature direct wafer bonding process has been implemented. This process is performed at atmospheric pressure with low temperature annealing (<200°C). InfraRed (IR) imaging shows excellent bonding quality with no defects.

Results

Thin AT-cut quartz layers of about 100 µm were obtained after grinding and polishing process. While the thinning process of quartz is likely to be known for increasing crystal disorder and to induce some defects in the transferred layer⁵³⁴, our quartz thin films are achieved without any damaged layer and with a crystal quality equivalent to bulk material. Aluminum electrodes were deposited on quartz to achieve SAW resonators. Figure 1 shows the resonators obtained on the hybrid quartz/silicon wafer. Inter Digital Transducers (IDT) were designed to generate Rayleigh waves at 430 MHz. The electrical response of a single-port SAW resonator is shown in figure 2 where the fundamental resonance exhibits a Q-factor of about 12500.

The developed process was applied to different quartz crystal orientations to satisfy a large variety of applications.

Fig. 1: SAW resonators on a 100mm hybrid wafer.  
Fig. 2: Admittance of a SAW resonator.

Acoustic properties of carbon nanotubes as high acoustic impedance electrode in BAW resonators
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Bulk acoustic wave (BAW) resonators can be used as gravimetric sensors by tracking the shift in the resonant frequency that takes place when the mass of the devices changes due to the adsorption of biological or chemical agents. To promote the adsorption of a specific agent the uppermost layer of the device has to be adequately functionalized. In addition, to increase the quality factor of the resonator, it is advisable to use a top electrode with an acoustic impedance as high as possible, which provides a larger confinement of the mechanical energy into the piezoelectric. At the same time, the weight of the top electrode should be kept as low as possible to avoid lowering the electromechanical coupling factor. Therefore, the ideal top electrode would be a highly conducting material, exhibiting low mass density and high acoustic velocity, which would double as an electrode and as a sensing layer. Because of their morphology, carbon nanotubes (CNT) have densities below 1 g/cm³. They also exhibit low resistivity and very high elastic constants, which lead to a high propagation velocity. These features, together with the possibility of being functionalized and their exceptionally high surface to volume ratio, make CNT layers very good candidates as top electrode in gravimetric sensors based on BAW resonators. For designing purposes, a deep knowledge of the material properties is required. In this communication we present a study of the acoustic properties (sound velocity and acoustic impedance) of CNT layers by means of the characterization of BAW resonators using a CNT layer as top electrode.

BAW resonators consisting of a Mo/AlN/CNT piezoelectric sandwich were built on acoustic mirrors composed of Mo and SiO₂ alternating layers deposited on a silicon substrate. The CNT film used as top electrode was grown on a Ti layer by the pyrolytic decomposition of C₂H₂ diluted in NH₃ using Fe nanoparticles as catalytic agent. The frequency response of the resonators was assessed as a function of the thickness of the CNT electrodes, which varied from 0.5 µm to 10 µm. Apart from the resonant frequency corresponding to the longitudinal mode in the AlN, a λ/2-resonance is also excited into the CNT layer, whose frequency is related to the thickness and the sound velocity of the film. To derive the density, the sound velocity and the acoustic losses of the CNT layers, the frequency response of the resonators was fitted using the Mason’s model; as inputs we used the values of the densities, the acoustic velocities and the losses of all the layers involved in the device (Mo, SiO₂, Ti and AlN) that had been accurately determined in previous works, as well as their thicknesses assessed by profilometry. We have obtained values of the mass density varying from 0.1 g/cm³ to 0.5 g/cm³ and sound velocities around 18000 m/s, which lead to acoustic impedances ranging from 1.8·10⁶ kg·m⁻²·s⁻¹ to 9·10⁶ kg·m⁻²·s⁻¹. When grown under specific conditions, CNT layers possess higher acoustic impedance and lower density than the metals commonly used as electrodes in BAW devices (Mo, Au, Cr, Ti, Zr, Ag, Pt, Al), which makes them suitable as low mass electrodes with high acoustic impedance and low series resistance. Raman spectroscopy, XPS, AFM and SEM characterization has been performed to determine the structure of the CNT layer.
Properties of Piezoelectric Single Crystals Ca$_3$TaGa$_3$Si$_2$O$_{14}$ at High-Temperature and High-Vacuum Conditions
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High temperature sensors which could be applied safely and stably under harsh environments are of major importance to the aerospace and energy industries. Recently, a kind of fully ordered langasite family crystals Ca$_3$TaGa$_3$Si$_2$O$_{14}$ (CTGS) have attracted considerable attention for high-temperature applications. In this paper, Piezoelectric single crystals Ca$_3$TaGa$_3$Si$_2$O$_{14}$ (CTGS) were grown by the Czochralski pulling method along <100> direction and cut into lateral mode. The dielectric, elastic and piezoelectric properties of them were investigated as functions of temperature (up to 1073.15K) and pressure (up to 1E-7 torr). It was found that all the crystals exhibited pressure stability properties (up to 1E-7 torr) and temperature dependent characteristics (up to 1073.15K). Fig. 1 presents the resonant frequency as a function of temperature at different pressures. According to our calculation, the dielectric permittivity $\varepsilon'_T/\varepsilon_0$, elastic coefficient $s_{11}$ and piezoelectric coefficient $d_{11}$ were 17.66 (±3.75%), 8.83~9.29 (pm²/N) and 3.77 (±2.11%) (pC/N), respectively. Fig. 2 gives the elastic constant ($s_{11}^E$, $s_{22}^E$) as a function of temperature at different pressures. The good properties make CTGS promising candidates for sensing applications at high-temperature and high-vacuum conditions.

Fig. 1: Resonant frequency as a function of temperature for CTGS lateral mode crystal at different pressures.

Fig. 2: Elastic constant variation as a function of temperature for CTGS lateral mode crystal at different pressures.

$^1$ Fapeng Yu, Shujun Zhang, Xian Zhao, Duorong Yuan, Lifeng Qin, Qing-ming Wang and Thomas R. Shrout, “Investigation of Ca$_3$TaGa$_3$Si$_2$O$_{14}$ piezoelectric crystals for high temperature sensors,” Journal of applied physics 109, 114103, 2011.
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The development of elastic wave sensors capable to be remotely interrogated without on-board energy has yield new markets rise. The corresponding users challenge these sensor for several extreme applications such as operation at temperature above 500°C. Although the use of Langasite was the most promising approach, Aluminum Nitride (AlN) based structures were also considered as a potential solution. It was demonstrated that high overtone bulk acoustic resonators (HBARs) can be applied for wireless sensing as an alternative to SAW resonators. As AlN is well-suited for such devices and exhibit a melting point in excess of 2000°C, the idea to exploit AlN-based HBAR for high temperature operation was considered in the present work.

AlN-based HBARs have been manufactured in a Sigma-Trikon sputtering machine, depositing 1µm thick layers onto a (111) Ti/Pt backside electrode deposited atop 530µm thick Sapphire and 400µm thick Silicon substrates. The classical figure of HBAR response was observed, with a frequency separation of about 8 to 9 MHz depending on the substrate and a maximum resonance of the layer alone near 2 GHz. The resonances between 400 and 500 MHz (close to the 434 MHz centered ISM band, Fig. 1) have been focused for assessing the operation of the devices at temperature larger than 500°C.

These devices have been submitted to temperature cycles up to 600°C for 48 hours in an oven developed at IMTEK for calibrating acoustic devices, and their electrical response were monitored at various frequencies during the experiment. The observation of the device showed minimal dewetting effects in form of single droplets atop the surface. The material lattice was found stable enough to withstand the temperature induced tensions as the thermal grooving and the resulting forming of droplets leaving micro cavities in the metallization layer is limited. The experiments then were extended successfully up to 800°C. The use of these HBAR for wireless applications will be tested in the near future.

![Graph](image-url)  
**Fig. 2:** Electrical response of a AlN/Sapphire HBAR before and after exposition to 600°C for 48 hours
Langatate Temperature-Compensated BAW Orientations Identified Using High-Temperature Constants
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There is a growing demand for high-temperature (>200°C) sensors and frequency control devices. Langatate (LGT) crystal is a prime candidate substrate for surface acoustic wave (SAW) and bulk acoustic wave (BAW) devices to address high-temperature sensing applications due to demonstrated long-term harsh-environment operation and recently published acoustic wave constants up to 900°C. While prior work by the authors on LGT has focused on high-temperature SAW performance, LGT BAW devices capable of operating in harsh-environments enable additional applications such as deposition rate monitoring, gas, chemical, and physical sensors, and high-temperature timing devices.

In this work, LGT BAW orientations are investigated up to 900°C for temperature-compensated orientations targeting harsh-environment applications. The study utilizes recently published LGT elastic, piezoelectric, and dielectric constants extracted by the authors using resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS) up to 900°C based on the resonances of bulk crystal samples. The constants were independently verified with high-temperature SAW measurements. Temperature-compensated LGT BAW orientations are investigated and discussed based on the analysis of the temperature coefficient of frequency (TCF), the turnover temperature (TCF=0) and the piezoelectric coupling for both thickness-field and lateral-field excitation of the three bulk wave modes.

A range of LGT BAW orientations are identified with turnover temperatures up to 550°C, which enable their use in high-temperature harsh-environment applications. Temperature-compensated orientations are uncovered for both the slow-shear (c) and fast-shear (b) modes and for both thickness-field and/or lateral-field coupling at high temperatures. The c-mode turnover temperatures are plotted in Fig. 1 against the angles $\phi$ and $\theta$ for the orientation Euler angles ($\phi, 0, 90^\circ$), BAW cut (YXwl) $\phi$, $\theta$. The identified temperature-compensated orientations are compared in the paper with plots of the piezoelectric coupling to determine select orientation regions with TCF=0 at 550°C and coupling up to 0.1 for thickness excitation or up to 0.14 for lateral excitation. Additionally, b-mode orientations were identified with turnover temperature up to 150°C. The data provided in the paper allows the selection of temperature-compensated LGT BAW orientations up to 550°C, considering different thickness and lateral field excitations values for a given sensor or frequency control application.

Fig. 176: Contour plot of LGT BAW c-mode turnover temperatures for Euler angles ($\phi, 0, 90^\circ$).
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